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The introduction of an entirely new family of Mark Levinson amplifiers seldom occurs. Mark Levinson products are not introduced on a
annual schedule, or according to the perceived needs of a marketing department. Rather, Mark Levinson products are introduced when
painstaking research and development pay off in the form of products which greatly improve upon what was previously possible.
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For full details please contact:Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360
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aride in the McLaren Fl GTR plus
Rog erà' I
sig
peakers
J

**See the
Lanzante
McLaren Fi
GTR at
The Hi Fi Show

W
aride in the McLaren F1GTR and a
pair of Rogers ' designer' speakers
so what's the connection?
Rogers have developed acompletely new loudspeaker concept,
with the help of one of the country's best-known industrial
designers, Peter Stevens - responsible for the styling of the most
exciting British road car of all time. The amazing Lanzante
McLaren Fi GTR will be on display at The Hi Fi Show.
Right now you have achance to win a ride in this fabulous
machine, plus a pair of Rogers still- top-secret speakers too!
Zoom to page 77 to win
this once- in- lifetime
competition.

See and hear all the latest
and the best in the world of
hi-fi under one roof at
The HiFi Show on the weekend
of 14th- 15th September.
Exhibiting at the show will
be well over 100 companies
representing probably 300 or
more brands — so there will
be literally thousands of new
products to see., plus the
chance to buy the latest
audiophile software, and hear
some very special live performances too.
Normal admission price is £3.50 - but this ticket gets
you into the Show absolutely FREE!
This ticket entitles you to FREE admission ( saving you the £3.50
admission charge) and you will be given aFREE copy of the complete
Hi Fi Show Guide.
Please Fill in this coupon and hand it in on arrival at the Show.

Address

Postcode
1
.
fyou do not wish to receive direct mail tick this box
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As the
summer rolls
on, we look
forward to
the Hi Fi
Show, when
the hi-fi
'season'
really starts

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(ii
COMPUSEITARIX»,/

Please specify
'HiFi News' in
the subject field of
your message

The

Campaign

to

Preserve Radio 3,
16 Bayle Court,
The Bayle,
Folkestone,
Kent
CT20 1SN.
Send SAE for
information:
donations welcome

itting here in stifling summer
heat, with the rains of
Wimbledon fortnight still fresh
in the memory, it seems amazing
that as far as magazine schedules are
concerned we're already on the brink
of another ' hi-fi season'. And
HFN/RR is confident that this
autumn, more than ever before, the
hi-fi season really starts with The HiFi Show in September. In this issue,
you'll find our special Show preview,
giving brief details of what's to be
expected from most of the 90-plus
exhibitors already confirmed at this
issue's press time. Please note that
these details are only an outline, and
that by no means all the exhibitors
were able to provide details in time
for the copy deadline.
As you'll already have seen from
the cover of this issue, there'll be
some rather special extras at this
year's Show. We are delighted and
honoured to welcome singersongwriter ( pianist/guitarist) Lori
Lieberman from the USA as the
Show's guest live musician. She'll be
playing on both the public-admission
days. Also at this year's Show, as
part of HFNIRR's continuing 40th
anniversary celebrations, there'll be
aspecial HiFi Heritage exhibition,
featuring the most mouthwatering
classic hi-fi from the ' golden age' of
audio, along with some extremely
rare prototypes from the good old
days (were they really?) of the British
audio industry. Turn to page 16.
BURT AND BEEB
Change at the BBC continues as the
Director General, John Birt, seeks to
'streamline' the organisation to meet
the commercial challenges of ' the
Digital Age'. It is sad to contemplate
the possibility that what was
indisputably the world's greatest
broadcasting organisation could
become just one of abunch of purely
commercial operators scrabbling to
entice audiences with
lowest-

common-denominator
garbage,
funding its efforts to do so by selling
off whatever it can from the glorious
(regulated) past, while at the same
time trying to maintain some
advantage over its competitors by
telling the government that it still
provides apublic service.
But that is the world we live in.
And there will be plenty of people
to say that this is not John Birt's
fault. However, licence payers
everywhere were no doubt delighted
at the recent news that Mr Birt has
talked to a design consultancy with
a view to spending quite large
amounts of their money on the
creation of a new logo ( corporate
identity) for the BBC.
Since last month, when
I
mentioned the Campaign to Preserve
Radio 3, the pressure group's
organiser Ian Gordon has had what
he felt was a constructive meeting
with the head of Radio 3, Nicholas
Kenyon.
As we goes to press, Mr Kenyon's
written follow-up is expected to be
released along with the Campaign's
considered response to his points,
and this may well have been made
public by the time you read this. So
perhaps I'd better stop venting spleen
at the Beeb for now and point you
in the direction of John Nelson, who
has seen fit to devote his ' Radio'
column
this
month
to
a
consideration of just what in his view
makes for good presentation of
classical music on the wireless. He
seems to think that there is worse to
come!
FIND US IN AMERICA
American readers who've had trouble
finding copies of HFN/RR on the
news stands may now call customer
services manager Nancy Ramsey at
our distributor, Eastern News, for
the name and address of their
nearest stockist. Calls are toll free in
the USA on 0800 2213148.

COMING NEXT MONTH
NAIM CD2, MF'S MAGIC BOX AND MORE
Heading the equipment review line-up next
month is an exclusive test of the new
Naim CD2 player. More scoop

Harbeth HLK6.

Per
veZdir

reviews cover the Musical
Fidelity X10 ' CD improver'.
Technics' limited-edition
version of its classic DJ
turntable, the SL1200.

You'll also find

HFN/RR's fully- updated, easy-to
read review directory. The Good
Hi Fi Guide, with specifications,
prices, supplier details and review
summaries on selected separates. In

the music section, you'll find an interview
with tenor Philip Langridge plus a bumper

Lexicon's latest AV processor.

package of CD reviews. Finally, don't miss

Arion's valve- amp kit and Alema's

the chance to win an exciting prize in

spectacular Golden Night. Scoop speaker

October's free-entry competition. HiFi News &

reviews cover Monitor Audio's metal-coned

Record Review's October issue goes on sale

703PMC, Acoustic Energy AE1 Series 2 and

on Friday, 6 September. Don't miss it!
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Bow Technologies' new
ZZ-Eight CD player
combines high-end
build with
outstanding styling
Ken Kessler

30 STAGE CRAFT
technical review of
Micromega's new modular,
upgradeable Stage 4, 5 and 6 CD
players
Martin Colloms

55

35 THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN?
hot new amplifiers in the shape of
Myryad's MI120/MA120, the NAD
314 and Sonneteer's Campion
Peter J Comeau

40 ON TFIE SLATE
Anachrophile returns with a look at
Slate Audio's approach to plinthing
vintage Garrard 401 turntables
Ken Kessler

47 FIVE
five moving-coil cartridges under
£500: the Goldring Elite, Virtual
Reality Etile, Dynavector Karat 17D2
MkII, Linn Klyde and Sumiko Blue
Point Special
Andrew Cartmel & Matthew
Thorne

50 AGE OF ENLIGHTENMENT

42 FILLING THE GAP
with its novel transport mechanism,
Sony's new CDP-XE900E CD player
fills a gap in the market at £300
Paul Miller

44 VISION OF THE FUTURE
Spendor's 2000 series continues with
the 2030 loudspeaker
Alvin Gold

full technical review of DPA's
Enlightenment DX32 DAC and
Enlightenment Drive
David Berrimaii

52 COR, LUMLEY!
a complete Lumley Reference system
assessed: Stratosphere ST1 turntable,
PS2 pre-amp, M250 monoblocks,
and LM2 loudspeakers
Peter J Comeau

55 NOW IS THE M-TIME
is Mission's M Time system the
acceptable face of home cinema?
Ken Kessler

59 HYBRID VIGOUR
exclusive review of Electrostatic
Research's Model II Vista
speaker
Chris Beeching

MTV or M -Time?
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16 HI-FI SHOW PREVIEW
a special preview of the 14th annual
Hi-fi Show, Britain's unrivalled major
hi-fi event

63 GRAND DIVIDE
our ongoing feature on choosing
systems with synergy reaches the
£1500 mark
Alvin Gold

71 REVIEWERS RECOMMEND
the equipment our reviewers
recommend — and what they actually
listen to

77 UNIQUE PRIZES FROM ROGERS
two pairs of a special limited edition
version of Rogers' top secret ' ProjectD' speakers are up for grabs; the
lucky first prize winner will also have
a chance to ride in the McLaren FI
GTR supercar!

78 FRANK ABOUT HI-FI
report featuring the cream of this
year's Frankfurt High End Show
Steve Harris
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what does ' in the signal path' really
mean?
Ben Duncan
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Spendor has

a Vision of the

'Older' on page 100

Where the
Searching
Stops
Aerius

A UDIOPHILES want aloudspeoker that successfully combines the slam* of moving coil bass with the
transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic uk. The search is over: Martin Logan Ltd—the
electrostatic loudspeaker technology company— uniquely satisfies these requirements with its
astonishing elertrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers
The Marlin Logan range incorporales the
classic ILS lIZfall-range..full-height electrostatic. the flagship hybrids Quest Z and SL3 and the
massively popular Aerius za, The Aerius is the culmination of a decade of advances in hybrid
loudspeaker technology. Compact enough for the smaller room, ¡ his revealing speaker sacrifices
nothing in perfOrmance
Reviewers' opinions are remarkably positive—Alvin Gold (
Audiophile June

44er2

!MIRE fOUNDS
HIE CINEMA
AND ese
fle NE EXPRIS

1993): The impression of lift, vitality and sheer exuberant involvement that it generates with agood
sysi cm puts it in a class of its own.* es, AIrin Gold (
HiFi Choice January 1996) wrote of ihe S13: more
capolde of assuming the persona of the music than almost uny box speaker you care to name'. ze
Colloms (
Ili Fi News August 1995)Ja and the SL:1 to be: one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.. He continued: ' The SL3 can produce images
that don't impress: theY convince.• ea, Conhte/ Absolute Soundsfo'r adealer list where you can audition
these remarkable loudspeakers ••• And now Home Cinema speakers ae, Stylos surround speakers are
i
Woo , full- range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrerho ttel wide dispersion elecirostatichlynamic tweeter hybrid z$,Martin Logan— the electrostatic

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road • London SW20 ODE

Telephone

0181-947 5017

Facsimile

0181-879 7962
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'Short on
definition,
texture and
pitch, came
the grim
reply. I
looked up
at my very
own, two
week old
TDL Studio
Monitors
and
whimpered'

VICTORY V
Dear Sm, Three suggestions if I
may, all relating to valves and vinyl.
Your system-building exercise has
made fascinating reading — even
for someone who chooses to play
mostly vinyl. There is now so much
happening at or below the £ 1000
price level, with new turntables
(Impulse, Nottingham Analogue)
and new amplification (Art Audio,
Audion), that asimilar exercise
covering valves/vinyl and thigh
efficiency?) speakers would be
highly informative.
Secondly, Idon't know the
politics of it, but Idoubt if Iam
alone in wishing to see both Audio
Note's and World Audio Design's
valve kits reviewed in HFNIRR.
Thirdly, you have now twice
featured Loricraft-rejuvenated
Garrards. Perhaps you could come
up with acomparative review
encompassing the different
approaches to the 301/401 of
Martin Bastin, Loricraft and Slate
Audio, using amodest arm. Indeed,
it would be interesting if such a
turntable could be included in the
system-building exercises.
David Deboys, Cambridge
Good suggestions all, though you may
have missed our feature on horns and
other high-efficiency speakers [Jan 96].
A review of Audio Note's Ku Three is in
the pipeline, and as for Slate Audio, see
KK's piece on page 40 of this issue — Ed.
POST-PAID
Dear Sir, I'm suffering from that
most awful of conditions: PPRRS
(Post-Purchase Rotten Review
Syndrome). This seems likely to
affect anyone who is foolish enough
to venture into the purchase of an
item that has not previously been
the subject of areview. Iam
referring to the November
supplement on onemake systems.
I'll never forget the evening when I
flipped, unsuspectingly, on to page
8. There Ifound the most scathing
attack on apair of loudspeakers
that Icould recall (and my

HI-F1 NEWS .4RECORD REVIEW
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recollection of HFNIRR stretches
back some 15 years). Isat up. Ireread the review. Ieven put my wine
glass down. Iscanned in vain for a
single, positive word.
'Expressionless', ' messy and
grainy', ' aggressive, detached
midband', 'lack of coherent stereo
depth or soundstage'. Yes, but
what about the bass? ' Short on
definition, texture and pitch' came
the grim reply. Ilooked up at my
very own, two week old TDL
Studio Monitors and whimpered.
This is, perhaps an extreme
example of the problem that faces
purchasers and, presumably,
reviewers of expensive kit. Down at
the sensible end of the market
review coverage is very good and by
and large the various magazines
seem to concur about what is good
and what is bad. But there are
many expensive items that will
probably never make it onto a
reviewer's hard-disk. They are
bought, as mine were, following
extensive auditioning. But is this
enough? Expensive hi-fi also seems
to cause extremes of view. Cheap
loudspeakers are somewhere
between averagely good and
averagely bad: the higher you go,
the more polar the views seem to
get.
Surely no manufacturer,
especially one with TDL's
experience, can produce such
awful-sounding products? Surely
no loudspeakers that cost well over
£2000 can be that bad? Mr Gold
should spare athought for those
like me before he sticks his flag into
the icecap, especially as this was
not a 'proper' review. When an
item is so brutally cast into the
inferno as the TDL's were, the
magazine has aresponsibility to go
back to the manufacturer and give
them achance to explain
themselves or to stick ahealth
warning on the product.
So, what do Ithink of my
loudspeakers? Well, I'm bound to
say that Ido not believe the
transmission line is the route to
deep bass. Having been aREL
Stygian owner for afew years I
know what good bass sounds like
and Iknow what my (large)
listening room will sustain. Despite
each having asimilar external
volume to the REL the TDLs do
not go down as low. The
transmission line, however well
damped, is basically atube with a
moving diaphragm at one end, and
therefore must be aresonant
system. The Studio Monitors take
off at around 45Hz, making one
bass instrument sound like two
different ones, depending on what
note is being played. Worse still,

this peak in sound pressure is
coupled with amarked trough abit
further up the spectrum. Hi-fi it is
not.
I've tried messing around with
positions and fiddled with running
the REL out-of-phase... all
unsuccessfully. Old socks stuffed
up the outlet of the transmission
line calm things, but its all deeply
sad. Treble? Fierce and sibilant.
Stereo image? Individual
instruments seem well-defined but
the overall effect is abit woolly,
Conclusions? Has the review
caused me to reject my previous
positive impressions, and
consequently, my hard-savedfor
new loudspeakers? Or has it merely
made me face up to their
shortcomings? On balance, given
their cost, Ithink I'll keep my faith
in the reviewer and, reluctantly,
admit to myself that they really are
crap. If only I'd listened abit
longer, and abit more honestly in
the shop.
N Allinson, Hertfordshire
CONTEMPORARY CLASSIC
Dear Sir, Many congratulations to
all who worked to produce the 40th
Anniversary issue including the
Classic HiFi supplement.
As one who has read the
magazine from the beginning, it
brought back many happy
memories from the early days and
has given much enjoyment.
When Ifound that the only copy
left on the shelf of WH Smith,
Kingston, on Saturday morning 11
May, had been much handled and
was minus the supplement, I
wondered if Ishould subscribe
direct in future. Iwas relieved to
find agood supply at WH Smith,
Croydon, later the same day when I
visited the town to enjoy an
excellent concert by the Russian
State Philharmonic Orchestra at
Fairfield Hall. It seemed
appropriate to buy the magazine as
close as one could get to Link
House!
Best wishes for the next 40 years.
Fred KEC Walter, Sunbury on
Thames, Middlesex
CLOUD NINE CAWNG
Dear Sir, Nostalgia ain't what it
used to be, so the saying goes.
Don't believe it, because this old
pensioner was on the equivalent of
cloud nine when he devoured the
Classic HiFi 32-page supplement.
accompanying the 40th
Anniversary issue of HFNIRR.
Younger present-day readers (yes
Iwas once ayouthful reader all
these many years ago) please
understand my delight to re-read
vintage technical reviews by yester-
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KEF REFERENCE SERIES M ODEL FOUR
The Inside Story
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Look inside the new KIT Reference Series Model Four and you'll understand why it has been hailed as one of the finest loudspeakers in the
world. You'll find brilliantly innov.ttive design, bristling with advanced features found on no other speaker. No wonder it has met with such
critical acclaim.
"...KEF's best yet, showing that musicality and neutral

"...This speaker has adegree of slam and overall

balance can result from the high-tech and deeply

dynamic range associated with the best at

researched designs that KEF is famous for..."

two or three times the price..."

"...It'll play loud throughout the range, holding onto its

Martin ( .
olloins, lli-Fi News

fundamental inner balance, one which is recognisably

11

The expelence
of sound

truthful to the programme input..."
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READERS'
LETTERS
Wereserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

year contributors like Ralph West,
GW Tillet, BJ Webb, followed by
Barry Fox and Angus McKenzie,
surely the finest ears to judge sound
reproduction, together with other
pioneers Stanley Kelly and
Christopher Breunig, thankfully still
with us.
During the formative years of this
magazine, my generation eagerly
devoured constructional articles for
speaker enclosures, amplifier and
FM tuner designs, supplemented
by borrowings from public libraries
of such books as James Moir's High
Quality Sound Reproduction and the
range of books by the late great
Gilbert Briggs, founder of
Wharfedale, plus (when available)
the more exotic publications listed
in their foot-notes as references.
Then as in the present time, a
minority were able to purchase the
then state-of-the-art systems by
Quad, Leak, Tannoy, EMG, and
the new Ortofon m-cpickup with
matching transformer. (Items
nowadays much sought after by
wealthy Japanese and other
collectors.) However my
generation, who answered the call
to defend this nation against
Hitler's attempt at world
domination, were content to apply
the knowledge acquired in HM
Services, with radar and so on, to
build from scratch such reliable
designs as the famous Mullard 510
valve amp and the more sldfful
legendary Williamson design. We
didn't worry about possessing the
Garrard 301 turntable plus
expensive pick ups, Decca, Expert
and so on, but were content with
the then budget-priced Colaro
'Transcription' unit with integrated
arm and Ronette TX 88 low output
turnover ceramic cartridge, well
matched to the input of our self
built amps.
John M Mackay, Fortrose

QUADS ON
Dear Sir, Iwould like to
congratulate you on the wonderful
article on the Quad Ils appearing in
your June issue. This is amuch
maligned amplifier and one which I
feel receives an unfair amount of
bad press.
A couple of years ago Iwrote to a
popular hi-fi magazine to complain
about this. In reply they insinuated
both that the quoted specification
in the Quad H's manual is
incorrect, and that my Quads had
been dubiously modified (they are
restored to the original
specification). This is hardly afair
evaluation.
Admittedly they do require
sensible partnering, but this is to an
extent true of any piece of hi-fi

1941 RERS a REMO REVIEW
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equipment. While the pre-amp has
dated far less well than other Quad
products, Ican't think of another
all valve pre-amp/phono stage
available for under £ 50!
M Shrewsbury, Leeds
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The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Defies panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4panels for
apair of Tannoy

ANNIVERSARY TOAST
Dear Sir, What anostalgia trip
HFNIRR for June was!
Iswapped two Quad Ils afew
years ago for aGarrard 401 BBC
style (with the instant start clutch
and BBC alloy arm), plus aTannoy
Variluctance Cartridge and apile of
Tannoy styli 78 and LP. The
turntable, my third 401, was
adapted to run 78s (BBC versions
are restricted to 33/45 speeds) and
the Tannoy Cartridge employed
Expert Stylus diamonds.
A number of CDs now available
both on our own Beulah label and
other labels are the result of 78s
played out on this machine. We
transfer to V; inch tape at 15ips
running on acontemporary Nagra
III tape recorder. This full-track
mono recorder is still unbeaten to
my mind and certainly outperforms the state of the art Nagra
D 20bit 'Ainch digital tape
recorder.
Barry Coward, Hailsham

PAPER TIGER
Dear Sir, What agreat shame that
in your 40th anniversary year and
one issue before that anniversary
you decide on aquality reduction
exercise. Not of the content, it has
to be said, but of the paper it is
printed on.
Ihoped in vain that this was just
aone-off only to be disappointed as
Iturned to page 91 and found Ben
Duncan's ' Black Box' on blue
cigarette paper. Is this acreeping
demise, month by month? Are we
to get less of the gloss and more of
the dross? Where will it all end?
Surely Iam not the only person
also to miss the rock and pop
reviews for Nat King Cole, Dave
Cortez, Jackie Deshannon, Bo
Diddley, Don Henley, Albert King,
Dean Martin, Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band, The Radiators, The
Supremes and The Tams. All of
these, according to the index of the
May issue, appeared on page 99.
However, in my copy, page 99
previewed the June issue and
carried asubscription form; the
reviews were nowhere to be found,
nor was any mention of this
omission made in the June issue.
A JAldridge, Middlewich

and at least 6panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet.
remove foam andior
wool damping from
the inside of the
speaker ( if fitted)

Place the flexible Defies
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
recommended adhesive

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound, and far less
distortion when
played loud

What the exports have to soy—
"...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

/4141 Man & Record Review - March1994
" .. Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
But one things for sure - the Deflex panels
are no gimmick. They work..."
Audio Video - Daceinhar 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amoreMatural sound..."
HI-R Choice - January 1994
CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality
Value for money

limmilD

Standard Panel £7.95 ( 28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel

£ 6.95 ( 28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£ 5.95 ( 24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £ 14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make a range of products to
stilt the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAL.ING STRIP GASKETS Mc

For aFREE information pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS
Tel
Fax

(
01745) 571600
(
01745) 570194

ACCESS

• VI

• APIEDC • C.
O.
D.

Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
n3rnm
section

10mm

•••••••
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We hope that its 'better late than never'
for those who turned fruitlessly to page 99
in May. The reviews appeared, at last,
in July. Apologies — Ed
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news

M ORE PERFORMANCE FROM
M ORDAUNT-SHORT
A

nother
a
' Resinrock' speaker has
joined Mordaunt-Short's Performnce range. The Performance 820

(£1495) shares the design innovations of
the 860 model [ reviewed by MC, July '95].
Cabinet coloration is said to be eliminated
with an enclosure moulded in a special
proprietary

resin

composite

material

Acoustic Isolation System is used for the
similarly-sized midrange driver, fitted with a
precision phase plug and working into its own
enclosure. The tweeter is a 25mm aluminium
dome with magnetic liquid cooling and
'damped control pressure loading', said to
reduce the resonant frequency and limit the
excursion of the dome, coupled with rear

(Resinrock), containing a matrix stone and
rubber particles.
The 820 is a three-way design, with a pair
'of 110mm Polypropylene-coned units for the

cavity loading.
Quoted sensitivity is 90dB/W at 1m, with

bass. As with the 860, the design makes use
of the floor boundary (rather than a wall) to

power, 20-120W RMS. Finished in high-gloss

a 6 ohm nominal impedance and peak power
handling of 175W. Recommended amplifier

enhance low frequency output, giving a more
consistent bass response regardless of room
placement, provided the speaker is placed at

black, the Performance 820 measures
780x236x309mm (hwd). Call Mordaunt Short
on 01705 407722. [Also new from Mordaunt
Short is an entry-level home theatre speaker;

least 0.5m from the wall. Mordaunt Short's

see ' Briefing]

GARROTT CARTRIDGES
BACK IN BUSINESS

WILMSLOW AUDIO SAVED

K

it speaker and hobbyist supplier
Wilmslow Audio will continue

Vanessa, Irealised that this almost
unique service would be lost to many

In Australia, Kerry Williams has acquired the

in business under enthusiastic new

business and technical resources of the late Garrott

management. The Cheshire-based
company was expected to close after

people like myself.' Shaun Williams
now intends to bring some of his
own designs into production. The

brothers and has developed the new Garrott P88
moving-coil cartridge, attempting to combine the
unique sonic abilities of the Garrott Decca
cartridge.., with all the desirable features of modern
moving coil designs.' Stylus tip is a Garrott grain
oriented micro-tracer. Kerry will handle servicing for
Garrott cartridges, but at present is unable to source
diamonds for the P87 model. Contact Audio
Dynamics Pty Ltd 155 Camberwell Road, Hawthorn
East 3123, Victoria, Australia. Tel + 61 ( 03) 9882
0372 or fax 61-3 8813 3108.

30

years

trading

due

to

the

retirement of owners John and
Vanessa Dawson. But now, the
business has been purchased by
loudspeaker
enthusiast
Shaun
Williams and his business partner
Terry Sharpe. ' It all came about
quite quickly and almost by
accident', explained Shaun. ' After a
passing conversation with John and

new owners have relocated Wilmslow
in Leicester and intend to maintain
the company's reputation and
continue the service offered to
enthusiasts and traders, suplying flatpacked speakers, drive units and
audio components. Suitable premises
are currently being sought, but in the
meantime the company will be
operating from a temporary address
which is located at 68 Carlton
Avenue,

CELESTION's

MORDAUNT SHORT has a new entry-

Impact Cl , right,

level home entertainment speaker using ICT

is a modestly-

(Inductive Coupling Technology). Moulded

priced (£ 149.00)

from mica-filled polymer, the 245mm-high

centre channel

CS-3 has a 100mm bass/mid unit, with a

speaker

built-in 25mm metal tweeter dome driven by

incorporating two

induction from the bass/mid voice-coil. Price

100mm bass/mid

is £129.95/pair.

units flanking a

'MASTERS OF MUSIC' the

25mm soft-dome tweeter. Finished in black

Clapton/Who/Dylan concert held in Hyde

ash vinyl, the Cl measures

Park in June for The Prince's Trust, will be

450x165x220mm ( whd).

broadcast in Dolby Surround by BSkyB

GUINNESS Publishing's seventh edition of

Television on the Bank Holiday, 26 August.

The Guinness Book of British Hit Albums,

SOUND BY DESIGN Glasgow based

bigger than ever at 480 pages, was

turntable specialist, has a new telephone

published on 7 June, at £ 12.99.

and fax number, 0141 563 9822.

Narborough,

Leicester.

Current telephone and fax numbers,
though, are still 01565 650605 and
01565 650080.

NAKAMIC HI
DROPS CASSETTE
DECKS

N

akamichi Corporation of Japan
has ceased production of all its

currently-listed cassette deck
models, including the well-known
DR-2 and DR-3 and the Dragon.
When current stocks are exhausted,
in the summer of this year, no
further supplies will be available.

HI -FI CORNER's Virtual Hi Fi Shop' web

SOUND IMAGE ( UK) Ltd agent for US-

site allows hi-fi to be ordered direct from the

made Alon and Boulder products, has moved

computer screen. The address is

to 52 Milton Road, London SW14 8JR. Tel

models and offer full servicing

http://www.virtual-

0181 255 6868, fax 0181 255 6869.

facilities. No announcement has

publishing.com/cyberfi/hifishop/. You can

VIVANCO has launched three headphones

been made as to the introduction of

still phone on 0131 556 7901!
JAMO now offers black, mahogany and

aimed at ' the younger music lover'. All

any replacement cassette deck

weighing 188g or less, the three models are

models. For service information call

white colour options on its £89.99 Cornet

SR 550 (£ 39.99), SR 650 (£49.99) and SR

Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd on 01903

20 IV speaker model.

750 (£ 59.99).

750 750.
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Nakamichi B&W UK Ltd will
continue to carry parts for these

I1

B&O STANDS UP FOR CD

A

revolt against indifference and
black boxes' is the way designer
David Lewis describes the Bang &
Olufsen BeoSound 9000,
the
Danish company's first new music
system in three years. The multi-play
CD holds, plays and displays up to
six CDs at atime, and incorporates
aconcealed AM/FM radio. It can be
operated manually or via B&O's
innovative Beo4 remote control. The
unit is designed to be placed in any
one of seven different positions, from
flat or tilted on a table, to hanging
on awall or standing vertically on
its special stand. The digital display
will automatically adjust to read
appropriately. CDs automatically

stop in the exact position in which
they were loaded, so you can make
sure the labels read the right way up!
The mechanism moves from disc to
disc in 6seconds, and the motorised
smoked glass door operates at the
touch of abutton. A random play
facility operates across all six discs,
and favourite CD tracks can be
stored and memorised for future
playback. There is a built in timer
for system start-up and, as you
would expect, a BeoLink socket
allows connection to other B&O
home entertainment systems. Retail
price of the BeoSound 9000 .is
£2500. Contact Bang & Olufsen UK
Ltd on 01734 692 288.

NAGRA OFFERS 24- BIT,
96KHZ RECORDING

M

aster recordings with 24bit
resolution
96kHz
sampling frequency are possible
with the new NAGRA/DCS
recording system. The extended
sampling rate and playback
capability is achieved
by
partnering the professional
Nagra-D
4- track
location
recorder with special versions
of the DCS analogue- to-digital
converter and DCS 952 digitalto- analogue converter. The
DCS units operate at full 24-bit
wordlength and at sampling
frequencies of 88.2kHz or
96kHz. DCS converters are

already used by
major classical
and jazz labels
including Sony
Classical,
Philips Classics,
Toshiba/EMI,
Polygram and
Nimbus.
Looking ahead
to the future
requirements of
Digital Video Disc, Nagra says
that this Nagra/DCS combination
will allow the production industry
to make ' recordings that can be
ready to meet the improved

A

amplifier

line

is

being

and £ 699.95 respectively, in line

launched by Talk Electronics,
asubsidiary of cable specialist Cable
Talk. Already available are the
remote- control Hurricane 2 and
Hurricane 3pre-amplifiers (£599.95

level-form, with auser-configurable
m-m/m-c phono stage at an extra
£100), matching the 70W/ch
Tornado 2 and Tornado 3 power
amplifiers (at £649.95 and £899.95

EVENTS • EVENTS S EVENTS • EVENTS • EVENTS
1-31 AUGUST '
Linn clinic'

12-15 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi

month at Grahams Hi Fi,

Show, Ramada Hotel. London

Canonbury Yard, 190a New North

Heathrow Airport. sponsored by Hi-

Road, London N1 7BS. During the

Fi News & Record Review. Trade

month of August. Linn LP12

only, 12th and 13th. open to the

turntables of whatever age will be

public 14th and 15th. Contact

serviced at parts cost only. Call

Janet Belton. 0181 686 2599

Ray Horn 0171 226 5500 for an

20 -21 SEPTEMBER Meridian

appointment.

Digital Theatre at Grahams Hi Fi,

16-17 AUGUST Linn AV open

London Nl. Call 0171 226 5500 .

days at Grahams di Fi. London Ni..

24 -29 SEPTEMBER, Live 96

Call 0171 226 5500 for details.

consumer electronics exhibition.

30 -31 AUGUST Naim Audio

Earls Court, London. organised by

open days at Grahams Hi Fi,

Blenheim Exhibitions. Contact

London Nl. Call 0171 226 5500

0171 742 2828.

for details.

19 -23 SEPTEMBER SIM Show

7-10 SEPTEMBER British

96. International Multimedia Show

Music Fair, Earls Court. London.

at the Milan Fairground. Milan.

Contact 01442 215435.

Italy. Contact ( 0)2 481 5541.

Expanding its
existing range of
reflex
transmission line
speakers, TDL
has announced
the first
products in its
new TUne
series. Based on
the popular
RTL2 and RTL3
models, the TLime 2
(£549.95) and
TUne 3 are
taller and come
finished in real
wood polished
veneers.

standards

of

any

Constructed of

future

dense MDF. the

consumer
replay
media'.
Further
information
from
Nagra Kudelski (GB) Ltd, 01727
810002.

speakers come
assembled with
integrated spiked
plinths. All
components are of

NOW LET'S TALK ABOUT ELECTRONICS
new

TALLER
'T- LINES'
FROM
TDL

audiophile quality,

respectively). The Hurricane handset
will also operate compatible CD
players. Later this year Talk will
launch the Whirlwind power supply,
an upgrade for the pre-amps, as well
as a third pre- amp, a 50W power
amplifier, a top-of-the range 110W
monoblock power amplifier and an
integrated amplifier. Prices and more
details will be available at The Hi Fi Show in September. Call Talk
Electronics on 01252 378 383.

with cast chassis
for the hags units
and metal-dome
tweeter's, while
the crossovers
employ air-cored
coils and
PolYProPYlene
capacitors.
Contact TDL
Electronics Ltd

on 01628
850 111.

NEW VISTAS FROM AUDUSA

A

new speaker from Electrostatic
Research/Sunrise Research of
California is the Vista Model III,
retailing at £2800.
Like the bigger Vista II [ reviewed
in this issue by Beeching], this is a
full-size hybrid, combining a cone
bass unit with a large electrostatic
panel. Also new from the same
importer is the LAT range of
American-made interconnects and
speaker cables. Contact Audusa &
Co, 0181 942 6241.
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news
ERRATA
Rego correction
Wishful thinking crept into
Alvin Gold's July issue system
building feature, '£750
Synergy', when on page 47 he
erroneously referred to aRega
CD player. In fact, the Rega
CD player is not yet available,
although it is expected to go on
sale in the next two months.
We also apologise for
incorrectly printing apicture of
the ELA speaker instead of the
EL,8.

'Parameter
Game'
errors
We would
also regret
that despite
our best
efforts some
errors crept
into E J
Jordan's
article, 'The
Parameter
Game' Uuly,
pp 601.

Figures 1and 2were
transposed and equations 2, 3
and 5should be as follows:

Mm =

Ma
f
o
Vfa / —

Cm =

1

TANNOY UPDATED PROFILES AND DEFINITIONS

previous moulding. A completely new model,
Profile Plus 635 (£450) takes its place in the
middle of the range, and becomes the lowestcost model to use Tannoy's 200mm (8in) Dual
Concentric unit. Bass loading is by ducted port,
and the cabinet measures 820x264x286mm
(hwd).
Definition models have also been refined,
cosmetic changes and acoustic improvements
include anew co-ordinated cabinet top and

American Cherry veneer finish option and a
new low-diffraction baffle. Differential material
technology has been introduced to give better
control of drive- unit energy flow. New
additions to the range are the D300, using a
single 165mm ( 6.5in) cast-chassis Dual
Concentric driver, and the D900 (£TBA) with
a 300mm ( 12in) dual Concentric. These new
models measure 829x239x251mm and
1145x428x464mm (hwd) respectively. Finally,
the D750 home theatre centre channel speaker,
at £995, uses a200mm Dual Concentric unit
flanked by two supplementary 200mm bass
units. Call Tannoy on 0131 225 7979.

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th*
September 1996

Out of this

WORLD!
*12th — 13th (Trade Days)
*14 — 15th (Public Days)

DENON'S THX
SYSTEM

ACOUSTIC
ENERGY
FLAGSHIP

S

ild to be the result of
'several years of
research, development',
Acoustic Energy's new
flagship AE5 speaker
includes no less than seven
drive units. Four 130mm
metal-cone bass units (two
upper-bass, two lower-bass)
and two 130mm metalcone midrange units are
combined with asingle
25mm magnesium alloy
dome tweeter to create a
four-way, tri-wirable
system.
The tweeter is coupled
directly to the alloy front
baffle, which forms part
of aresonancecontrolled multi-braced,
multi-chamber cabinet (reflex loaded for the upper
and lower bass units), finished in natural Santos
Rosewood veneer. Quoted sensitivity is 91d13/W
and power handling 250W. Retail price is £7995.
Call Acoustic Energy, 01285 654432.
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magazine, and we regret that some readers might have been led to believe otherwise.

ll Tannoy's Profile series speakers have been
updated to Profile Plus status, with
significant changes to the cabinet structure
including the use of an MDF top replacing the

HIFI
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Musical Images advertisement
We regret that owing to aproduction error, the Musical Images advertisement on pages
14 and 15 of the July issue was not clearly identified as such. We should like to point out
that the content of these pages was not in any way related to the editorial content of the

A
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IIIIhree ' audiophile
grade'
components make up the Denon
Dolby AC3/THX Home Cinema
System, due to arrive in September.
The AVP-Al pre-amp/processor
combines Dolby Digital AC-3 with full
THX 5.1 and 4.0 processing, plus
standard Dolby Pro-Logic. With 20bit DACs ( and 20- bit A/D for the

Dolby Pro- Logic decoder), the AVPAl (£ 2999.99) includes individual
delay-time setting for every speaker,
a vast range of inputs and outputs,
full on- screen displays, multiple
surround modes and many other
features. The P0A-T3 THX three-channel
power amplifier (£1099.99) and the
P0A-T2 THX two-channel power
amplifier (£799.99) In these amplifiers,
each channel is built as atrue mono
120W module, capable of around 30A
peak current. Call Hayden Labs on
01753 888 447.

For further information contact:
Janet Belton,
Exhibitions Manager
The Hi-Fi Show
Link House Magazines Ltd
Link House
Dingwall Avenue
Croydon CR9 2TA.
Tel: +44 (0) 181-686 2599
Fax: +44 (0) 0181-781 1158
Sponsored by:

HUI
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The Conqueror at £ 1,599
is a stereo amplifier
utilising one 300B per
channel, giving an output
of 2 x 8 watts.

Sorcerer's
Apprentice

"True, they're rated at only
18W each, but they act like
50 wafters. Iwas astonished
by the levels they allowed
the Watt/Puppies to deliver,

The ( ) ties Iat £ 2,750
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising one 300B
per channel, giving an
output of 2 x 9 watts.

The legendary ' L ) 11e:akti' amplifier is capable of extracting the very
best from recorded works and critics alike. In Audiophile Magazine in
March 1991 Jonathan Kettle, wrote:
"The quality of crispness, enunciation and body to the sound
was a combination that generated effortless lucidity and
clarity.., the performance had me spellbound in disbelief"

r

The Conquest at £4,450
is a twin monoblock
amplifier utilising two
300B's per channel,, giving
an output of 2 x 18 watts.

With this heritage in mind. Audio Note
are proud to introduce our new Compact Range'.
The Conqueror, () nest 81. Conquest (
illustrated).
All share the same styling aesthetic and all feature the
'renowned' 300B direct heated triode in single ended pure
'class A configuration. The audio circuitry in each is simplicity
itself, with direct signal paths, and of course, all are hand- wired.

with no sign of clipping, no
trace of susceptability to the
System V's weird impedence
characteristics. And with the
old ESL's, whew.., it was a
match made in, well,
Canterbury"
"...the mid- band is something
truly sgecial..."
"..yes, Ireally am sorry to

see them go."
Ken Kessler
Hi Fi News & Record Review

PURE MAGIC, PURE MUSIC, PURE AUDIO NOTE

udio No
MusiciS Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C. Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511
Fax: + 44 (0)1273 731498

technology
Carrubba described DCC as a
'great product' that failed.
'We couldn't get the cost curve
down', he admitted. 'We listened to
the music industry when they said
that people wanted to go on using
tapes, but with CD quality, and
that people would upgrade if the
equipment was compatible.
'We spent ahelluva lot of money
and time on making a compatible
system with CD quality sound. But
we were stalled by the music
companies who didn't move fast
enough. High end users bought the
system, but you need millions of

Launching
anew
recording
format is
arisky
business,
as those
behind DCC
discovered...

j

an Timmer, reaching the end
of his term as President of
Philips, says there is now only

a very
short ' window
of
opportunity' for launching a new
format. Timmer was successful
with CD, but failed with CD Video
(the
revamped
version
of
Laservision), DCC, CD -i, and
MPEG-1 Video CD. Philips pulled
out of DAT before others failed
with it.
Throwing money at an idea is
not enough to make it a standard.
User benefits matter a lot more
than technical niceties. CD Video is
alocal success in some Far Eastern
countries only because it is used for
karaoke and pornography, with
player sales fuelled by pirate discs
from China. Sony's MiniDisc is
successful in Japan as a fashion
accessory that people use to play
taped copies of CDs. This is exactly
not what the record companies,
including Sony/CBS, wanted.
In the cinema, Dolby's digital
system is fast becoming the de facto
standard, despite the money which
Sony and Universal spent on
promoting their rival SDDS and
DTS systems. The Californian
company behind DTS is now trying
to sell the idea of DTS-encoded
CDs, LaserDiscs, and DVDs. This
reminds of the efforts made
by DBX to
sell encoded
LPs which
would only
play back
through a
DBX
decoder.
Philips
has
just
celebrated
sa years of
.research at its
Laboratories in
Redhill, with astring
of open days. Dr Frank
Carrubba, Executive VicePresident of Philips, flew in
from Eindhoven during the
afternoon and answered questions.
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sales to get the cost curve down.
Then the record companies said
"we were wrong" about our
expectations, and DCC stalled.'
High density, high quality, audio
CD only has a hope if it rides on
the back of DVD, the High Density
Video Disc. By June the DVD
Alliance was nearing completion of
Version 0.9 of the technical
specification, which defines basic
video player and video disc format.
After industry comment Version
1.0 should be ready by the end of
summer. If discs and players are
manufactured before Ver 1.0 is
agreed, there can be no guaranteed
of future compatibility.
There is still no firm policy on
the sound system to be used in
Europe. The specification says it
should be MPEG-2 Musicam but
the movie studios are likely just to
use Dolby AC- 3, the system
earmarked for the USA.
Any consumer launch before
autumn 1997 must be premature.
But in the USA Thomson ( RCA),
Toshiba and Time Warner have
been promising an autumn 1996
launch with players at $ 499. In
Europe, Thomson has been
promising a DVD launch in
October 1996. At the Birmingham
trade show Thomson's DVD
Product
Manager
Stephane
Pechmajou, was only too happy to
make this commitment. But
Pechmajou has now gone silent.
Said Carrubba at the end of June:
'We are battling with the film and
music industries. It's very difficult
to protect copyright and their
lawyers are screaming. You satisfy
the music industry on copyright,
but then the computer people are
not happy. The movie industry
wants encryption. The music
people, Sony and Matsushita, want
encryption. But the computer
companies don't want it. They
want plug and play between
platforms.
'We think copyright is important,
but regional distribution is not so
important. Encryption is clumsy.
The keys get messed up. People

forget them. They have to be
changed. Samsung, Toshiba and
Matsushita are going full bore,
promising product in September,
saying we don't give a damn about
standards. Don't believe it. There
will not be aproduct this year.'
At the Harrogate CET! seminars
Paul
Matwiy,
Technology
Marketing Coordinator at THX,
warned that the DVD Alliance is
using the wrong business model.
'They know that DSS (the digital
satellite service from Hughes and
Thomson/RCA) was a phenomenal
success, and they see DVD as
another DSS. They are mistaken.
Would DSS have been such a
success if there had been two
channels, and two hours of
programming every night?'
Matwiy confirms that THX has
been experimenting with MPEG-2
video coding. ' It is not atrivial task.
If you try single pass encoding the
results can vary between acceptable
and atrocious. Waterworld, for
instance, is an MPEG-2 nightmare
with all the fine detail in the sea
scenes'.
Matwiy is optimistic in the longterm, ` DVD is the ideal rental
format, it's durable, and if someone
breaks the disc, you know it. You
don't have to wait until someone
else has played the cassette.'
He also does not buy the
argument that early adopters will
buy the first DVD players. ' They
will wait until the second generation
players', says Matwiy. ' The real
business model', says Matwiy, ' will
be more like CD, and of course it
will be atremendous computer tool.'
THX knows of only four MPEG2 coding facilities. They will have
their work cut out supporting the
launch with new material. ' So there
will be no legacy movies on DVD
for quite a while'. This is why he
believes LaserDisc and DVD will
coexist for several years.
Jan Oosterveld, President of
Philips Key Modules Division and
in charge of DVD, tells how the
DVD Forum now holds technical
and policy meetings every week.
'All the people involved want to
find asolution, but it's not yet clear
what type of solution,' says
Oosterveld. ' There are different
agendas, from people coming from
different positions.'
'This is not just about copy
protection. Even if copy protection
were solved tomorrow, the industry
is not yet aligned, it is not yet in
sync. Iam nervous that there will
be too much talk. People are not
patient.
'A big orchestra needs to be
tuned. DVD is like a big orchestra
and it is not yet tuned.' Barry Fox
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PREVIEW
See and hear the best and
latest hi-fi and home theatre
at The Hi Fi Show, London,
England, this September.
Over 90 exhibitors are
confirmed so far for what
promises to be the
greatest hi-fi show ever.
This preview brings news of
some of the products which will
be on show - but it's by no
means comprehensive.

The Hi -Fi Show, Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow, London, England, sponsored
by Hi-Fi News & Record Review.
12-15 September 1996
(12th and 13th, open to the trade only;
14th and 15th open to the public,
admission £ 3.50).
Free public- day admission with the
voucher on this issue's front cover.

A & R Cambridge Ltd
1065/1067/1069

way floor standing speaker the
AE5.

NEW PRODUCTS:
New Arcam Alpha Series:
complete new range! Alpha 7
amp, CD player and tuner;
Alpha 8 amp, power amp, CD
player and tuner; Alpha 9power
amp and CD player; Alpha
AV50 integrated home cinema
amp. All new styling; even
better sonic improvements
across the range.

FEATURING:
The AEI and AE2 Signature
Series loudspeakers. The AE100

Annvil Audio/Audio
Physic
1156/1157
NEW PRODUCTS:
Audio
Physic
Avanti
2
loudspeakers,
Yamamura
Churchill,
new
improved
Millennium 5000
digital,
interconnect and speaker cables,
Millennium 9000 and Quantum
mains cables.
FEATURING:
Meracus Imago CD transport,
Meracus
Flagrare
DAC,
Meracus Pretare, pre-amp,
Meracus Tentare power amp,
Yamamura Churchill accessories.
Absolute Sounds Ltd
Britannia/Harrier/Lear/
Jetstar/ 1001
NEW PRODUCTS:
Audio Research fully-remote
LS15 Line Stage Pre-amplifier
together with the fabulous new
V100 full valve power amp,
Copland CSA8, Krell's Full
Power Balanced 150, 300 and
600 amplifiers, Martin Logan
Aerius j, Sonus Faber Concerto,
Theta Casablanca Cinema
Director, and maybe a new
entry level Wilson Audio
loudspeaker.
FEATURING:
Air Tangent, Angstrom, Audio
Research, Cinevision, Combak,
Copland, Davidson-Roth, Dwin
Electronics, Jadis, Koestsu, Krell
Analogue and Digital Products,
Martin Logan, PS Audio,
Siltech, Sonus Faber, Theta
Digital, Transparent, Wilson
Audio.
Acoustic Energy Ltd
1059/1060
NEW PRODUCTS:
The
first
world
public
demonstration
of
highly
renowned AEI
and AE2
loudspeakers as ' Series 2'. Plus
the all new £8000 flagship 4-

-AE's highly successful £ 200
entry level speaker. The STAE1
and STAE2 dedicated speaker
stands.
Adusa & Co
1020
Featuring:
Electrostatic
Research
by
Sunrise Audio California USA
— Electrostatic hybrid speakers,
the Vista and Vision. Sumo,
California USA — the Ten/M
monoblock Class A 240 W/ch
power amplifier. Artemis preamplifier with separate power
supply and on board DAC.
Apollo Hi -Fi
Furniture
Stand No 7
NEW PRODUCTS:
The world's longest established
specialist speaker stand and A/V
furniture manufacture will be
showing a new range of tables
suitable for mini/midi sized
components.
FEATURING:
Improved versions of the A2
speaker stand will be on display
offering unrivalled performance
and finish at only £ 79.95 per
pair. The ever-popular Aria
modular table system now
includes a 1000m wide module
to accommodate even the
widest of widescreen TVs.
ARO Perfomance
Systems
1040
NEW PRODUCTS:
Tryactiv 321S loudspeaker
system. A three way active
loudspeaker system, each drive
in its own enclosure, with the
bass cabinets containing three
separate power amplifiers,
totalling 600 RMS W/ch, plus
control unit.
Audio Engineering
Systems
1025
NEW PRODUCTS:
The Carlisle hybrid amplifier;
The
Foxton
headphone
amplifier; the Argisle head
amplifier, plus a switching box
for the Carlisle or use with
other equipment.
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FEATURING:
Little Mead Mains conditioner,
Blue Moon Interconnect and
Yellow Crystal. Don't miss the
special prize draw!

Alema UK Ltd

FEATURING:
S2000MP+P remote control
pre-amplifier £ 1049; S2000MI
multi-award-winning 100W/ch
integrated amp, £799; S2000MT
FM tuner (remote) £599.
Beam Echo
1013

1031

Ash Design/Missing
Link
Stand No. 14

NEW PRODUCTS:
SA-50 50W power amplifier and
SP-21 pre-amplifier.

Audiofreaks
Hunter
NEW PRODUCTS:
Conrad-Johnson ART tube line
pre-amplifier, CJ Premier 15 tube
phono pre-amplifier, Muse Model
Three remote line pre-amplifier,
Resolution D20 dla processor and
T30 CD transport, Golden Tube
Audio SE100 single ended stereo
power amplifier.
FEATURING:
Kuzma, Benz-Micro, Wheaton,
Expressive Technologies, Arcici,
Conrad-Johnson, Sonographe,
Paragon
Acoustics,
Muse
Electronics, Cardas, Sound Lab,
Power Wedge,
Resolution

FEATURING:
Beam Echo will demonstrate the
prize system from HFNIRR'‘
'40th Anniversary' competition;
Quad Electrostatic speakers,
Loricraft Garrard 301 and BeamEcho valve amplification.
Bell Furniture

Manufacturing Ltd
Stand No. 11
Bravura

— see Thomas Transducers
Cabasse SA
1134

1028

few interesting surprises.

Castle Acoustics
1024/1026

Audio Note ( UK) Ltd

FEATURING:
This year Audio Note will show
the eagerly- awaited Ankoru
Single-ended power amplifier.
This product features the use of
paralleled 845 triode output
valves. The Ankoru is the most
powerful single- ended valve

been higher.'

Celef Audio
International
Wellington/1071

Celestion

International Ltd
Concorde

Chelmer Valve
Company
1035

FEATURING:
Castle Acoustics, under new
ownership, is delighted to be
back at the show after a three
year absence. Fred Clayton,
sales and marketing director,
said 'We'll be there with brand
new, up-to-date models, looking
forward to meeting our friends,
and most importantly, our
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Chesky Records
Stand No. 8
NEW PRODUCTS:
Among the full range of
Chesky's audiophile compact
discs and LP records, Chesky's
newest CDs will be on display:
IChing, Of the Marsh and the
Moon
[
WD144];
Paquito
D'Rivera, Portraits of Cuba
[JD145]; and Rebecca Pidgeon,
New York Girls Club [
JD141].

Chord Electronics Ltd
Trident

Cable Talk

Audio, Golden Tube Audio,
Shun Mook Audio Inc, plus a

Nimrod & 1076/1078

overseas customers. The Show's
international standing has never

NEW PRODUCTS:
Pre- amplifiers
CPA
1800,
CPA2200; power amplifiers
SPM 400, SPM600; loudspeakers CEL 101, CEL401.

CR Developments
1005
NEW PRODUCTS:
CRD's Kastor pre-amplifier
with balanced and single ended
inputs and outputs; a new
version of the Artemis Class A
tube amp; and the CR326 and
CR328 solid-state models.

FEATURING:
Kalypso, Romulus and Remus
integrated tube amps; Romulus,
Remus and Amphion power
amps; Carmenta pre- amp;
Orpheus CR324 and CR325
solid-state integrated amplifiers.

DBS Audio
1158

FEATURING:
Chord Electronics will be
demonstrating acompletely new
range of 2U-high entry level
pre-amplifiers and power amps,
along with two new loudspeaker
models, which have been
designed to complement the
existing product range.

FEATURING:
Audiomatica's

computerised

valve curve tracer, Sofia, with
QC and auto-match [which will
be reviewed by KK in October's
'Headroom']; Clio, professional
computer-based
electroacoustics measurement system;

amplifier currently available,
producing amassive 70W (zero
distortion) per mono block.
For the DIY enthusiast,
Audio Note will also be
demonstrating
its
highly
acclaimed kit amplifiers and
showing the vast range of
components available.

Audiophile
International Ltd
1006/1008

Audio Synthesis
1002

AV International Ltd
1066/1068
NEW PRODUCTS:
S2000MC
Reference
CD
player, £ 1249; S2000MM
150W monoblock power amps,
£1249; Neutron speaker £497.
HUI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Don't
miss this
amazing
Audio Research
amplifier: Absolute
Sounds' rooms are
Britannia, Harrier, Lear,
jeutar and 1001
17

THE
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96
VISIT US IN THE
FRIENDSHIP
ROOM

"From top to bottom this is a
remarkably well engineered
valve amplifier."
Noel Keywood, HI-FI WORLD

"This amp makes music with
body, with mass, with foundation, and yet
it's never overbearing or oppressive." Ken Kessler
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The Affinity Range offers the enthusiast an entry level range of
tube electronics. Built with minimali stexc4ecs
omponents
and
k
casework but still to the exacting standa rds '
Tube Technology,
enjoying the same vigour for music. A flexible modular range
allowing the enthusiast aversatile upgrade path.

The Artisan Range presents the enthusiast with beautifully crafted
Crafting aR,Inge
equipment complimenting the natural splendour of valves.

—
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Comb ned with high quality components are modern features
Inch together offer breathtaking musical performance.

c, AVANTGARDE
Innovating a Range

The Avant-Garde Range comprises pogliiic which are
innovative and unique at their time of conception. Appealing
to the demanding audiophile with exotic circuit desigwd
unconventional artistic expression, this range ofpro f
offer
exceptionally high standards of musical reproduction.

OFF
•

pease c

wide Distributors

TUB

HNOLOGY

Michlki Stevens & Partners Ltd.

Technology House, 214 Station Road

InvicteWorks, Elliott Rd, Kent BR2 9NT
Tel: 0181 460 0499 Fax: 0181 460 7299

Addlestone, Surrey, KT15 2PH, England.
Fax: 01932 821182
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and Netcalc, Boxcalc and
Boxdraw CAD software. ATD
will
show
its
high-tech
Kevlar/Nomex/Kevlar
honeycomb woofers and studio
Ribbon tweeter, the Patacustica
Kappa 3 speaker and kit CD
player with valve output. DBS
speakers will also be playing,
including David Berriman's new
HFNIRR kit design!
DNA Marketing
1072

NEW PRODUCTS:
GIL Active sub-woofer. Arena
Centre Channel. Imagio Centre
Channel. Imagio series. Arena

JPW Loudspeakers

System.

FEATURING:
JPW will be launching their new
Millennium and Signature
Series, AV range and custom

Goldring Products
Stand 17/18/19 and
Room 1063
See QED, Veda, Systemline,
Soundstyle.
Harbeth Acoustics
1021 / 1023

DPA Digital Ltd
1033
EAR/Yoshino Ltd
1019
FEATURING:
Range of designs from Tim de
Paravicini, including the awardwinning 859 amplifier.
Esoteric Audio
Imports
George I

It's big, beautiful and the best!
Harbeth's incredible new HLS8 tower loudspeaker system
combines the sound qualities
the brand is famous for in a
beautiful floor-standing cabinet.
Join Harbeth, the HL-P3ES,
HL-Compact 7 and new
models HLK6 and HLS8 to
celebrate the company's 10th
Anniversary.
Harman UK
Sabre

NEW PRODUCTS:
Once again Electrocompaniet
will be exhibiting its full range
of domestic audio electronics
and loudspeakers. Receiving its
debut at the show will be anew
entry-level infra-red remote
control line level pre-amplifier,
EC-4V2. And there are whispers
around the fjords that one or
two other surprise items could
also appear at the show.
Exposure Electronics
1007
NEW PRODUCTS:
EXP 25 Remote controlled
integrated amp EXP 21 remote
controlled pre-amp. EXP13
phono pre- amp.
Focal SA/JMLab
Alcove 20

Heybrook Hi -Fi Ltd
1062
Hi -Fi News & Record
Review
Stand 3
As sponsor of the show,
HFNIRR will be involved in
special events and features like
the HiFi Heritage display [see
box on page 25]. HFNIRR
editorial staff will be on hand
to help and answer questions.
Horn Acoustics

Ltd
Stand No. 4

install products at the HiFi
Show 96. The new Millennium
Series includes nine new
products ranging from the small
bookshelf ML210 at £79.99 to
the 4way floorstander ML1010
at £399.99.

Jamo UK Ltd
1039/1041

NEW PRODUCTS:
As featured in the news section
of June ' 96 edition of HFNIRR,
the new Italia series is an exciting
range of loudspeakers intended
to meet the requirements of the
music lover or Home Cinema
enthusiast. The new range now
includes the Milano, Torino
and Centrale.
Linn Products Ltd
Wessex Soundbooth &
Stand W5
Linn will be in formidable form
presenting music, from its range
of hi-fi
components
and
systems.
Loricraft Audio
1045
NEW PRODUCTS:
Transcription
Turntable;
restored Garrard 301and 401,
and Thorens TD124,
in
Loricraft Plinths; power supplies
and record cleaning machine.
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FEATURING:
Room 1032
A new British loudspeaker,
Audio Gem, now manufactured
in the May Audio plant; and
from Precise in Switzerland
comes the Heil AMT, Jecklin
Float Ergo headphones.
Room 1034
The
Sequence
range
of
loudspeakers will be demonstrated using electronics from
British specialist Sonneteer.
Room 1036
Burton Somervell launches an
assault on the high end with its
slim bi-polar speaker, demonstrated using LFD electronics.
Room 1038
Totem continues to prove that
the best things do come in small
packages.
Meridian Audio Ltd
Alcove 1
Michell Engineering
1042

NEW PRODUCTS:
Phase 15 Reference table
driving
Active
ATC100
loudspeakers in room 1148.

Monitor Audio Ltd
Comet

Inanimmi

FEATURING:
Monitor Audio has chosen this
show for the international
launch of its definitive flagship
speaker, Studio 60. Priced in
the region of £ 6000 to £7000,
this design redefines the stateof-the-art in its market sector.
Moth Group
Stand No 7a
FEATURING:
Once a year, the HFNIRR
Accessories Club pops out of
the woodwork to give handson experience of the whole
range. And, produced by a

components.
GLL
Stan stead'

May Audio
Marketing UK Ltd
1032

Mana Acoustics
1148/1140

1004

ERA REF phono pre- amp,
Epoch
REF loudspeakers,
Epoch 5 loudspeakers, ELA
standard
phono
pre- amp,
Gemini line integrated amp. All
Gamma amplifiers are powerful
single- ended no-compromise

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th'
September 1996

1018

Gamma Acoustics

NEW PRODUCTS:
Rhythm 211 amp, Aeon 211
mono amp, Space REF 300B
amp, Aeon Signature 211 amp,

çlt
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Keswick Audio

1029
Impulse
Loudspeakers
Lancaster

HUI
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Conrad-Johnson's ART pre-amp, to be shown by Audiofreaks in the Hunter room
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Corne and see what's new for the HiFi Show
Visit us in rooms 1061 & 1064
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QED Audio
Products Ltd
Stand No 17/Room 1063

panel of HFN/RR reviewers and
industry gurus, the new Test LP
will be available at the show at
aspecial launch price.

1057
Myryad Systems Ltd
1017

FEATURING:
Myryad will demonstrate its
highly-acclaimed MI120 integrated amp, together with the
MA120 power amplifier in abiamplifier configuration.
Naim Audio Ltd
Windsor/Dakota/1123
NEW PRODUCTS:
NAC 102 preamplifier.

QLN UK Ltd
Stand No.12/Room 1010

Ruark's brand-new Sceptre loudspeaker
will be seen in room 1009

FEATURING:
Petite II, abenchmark monitor;
Mystique, astylish, high-flying
floorstander; and the Critique,
entry-level Neat performer.

NEW PRODUCTS:
Nordost cable, SPM Reference;
QLN Qubic 11 1, Qubic 122.
On Stand 12, open display of all
Nordost flatline cables and
Projekt hi-fi furniture; in Room
1010, demonstrations of QLN
loudspeakers
and
Nordost

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th*
September 1996
Linn Products will be in the
Wessex Southbooth and
on stand WS

speaker
cables
and
interconnects.
System
supports by Projekt.

Nottingham Analogue
Engineering
1016
Onix Electronics Ltd
1014

FEATURING:
Three demonstration rooms
cater for all, from an entry-level

Ortofon UK Ltd
Marlborough

FEATURING:
E-Series valve amplifiers; new
Studio range, professional and
broadcast monitor speakers.

Naim system to the awesome 6Path Group plc
pack Active DBL system.
Caravelle
Neat Acoustics
1037
NEW PRODUCTS:
Gravitas, a dedicated stereo
subwoofer system for the
Petite II speaker. The combination delivers fullrange high
end performance from an
elegant and compact package.

Pioneer Hi -Fi ( GB) Ltd
Viscount

RATA
Stand No. 10

Ruark Acoustics Ltd
1009

PM Components Ltd
1055/1056

Reference
International
1073/1075

FEATURING:
For the first time the new
'Sceptre' will be on display,
along with the new 'templar II'
and 'Prologue One' loudspeaker
systems. The Sceptre is a
compact quality monitor which
offers remarkable sound quality
for its size and price.

Quad
Electroacoustics Ltd
Alcove 2

Lori Lieberman live!
We're proud to announce aspecial
free live- music treat for Hi Fi
Show visitors this year. Singing
star Lori Lieberman will
performing live on both
Saturday and Sundayi!
Lori, who wrote and
recorded the
ems.
now-classic
Grammyaward
winning
song,
'Killing
,
Me Softly'
in the
early
1970s,
returned to recording in her own right with last year's ,4nousand Dreams.
This marked the start of an association with audiophile- quality recording,
courtesy of Pope Music. Her newest release on the label is Home
Whispers, an album of 11 self- penned songs, again an audiophile classic.
Lori will sing and play several sets each day on both piliblic-admission
days: performance times will be announced at the venue
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FEATURING:
Visit Stand 17 to find out why
speaker cables are such avital
part of your hi-fi system and
how the AIRLOC termination
can maximise that link.

MPI Electronic

NEW PRODUCTS:
MC100 CD player, to partner
MI120 and MA120; MA500,
250W/ch power amp; MP100,
high-quality pre-amplifier to drive
MA120/ MA500. Plus apreview
of future products.

HUI
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FEATURING:
Main exhibit will be the new
Lumley WA100 monoblock
amplifiers
with
the
new
Promenade speakers in one
room and the top Lumley
system, the M250 amplifiers,
PS2 pre-, LM2 Signature
speakers, Stratosphere turntable
Graham arm, Transfiguration
cartridge on display in the other.
Reference Music
Systems Ltd
1012
RT Services
1074
Revolver UK Ltd
1011
Rogers
Somerset/Spitfire/
Heathrow
NEW PRODUCTS:
'Top Secret!'

Sanibel" Engineering
Ltd
Stand No. 16
Sequence Design
1034/1036
Shearne Audio Ltd
1015
Sound Products
1044
NEW PRODUCTS:
New to the UK, German
loudspeaker
manufacturer
Isophon will be presented by
Sound Products. The range
starts with the Eldorado, then
Ontario, Avalon, Fuego, Indigo
and the flagship Vertigo. If you
have always been looking for
21

ANEW
DRIVING
FORCE FROM
PROAC.
Our new Response Two Point Fives
will let your system perform as
never before.
The sheer weight, power and
authority produced by this radical
new design is stunning, and all the
more surprising given the slim
elegance of the cabinets.
An amazing new powerhouse bass/
midrange driver combines with a
silky soft dome tweeter to generate
a truly large-scale performance,
with all the finesse and control you
would expect from ProAc.
Hear ProAc for yourself in the
Wellington Room and Room 1071
at the Ramada Show, or contact us
for details.

ProAc
petireeeewetteetai
HIGHPOINT HOUSE, RIDING ROAD, BUCKINGHAM ROAD INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BRACKLEY, NORTHAMPTONSHIRE NN13 7BE, ENGLAND TELEPHONE 01280 700147 FAX 01280 700148
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that ' special' speaker, visit
room 1044 and discover!

Soundstyle
Stand No 19
FEATU RI NG:
The choice of Soundstyle
equipment supports provides
ideal opportunities to harmonise
hi-fi technology with the decor
in your own home. Look out for
the stylish new models and a
new selection of colour options.

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th *
September 1996

Stereophile
Stand No. 15

NEW PRODUCTS:

Trilogy amplification (above) will be
on display in the Hurricane room

Stereophile's first ' 20-bit' piano
recording ' Sonata'. Robert
Silverman playing works by
Franz Liszt.

Naim systems (below) will be demonstarted nthe
Windsor and Dakota Rooms, and Room 1123

FEATURING:
Stereophile magazine, Stereophile's
guide to home theatre, Schwann
catalogues and Stereophile's
recordings on CD.

Trilogy Audio
Systems

Straight Wire

Trilogy is launching the first
two valve power amps to
join the 918 in its reference
series. The 130W stereo and
the 260W monoblocks offer
an unparalleled and flawless
performance. The 905 valve
head amp extends Trilogy's

Stand Nos 6 & 9 and
Room 1077

Systemline
1063

FEATURING:
The systemline Super Controller
lets you enjoy high fidelity
sound anywhere in your home.
See this new versatile, affordable
system in Room 1063.

Hurricane

FEATURING:

black range, which already
includes the highly praised
900 and 904 pre- amplifiers.

Tube Technology
Friendship

System Audio APS
1022

UK Distribution
Buccaneer

NEW PRODUCTS:
Speaker system Audio 2010,
System Audio 2050. Over one
million Danish Kroner have
been invested in developing the
drive units for the 2000 series.

VEDA PRODUCTS
FEATURING:
Veda is the UK's largest
specialist distributor of quality

Talk Electronics Ltd
1030

PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!

Target Audio
Products Plc

When visiting the show, don't miss the chance to win one
of the exciting prizes on offer in several special Show

Stand No. 5

competitions. There'll be a complete system worth £ 2000

Thomas Transducers
(Bravura)
1058

up for grabs in a contest in the massive Marlborough
suite, shared by Ortofon, electrostatic speaker
specialist Cadence, Alchemist. Project and
Henley. Look for the United Nations decor
theme. highlighting ' some ridiculously good

NEW PRODUCTS:
Bravura's
new
Virtuoso
loudspeaker uses a Lowther
PM6C drive unit and has an
exponential bass horn, with a
tractrix mid-range and treble horn.

hi-fi that doesn't come from the US!
AVI will be offering a pair of the highlyregarcied Neutron speakers ( just reviewed by
Peter 1 Comeau), so don't miss a visit to the
AVI demonstration in room 1066/1068. And AES
will have a special prize draw in Room 1025.
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Models Avallable:InfEGRATED AMP
Spark560 FU29x4
Spark570 FU25x4
Spark530 KTIO0x4
Spark550 300Bx4
Spark600 EL34x4
Spark610 61468x4
Spark500 FU29x4
Spark550A 300Bx4
Spark580 6550
POWER AMP:

TUBE PRE AMP:

Class AB,
Class AB,
Class AB,
Class A
Class AB ,
Class AS
Class AB ,
Class A
Class AB,

Contact Ms. Anna Gao.
CAT1C (7.huhal) Enterprise Group

2x7OW
2X5OW
23(50W
2.X32W
2x4OW
maw
WOW
2x32W
2x45W

Zhuhai Spark Electronic Equipment Co. Ltd.,
No.) Gang yi Road ( Baishi), Qianshan, Zhuhai,
Guangdong 519070, China
TEL/FAX: 0086 756 8622042
FAX:0086 756 3332785

park tube amplifiers won the highest prize at '95 China audio equipment Mow

Spark800 FU29x4
Spark810 KTI 00x4

Class AB, 2x150W(MONO BLOCK]
Class AB, 2x 75 W(MONO BLOCK)

Spark850 300Bx4
Spark 590 FU29x4

Class AB, 2x5OW(MONO BLOCK)
ClassAB, 2x7OW

The latest model- 734, 750, 710, 730, will be launched at first time at ' 96 Hi -Fi show ( show room No.

Sparkl 10 6N11x4
SparkSC-1 6N11x4

Str
MI/

ESEI
Zed.

MI

eve

IMF

Uatuiim
Tubt
. , •
Circuit Type
Power Output
Frequency Response

t Imptda

Output Impedance

S /N

OM

11

ir
11,

DIxHx0

-Wright
Gain

I

aye

WU

OW

TUBE MONO

TUBE MONO

TUBE

TUBE

TUBE INTEGRATED

TUBE INTEGRATED

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

TUBE INTEGRATED

PREAMPLIFIER

PREAMPLIFIER

POWER AMPLIFIER

POWER AMPLIFIER

POWER AMPLIFIER

FU- 29x4 12AU7x2
12AX7 12BH7A

Push-pull
Class AB,
150W

KT100x4 12AU7

300Bx4

12AU7

12AX7x2 12BH7A

12AX7x2 12BH7A

Push-pull
Class AB,

Push -pull
Class AB,

2x75W

2x5OW

10
20Hz-50-1z
(70w ± 0.5dB)

10Hz-601cHz
(30w± 0.6dB)

501d2, OdB;
600n, OdB

50k12, OdB;
600f2, OdB

42 . 6S2 , 8S2

41) , 6S2 , 8f2

4S2 , 6(2 , 8f2

775mV(OdB)

775mV(OdB)

775mV(OdB)

90dB

90dB

90dB

10Hz-50kHz
(100W± 0.5dB)

1001<i)

330x220x480mm

2x27kg

330x220x480mm
2x26kg

6N11x4

20Hz-301cHz
±0.5dB
50kfl
(Unbalanced)
lokn
(Unbalanced)

6N11x4

8Hz-40IcHz
±0.5dB

FU- 29x4 12AU7x4

12AX7x2

KT100x4 12AU7x2

300Bx4 12AU7x4

12AX7x4 12BH7Ax2

12AX7x4

Push-pull
Class AB,

Push-pull
Class AB,

Push-pull Class A

2x7OW

2x5OW

2x32W

18Hz-501cHz
(60W ± 0.5dB)

1001a2
(Unbalanced)501(S2
10kf2
(Unbalanced)

6N6x2

18Hz-50kHz
(45W ± 0.5dB)

1001(12

50k SI

4S2 , 6.(1 , 8f2

4S2 , 60 , 8f2

OdB

400mV/50k S2

8Hz-601cHz
(15W± 0.5dB)

4f2 , 6f2 , 8S2

OdB/50kf2

100dB

100dB

89dB

89dB

89dB

400Hz 0.075%,
lkHz 0.06%,
.
10kHz 0.05%

400Hz 0.075%,
IkHz 0.06%,
10kHz 0.05%

0.8%(65W 400Hz,
11cHz, 10kHz)

0.8%(45W 400Hz,
IkHz, 101(Hz)

0.65%(25W 400Hz,
IkHz, 10kHz)

330x220x480mm

410x75x300mm

420x80x300mm

360x210x500mm

360x210x500mm

360x210x500mm

2x27kg

13.5kg

8kg

34kg

34kg

35kg

Total Distortion of
0.8 % (100W
0.9 % (70W
0.8%(30W
Resonant Wave. 400Hz, IkHz, 10kHz) 400Hz, lkHz, 10kHz) 400Hz, lkHz, 10kHz)
Dimensions

0 %,

ev

4,1.1

01V

aulall!.
.113K

TUBE MONO

r

,

1027 First floor)

16dB
(unbalanced)

16dB
(unbalanced)
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Wilson Benesch 's turntable with ACT
tonearm will be on display in the
Vanguard room

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th*
September 1996

SPECIAL EVENTS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
As sponsoring magazine ( as it has been since the Show's
inception), HiFi News & Record Review will be adding a
number of special events and features at this year's

hi-fi accessories, and will
be demonstrating the Grado
Reference
Series
One
headphones. Also on display will
be exciting new products form

Yoshino Ltd

Goldring and Perfect Sound.

1019

Wilson Benesch

Zenith Crown Ltd

Vanguard

Stand No. 7

Woodson
Ing. Agostinelli
Paolo

Zhuhai SPARK
Electronic Equipment
Co Ltd

1070

1027

NEW PRODUCTS:

NEW PRODUCTS:

This is the world-wide first
presentation of a new range of
loudspeakers using a patented
Balsa Wood technique. The

• There'll be continuous demonstrations of HFN/RR's
'budget choice' system that also looks good. Come in and
you'll probably be pleasantly surprised at just what can be
extracted from a system that really doesn't break the bank.
• HiFi Heritage: in the Wessex ballroom, connoisseurs of
classic hi-fi will find a special historic display including
classic hi-fi and components including some astonishing
rare prototypes from the ' golden age'.

Spark 2000 family transistor
audio integrated amplifier.

FEATURING:

advantages
are
absolutely
natural reproduction of sound,

Vacuum tube pre-amplifiers,
Spark 110, SC-1; vacuum tube

very clean reproduction and
good dynamics. Woodson will

integrated power amplifiers,
Spark 500, 530, 550A, 560, 570,

exhibit ` Orchestra', the top

580, 590, 600, 610; vacuum

model with 5-way speakers,

tube stereo power amplifiers,

and ` Quartetto', a medium

Spark 590; and vacuum tube

model 4-way with the stands

monoblock power amplifiers:
Spark 800, 810, 850.

used as subwoofers.

show: look for further details in the Show Guide which we
available on the day.

• Contributor Paul Miller will give a live presentation of
some of his advanced CD player measurement techniques.
investigating the jitter levels of CD players and showing
how different models behave in this vital area.
• Another unmissable feature at the Show looks to the
future rather than the past! Under the aegis of Pioneer in
the Viscount Room, Professor Malcolm Hawksford will be
giving a series of presentations with demonstrations of
high quality audio using

96kHz sampling, high- bit rate

technology, with some extremely advanced equipment
specially flown in from Japan.

EXHIBITORS CONFIRMED AT PRESS TIME INCLUDE
A&R Cambridge Ltd, Aanvil
Audio, Absolute Sounds Ltd,
Alema UK Ltd, ARO Perfromance
Systems Ltd, Audio Engineering
Systems UK, Audio Note ( UK) Ltd,
Audio Physic, Audiofreaks,
Audiophile Club, Audiophile
International Ltd,
Audio Synthesis, Audusa & Co,
AV International Ltd Beam Echo,
Bell Furniture Manufacturing Ltd,
Cabasse SA, Cable Talk,
Castle Acoustics, Celef Audio
International, Celestion
International Ltd, Chelmer Valve
Company, Chesky Records, Chord
Electronics Ltd, CR Developments

Ltd, DNA Marketing, DPA Digital
Ltd, Esoteric Audio Imports,
Exposure Electronics, Focal SA,
Gamma Acoustics, Goldring
Products, Harbeth Acoustics,
Harman UK, Heybrook Hi -Fi,
Horn Acoustics, Impulse
Loudspeakers, Ing Agostinello
JPW Loudspeakers Ltd,
KE:, Keswick Audio Research,
Linn, Loricraft Audio, Monitor
Audio Ltd, Moth Group, MPI
Electronic, Myryad Systems Ltd,
Ncim Audio Ltd, Nottingham
Analogue Engineering, Onix
Electronics Ltd, Ortofon UK Ltd,
Path Premier, Pioneer Hi Fi ( GB)

Ltd, PM Components Ltd, QED
Audio Products Ltd, QLN UK Ltd,
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd, RATA,
Reference Imports, Revolver UK
Ltd, Rogers International Ltd,
RT Services, Ruark Acoustics Ltd,
Sambell Engineering Ltd,
Shearne Audio Ltd, Sound Image
Ltd, Stereophile, Straight Wire,
System Audio, Talk Electronics
Ltd, Target Audio Products plc,
Thomas Transducers, Trilogy
Audio Systems, Tube Technology
Ltd, UK Distribution, Wilson
Benesch, Yoshino Ltd, Zenith
Crown Ltd, Zhuhai SPARK
Electronic Equipment Co Ltd.

Please note: while every care has been taken in the compilation of this preview, neither HiFi News & Record Review nor the organisers (Link House Exhibitions
accept liability for arty errors or omissions or any consequences thereof Room numbers and other exhibitor information may be subject to change.
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COUNTRY

DISTRIBUTOR

TELEPHONE

Australia

The Audio Connection

Austria

Styria Hi Fi Vertieb

Brazil

Som Maior High End

Canada

Tri Cell Enterprises

France

Renaissance SarI

6004 6066

Germany

Alto High Fidelity

4402 93800

Greece

Exclusive Audio

823 6225

Holland

Durob Audio BV

73 5113411

Hung Kong

The Connoisseur

Italy

AT

22940 4487

Japan

Stellavox Japan Ltd

359943282

Korea

Nassan Tech Trading C

2579 4994

Norway

Pilar NS

33 082622

Portugal

Ajasom

147 48709

Singapore

Reference Audio

338 5577

Spain

Sarte Audio Elite

63510/98

Sweden

Subas Audio

Switzerland

M.A.R.

1463 8105

Taiwan

Sound Ray Electronics

2704 0506

Thailand

4D Digital Land Ltd

232 02570

U.S.A.

Pro Audio Ltd

U.K.

Doug Brady Hi Fi

2708 4388
27 28550
474 33 2666
748 8300

2770 2817

660 560 30

526 1660
01925 828009

Designed & Manufactured by Wilson Benesch
Falcon House, Limestone Cottage Lane,
Sheffield S6 1NJ, England
Tel: ( 44) 01142 852656
Fax: ( 44) 01142 852657
Email: 106130.3165@compuserve.com
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tcould have grown out of the
ZZ-One integrated amp, a
Siamese twin just itching to use
its amplifying sibling as a plinth.
Whether or not it should be
'stacked' is doubtful, given the
ventilating properties of the ZZOne's end pieces, and designer Bo
Christensen's obsessive attitude
toward component positioning.
Measuring 430 x96 x340mm (whd),
the £ 4000 ZZ-Eight sports the
same gloss- black ' floating' front
panel, the same curved, solid metal
end sections, the same delicate gold
accents. It's so luscious a design
that a reviewer with an aesthete's
tendencies might find it hard not to
succumb to the looks alone.
It's an engineering marvel, too,
the size belying aweight of 16kg. It
seems as if carved from solid, in
stark contrast to so many
components which are, literally,
boxes full of air, hot or otherwise.
Everything about it is dense and
condensed, in opposition to the
lingering
1980s
high- end
philosophy of 'bigger is better'. And
it's so ' right', from the blacked-out,
minimalist display to the array of six
switches. The minor controls are
relegated to the remote, so the
Eight itself is clean and simple, but
never crossing the line between
minimalism and masochism.
When you switch on the AC
rocker mounted on the back, the
front panel shows only the word
'standby' in red. Rear-positioning of
the on/off switch encourages the
user to leave the Bow in ' standby'
mode when not in use; the player
suffers the same kind of warm-up
requirements as a power amplifier.
Best to treat it like aVCR, which is
always in standby mode.
Engage 'play' and large red digits
tell you track number and one of
the time modes. You can scroll
through time elapsed or remaining,
while stopping the CD provides a
read-out of total disc time. Other
legends appear as required, such as
`FIDCD' and ` pause'. What's so
nice about this display is that it's
legible at a greater distance than
small, pale blue numbers. And if
you're of the all- displays- are-bad
school, you can, from the remote,
dim the display or turn it off. And
you can hear the difference.
On top, the transport controls
plus standby are arranged in
opposing groups of three. These
toggles stand proud and are easy to
use; they're ' intermittent' types
which require a gentle flick before
springing back in position. The end
result is that they're always vertical
for perfect visual symmetry, and in
a sloped position only during the
instant that switching takes place.
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Will Bow Technologies'
new ZZ-Eight CD player top
the competition?
by KEN KESSLER

In the centre of the upper surface is
the opening for the CD, this top
loader
using
a beautifully
machined, lightweight puck which
looks like a wheel off an Italian
supercar. Cleverly, Bow provides a
'dummy' CD, with graphics on the
'label' side and leather on the
underside, to put in place when
the ZZ-Eight is not in use; this
keeps dust out of the CD
aperture, most important as
the puck is a spoked rather I
than a closed-surface disc,
and the ' Eight lacks the
sliding lid of most top-loaders.
Naturally, the back contains •-•
hardware worthy of a £4000 player,
gold-plated
and
confidence
inspiring, and it's here that you find
another
of
designer
Bo
Christensen's personal preferences
taking precedence over marketing
concerns. So convinced is the
design team that coaxial
betters optical that the
digital
outputs
consist only of
RCA and BNC
coaxial; optical
isn't offered.
Audiophile
bias
notwithstanding,
this is arather
self-abnegating
way of proving a
point, however
admirable
such
purism
may
be.
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Practice might show that some
users actually want TOSlink or
AT&T outputs. Irespect Bow for
sticking to its guns, but I also
reckon that such hubris could cost a
few lost sales. Me? I'm acoax man,
too, so Imention this only as an
observer, to warn ye of the optical
persuasion.
At the heart of the ' Eight is thé
diecast Philips CDM12 Pro
drive mechanism — actually a
CD-ROM mechanism —
bolted to a large brass inner
structure.
This
direct
coupling was chosen over
springy isolation because
listening showed it to be
superior. The company
attributes more stable imaging
and
deeper
bass
to
this
arrangement.
The
spiking,
intended for surfaces where the
user already has ' asolid grounding
path', should also enhance imaging
and bass quality.
Modifying the CDM12 Pro to
accept the stabiliser involved
changing the standard centring
device; the replacement is made
from an anti- static material. Bow
feels that the Eight's stabiliser
improves rotation stability, resulting
in audible gains. Indeed, the
company studied the way the puck
touches the CD, the exact
positioning of the magnet, the
weight, all of which produce effects.
Underneath, too, extra care has
been exercised. The rubber rings
used in the feet are something like
the tenth type that the designers
tried. This preferred soft rubber
offers good isolation properties and
helps to kill unwanted vibration.
Here, Bow does give a choice, as
you can use the player on its four
rubbery feet, or remove the back
two and fit a centrally-positioned
spike. Bow isn't dictating asolution
so much as addressing different
types of tables, stands and
environments. Itried afew and can
confirm that this is a vital part of
the fine-tuning procedure.
The above describes what might
become the ZZ-Two transport. The
DAC section which makes the
Eight a standalone player
consists of four BurrBrown 1702 converters
of the ` I(' selection
type — the best BBs available. Bow
stacks them on top
of each other to
guarantee
the
shortest possible
path and to provide
perfect temperature
stability;
ICs
are
stacked for the same
reasons. The quartet of
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1702s offers
20- bit, 8 times
resolution,
the
stacking enabling the chips
to yield even greater low-level
resolution and wider dynamics.
The unit also features HDCD
processing, but I'm reserving
comment until Ihave more than a
bunch of audiophile albums and the
odd commercial CD by which to
judge it.
Bow has opted for special lownoise, ' soft recovery' diodes and
45000 gF filtering in the DAC
power supply, the latter chosen
after determining that the extra
filtering delivered audibly superior
performance over the minimally
specified 16000 µF. Two 2mmthick PCBs with 70 micron copper
layers contain the carefully selected
components, including nonmagnetic Roederstein carbon film
resistors in certain positions, chosen
because ' they sound better'.
Given the almost anal approach
Christensen has to fine-tuning, I
undertook
an
equally
haemorrhoidal listening program,
trying a flimsy table, a solid floor,
and a dedicated equipment rack of
the lunatic persuasion for support
duties. Interconnects included
Audio Conseil silver cables (from
Italy), XLO green'n'purple, and
some black and red beauties from
WireWorld. Although Itried the
Eight as atransport on its own, the
lack of a digital input meant that I
couldn't assess the DAC section on
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its own.
Suffice
to
say, if the ZZTwo sounds as good,
it'll justify aprice tag of £ 3000.
Auditioned through a Sutherland
2000 pre-/power combination into
Wilson WATT/Puppy System V.1
or the GRAAF WFB-TWO preamp driving the GRAAF 5050 into
Quad
ESLs,
the
ZZ-Eight
demonstrated with shocking
immediacy just how much of a
clean-up can still be applied to CD.
Admittedly, my preferred CD
players do their best to ' analoguea digital signal and Ishy away
from warts'n'all portrayal, but the
Eight managed to provide the latter
without encouraging the onset of
listener fatigue. Think of certain
tube amps which bridge two eras, a
type of audio sleight-of-hand not to
be underestimated.
Yeah, it's magical, alright. With
Keb' Mo's eponymous debut CD,
its twang'n'jangle content taunting
a system into sibilant overload, the
Bow
extracts
crystal-clear
bottlenecking which never acquires
an unwanted buzz or crackle.
Layered behind a heavily textured
voice, this is a sonic tightrope-

The DAC
section
consists of
four BurrBrown 1702
converters
of the ' W
selection
type — that
is, the best
available

SUPPLIER
Path Premier
Unit 2,
Desborough
Industndl Park,
Desborough Park
Road,
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HPI2 3BG
Tel: 01494
441736

walking act that elicits
more than admiration: it
leaves you breathless. The
sound
remains
natural,
uncluttered and convincing.
There's
enough
threedimensionality here to keep aminimonitor fetishist glued to his seat.
Detail? You could probably guess
which beer bottle provided the slide
on your favourite blues album.
Speed? The notes will fly by before
you knew they were coming. But
they're just specifics. What's so
refreshing about the Eight is that it
presents a ' whole' that's quite
unlike that of the competition.
It's asignature you'll identify the
minute you hear the Eight, a
curious but pleasing mix of
analogue warmth and sheen with
digital precision and control. The
bass energy of this player is
something to behold, a boon for
headbangers and marching band
fans alike, while the midband
complements even an electrostatic.
It can rock or it can swoon. It can
handle the most delicate of female
voices and acoustic strings, or it can
deal with the unpleasantness of
Sonic Youth. Frankly, it's one of
the most completely satisfying
pieces of hardware I've enjoyed this
year. And looks had nuthin' to do
with it.
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Around £ 150
would
transform a
Stage 1into a
Stage 4, and
by paying a
further £. 00
the result
would be a
Stage 5...

I

n 1994, Micromega of France
introduced the Stage concept
with three integrated CD
players, smoothly-styled units with
aclearly defined quality and built-in
path for improvement. This meant
a lower-numbered Stage could be
upgraded to any higher numbered
model by simply paying the
catalogue price difference plus a
handling charge.The Stage 1, 2 and
3 designs have benefited from

Micromega has released a new
generation of `upgradeable' CD
players, the Stage 4, 5 and 6
by MARTIN COLLOMS

continuing
evolutionary
development
during
their
production, but the time has now
come for arelaunch. This expresses
the culmination of all that had gone
before, plus more besides. The
Stage 4, 5 and 6 have now been
introduced to replace the 1, 2 and
3; inevitably, prices have also
moved on, to £ 600, £ 750 and
£950 respectively. The company
still maintains its policy of
upgrading, which has proved very
popular. Around £ 150 would
transform aStage 1into a4 and by
paying a further £ 100 the result
would be a Stage 5. ( Note that
'Stages' can also be converted into
`Drives', Micromega's code for a
transport).
Igot on well with the Stage One
in the original review [
HFNIRR,

STAGE CRAFT

Nov ' 94 1 although I was less
convinced about the value of the
upgrade policy. This time round,
the agent bravely made available
examples of the original models for
direct comparison with the new set.
Micromega's aluminium casework is anodised in a distinctive
satin black, and fitted with an
attractive, eye-catching display and
control section. After first switchon, there's afairly long delay while
circuits warm up; the Stage light
blinks and the microprocessor
assesses matters, reads up on its
instructions and sets the internal
wait commands.
Next, the display lights up, a
combination of red indicators and
green fluorescent alphanumerics,
and only then do you discover the
purpose of the eight panel buttons,
their
function
signed
by
'Eurosymbols.' One controls the
display illumination, in three steps
— bright, medium and off. The
display relights when commands are
received, only to dim gracefully
after afew seconds. When operated
in display ' off' mode, two key presses are required; one to light
the display, and the second to
execute the command.
A headphone socket has been
provided on the front panel.
Plugging into it exchanges the
'Stage' type number for zero;
in fact this is the 0-9 numeric
readout for volume level,
confusingly accessed via the
display brightness button.
Tap it and the volume goes
up astep — hold it down
and the volume reduces —
wheels
within
wheels! There was
plenty of volume
even for
my
moderate sensitivity
Stax SR225
head- .
phones
[soon to be
reviewed] but
some
residual
background hum was
audibly apparent when
using headphones. Listing the
other panel functions, we have
drawer open/close ( it closes
automatically if left unattended);
time display modes, track 'next' and
'previous', plus play and pause. A
longer pause action accesses ' stop'.
The double- speed button ( now
disabled) has a second function,
namely switching the digital output
on for an external DAC. Continued
pressure on the track buttons
alternatively puts them in fast
forward or reverse, which takes a
little practice but is soon mastered.
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The Stage 4and 5
(left and below) and
the Stage 6(bottom)

Digital output is via a phono
socket ( coaxial) with the audio
outputs fixed level, also phono, at
nominally 2V. Stages are now CEcompliant, with mains input via a
detachable IEC cord with an
adjacent power switch.
The remote handset is a system
type, with comprehensive CD
player functions including random
and programmed A/B repeat, plus
separate operating sections for
now better than average, focus is
compatible tuners and amplifiers.
Standby commands are available fine and the treble proved
exceptional in terms of clarity and
for all sections.
purity. There's also a little more
dynamic expression even if the
TECHNOLOGY
You won't be surprised to learn that rather downbeat rhythmic qualities
shown by the Stage series haven't
the new Stages are derivatives of the
older models; for example, in been much altered.
This is a laid-back but elegant
respect
of their
CDM12.4
and gracious sound, more satisfying
transports and their hybrid
on classical than on rock material.
Bitstream continuous- calibration
Moving up to the Stage 5, there
DA converters. Changes include
compliance with CE radiation was alittle more of the same, with a
little sharper focus, clearly
requirements, a complete redesign
improved stereo depth, and you
of the digital servo board with
could hear more detail. However,
second generation software and
control chips, plus new layouts and there was little lift in dynamics or
circuitry for the DAC and master rhythm. On balance, the vote was
for 19 marks for the Stage 5.
oscillator sections.
One interesting aspect, which
turned up consistently in the
SOUND QUALITY
The manufacturer has confidently listening tests, was the matter of
first impressions. For example, it
claimed that the Stage 4 will
outperform its predecessor, and was possible to set up a quick A/B
obviously this needs to be the case, test where the Micromegas, even
the Stage 5, would take on the far
otherwise why bother to invite
more expensive Naim CD- 2 [to be
owners to make the upgrade?
Fortunately Micromega has kept reviewed next month] and win.
the faith, and I judge the Unquestionably, the Micromegas
gave good first impressions, spelling
improvement to be significant.
Back in November of 1994 I out a clear, open, spacious and
rated the Stages 1 and 2 in the highly detailed sound. It was only
after extended listening that some
range 15-16 marks on my usual
subjective scale, which was worthy test programme revealed that a
more ' interesting', more footbut by no means outstanding.
Further, Ifound that while the tapping presentation would be an
advantage in some replay systems.
most expensive model, the 3,

Micromega
casew3rk is in
a distinctive
satin black, of
anodised
alumirium
fitted with an
attractive,
eyecatching
display and
control sectioa

SUPPLIER
Micromega UK,
PO Box 13,
South Woodford,
London
E18 1E5'.
Tel: 0181
502 1416

The Stage 6compared well with the
5, giving an unmistakable advance
in sound quality, associated with
the lower noise and jitter available
from the special system clock fitted.
The Stage 6 sound was purer and
cleaner, with more air and delicacy
in the treble, clearer bass, superior
image scale and depth. While no
significant shift in rhythm and
dynamics was identified, the general
improvement helped the Stage 6 to
ascore of 21 marks. However, there
remains
a question
mark
concerning some residual low-level
noise found in the lab test, if not
directly audible on listening.
And note that these figures are
with the display off. It was
fascinating to select a track, check
the sound quality and then hear the
sound open out further as the
display dimmed away. The digital
outputs were also switched off. I
can't speak for the sound quality of
Stages when configured as Drives,
or digital transports, but when used
as is, Ifelt that the quality of the
digital output was unexceptional.
External DACs didn't provide a
worthwhile upgrade over the direct
coupled inbuilt converters as
custom-matched by Micromega.

CONCLUSION
With
a degree
of caution
concerning the Stage 6 and its

provided achange in character, this
couldn't really be described as a
significant upgrade. Now Stage 4
surpasses even the Stage 2, and this
new model reaches a worthy 18
marks on my scaling.
There have been welcome gains
in clarity and transparency, while
low-level detail has been enhanced,
with bass lines substantially firmer
with greater punch, tune-playing
and articulation. Image depth is
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And that's saying something. No other manufacturer has ever achieved five stars from the leading magazine '
WHAT HI-Fl?' for each of
its five separate HiFi elements. The tuner and the speakers went even further, winning 'Best Buy' awards as well. Sound good already, don't they?
TUNER

STS- 26I,

AUG

95

ISSUE.

AMPLIFIER

CD

PLAYER

TAF-246E,

SEPT

CDP-761E,
95

ISSUE.

JULY

95

ISSUE.

SPEAKERS

TAPE

SS-176E.

DECK

OCT

95

TCK-6615,
ISSUE

AWARDS

94.

SONY

CD PLAYERS
MICROMEGA STAGES 4,5 & 6
spectrum analysis
to revision in the
down to - 118dB,
future and this
showing negligible
may also affect our
distortion at
ultimate ratings for
-115dB relative to
the listening tests.
full level for the
Primarily, the
¡kHz dithered
test results relate to
tone, avery good
the Stage 4, which
result. In
showed almost
agreement with
perfect channel
this, the matching
Inside story: an internal view
balance and superb
shows the Philips CDMI2.4 transport
sinewave was
separation, still at
and clean layout common to all Stage models
really clean.
120dB at 20kHz,
Ignoring the
for what it's worth.
small -0.4dB
There was no
LAB REPORT
measurement
interchannel phase
The three Stages
offset, the linearity
difference while the
proved quite
possibly questionable low-level
graph for the Stage
output was
similar in most
noise floor and the consequences
4was first class, at
absolute phase
aspects of lab
for sound quality, these new Stages
+0.5dB right
correct,
delivered
measurement.
The
can be seen to advance the art
down to - 110dB
at amarginally
abbreviated test
compared with their predecessors.
before approaching
low (-0.54dB)
results should be
As such they provide confirmation
the noise threshold
output level of
seen
as
largely
for this reviewer at least, that the
at - 118dB (Fig 31.
1.885V from an
representative of
upgrade path is indeed areality.
The specific error
excellently low
the three models,
Stage 4 proved significantly
output resistance of level at - 90dB was
with one proviso
better than Stage 1 and so on.
magically small,
Iohm (to the best
— the noise floor
Intriguingly, Istill feel most secure
just -0.07dB left
measured
of the Stage 6was
with the base model of the new
and -0.14dB right!
approximation).
found to be alittle
series just as I did with the old,
Perversely, the
Total harmonic
poorer than
though I now believe that the
supposedly superior
distortion at full
expected at
audible differences between the new
double DAC
level was about
around - 98dB
models are more clearly defined
implementation of
average, at -86dB
(depending on
the Stage 5and
to -90dB, 20Hz to
than previously.
measurement
the Stage 6
20kHz, that is
My vote goes to the Stage 4 bandwidth),
actually measured
typically 0.004%.
inaudible as such
which is a good performer in its
worse than this. In
but well within the At lower levels the
category. While it still has a rather
Fig 4, the left
distortion was very
scope of lab
laid-back view of musical life it also
channel of the
good; for example,
measurement. By
has an unmistakably positive
Stage 5is
at - 70dB for a
comparison, the
approach to definition, clarity and
reproduced and
dithered ¡ kHz
previous
subtlety, making it particularly easy
exceeded 2dB level
tone, the computed
equivalent
model
on the ears. The fine finish and
error by - 108dB,
result of -43dB
(Stage 3)
sophisticated styling continued to
partly due to noise.
(0.7%) was belied
measured - 115dB
grow on this reviewer, and despite
Shown as adotted
by results which
or so. A second
some fundamental idiosyncrasies
line, the result for
were perfectly clean
Stage 6sample
recommendation is deserved.
the Stage 6was
at a -50dB
was supplied from
In the case of the Stage 5, the
poorer still,
measured noise
anew production
differential DAC implementation,
measuring 2dB
floor. Continuing
shipment, but
while measuring very similarly, did
out by - 92dB,
down to a- 90dB
gave precisely the
give an still clearer, firmer insight
again due to
encode level (Fig
same result. So
into the stereo image, but in my
increased noise.
2], the low noise
the _figures for the
The specific
view this involved a modest loss in
floor allowed
6may be subject
linearity for these
pace and rhythm compared with a
two was actually
Stage 4. Ultimately your tastes in Test results
Micromega Stage 4
very good, simply
1kHz
20kHz
20Hz
these areas will determine whether
0
0
Channel balance (dB)
0
obscured in achart
you think that I should have Stereo separation (dB)126
126
120
representation. Left
recommended the 5, so listen for Channel phase
o
o
difference (
degrees)
0
and right channels
yourself.
Distortion (dB):
were very similar
-88 <-90
-86
Only time will tell for the Stage THD at OdB
-83
THD at 10dB
for both models.
6. Treble was sweeter than the 5, THD at -43
70dB
On frequency
-88
but at a significant cost. Perhaps lntermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-92
lntermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
response the Stage
we should wait for a third sample Frequency response
4 showed slight
-0.18
dB)
with the expected noise floor Left (
-0.17
filtering at the
Right (
dB)
0.02
result before giving a definitive Signal to noise (
dB)
band extremes,
103
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
rating?
with avery gentle
97
CCIR/ARM, 1kHz ref
Meanwhile, for these Stages I De-emphasis
treble rolloff,
MHz
net
would like to see the hum fixed on (error in dB) at Wiz
-0.2dB at 20kHz.
-0.9/-0.9 -0.36/-0.36
L/R
0.13/-0.13
1.885V (-0.54dB)
the
otherwise
fine- sounding Output level OdB
The Stage 5was
1ohm
Output impedance
headphone output; and the designer Spuriae to 100klit (dB)
flatter, -0.1dB at
-106
3 secs
could have another look a the de- Track access Ito track 15)
20kHz, but it had
coaxial
Digital output
emphasis accuracy and also see Error at -90dB L/R
asignificant
-0.07/-0.14
430x88x280
0.22dB channel
whether the gap error correction Dimensions (whd, mm)
f600
Typical price ( inc VAT)
imbalance which
could be improved.
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big L Micromega Stage 4: spuriae up to
100kHz associated with IkHz tone at - 70dB

Fig 2. Micromega Stage 4: dithered ¡ kHz
sinewave at -90dB, distortion spectrum above

Fig 3. Micromega Stage 4: linearity below
-60dB

Fig 4. Micromega Stage 5and (dotted trace)
Stage 6: linearity below -60dB

was surprising. In
the case of the
Stage 4, spuriae
were well rejected
at typically
-107dB up to
100kHz, the main
signal seen as
44. IkHz and the
rest better than
-110dB. Radio
frequency filtering
was good,
suggesting good
compliance with
the CE EMC
recommendations.
Shock vibration
was fine and
mechanical noise
was low.
Track access
was quick at 3
seconds, while gap
error correction
was just average,
checking in at
1.25mm. Less
than ¡ mm is
considered
inadvisable.
Slight limiting

was noted on the
white noise test
signal.
For Stage 4,
the de-emphasis
was significantly
in error, measuring
nearly adB out at
5kHz, but moving
back into tolerance
by 20kHz.
Emphasised
recordings will
playback slightly
on the dull side.
Signal-to-noise
ratios (Stage 4)
were fine at
-103dB
unweighted and
97dB CCIR ARM
(1kHz). High
frequency
intermodulation
was considered
average, at -88dB
for full level and
-10dB modulation
reading - 92dB of
difference-tone
distortion.
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WHAT HI -Fl?

AUG ' 95.

(If you see this many stars next to any other system, you've bumped your head.)

Ouch. No other manufacturer has ever had five star reviews from the leading magazine '
WHAT H1- F1?' for acomplete range of Hi- F. separates.
Now our MHC 801 mini system has been given live stars too ( August'95), and a ' Best Buy' award to go with it. Bet that hurts.

SON-

I

t is not difficult to make a
competent amplifier sound
good. Any hi-fi show will
present the usual gamut of greatsounding discs that present the
equipment to its best advantage.
Get the combination of amplifier,
cables and source material right and
the result is impressive. But what
happens when you get back home
with your new sleek case full of
electronics? Hooked up to an
unruly pair of speakers, will the
amp sound the same? As you trawl
through your disc collection, do
they all come up clean and fresh?
The chances are that at least one
of the above will be negative.
Amplifiers are measured with
steady state signals into resistive
loads. Amplifiers are listened to
using transient signals into reactive
loads. Thus the specifications tell
you only if the amp is competent;
there is no measurement invented
yet that will inform you whether or
not it will sound good.
Assembled here are three
amplifiers at different price points,
all of wildly differing specifications.
Let's see if you get more when you
spend more.

MYRYAD MI120/MA120
Myryad's MI120 (£ 530) proved an
excellent first product for this new
British company when we reviewed
it in the January issue and, as we
reported then, the amplifier is

STEPS
TO

HEAVEN?
From Myryad, NAD and Sonneteer:
hot new amplifiers at three different
price points
by PETER J COMEAU

suitable for bi-amping using the
newly arrived MA120 power amp
(£450). The Myryad configuration
is designed for multiple unit activity
via its My- Link connectors which
transfer system information,
including
the
RCS
remote
commands, between components.
Using this and the bi-ampout/mains-in sockets of the
amplifiers you can link up as many
power amps as you like, perhaps for
multi- room use. The My- Link
connections switch all the amps
into operating mode from standby
and back using either the remote or
integrated amp power switch.
Input selection and volume are,
of course, all under the control of
the MI120. Note that the output of
the MI120 is labelled bi-amp out.
This is not a pre-amplifier output,
simply because there really is no
pre-amp in the integrated — just a
passive volume control. So instead
the output is taken from the power
amplifier stage, suitably attenuated
to a voltage output matching the
add-on power amplifier input.
Advantages for this method of
working are an exact match of
signal level between the power
amplifiers, and a low output
impedance drive. Disadvantages are
that residual distortion in the power
amplifier stage is added to the
signal, and these distortions are
multiplied with every power
amplifier that is added. In practice,

MYRYAD MI 120/MA1 20
LAB REPORT
Essentially an
MI120 without
the volume
control and
input switching,
the MA120
measures
identically to its
integrated
partner. With
both channels
driven the
output remains
fairly constant
over the
impedance
range between 8
to 4ohms
indicating good
current delivery
of both output
devices and
power supply.
Peak current,
too, is excellent
for this rating of
amplifier and
should control
speaker drive
units well and
avoid changes
of character into
difficult loads.
A predominance
of second
harmonic
distortion
suggests awarm
sound to the
amplifier, with
the third

Fig. I. illytyad MAI20: Distortion spectrum
at full power

s•••,
...trwrsleit

Fig 2. Myryad MA120: Intermodulation
distortion from 19120kHz tones at full power

Fig 3. Myryad MA120: Response at half
power

Test results

harmonic just
showing at full
power. No other
harmonic
spuriae were
encountered —
an excellent
result.
SUPPLIER
Myryad Systems
2Piper's Wood,
Waterbeny
Drive,
Waterlooville,
Hants
PO7 7XU
Tel: 01705
265 508

Myryad MI120/MA120

Power output
Rated paver into 8ohms (makers scec) 60W (17.8dBW.)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (dBW) 19 19.3
19.1
Both channels 4ohms
17.5 17.7
17.6
One cheinel, 2ohms pulsed
16.7
Instaitaneous peak current (A)
+ 18 -18
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
-82
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input) -86
Noise (dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF, CCIR weighted) -103
DC output offset L/R (mV)
0.4/0.45
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF)
> 28
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux
-96
Inputs socket type sensitivity
loading
Aux
phono
775mV lOCkohms/450pF
Dimensions (
each unit, whd) 436x95x303mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
MI120
£530
mA120
£450
'where caw =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms

the ultra-low output impedance of
the output stage is enough to

dilution of upper harmonics that
was out of balance with arelatively
remove the distortion- inducing full and generous bass performance.
effects of real loudspeaker loads,
Bi-amping with the MA120 cured
leaving the current surges in the this completely, restoring the
speaker cables one step removed overall transparency of the Myryad
from the pure voltage output of the at its best and revealing an open
bi-amp sockets.
and well structured soundstage.
This, Ibelieve, is the reason for the
SOUND QUALITY
treble sounding subjectively coarser
Bi-amping with an integrated — it is simply more exposed due to
amplifier usually forces the
the corresponding dilution of bass
integrated unit into driving the warmth. With the pair now offering
treble section, with the add-on
a superb tonal balance it was time
power amp providing the grunt
again to enjoy the aspects of
needed for the bass signals. The
performance that the MI120 offers
rationale behind this is that treble into easy-to-drive speakers, but now
signals require little current with the advantage of added grunt.
delivery, theoretically taxing the
Once again the Myryad was capable
power supply less and resulting in a of delivering high listening levels
cleaner voltage supply for the prewithout sounding stressed, revelling
amplifier output of the integrated in the dynamics of the music and
amplifier.
delivering its full expression. So,
Myryad's bi-amp wiring diagram,
overall this is the best operating
however, showed the opposite, with
method for the bi-amped Myryad
the integrated driving the bass combination, coming close to the
section and the MA120 supplying lucidity offered by the integrated
the treble. Chris Evans, the
alone yet able to drive more difficult
Myryad's designer, pointed out that
speakers with ease. But Iremain
the bi-amp output was well
unconvinced that bi-amping
buffered from power supply actually improves the overall sonic
fluctuations due to the precise, ability of the MI120 into easier to
discrete regulation used in the
drive speakers, and may actually
integrated amplifier. He felt that
detract somewhat from
the
the recommended wiring layout
coherence of the integrateds
produced a sweeter treble
musical performance. Still the
performance. Wiring in this
ability to add on addition power
mode did indeed produce
amps for multi- room use is a
a sweeter sounding blessing, and if you do wish to bitreble performance
amp Iwould recommend a home
than the conventional
audition with your own speakers
mode, as claimed. But in
first.
comparison with the integrated
amplifier doing all the work, the biNAD 314
amped system did not yield a The NAD 314 (£260) is an obvious
coherent sound throughout the
successor to the 304; that much is
sonic spectrum.
Instead
of revealed by its appearance, which
presenting a combined front has hardly changed at all. The
throughout bass, mid and treble, bifascia sports a variety of buttons
amping seemed to dissect the
and knobs, at odds with modern
sound. Reverting to the bass minimalist tendencies, including
handled by the separate power amp push buttons to select five line
and treble by the integrated brought inputs, a phono input for movingthe sound back into focus,
magnet cartridges, and a tape
admittedly with an apparently monitor. Tone controls are present
coarser treble quality.
but can be defeated by another
Compared to the single amplifier, button, and a second pair of
though, into more demanding speakers can be switched in,
speakers like the ATC SCM20T,
perhaps
for
another
room.
the performance gained attack with
Headphone output is provided, and
an increase in extension to both
a large volume knob completes the
bass and treble. Particularly line up. At the back, the socketry is
noticeable was the way bass notes
equally extensive, with two tape
became more distinct, and the ease outputs, plus pre- amp out and
with which it was possible to pick power amp in. The phono and CD
out different instruments. There
input sockets are gold-plated, the
was more to the combination than rest are nickel. Two pairs of sturdy
just this, however. Referring to my binding posts provide the speaker
notes for the first review of the outputs. The rear plaque indicates
integrated unit, Ifound that the that the 314 is an English design
character of the MI120 into more executed in China. Inside, the
difficult speakers like the ATCs was
single circuit board is well laid out,
exemplified by a dryness and with input switching occurring at
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AMPLIFIERS
coloration is the reduction of
emotional intensity from the
musical performance, but the 314
gamely makes up for this with
purely sonic bravado. Bass can
occasionally lose control, resulting
in murky percussive effects and
little differentiation between
orchestral basses.
One is encouraged to flog the 314
unmercifully by its volume control.
Perhaps in order to impress the
shop browser, this has been
designed so full power output is
reached via the CD input with the
control turned half way. With its
peak power circuits able to sustain
the punchy bass even beyond this
point, the 314 seems to behave
more like a 100W amp. But the
clipping point is betrayed by the
mess that increased distortion
makes of the midrange, hardening
and blurring detail in this area into
a porridge of grating harshness.
Switching in the soft clipping
option helps here, though its effect
on bass is to increase the murkiness.
The NAD 314 is best at the
lower listening levels its straight
power output suggests, but with
occasional forays into head-banging
levels doing no harm. And since the
SOUND QUALITY
tonal balance sounds as though
NAD's 304 was a hard act to there is a permanent loudness
follow. Its prodigious peak output control inserted, the NAD is
and bass force were unusual among enjoyable even for background
music and makes the most of all
the budget amplifier brigade and
made it a hit with this listener at your discs, even the disreputable
least. Luckily, the 314 loses none of recordings. It is, perhaps, just what
the panache of its forbear, and still is needed for the budget market,
packs aconsiderable punch allied to managing to tame small speakers
a likeable tonal character. In while delivering enough current
comparison with the transparency drive to control the larger
of the Sonneteer Campion [ see floorstanders. Keep within the
below] the character of the NAD is limits that the amp offers and it
very
obvious.
There
is
a proves avery rewarding listen. The
considerable measure of bass bass warmth is beguiling and
the
midrange
warmth, which turns into mild comforting,
coloration on woodwind and the forwardness exciting enough to
lower string instruments like cello.
raise the hairs on the back of your
This is balanced by aforthright and neck with complementary music.
Chris Rea's Road to Hell has never
occasionally zingy upper midrange,
sounded so good!
which adds interest and saves the
314 from sounding dull and
nondescript. Heard in isolation, the SONNETEER CAMPION
314's character is not so obtrusive, What a relief not to be confronted
and manages its tonal excesses to by yet another black box. The
give good results for all types of Sonneteer Campion (£ 579) has
music. All that is lacking is that true three lengthy chrome plated knobs
transparency which allows you to equally spaced across the fascia, one
hear through the equipment, rather acting as apower switch, the centre
than listen to it. Even so there is a knob offering a choice of five line
fair delineation of midrange detail,
inputs, and the right giving smooth
control over volume. On the rear
a lot of which is poked at you
through the lilting midrange, rather are five inputs via nickel plated
phono sockets, plus one tape output
than presented for you to discover.
Images tend to be pushed forward and one pair of heavy duty
terminals for speakers. Sensibly, the
too,
while
the
background
instruments and acoustics fill out input switch is located near the rear
sockets avoiding a long signal path
the sound between and behind the
before selection. Two of the inputs,
speakers.
One of the major effects of the marked Direct and CD, are

the rear. The phono stage is
amplified direct from the input
socket using a discrete transistor
circuit. After switching the input
signal is then passed to the front for
line conditioning and volume
control. Then begins a fairly
lengthy traverse to the tone control
circuits and back to the rear of the
amplifier for jumping from pre-amp
out to power amp in before being
fed back to the power amp circuits.
This is not the most elegant
solution but is dedicated to
flexibility of function.
Power
amp
circuits
are
symmetrically laid out around a
central power supply utilising
20,000e reservoir capacitance.
The driver stages have their own
smoothing, and further regulated
supplies are provided for the line
and phono stages. All is fed from a
frame transformer located out of
harms way on the other side of the
internal heatsink. Output protection
is via a heavy duty relay, and the
first pair of speakers are wired
direct. The extra speaker pair is
cabled to the front panel switch and
back again, and so should not be
used for critical listening.
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NAD31 4
LAB REPORT

Output power
was quite difficult
to measure on the
314, simply
because the initial
flow of current
from the output
stage is high and
takes time to drop
to asteady state
level. This tends
to confirm
NAD's claim
that the EDP
(Extended
Dynamic Power)
circuits
realistically
improve the 314,
typically
achieving short
term output of
75W into 8
ohms. Peak
current output of
10A into 2.2
ohms is
equivalent to
220W output,
and indicates fair
speaker control
can be achieved.
On the main
graph, the lower
trace is the full
power residue
from the EDP
circuit
configuration
yielding falling
2nd, 3rd and
4th harmonics.
The upper is the
output at lower
signal levels
where EDP is
inactive, and
indicates a
change in
character with
third harmonic
becoming
predominant.
Both have more
than asmattering
of upper odd
harmonic spuriae,
suggesting an
amplifier with a
fair degree of
coloration.
SUPPLIER
NAD
Marketing Ltd,
NAD Building,
401-405 Nether
Street,
London
N3 1QG
Tel: 0181
343 3240

lo. rreguemy

Fig I NAD 314: distortion spectrum at full
power; top trace w/o EDP (raised 30dB)

Fig 2. NAD 314: intamodulation distortion
front 19/20kHz tones at full power

Fig 3. NAD3I4: response at half power (top
trace); response of tone controls (lower traces)

Test results

NAD 314

Power output
Rated power into 8ohms (makers spec) 35W ( 15.4dBW.)
20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
One channel 8ohm load (dBW) 16.2 16.5
16.1
Both charnels 4ohms
14.6 14.8 14.5
One channel, 2chins pulsed
13.2
Instantaneous peak current (A)
+10
10
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
74
intermodulation distortion (
dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input) -81
(19/20kHz rated power, at OdBW m-m) -64
Noise (
dB)
Disc (m-rn) (( HF, CCIR weighted) -79
Aux/CD (IHF, CCIR weighted)
88
DC output offset L/R (mV)
24/4
Input overload (
dB)
Disc (m-m) (
IHF)
>24
Aux/CD ( IHF)
>26
Stereo separation (
dB)
Disc
-68
Aux
-86
Channel balance, disc, 1kHz .
0.1
Volume/balance tracking
OdB .20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
0.01 0.09
0.51
Inputs socket type sensitivity
loading
Disc (min)
phono
2.5mV 47k citims/200pF
Aux
phono
165mV 20k chms/500pF
Dimensions (
wad)
435x95x285mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£260
"where OdBW .2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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effective, more focused and transparent"
What Hi Fi September /995 * Milk
"Supremely powerful and well fbcused.
Effortless power and dynamic clarity.
Imaging is utterly crisp with pristine
focus and resolution".

HiFi World May 1996 - More valve-like
than transistor in sound: highly

The Sumo Polaris Ill a120 watt amp. comes

competent if not spectacular -

with true balanced inputs and can be easily
run as a350- watt monoblock

HiFi Choice August 1995 - "These amps
make an enjoyable and involving

RRP £950

combination, one that

easy to sit and lis-

ten, encouraging you to delve in your
music collection through the wee small
hours. What HiFi December 1994 **** "Powerful, clean and articulate,
delight to listen to and eve with"

7 —E1- 7//-77

The new Ten/M monoblock, featuring the
most advanced Class Abalanced circuitry in
Sumo history.
Delivering 240 W into 8ohms, it runs with
no overall negative feedback, yet has
superior damping factor and low distortion.
The Ten/M boasts a1KVA transformer and
can deliver over 150 amps of current.
RRP £4200/pair
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IC-50 Interconnect - WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Spacious sound with an abundance of detail'

RRP £35 / 1m Pair

IC- 100-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96 *****
"Drive, timing and sound stage are exemplary, definition
focus and seperation is supreme"
Asilver clad cable insulated with PTFE teflon.
Listed in What Hi Fi 1996 Best buy Guide.

RRP £89 / 1m Pair

IC-200-D Interconnect WHAT Hi Fi March 96 ****
"even better than the IC-100-D, detail and definition
are stronger, helping to draw every nuance from arecording"

RRP £151 / 1m Pair

NOW APPEARING AT COVENT GARDEN
CENTRAL LONDON

18 Monmouth Street
COVENT GARDEN
London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

e

Krell KS 300, the Andromeda was more

POLi=li- 75M

•

• •

.Stereophile May 1996 - -compared to a

Andromeda III 240 wpc, 200 amperes of
peak current. True balanced topology at the
input through to the balanced output stage.
The balanced output drives both terminals of
the loudspeaker directly.
RRP £1975

man

etele
a

Branches also at:
45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH

Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353
173 Station Road, EDGWARE
Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864

MAIN AUTHORISED
DEALERS FOR:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Alphason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audirest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B &W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
PROAC
Proffict Turntables
QED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REL
Restek
Rogers
Roksan
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundefle
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hul
Wadia
Wharfedale
XL0
Yamaha
and many more

AMPLIFIERS
directed straight to the volume
control in classic passive preamplifier mode. These are suitable
only for high level inputs, such as
the usual 2V output of aCD player,
as the sensitivity is too low for tape
and tuner. Other inputs, and tape
outputs, are buffered by NE5532
op amps, powered from their own
regulated supply, before the signal
is cabled to an Alps volume control
and thence to the power amp
board. This is dominated by
centrally
placed
reservoir
capacitance of 23,200e feeding
complementary
bi-polar
2N2955/3055 output devices.

SOUND QUALITY
Warm-up time is about an hour,
allowing the internal temperature,
dictated by the heatsink and case
ambient heat, to stabilise and the
circuits to reach their optimum
operating characteristics. Luckily
there is no harshness or other
nastiness while the amplifier is cold,
but you can expect a significant
improvement in transparency and
liveliness after this period.
Sonneteer's Campion launches
into music with alight and delicate
touch, bringing out the brightness
of some recordings and plumbing
the detailed depths of others. This
is an involving portrayal of the
performance, easily encouraging the
listener to relish the emotion of the
musical moment, yet avoiding any
tendency to wallow in false warmth
that so often disguises the reality of
the exposition. Transparency is to a
high order, with an excellent
portrayal of three-dimensional
depth in natural recordings and a
palpable sense of instrumentalists
and vocalists between and behind
the plane of the speakers.
Relationships between performers
are shown off to advantage, all of
which helps to gel the performance
into aliquid flow of musical delight.
Occasionally,
though,
the
Campion is caught out with
especially strident vocals forcing its
tendency to bright exposure into an
overbearing sharpness in the
midband. This is in comparison to
tamer amplifiers, which display a
higher degree of warm coloration,
so one can readily forgive the slight
shortcomings in view of the
Sonneteer's increased transparency.
For example the full chorus in
Bach's Mass in B-minor from Harry
Christopher's The Sixteen is
difficult for many amplifiers to
control,
its
sparing
score
emphasising the vocal strains with
little support. The Campion
separates the vocalists in excellent
fashion, but is apt to let both
sopranos and altos pierce through
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the mix in grating fashion at times.
On the other hand the opening of
`Christe Eleison' is enchanting in
the way the Sonneteer recreates the
baroque
instruments
in
a
reverberant acoustic, and the entry
of the soprano duet is magically
inspiring. Transient ability is
excellent, the Campion refusing to
be fazed by difficult speakers and
maintaining its composure right up
to its power limit. With this sort of
power performance, there is little
sign of the power restriction
suggested by the specification. In
fact, the loudness limit is more
often set by the volume control
itself — this is one knob where the
end stop just enables you to reach
peak power output without driving
into distortion. With floor standing
speakers capable of reaching the
lowest octaves, the Campion
produces bass of great extension,
thrilling in its plumbing of low
frequency depths yet keeping to the
same precision and clarity as the
midband. For example Phil
Collins's 'That's Just the Way it is'
[But Seriously Virgin CDV2620],
otherwise a bland and trite
production, gains majesty from the
almost subliminal notes of the
synthesiser accompanying the
percussion. The rendition is so
clean that the opening chords and
guitar riff allow you to wallow
deeply in their harmonic structure.
Similarly the Campion is almost on
its own amongst this class of
integrateds in coping superbly with
Brahms heavy bass scoring in the
Haydn Variations [ BMG Classics
69220-2-RV], developing the basic
theme with clear insight into the
bass continuo yet letting the strings
soar without fierceness in the
variations. This is definitely an
amplifier that sounds greater than
the sum of its parts.

CONCLUSION
Three amps and not one of them a
duffer provide a good premise on
which to show what you get as you
move up in price. The 314 is an
excellent budget amplifier and
comes as highly recommended as
its forebear if you have to stick at
this price point. Spend rather more,
and you gain the transparency and
control of the Sonneteer Campion;
even though its output power is not
up to the spec of the NAD this is an
amplifier of great sonic value. Move
up again to the bi-amped Myryad
and you hear both the pleasures and
pitfalls of the bi-amping route. It
still seems that a good, high
powered integrated is better than
the multi- box solution, but the
upgrade potential of the MI/MA120
looks promising.

SONNETEER CAMPION
LAB REPORT

Campion is not a
low distortion
amplifier in the
usual solid-state
tenns, though its
distortion levels
would grace a
valve amplifier
quite happily.
This indicates
that high levels
of negative
feedback have
been not been
employed just to
produce high
specifications.
Instead, the
feedback has
judiciously been
employed to
improve sound
quality rather
than aim for
specmanship.
Both harmonic
distortion and
IMD at full
power yield
mediocre figures,
but thankfully
these reduce with
lowering signal
levels, falling
further into the
background noise
towards smaller
powers. This,
and the
predominance of
second harmonic
distortion, is as it
should be, and is
usually
preferable to a
smattering of
lower level odd
harmonic
spuriae. A clue
to the light and
tight sound is
given by the
marginally rising
frequency
response. Though
only 0. ¡ dB up at
20kHz from the
I
kHz reference,
the bass falls
away slowly
below 100Hz,
both adding up
to abrighter
sounding
amplifier. Power
output is not
prodigious, and
just fails to meet
its spec, but the
current delivery

Fig. I Sonneteer Campion: distortion spectrum
at full power

Fig 2. Sonneteer

Campion:

intennodulation

distortion from I9120kHz tones at full power

Fig 3. Sonneteer Campion: response at half
power. Direct input (top trace), Line input
(bottom trace)

is excellent and
the level is
maintained well
over awide range
of impedance to
give good speaker
control.

Test results

SUPPLIER
FTM marketing
(Sonneteer)
PO Box 163C,
Esher,
Surrey
KTIO OYH
Tel: 01372
468 676
Sonneteer Campion

Power output
Rated power into 8otwns (makers spec) 35W (15.4dBW•
20Hz 1.101z 20kHz
One channH 8ohm load (dBW) 14.2 14.8
14.6
Both channels 4ohms
13.1 13.4
13.4
One channel, 2.2 ohms pulsed
11.8
Instantaneous peak current (A)
+13 -13
Distortion (
dB)
THD, rated power, aux
72
IntermodulatIon distortion (dB)
(19/20kHz rated power, aux input)
76
Noise (
dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF. CCIR weighted)
96
DC output offset L/R ( mV)
0/0
Input overload (
dB)
Aux/CD ( IHF)
>26
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux
89
Volume/ balance tracking OdB 20dB -60dB
Aux (dB)
0.1 0.45 0.56
Inputs socket type sensitivity
loading
Direct
phono
1.8mV
10kohms
Aux
phono
250mV
12kohms
Dimensions (
whd)
440x85z355mm
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£579
'where OdBW =2.83V, or 1W/8 ohms
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Ifyou have a vintage turntable,
Slate Audio offers a highly stable
alternative to conventional plinths
by

H

alfway through 1996 and
here I am writing about
turntable plinths. Plinths!
And not just any plinths, but
models for turntables that went out
of production around the time that
Britain made the mistakes of joining
the EC and embracing the LP12.
(Are these events connected? We
should be told.) ` Superplinths' are
what the well- dressed analoguist
considers as an investment as this
century winds down, when there is
no desire to look for another arm or
cartridge. While this article would
have been ajoy to write back in ' 85,
now it's tinged with longing. Why
the angst? The thought that such
amazing LP performance will be
enjoyed by so few.
Slate Audio doesn't depend on
refurbishing and re- housing old
Garrards. The company also
manufactures slate speaker stands
and shelving systems, plus assorted
accessories. But the current craze
for single- ended triode amps and
horn speakers has reminded old
hands and alerted new ones to the
joys of eldritch record decks to
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mate with their otherwise vintage
You're
systems. Now there's a run on
buying into
Garrard 301s and 401s, and Slate a legend, and
Audio's Peter Soper has undertaken you feel it the
to fine-tune these revered LP
instant you
spinners to their ultimate state: with
switch on
one of his marble plinths, a full
restoration programme, the use of
his killer power supply and glass
mat, and — finally — siting the
deck/plinth on his substantial
Turntabletable.
Before you turn the page, with a
curt ' Well I don't own an old
Garrard and am now unlikely to,
thanks to the exhaustion of existing
supplies due this article and Haden
Boardman's, in the recent Classic
HiFi supplement, check out the
photos: Soper also buys battered
Garrards for restoration, reselling
them in completely rejuvenated
form at sensible prices, for
SUPPLIER
wannabees without access to a 301
Slate Audio
or 401, typically for around £400.
47 Gemini Close,
Leighton
He did tell me, though, that 80% of
Buzzard, Beds
his plinths go to customers already
LU7 8UD
in possession of a 301 or 401,'so
Tel 01525
finding Garrards for those without
384 174 or
0421 624 429
is almost a public service. And at

any given time, he has 30 or so in
stock. While supplies are dwindling,
he's not too concerned: Garrard
produced thousands of the
beauties...
Which isn't to say that he's
complacent. But it also explains
why he didn't think twice about
refurbishing and ' re-plinthing' my
Thorens 124 (on which I'll report
in a future ` Anachrophile'). I'm
trying to bully him into spreading
his net abit wider — not that there
are too many Rek-O-Kuts in the
UK, hence the Thorens, a model
he's actually refurbished before and
the only one he considers to be a
valid rival for the Garrards.
But back to the Sopersystem. As
explained in Haden's article, the
Garrard's main problems — noise
being the primary concern — are
dealt with most effectively by three
cures: correct set-up, aheavy plinth
to obliterate noise and a mat
(preferably
glass)
which
is
sympathetic enough with the platter
to damp it. And Soper has mastered
them all.
My early 401 needed a complete
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service. Peter told me it wasn't as
bad as it looked, but the overhaul
did include the fitting of a new
front panel with three switches at
£35 and a respray, in addition to
the basic strip-down and complete
rebuild. Each case is different, but
the minimum service and cleaning
(requiring no new parts) is £ 65;
Peter provides estimates before
commencing the revivification. I
wasn't invited to watch the
procedure, so I'll respect Peter's
concern for maintaining his own
trade secrets; suffice to say, it's not
an overnight job.
After the rebuild, the Garrard
was fitted to the plinth, all 40-plus
pounds of it. Made from an
incredibly dense reconstituted
marble/resin mix (not unlike solid
Conan), the plinth eradicates all
noise from rumble, the motor,
whatever. It's so successful that
you'd never believe you were
listening to an idler-drive deck. The
workmanship is superb, and no
detail has been ignored. The signal
and power cables exit neatly
through a hole drilled in the back,
there are facilities for trimming the
leads with P-clips, and boards are
available to suit any tonearm. My
401 now wears a Decca arm [ see
box], but Ialso ordered aboard for
an SME for a forthcoming
`Anachrophile' special edition. (The
TD- 124 now sports a foot- long
Ortofon tonearm and SPU-A m- c
cartridge.)
Cost for the plinth? £ 499 plus
shipping (typically around £25), or
£519 if you go for amodel to house
a 12in arm. If Slate supplies the
deck, the prices start at £ 899,
which seems astonishingly low for
something with such immeasurable
perceived value. No kidding: the
sight of a 401 in a Slate Audio
plinth stops people dead in their
tracks. It's simply gorgeous.
Now it's cake- icing time. For
£75, Soper adds the Glassmat. This
beautifully finished disc is Soper's
alternative to rubbery compounds
which he feels add colorations even
though they damp the platters.
Glass, also seen in Rega turntables
and numerous others, provides a
surprisingly neutral platform for the
LP, and comparisons with rubber
mats left the latter sounding
muddy.
The Powerhouse, Slate Audio's
overkill power supply for the
301/401, is a quartz- locked unit
designed to deliver the cleanest,
most consistent power imaginable
for AC motors up to 20W. Fitted in
an
extrusion
measuring
110 x68 x175mm ( whd),
the
Powerhouse features an on/off
switch and agreen LED to indicate
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A vintage Garrard 401 awaiting the attention of Peter Soper in his
workshop in Leighton Buzzard

A far from soft underbelly the Ilipside of the Garrard 401 exposed to th:
Ight of day for inspection

A treasure trove of vintage Garrards lined up for refurbishment

LONDON SUPER (SOLD
Part of the joy of having my 401 overhauled was finding
at long last a suitable period turntable for the Decca
International tone-arms I've been fitting and removing
with alarming frequency over the years. To celebrate the
occasion. Presence Audio loaned me the latest edition
of my all-time fave cartridge, the London Super Gold.
Looking exactly like the normal Super Gold. cubist
gold body, red plastic bracket, this latest version of the
30-year-old design has had its wax potting replaced
with silicone sealant to further banish any rattles, while
the tendency-to-screech van den Hul tip has been
replaced with a ' British extended line contact' design.
Still tracking at 1.8g and working perfectly in the
insane International arm, the latest Super Gold is
smoother and less aggressive than its predecessor.
tracking like a champion yet possessing all the pizzazz
you expect of a Decca, er. London cartridge. Selling fo .
an absolutely reasonable £ 399 ( less than half the price
of the Schwarzenegger-bodied Jubilee), the latest in th s
distinguishec line of classic British cartridges is an
absolute honey. If you like you music vivid, call 01444
461 611 or Fax 0144 461 510.

on status. Once switched on, the
power-on/off switch on the
turntable is used to stop and start
the deck. The key spec here is the
output frequency stability, stated as
0.0002%, and the performance was
consistent with both the 401 and
the 124. The price for this gem is
£475, which brings the package
close to the £ 1500 mark if you have
Slate supply a 401 as well. The
Powerhouse comes with a cool red
light in its own housing to aim at
the strobe engraved on the platter
edge.
Then there's the Turntabletable.
It took the two of us to move this
handsome all-slate support from the
van to the listening room. Not
because it weighs 621b, but because
it's bulky and slate marks easily.
Once in place, it proved to be as
stable a platform as any I've seen
under a turntable and it raises the
unit to waist height. As beautiful as
the players it supports, the
Turntabletable costs £ 525 for decks
with 9in arms, £ 555 for 12-inchers.
For ` circa two grand', you get a
front-end with timeless styling, one
inspiring the kind of confidence
imparted by something which you
know withstood years of abuse at
the BBC. You're buying into a
legend, and you sense it the instant
you switch it on. But your mind
tells you, after decades of
Linnspired browbeating, that no
idler-driven, suspension- less deck
can possibly sound good.
Want quiet? Any noise you hear
with this silent runner comes either
from stylus scrape or vinyl whoosh.
No rumble, no low frequency mush
or harshness, just crystal clear
sound made all the more ' modern'
because of near-digital blackness.
Uncanny? You bet your drive belt.
Hot
12inchers ( the Human
League's ' Don't You Want Me'),
audiophile spectaculars, original
mono Capitols all sounded not just
better than Iexpected but on apar
with playback from the best modern
turntables. Deep bass, black
silences, solid images: this is meatand-potatoes hi-fi. And screw the
BSE.
If you've been slipping into
digital malaise, letting your records
(metaphorically) gather dust, a
Garrard which has gone through
Slate's rehab is as good a tonic as
single-ended triodes, horns or any
of the other retro manoeuvres
which amuse the cutting- edge
crazies. Ihaven't had this much hifi fun since Itried to get aFinial to
work properly, which didn't sound
too wonderful after all the effort.
This time, the results are close to
miraculous. And it's somebody
else's effort.
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raditionally, Sony has always
mainthned aposition at each
key price- point in the CD
player market. Recently, however,
the demise of its CDP-915E has left
agap between the £250 CDP-761E
(retained from last season) and the
newer CDP-XA2ES at £ 350.
Until now, that is, and the launch
of Sony's radical CDP-XE900E, a
new £ 300 integrated player that
aims to bridge the divide, using
established digital technology, but
with ahighly novel CD transport.
Even the appearance of the CDPXE900E marks adeparture from its
close relatives. A slick track selector
dial, borrowed from Sony's Music
Disc players, allows you to dialup
tracks in both play and program
modes, while music scan, peak
search, edit/fade and various repeat
modes on the player itself are
supplemented by direct track access
and aplethora of additional gadgets
on the accompanying remote.

slides to-and-fro over its line of sight.
Naturally, the heavier CD/motor
S..ny United
Kitgdont Ltd
cradle has agreater inertia and places
The Heights
added demands on its power supply
Brooklands
than would an ' equivalent' swing- Ireybridge
arm or linear tracking sled assembly
1
4
/
1
713 OXII"
Tel: 01932
used in a conventional players.
S'16 000
Evidently, Sony believes that by
separating these two planes of
movement, any reduction in
mechanical, if not electrical,
intermodulation between the actions
of the focus and tracking servos
represents aworthwhile trade-off.
Sony's CDP-761E did not suffer
from fundamental PSU -induced
and multiple- harmonic data induced jitter seen here [Fig 1] with
the CDP-XE900E, though it did Fig I. Sony
produce two unknown sidebands at CDP-XE900E:
1666Hz and 3185Hz which are not total jitter spectrum

TECHNOLOGY
Key to the uniqueness of the CDPXE900E is its newly developed 'fixed
laser pick-up unit'. Traditionally, the
laser pick-up moves in two planes to
accommodate focusing ( vertical
movement) and tracking (horizontal
movement). In the 900, however, the
pick-up is fixed but able to focus
while the CD and disc motor
assembly is mounted in acradle that

too far removed from the 1713Hz
[mkr 7] and 3131Hz [mkr 8] peaks
which dominate the newer player's
spectrum. Jitter levels for the CDP761E and CDP-XA2ES are 161ps
and 141ps respectively.
Otherwise, the digital heart of the
CDP-XE900E behaves like a
hybrid of the CDP-761E and CDPXA2ES with its feedforward 8times digital filter and upgraded
bitmeam output (within the CXD8505BQ) and separate currentpulse bit converter, the CXA-8042.
This combination may be likened to
Philips' established SAA7350/
DAC7 chipset.
This ensures the 900E outputs a
lower level of ultrasonic requantisation
noise, seen in Figs 2, 3and 4at [ 1], in
line with the 561 and 761, but with a
10-times reduction in HF distortion at
peak level [2] in line with the CDPXA2ES. As ever, distortion remains
exceptionally low (0.0014, 0.01% at
-30dB) and is routinely buried
beneath the player's noise floor [5] at
signal levels between -5dB and -75dB.
Low-level linearity is also very
good with errors of just + 0.0/-0.7dB
over a full 100dB dynamic range,
though, possibly because the AD712
analogue op-amp has been swapped
for a JRC equivalent, the CDPXE900E has apoorer 101dB A-wtd
signal-to-noise ratio ( from 104dB
and 107dB respectively). This exerts
no adverse influence over the

SONY COP-XE900E: SPURIOUS OUTPUT ® OdB

With its novel transport mechanism,
Sony's new CDP-XE900E CD player neatly fills
5501x

a vacancy at the £300 mark
by

PAUL

OUTPUT
FREQUENCY

MILLER

JITTER ANALYSIS
origin

nature

PSU-switchIng
Data-Induced
Data-Induced
Data-induced
Data-Induced
Data-Induced
Unknown
Unknown
Weighted total

fundamental
fundamental
3rd harmonic
5th harmonic
7th harmonic
9th harmonic
1713Hz
3131Hz
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peak- to-peak
jitter
73ps
59ps
45ps
48ps
49ps
50ps
69ps
90ps
218psecs

graph
caption
mkrl
mkr2
mkr3
mkr4
mkr5
mkr6
mkr7
mkr8

Fig 2. Sony
CDP-XE900E:
spurious output
resulting from
0-20kHz sweep
at OdB

SWEEP
FREQUENCY

player's response to dithered signals
or its practical dynamic range [4].
Furthermore, because of their
common heritage, both the
561/761-series and 900E all show a
little leakage at the 44.1kHz sample
frequency [ 3] though the latter is
free of an overtone at 88.2kHz.
Once again, any sampling images
are successfully buried beneath the
ultrasonic re-quantisation noise [ 1]
by the superb performance of
Sony's ` feedforward' 8-times digital
filter. Finally, the new transport
mechanism may squeak a little
louder than either the CDP-561 or
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SONY CORXESOOE: SPURIOUS OUI PUT (4. 30dB

Fig 1. Sony CDP-XE900E: ultrasonic spuriae
resulting from 0-20kHz sweep at -30dB

CDP-761E, but its 2s track access
time is no less astonishing!

SOUND QUALITY
The last couple of seasons have seen
superb performances from Sony
budget players, including the CDP715E. Fortunately, the new CDPXE900E stays with this trend, giving
an exquisitely detailed, transparent

firmsounding detail that is
the true hallmark of this
new player. Cassandra
Wilson's interpretation 01
`Can't Stand the Rain'
provides
a
perfect
illustration of the player's
vivid yet highly composed
sound, the powerful,
sweeping voice matched by
richly vibrant guitar.
Listen to the memorable
E-minor
theme
in
Mendelssohn's
violin
Concerto [Denon] and the
CDP-XE900E, once again, reflects
the poise for which its predecessors
were renowned, for here the
orchestra steadily builds to a
glorious and thoroughly unmuddled
climax at the end of the first
movement leaving a solitary
bassoon to bridge the gap into the
second. Subtle, a little understated
perhaps, but still highly effective.
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rule, though whether the new,
rounded contours of its fascia will
appeal to everyone is as doubtful as
the true efficacy of its fixed- laser
transport.
Nevertheless, other new features,
notably the track selector dial, are
likely to prove very popular indeed.
So too will the smooth and
somewhat self-effacing performance
of the player as a whole which, as
one listener put it, ` provides a real
taste of haute cuisine in the fish and -chip shop of audio'.

SONY CDP-XE900E
20Hz

lkHz

20kHz

Channel Balance

0.0dB

0.0dB

0.0dB

Channel Separation

144dB

119dB

Frequency Response

0.0dB

0.0dB

CONCLUSION
If the experience of the last few
years is any guide, then Sony can
usually be relied upon to come up
trumps
in
the
CD
player
department. The £ 300 CDPXE900E is no exception' to this

88dB
-0.1dB

Distortion
THD vs level. OdB
THD vs level. - 30dB

-103dB - 101dB

-97dB

-97dB - 80dB

-80dB

THD vs level. -60dB

-62dB - 53dB

-57dB

THD vs level. -80dB

-28dB - 29dB
-19dB - 21dB

-40dB

dithered. - 90dB

and ' clean' sound.
The living, breathing quality of
the 900's music errs more towards
the very neutral, refined but slightly
cautious demeanour of the CDP761E than the crystalline
simplicity of the CDP561E. Although there's no
mistaking the civility and
maturity
of
its
performance, the CDPXE900E demonstrates a
respectable
eagerness
where cheaper players like
the 561 would beam with
effervescent enthusiasm,
and the end result is alittle
40000
ecoco
80009
less airy and lustrous.
FREQUENCY IN Hz
This is a small price to
pay for the depth of Fig 4. Sony CDP-XE900E: spurious output up to 100kHz.
expressive and remarkably resulting from 1kHz tone, - 70dB (dithered and undithered)
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In the ' 900, the
laser pick-up is
fixed but able to
focus while the
CD and disc
motor assembly
is mounted in a
cradle that
slides to-and-fm
over its line of
sight

dithered. - 100dB

-14dB

dithered. - 110dB

-9dB

-30dB

Linearity
resolution at -60dB

0.0dB

0.0dB

resolution at -80dB
resolution at -90dB

-0.1dB

-0.1dB

-0.5dB

-0.5dB

-0.1dB

-0.7dB

resolution at -100dB
Peak output level. L/R

2.322V/2.328V

+1.3dB
Relative output level
680ohm
Output impedance
CCIR intermoculation distortion, OdB -104dB
>103dB
Suppression ca .'stop- band images
1Hz noise moculation: + 3.0dB
Signal to noisa ratio ( A-wtd).
with emphasis. OLSB

101.3dB

w/o emphasis. OLSB

101.4dB
101.4dB

w/o emphasis. 1LSB
De-emphasis accuracy

lkHz

5k Hz

OdB

OdB - 0.1dB

16k Hz

Total correlated jitter

218psec

Digital output

Toslink optical

Crystal clock accuracy

+18ppm

Track access irme ( track 99:

2.0secs

Typical price inc VAT

£300

W

ith all due respect to The four- strong
the
good
folk
of 2000 series

Hailsham, it's a long
time since Spendor was areal force
in the land. The best part of 25
years in fact, with the Bd,
Spender's first, which was
influential to an extent that few
appreciated at the time. Its formula
influenced many others, notably
Mission with the 770, Tangent
with the RS4 and KEF with the
original 104, speakers that in turn
went on to seed whole new
generations of designs. As well as
being among the first stand mount
speakers — using castors; spikes
followed some years later — the
BC1
was
quite
simply an
incredibly desirable two cubic
footer (small for aserious design in

represents
Spendor's first
true break with
the past, and
marks an
infusion of new
ideas

those days), with an elegant
midband transparency that was
miles ahead of the field, though it
suffered from its designer's
insistence on using atweeter and a
`super- tweeter', and from a semidetached bass, which has been a
feature of enough Spendors over
the years to confirm to observers
that this was a genuine blind spot.

Spendor's 2000 series
of loudspeakers continues
with the 2030
by ALVIN GOLD

to pioneer metal dome tweeters,
mainly for Monitor Audio. More
recently he was the name behind
Epos loudspeakers, and he is now
director of acoustic engineering at
Mission group R&D, a hot seat if
ever there was one.
The Spendor rule- book really
has been thrown overboard for the
2030. The enclosure, which is
finished in a slate grey satin
textured vinyl, is a tall, slender
column with a small footprint,
which hides most of its bulk from
view when viewed from a normal
seating position.
The key technical novelty is an
elliptical bass/mid driver, which is
fitted with a variable thickness
elliptical injection moulded cone
and a polymer composite chassis.

VISION OF THE FUTURE
The four-strong 2000 series which
includes smaller and larger models
as well as the £ 600 2030
represents Spendor's first true
break with the past, and marks an
«lit.
infusion of new ideas. The
range is designed to appeal to
a more youthful audience,
one not necessarily satisfied
with Spendor's existing
response to changing times.
There is also ahome cinema
angle: each of the models is
magnetically shielded, and one,
the 2010 Centre, is aDolby central
dialogue speaker. The source of
the fresh, new ideas is Robin
Marshall, the man who did much

It is not a particularly radical
ellipse, with effective radiating
diameters of 130 and 110 mm on
the two axes ( measured to the
centre of the surround in each
case), but it is enough to facilitate
a comparatively narrow enclosure
without sacrificing too much bass
unit radiating area. The elliptical
cone shape means that standing
waves hit different parts of the
surround at different times,
dampening
and
diffusing
reflections back into the cone. (In
passing, the 2010 centre speaker
using the elliptical drive unit in a
different way, by positioning the
tweeter just above the narrow
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radius of the bass driver, which has
been turned through 90°. The
result: asmoother off axis response
than can be achieved using noncoincident source centre speakers).
The tweeter uses a fabric dome
loaded by a damped rear cavity,
and is powered by acompact, lowstray field neodymium magnet.
The simple 5kHz crossover is set at
a high 5kHz, and is accessed
through good quality biwire
terminals. The enclosure is a
conventional folded and wrapped
MDF
structure,
with
an
overhanging plinth tapped for
carpet piercing spikes. The speaker
is best used in an open ( nonboundary) location.
From adistance, the 2030 looks
smart and modern, thanks to the
slightly domed top, the pedestal
base, and even the matt grey vinyl
wrap, which at least doesn't
pretend to be what it palpably
isn't, unlike the majority of wood
effect vinyl wrapped creations.
Look closer however and you
begin to see the limitations, not so
much in execution as in design.
The box itself for example is
surprisingly light in weight (all-up
weight is 13.7kg each), and the
large side panels are somewhat
resonant, internal structural
control being limited to two simple
braces running between the two
side panels. There are none of the
carefully contrived mastic damped
('controlled resonance') panel
structures used in traditional
Spendor designs. The drive- unit
surrounds give the Spendor a
touch of visual flair and identity,
but the sharply cabinet edges close
to the tweeter are unwelcome, if
excusable on cost grounds.
I first
encountered
this
loudspeaker when Iwas on the
lookout for apair of good, neutral
but not excessively expensive
loudspeakers for a panel listening
test, and was sufficiently excited by
what I heard to request a
production pair for review. It
performed well on test too: though
there was afeeling at times that the
system as awhole was not quite as
organic and musical as it should
have been.
The 2030 is fairly demanding.
The diminutive baffle covers for
example are less than transparent,
and should be removed for serious
listening, though this is no
hardship: the speaker is well
dressed when, er, undressed. More
important, Idiscovered that the
2030 doesn't take kindly to being
listened to from above the tweeter
axis. About 5° below axis is
optimum, the sound opening out
and
becoming
considerably
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Ifirst
encountered
this
loudspeaker
when Iwas
on the lookout
for a pair of
good, neutral
but not
excessively
expensive
loudspeakers
for a panel
listening test

and slightly wooden, mechanical
quality as the sound failed to ' sing
out'. It also sounded rather flat
dynamically.
In general, with music that
should have been dynamic and
open in texture, there was aloss of
presence and of expressiveness, and
of the freedom from box effects of
the best dynamic (not least some of
Spendor's own, including the SP7/1
which I shall be reporting on
shortly). The effects, however,
influence the quality of music
reproduction in different and not
always predictable ways.
the Spender is objectively in error.
Ihad been struggling for some
The best example of this is the bass,
which has a real kick on it. Don't time to make sense of a mass of
expect the classic deep but power- contradictory observations, and had
dry bass that you will hear from so briefly played the 2030 to someone
many column speakers of this size whose tastes are entirely classical
and price. The bass goes down a oriented, who promptly dismissed it
out of hand. This is a speaker that
long way, it is tuneful and quick,
but above all is full — fuller in fact sounds great with Scottish folk/rock
than real life, though it manfully band Capercaillie: the fruity bass
resists the temptation to boom or to lines, the vivid vocal line and the
loss of pitch, and it is fully brilliant tonal contrasts suit the
Spendor perfectly. But play a
integrated
with
the
2030's
Beethoven piano sonata and
midband. Music involving the
organ — one of the test pieces was something important is lost in the
Wills's The Vikings on Reference speaker's laid back balance.
The blunt bottom line judgement
Recordings — reproduced with
tremendous enthusiasm and power, is that this is a loudspeaker that
and with successive wavefronts of favours certain types of music over
the lowest frequencies clearly others. This is a rock, or at least a
music
lover's
distinguished as a fluttering effect non- classical
caused
by
the
momentary loudspeaker. There's nothing really
wrong with this. You might even
application and release of pressure.
say it redresses the balance for what
Very tasty.
It isn't just the bass that is so has been aquintessentially classical
attractive. The 2030 is a seamlessly music lovers brand. It is also well
coherent design, which reproduces a priced. No Spendor this size, based
on the materials and construction
wealth of detail from record and disc,
techniques traditionally employed
making this more of amonitor design
in the true sense than some by the company, could be priced
loudspeakers explicitly described as anywhere close to the 2030's £599.
such. Presentation is crisp and razor The very distinctive merits and
sharp, without falling into the trap of demerits of the 2030 contrast with
the more even-handed virtues of the
being tonally bright, and the midband
Mission 752 and the Ruark
is simply accurate in balance, though
it is recessed in balance. At the same Templar (£500), or even the Linn
Kelidh Passive (£ 649) which are
time, it is also alittle blurred and even
coloured, which became progressively among the Spendor's main
more obvious as the hours were competitors. But with the right kind
of material, the Spendor has abite,
clocked up.
The blurring gave the system a a warmth and a panache that can
richness with orchestral strings en leave them all in the shade. It's
masse that was winning, and horses for courses time.

sweeter and more expansive.
Gentle toeing-in also helps, but I
was never able to achieve as strong
a sense of left- right separation
from off- axis vantage points that
certain other large loudspeakers
seem able to provide as amatter of
course. I offer no definitive
explanation for this anomaly, but it
may be related to the slightly
recessed midband, which is
responsible for most of the
directional keying.
There are a lot of plusses, in
some cases even in areas in which

generally helped give abigger wash
of sound than might have been
expected from a speaker this size.
With smaller groups of instruments,
however, where precision and focus
are more important — the Emerson
Quartet recording of the central
rondo movement of Bartok's
second string quartet is an excellent
example — the 2030 was badly
wrongfooted, the vital energy of the
music giving way to an almost seedy
rawness in the repeated opening
motif. Instead of projecting cleanly
from the box, there is a lingering

MAKER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Spendor 2030
2-way floor standing with
twin reflex ports at rear.
Magnetically shielded:
yes
Bass drive unit:
190mm polymer
cone elliptical ( see text)
Tweeter:
28mm fabric dome
Sensitivity:
87dB/w
Impedance:
8ohms
Power handling:
100 watts
programme
Dimensions: 860x 180x260 ( hwd)
Price:
£ 599

Model:
Type:
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Golden Dragon

Precision Audio Tubes
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Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
RETAIL PRICE LIST
Golden Dragon High Quality
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83
12BH7A
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88
6SN7GT/ECC33

£6.95
£9.95
£10.95
£8.95

Golden Dragon Tridodes

Singles

Pre-amplifier Tubes
£ 6.95
NEW: NEW:
£ 6.95
KT66R

£69.95 pr

KT88R

£69.95 pr

274B

£14.50 each

Per Matched
Pair
£22.50 £ 50.00
£22.50 £ 50.00
£28.50 £60.00
£11.50 £25.00
£36.50 £ 75.00
£36.50 £ 75.00

2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£ 84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

NEW

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

Per Matched
Quad
£100.00
£100.00
£120.00
£50.00
£150.00
£150.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes

Per Matched Per Matched Per Matched
Pair
Quad
Octet
EL34 Super
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
EL34M
£25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84) £ 12.50 £ 25.00 £ 50.00
EL 156 Octal
£ 75.00 £ 150.00 £300.00
6L6wGB
£ 25.00 £ 50.00 £ 100.00
KT66
£ 25.95 £ 52.00 £ 104.00
KT66R Super
£ 65.00 pair £ 130.00 £260.00
KT88
£ 57.95 £ 116.00 £232.00
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated) £67.95 £ 136.00 £272.00
KT90
£65.00 pair £ 130.00 £260.00
KT9OLX
£ 75.00 pair £ 150.00 £ 300.00
350B
£ 29.95 pair £ 60.00 £ 120.00
6L6GC
£ 19.95 £40.00 £ 80.00
6550A
£42.95 £ 86.00 £ 172.00
6550A Special ( Gold Plated) £ 64.95 £ 130.00 £260.00
50CA10
£ 84.95 £ 170.00 £340.00
807
£25.00 £50.00 £ 100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacurers all over the world including rare and vintage types.
An 80 page booklet of valves available is updated monthly and can be provided at acost of £2.50 per copy U.K.
£4.00/57.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for aprompt quotation.

Prices exclude VAT and Carriage
Please add carriage charge of £2.50
for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend,
Sales Desk 01474 560521 Fax 01474 333762
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DIG ALCHEMY
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CARTRIDGES

Five moving-coil cartridges under
£500, from Dynavector, Goldring,
Linn, Sumiko and Virtual Reality
by

ANDREW

CARTMEL

T

integrated distributed by Max
Townshend, and the Thorens
Consequence TTP2000/TTA2000
pre-/power. Valve amplification was
courtesy of Tim de Paravicini's
estimable EAR 859. Speakers were
Rogers
LS3/5As
with
AB I
subwoofers and Sonus Faber
Concertinos Blak-tacked to Sonus
Faber stands ( the Blak-tack was a
mistake with aleather clad speaker;
don't try this at home).

he first thing to say about this
group is that Ortofon is
notable by its absence.
Through no fault of the company's
own, Imight add. Ortofon provided
two models for review, at just under
and over £ 500: the MC20 and
MC30 Supreme. Unfortunately
these are exceptionally deep-bodied
designs and proved a physical
mismatch with the Wilson Benesch
tonearm. They will be reviewed
separately in the near future.
The only other joker in the deck
for this review was the Sumiko Blue
Point Special [see box].
The listening system here
included the aforementioned
Wilson Benesch's Carbon arm, an
intriguing, elegant unipivot design
fashioned from carbon fibre. The
turntable was the excellent Pink
Triangle
Anniversary,
the
company's flagship model, with the
Anniversary power supply. Iused a
Michell standard Iso pheno stage
(designed by Tom Evans) to feed
the signal to the amp. Solid state
amplification included the Credo
IMP 703, a civilised Swiss

E IN7 E

SOMETHING SPECIAL
The remarkable £250 Sumiko Blue Point Special is a vulnerable nude'
design. My first one was destroyed by my cat ( Ibecame a turntable lid
convert over night) but I've since replaced it and confirmed its splendid
performance. Unfortunately, this is an extremely high output ( 3mV)
moving-coil ( designed to operate through a moving-magnet stage) and it
wasn't possible to include it formally in this test without changing the
phono stage; ie, moving the goal posts. However, the quality of the
Special and its very competitive price made it imperative to mention. The essential character
of this cartridge is that it is profoundly musical. The Sumiko Blue Point Special has been
referred to as a high-end bargain ( though Ican't help noticing it costs about twice as much
here as it does in the US). Whenever it was in the system Ifound myself forgetting that Iwas
doing a hi-fi test and instead simply listening for pleasure. If the Sumiko's high output doesn't
present a problem in your system, then audition it you must.
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GOLDRING ELITE
Goldring is awell established brand
with agood selection of m-cand mm models ( from the £ 19 Elan to
the £ 220 Elite). It appears in
several guises here and Ihope I'm
not letting the cat out of the bag
when Ireveal that Goldring also
manufactures the Linn Klyde ( to
Linn's specifications, of course) and
that the Virtual Reality Etile ( spot
the anagram) is a substantially
tweaked version of Goldring's Elite.
At £ 220 the Elite is the cheapest
cartridge in this group and therefore
something of a stalking horse ( or
whipping boy) for its more
expensive rivals. So the first thing I
should stress is that this is a good
cartridge. It offered perfectly
acceptable listening quality and
considerable enjoyment of my

47

record collection over along period
with no glaring faults.
Tracks selected for this survey all
came from vintage LPs and were
chosen as offering outstanding
sound quality with varied kinds of
music. For the classical bore we
have ' Mesdames et Messieurs' from
Offenbach's Tales of Hoffman

nice to have ascrewdriver included,
the rather low quality of this and

the accompanying screws and nuts
didn't exactly inspire confidence.
In terms of sound, however, this
was a winner. My rock selection
`Dirty Old Town'
sounded
powerful and open while the jazz
choice, Fats Waller, proved
conducted by André Cluytens on a transparent and engaging. A good
stunning old EMI pressing [ASD cartridge rhythmically.
2330]. Rock was represented by
The real obstacle course,
'Dirty Old Town' from An old though, was ' Mesdames et
raincoat won't ever let you down Messieurs' featuring soprano
[Vertigo VO4]. This is apowerfully Gianna D'Angelo's ' elaborate
emotional blues-tinged number by
trills'. The Etile beats the Goldring
the Faces- era ( pre- Californian here but still lost it a bit on the
blandness) Rod Stewart. Lastly, to high notes. It is clean and precise
pander to jazz aficionados, there is but distorts on the highs and swift
'Rosetta' from The Real Fats Waller,
transients. At the very climax the
abudget RCA Camden compilation sound turns grainy and fuzzes out.
[CDM1015] with superb sound
In complete contrast to the Linn
which, hilariously, originally
(see below) this seemed to be an
retailed for 25p.
ideal cartridge for rock: punchy,
The Elite provided acceptable
clarity of sound on all these test
tracks,
demonstrating
good
separation of instruments and
coherent soundstaging. Admittedly,
it did come unstuck on the very
demanding ' Mesdames
at
Messieurs', a track with swift
dynamic shifts which caused more
than one of these cartridges to get
their tails caught in the door, so to
speak. The Elite couldn't cope with
the extremely high female vocals,
and the sound fuzzed out at the
climactic moments.
On the whole, though, this is a
well- crafted piece of audio
technology. As Ilistened to it, I
began to wonder whether there was
actually any point in pursuing a
restless quest for ever more esoteric
and expensive designs.
Well, as it happens, yes. In
particular, before spending your
money I strongly recommend
investigating the similarly priced
Sumiko Blue Point Special.

VIRTUAL REALITY ETILE
This is Virtual Reality's hot-rodded
version of the Goldring Elite and
although it retails for considerably
more (£395), Virtual Reality offers

virile and spacious and lending
great excitement to, for instance,
the wailing harmonica on ' Dirty
Old Town'. ( Incidentally, Ifound
that the Etile performed better at
slightly under the recommended
1.65g.)
All in all, agood result especially
if you listen predominantly to rock.
It is also, surprisingly, an
improvement on the Goldring on
which it is so closely based. Since
(with the part exchange) it only
costs about £25 more, it could well
prove a rewarding alternative.
Again, though, Iwould advise you
to check out the Sumiko before
committing yourself.

DYNAVECTOR KARAT 17D2
MKII
One is inclined to give this £ 449
cartridge a bad review simply
because it has such a long and
cumbersome name. Unfortunately,
the sound quality of the Dynavector
makes this sort of vindictiveness
impossible.
The 17D2 MkII is an oddlooking but well built cartridge with
the best stylus protection after the
Linn. Its strange shape necessitated
the use of some of Wilson
Benesch's thoughtfully- provided

a special part- exchange deal
whereby you can trade in any old special carbon fibre spacers on the
cartridge and reduce the price to a tonearm.
very reasonable £ 245. The stylus
The Dynavector was one of the
guard for this cartridge is slippery cartridges which the ¡ so phono
and unreliable and although it is stage was designed around, so it's
perhaps not surprising if the sonic
results were good here. On my
Offenbach selection it was smooth,
seamless and composed, very rarely
perturbed by this demanding track.
The Dynavector was very good at
handling
high
frequency
information and only lost its
composure at the very extremes of
this operatic piece.

SUPPLIERS
Jar Aodio
(Dynavector)
.7 Prospect Place,
Ainmouth,
Ainwick,
Northumberland
NE66 2R1,
Tel: 01665
8W 862
Goldring Products
Greyfriars
Road,
Bury St
Edmunds,
Suffolk
1P32 7DX
01284
701 101
Linn Products
fed
Ffoors Rou,1
Waterfoot
Eaglesham
G.76 OEP
ck 0141
644 5111

As for rock, ' Dirty Old Town'
was full of shifting, silky rhythms.
Although Ifelt it was generally
better on classical than rock, the
Dynavector captured the soulful
flavour of this raw, bluesy piece in
exactly the way that the Linn did
not. The harmonica, for instance,
sounded like a voice crying out.
Fats
Waller
also
emerged
unscathed.
Much classier than the Goldring
or Virtual Reality, I felt this
cartridge was almost like an
acceptable version of the Linn
Klyde. It had an altogether superior
sound, far more exciting and
involving, but it seemed to share
the Linn's favouring of classical
over rock and it also shared
something of that cartridge's
smoothness. What it possessed that
the Linn didn't was a very notable
transparency. Where it lost out to
the Linn was perhaps in a slight
lack of information, atiny touch of
oversimplification.
I would
recommend it over the Klyde every
time, though, for the excitement
and pleasure it could provide.

LINN KLYDE
The £ 500 Linn Klyde's build
quality is beyond reproach. This
cartridge also featured by far the
best stylus protection arrangement
in the entire review; it was
precision-made and you could put

"t on and take it off without
endangering the cantilever.
Mounting the Klyde is a bitch,
though; you end up doing the most
fiddly
work
upside
down.
Presumably the solution here is to
leave it to your Linn dealer, as
indeed the rather unhelpful
instruction booklet suggests.
In terms of sound, the Klyde was
something of a curiosity. On my
system its dominant characteristic
was a kind of very smooth
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refinement. It was highly accurate

the Klyde was full of embalming

SUPPLIERS

but also very polite and this wasn't

fluid. Fats Waller was also an

necessarily a good thing. Vastly

excitement-free zone.

Path Premier
(Sumiko)
Desborough
Industrial Park
Desborough
Park Road
High Wycombe,
Bucks
HPI2 3BG
Tel: 01494
441 736

more refined and classy than, say,

But on my demanding classical

the in-your-face Etile, it was also far

selection, ' Mesdames et Messieurs',

less exciting.

the Klyde proved more nimble

I can recognise the virtues of

dynamically than the Etile, better

this cartridge, including great

able to handle the delicate nuances

stability

the

and take the swift changes of this
piece in its stride. One had a sense

calmness of its presentation could

of precision meshing of complex

also be interpreted as a ' slowness'

sounds and the result was far

and the restraint of its squeaky-

cleaner than the Etile.
However, it must be said that for

and

rhythmic

cleanness

some

qualities.

rendered

excellent
But

the

rock

Virtual Reality
Audio
PO Box 383,
Brentwood,
Essex
CM14 9GR
Tel: 01277
227 355

the context of my system, and
compared with other cartridges in
this review, it verged on the dull.
No doubt Linn would argue that
the Klyde is intended to be used
with Linn ancilliaries, so for some
impressions of its performance
with a Linn arm and turntable,
please see the box ' In Another
System'.

CONCLUSION
The Dynavector emerges from this
group as the clear winner, a verdict
with which MT concurs [see box].

selection, ' Dirty Old Town', a
snooze-fest. This song is normally

me the Klyde never shook off the

raucous, gripping and soulful; the

over-politeness. It offered plenty of

Klyde was too mild mannered to

precision but very little excitement.

do justice to it. In terms of rock

This cartridge might well find a

your short list and, for £ 200 less

reproduction, I'd say the Etile was

happy

than the Dynavector, may well be

full of piss and vinegar whereas

enthusiast in a Linn system. But in

impression of over-smoothness and

home

with

a classical

However, at the risk of sounding
like a broken record, the Sumiko
Blue Point Special must also be on

the cartridge of your dreams.
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IN ANOTHER SYSTEM
Leaving the Sumiko aside, the four cartridges reviewed could be
divided into low ( 150pV at 1kHz, 5cm/s) and high ( 500pV)
outputs. although this turned out to be of no more significance
than an extra two hours rotation of the volume knob. ' ADEQ'.
an extremely accurate, direct-coupled phono stage by Audio
Synthesis was employed for gain and RIAA equalisation. with a
different plug-in header only being inserted for a quick,
gruesome comparison with some moving-magnet cartridges ( a
glutton for punishment, Iam). Iused the same combination of
Celestion 7000 ribbon hybrids/ Beard P35/ QED Qudos and
Chord cable for each cartridge. The signal from ADEQ was
attenuated either passively through an Audio Synthesis PAS 01
(with the Penny and Giles potentiometer) or actively through
AMP 02 itself ( with an ALPS pot): Icould discern no difference
between these methods, once a comparable gain setting was
achieved.
A trusty Linn Sondek/Akito, wall- mounted on some 1/4 inch
plate glass in a Target bracket, and an off- board power supply
from Avondale Audio completed the hardware.
The Linn Klyde first: by far the best- looking of the bunch ( it
was also the heaviest, at 8.0g), and it seemed appropriate to

I'll keep the (
cheaper) AT, thanks.
And this is where Iput those ears right on the line: whatever it
is that Virtual Reality has done to that Goldring, Itake my hat
off. Cunningly named the ' Etile', it looks no different and has the
same specifications. However, it was more refined in its
approach, the ragged top-end having been trimmed to give a
greater cohesion with the lower frequencies, resulting in a

start the show with a cartridge designed to accompany the Linn

clearer presentation of complex textures. It was a whole lot less

turntable and arm. Ihave to say it was something of a

tiring to listen to, and I'd love to know exactly what the tweaks

disappointment at first, its analytical presentation only allowing

were.

it to shine with a particular kind of music.
Give it something electronically created, with a flat ( or

Iranked the Etile number three in my order of preferences,
which means that all my late-night grinning and frantic record-

artificial) soundstage and little or no ambience to it, the Linn did

cleaning was due to, you guessed it, the lovely Dynavector. This

what it was supposed to do. This was demonstrated by the way it

cartridge is bright gold ( definitely the ugliest of the bunch), with

handled things like Underworld's ' Second toughest in the

a delicate 1.7mm long diamond cantilever and rubber suspension,

infants', almost anything by Luke Slater. or a heavily processed

making the damn thing even easier to wreck than most moving-

track by Prince, such as ' Love machine'. But trying a live

coils. Setting up was easy, however, due partly to the threaded

recording — orchestral, string quartet, jazz vocals, whatever —

holes in the casing, and slowly the cartridge insinuated its way

left the feeling that this cartridge was presenting everything

into my musical perception, leaving me quite literally inspired by

euphonically, but with the same flat soundstage. Even some of

all those old LPs, and an affection for it not unadjacent to, er,

Linn's own pressings convinced me that here was a design

love. No sales-talk, honest, this is value for money ( I'm saving,

having all the analytical detail one might expect from a 1980s

I'm saving). Dynavector claims that the success of this cartridge

midi CD player, but unfortunately retaining the latter's inability to

is due to an extended frequency response ' up to 70kHz' ( the

involve the listener, to make them feel emotion and excitement.

Microreach stylus having a scanning contact radius of 2pm), as

It knocked the spots off my Audio Technica 005 in terms of

well as improved dispersion characteristics from the tiny

detail, tracking ability and dynamic range, but Istill prefer the AT
for the warmth and breathy ambience it can give to a good

cantilever. Ifelt that it had all the analytical capabilities of the
and soundstage which put the notes in a more convincing frame.

recording.
Sadly, the Goldring Elite was even more unpalatable, but for

A performance of John Adams's ' Short ride in a fast machine'

different reasons. The bass ( nowhere near as fast or deep as the

was breathtaking rhythmically, with a wonderful string tone and

Linn's) was OK, but thereafter everything seemed to fall apart.

superb percussion drawing me in to the various syncopations.

The dense textures of. say. Britten's Variations on a theme of
Frank Bridge. or Bach's St John's Passion revealed a rather
muddled midrange: things got worse in the treble and upwards,
with the expression ' rough around the edges' springing to mind.
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Further examples found me actually looking for a falling! Perhaps I
some would find the treble overly bright in their systems, but for
me, this cartridge sings, and Iwould definitely recommend it.

T

Iasked for
he desire to review DPA's
Enlightenment DAC and
something
transport stemmed from my
better — a
review of the company's Little Bit 3 transport and
DAC [
HFNIRR, Jan ' 96]. Now,
DAC Which
there was a gutsy performer with would share
oodles of driving bass, a big,
those same
dynamic, musically involving sound
qualities yet
with just a touch of top- end
present amore
roughness and brashness to mark it
refined sound
as a budget machine — an with, in
amazingly fresh and invigorating
particular,
sound at ahighly affordable price.
cleaner,
While talking to DPA designer smoother
Robert Watts about just what made treble
that DAC special, I asked for
something better — atransport and
DAC which would share those
same qualities yet present a more

We assess DPA's
Enlightenment DX32 DAC
and Enlightenment
transport
by DAVID BERRIMAN

refined sound with, in particular,
cleaner, smoother treble. The key
to these two goals was, said Robert,
reduced jitter from the transport
and amore advanced DAC circuit.
This is exactly what the
Enlightenment DX32 DAC (£825)
and Enlightenment Drive (£725)
combination offers.

additional buffer is required and
this, says DPA (as in the Little Bit
3), is a major contribution to the
transparency of the DAC.
The
Enlightenment
Drive
employs a central CD drawer
mechanism, with Sanyo laser head
and chip. Circuitry is an L-shaped
Sony-based board to the left and
rear of the mechanism. To the right
TECHNOLOGY
is DPA's own board, with mains
In the Enlightenment transport, transformer, three power supply
jitter is reduced by re-clocking all
regulators, plus Deltran and output
data on its way out to the DAC re-clocking circuits. One regulator
using a crystal oscillator having its feeds the clock and data re-sync,
own power supply to reduce jitter.
another is for the motor and servo
This is most important when the drivers and the other for the digital
transport
is
used
with
a electronics.
conventional non-DPA, nonInside the DAC case, one PCB
Deltran DAC [see box].
holds all circuitry including mains
The Enlightenment DAC uses transformer and six power supply
what DPA calls its DX32 processor regulators, each with ferrite beads
which in turn employs a 4- times for
RF
suppression.
The
oversampling digital filter on the Enlightenment uses a Yamaha
already 8-times oversampled 1-bit
3623B receiver chip, YSF210
(Bitstream) pulse train ( hence
digital filter and Philips 7350
DX32). The digital filtering is Bitstream noise shaper (this chip
tuned to notch out the main digital generates the 1-bit code which goes
image spuriae centred on 334kHz to the two DX32 processor). In the
(and multiples thereof). All that DX32 section, fast 74AC logic
remains is accurate D/A conversion chips, with FETs to switch the
using stable low-noise reference stable reference voltages, perform
voltages, followed by an op- amp, digital filtering and D/A conversion.
which doubles as a buffer and Finally, the left and right analogue
analogue feedback filter. Because signals pass through the NE5534
these last two functions are both output op- amps and filters. Both
carried out in one stage, no transport and DAC are housed in

AGE OF
ENLIGHTENMENT

CLOCK THIS
The DPA Enlightenment DAC box
contains its own clock, which
drives the internal DAC circuit
almost directly, with only one gate
between the two. So the DAC does
not rely on the clock being reconstituted via the SPDIF link twixt
transport and decoder ( which
invariably introduces new
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programme
andTonoiserelated jitter).
synchronise the two, the
DAC sends pulses from the
DAC's clock via the DPA
Deltran optical link to the
transport. Regarding
interconnects, conventional
wisdom, born out by listening, is
that co-ax connections sound best,
due to their much faster rise-time
capability ( compared to optical
Toslinks). DPA maintain that
though this is normally the case,
the Deltran link is so precise that
the optical fibre offers superior
sound due to the elimination of RF
noise ( normally transmitted via coax). Results can vary significantly
with different co-axial
interconnects, so Isimply followed
the manufacturer's
recommendation and used the
optical connections as supplied.
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CD PLAYERS
sturdy radiused steel cases finished
in the by- now- familiar DPA
metallic grey. Neat circular push
buttons and a hand-held remote
control the usual range of functions.

SOUND QUALITY
My initial reaction to the DPA was
that here was a very transparent
combination which was atrifle thin
and clinical.
DPA's recommendation was that
it should be left on for agood week
(which, DPA claims, smoothes the
sound), so Idid precisely that and
listened again. More auditioning
followed over the next few weeks,
on various occasions, to build up a
fuller picture. The total auditioning
period overlapped several other CD
product reviews. Together with
comparisons to incumbent Audio
Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine
V 3.0, this represents quite abit of
alternative hardware and listening,
so Ihave abroad and fair view.
According
to
DPA,
the
Enlightenment DAC improves in
smoothness and realism over
months of use. DPA also advocates
the addition of a separate power
supply, which was commencing
production as this review went to
press. But unfortunately, tide and
time ( particularly
magazine
schedules) wait for no man.
So the comments which follow
are all based on auditioning with
the Deltran link in use after at least
two weeks' bum-in. As claimed by
DPA, Deltran does smooth the
treble and open out the sound,
increasing the sense of naturalness
and musical flow. Likewise the
sound did improve in smoothness
during the burn-in period which,
according to DPA, is still under way
as this goes to press!
The Enlightenment transport and
DAC provide strikingly deep and
solid bass — very powerful and
cleanly defined. This is quite a
contrast to the Little Bit Three,
which is forthright at low
frequencies almost to the point of
over- generosity, but always in
control. The Enlightenment is more
precise and lean by comparison, but
not shy. It virtually matches or
possibly even beats the Audio
Alchemy DDE V3 here, lacking
only a shade of the latter's power,
yet is better defined and more solid
than the OreIle CD100. It
possesses, by any standards, a
superb bass sound which drives the
music along with appropriate pace,
never slowing or tripping over itself.
The Enlightenment pair is
extremely transparent in that one
can hear through to the acoustics of
the venue and the performance.
Musically, the result is highly
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articulate, with playing or singing
sensitively
and
revealingly
reproduced. The DPA combination
matches the subtle nuances
delivered by the OreIle and at the
same time has the vitality of the
Audio Alchemy. It is both cleaner
and more transparent than the
DDE V3, and more open than the
Orelle. Technical virtuosity of
soloists is laid bare. Every drumbeat
is precise. Cymbals and snares, for
instance,
are
very
clearly
reproduced — every stroke and

DPA ENLIGHTENMENT/DX32
LAB REPORT

Channel balance
was excellent, as
was the OdB
single-tone
distortion
(0.005%).
At - 70dB, the
¡kHz sineware
was very cleanly
reproduced [Fig
11. De-emphasis
was highly
touch was audible, often brought to
accurate on both
the fore in front of other
channels. Replay
instruments.
error at - 90dB
But there is adownside to all this
was also very
clarity. It is highly admirable, but
close to correct —
can one have too much? Idon't
only I.8dB low
know the answer to this one.
on the left and
Though I recognise the DPA's
1.5dB high on
undoubted analytical strengths,
the right. Output
they leave me strangely unsure, on a
at OttB was just
gut- based ' do Ienjoy it?' level.
0.4dB high.
Musically they have all the right
Stereo separation
ingredients, so perhaps it's simply
was quite
that the DPA's balance is
satisfactory, at
marginally cold, leaving treble
85I86dB, though
slightly overexposed. The slight
curiously, on one
response rise and alittle extra highchannel the
frequency intermodulation distorcrosstalk
tion [see Lab Report] may go some
comprised
way towards explaining the DPA's
virtually
treble character.
second harmonic
(Fig 41; in the
CONCLUSION
crosstalk on the
In the end, it must come down to
other channel,
personal preference. If you are
second harmonic
looking for a very transparent and
was not much
analytical sound (both sonically and
below the
musically), with tremendous bass
fundamental!
clarity and clean, well-defined
Signal-to-noise
treble then the DPA Enlightenment
measured 85dB,
combination must be at the top of
mainly due to
your list.
50Hz mains
You will probably love the
hum at very low
Enlightenment coupling. If it's a
level; background
more romantic result you seek, then
noise was better
perhaps they are not for you. Either
than - 100dB.
way, the DPA pair represent a
Interestingly, the
significant achievement in the art of
19kHz120kHz
digital audio technology.
Test results DPA Enlightenment & DX32 DAC

SUPPLIER
DPA
Digital Ltd
Unit 7,
Willowbrook
Units,
Crickhowell
Road,
St. Melons,
Cardiff
CF3 OEI
Tel: 01222 795
621

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)-0.06 -0.06 -0.16
Stereo separation (dB)
85
86
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-85
THD at 10dB
-75
THD at -70dB
-37
Intermod 19/20kHz. OdB -63
Intermod 19/20kHz. 10dB -68
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
0
0 +0.22
Right (
dB)
0
0 +0.12
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
85
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
5kHz
16kHz
L/R
0.02/-0.03 0.16/0.05
0.07/0
Output level OdB
2.1V +0.4dB
Output impedance ( at lkHz)
10 ohms
Digital output
SPDIF coax/Toslink
Error at -90dB L/R
- 1.8/+1.5
Dimensions (
whd, mm)
Enlightenment Drive
400x80x300
Enlightenment DX32 DAC
197x278x74
Typical price (
inc VAT)
Drive
£725
DAC
£825

Fig I. DPA Enlightenment Danspon and
DX32 DAC: spectrogram for ¡ kHz at - 70dB
(RHC). A very good remit with distortion
well down in the noise floor (-37dB, or 1.3%)

Fig 2. DPA Enlightenment Transport and
DX32 DAC: 19kHz+20kHz LIM
spectrogram for net channel shows some
high-frequency non-linearity (see text)

Fig 3.DPA Enlightenment Transport and
DX32 DAC: spectrogram for ¡ kHz sinewave
at - 90dB (not dithered). This is

rety clean for

anon-dithered signal at this level

I

1ig 4. DPA Enlightenment Transport and
DX.?2 DAC: Left on Right crosstalk
spectrogram shows nearly all second harmonic
at -82dB, acuriosity but probably benign

intermodulation
distortion results
were none too hot,
showing aspread
of IM products at
18, 17, 16 and
15kHz in addition
to products at
IkHz, 4kHz and
5kHz on the right
channel [Fig 21,
and mainly ¡ kHz
on the other
channel. Highfrequency linearity
could be better,
though at worst,
distortion is still
only around
0.07%. The Little
Bit 3showed a
similar picture at
high frequencies,

but 3.5times lower
intermodulation
products at ¡ kHz;
curious for aless
expensive (and
simpler) product.
Most players
produce smaller
IM products at
¡kHz and 18kHz
only. Frequency
response of the
DAC rises gently
above I
kHz, to
+0.22dB (right)
and + 0.12 (left)
at 20kHz. This is
aminor but
significant balance
shift. Most DACs
and players roll off
to - 0.25dB or
more at 20kHz.
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n the March issue of HFNIRR I
took my first look at the £6250
Stratosphere ST1 — aturntable
that proved out of this world in
sound quality as well as name. Now
John
Jeffries
of
Reference
International (the name behind the
Strat and Lumley) has delivered a
complete system including the LM2
Mk2 speakers (£4500). With front
end as before, namely the
Stratosphere ST!, fitted with
Graham
1.5
Tonearm
and
Transfiguration Temper cartridge,
the pre-amp is now, surprisingly, a
solid-state
device
though
completely encased in shining
chrome to match the power
amplifiers. The latter are the
magnificent, both in size and power
output: Lumley M250 monoblocks
(£7500 per pair) capable, as the
model number suggests, of 250W
output in pentode mode and 130W
in pseudo-triode mode.
Lumley LM2 loudspeakers are
available in two versions —
Reference and Signature — the
latter featuring higher- rated
crossover components and build
quality as tested here. In each
speaker is a200mm bass driver with
rear mounted 200mm ABR, two
75mm doped cloth dome midrange,
two 25mm soft dome treble units
with neodymium magnets and an
excellent EMIT type ribbon unit
which finds its way into alot of top

What better
accompaniment to a
Lumley Stratosphere ST1
turntable than this complete
Lumley Reference system:
PS2 pre- amplifier, M250
monoblocks, LM2 speakers...
by

PETER 1 COMEAU

the visible radiating sources comes
a sound typical of the convergence
of asuperb two-way speaker.
The low- frequency enclosure
proper stretches from behind the
front bass unit back to the rear of
the cabinet and then rises vertically
to funnel into the crossover
enclosure. At the rear is a passive
radiator to which small
weights are affixed. These

can be used to tune the
bass performance to
suit room acoustics
and taste. Similarly
the crossover
bass enclosure
extension is
models. At first sight the multiple ported with
drive units make you anticipate a three holes,
fuzzy, out of focus sound, but what and bungs are
ashock as you switch on. From all used to tune the output of this
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too. Both measures make only small
differences to the bass performance,
but help in the room alignment of
the bass characteristics.
Crossover components are
hardwired to a board suspended
from the cabinet by low frequency
mountings that absorb vibration
making sure it is not transmitted to
the coils and capacitors. These are
generously rated, including some
massive polypropylene super caps
and hand-wound air-cored coils to
high precision, close tolerance
values. All connections are made
with silver stranded cable. Similarly
the speaker cable is Lumley Silver
14/4, silver plated copper strands in
PTFE outer sheath with special
dielectric fillers.
Output to the speakers can be
taken from a choice of gold or
rhodium plated binding posts
on the M250 power amps.
The rhodium plating
gives a slightly brighter
sound which some
might find preferable,
though Iwas happiest
with the gold in my,
admittedly lively, room
acoustics.
These
amplifiers are
physically
very
deep,
nicely fitting
on
top
of
Target
equipment
tables, and have a
heavily- chromed
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SYSTEMS
chassis on top of which are
mounted a complement of eight
6550Cs in push pull mode, a 5881
front end regulator, two ECC82s —
one voltage amp driving a cathode
follower buffer amp — and one
ECC83 input amplifier and cathode
follower splitter. Between the rows
of glowing glassware is a glossy
black transformer housing with a
plate at the rear disguising the
power switches and valve bias
adjustments.
Switch-on is aprotracted, though
straightforward, affair designed to
extend valve life significantly. Twostage switching is used; one switch
applies power to the valve heaters
for a recommended ten minute
warm-up period, while a second
switch moves from standby to full
operation. The reverse of this
process applies when switching off,
letting the valves cool gradually to
even out mechanical stresses.
A row of four chromed knobs on
the Equinox- derived PS2 preamplifier (£3550) handle, from the
left-hand end, volume, balance,
buffered input selection and direct
input selection. The latter also
includes mute and tape monitor.
There are inputs for moving- coil
Phono, CD, Tuner and Aux which
are all buffered to the tape output,
and the second switch adds two
Direct inputs, one of which in
practice is best used for CD. A
front panel LED shows muted
status as red, turning to green as
soon as you select an input. The
mute setting is ideal for standby
and the pre- amplifier is best left
powered permanently for best
sound quality.
Round the back, a row of ultra
high quality gold phono sockets
take the input signals and provide
tape output and two pre-amplifier
outputs. A nice touch is that preamp and case ground can be
separated if desired, and a separate
ground connection for the phono
cartridge makes sure that you can
isolate hum loops.
In fact the m- c input is fully
balanced using adiscrete front end
amplifier with differential amp
driving apassive RIAA equalisation
filter. A precision op amp provides
an output to a digitally controlled
volume control which utilises a
solid state stepped attenuator with
FET switching for each 0.5dB step.
THE RECKONING
Stratosphere ST1
£6250
STP power supply £ 750
Graham 1.5 tonearm £ 2650
Transfiguration Temper £ 1950
PS2 pre-amplifier £3550
M250 monoblock power amp £ 7500
LM2 Signature speakers £4500
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The Strat remains much the same
as the earlier review, since when
both power supply and motor have
been upgraded. These added
significantly to the transparency of
the system, such that the image was
brought further forward into more
secure focus — a slightly laid back
effect to stereo portrayal being
about my only criticism in the
original review. With new power
supply and motor in place the
precision and accuracy of
both the Graham tone arm
and
Transfiguration
cartridge were now apparent,
yielding one of the most neutral, yet
dynamically exciting, results from
my record collection that Ihave
ever heard.

to
explore
other recordings made
in this venue.
Switch to the reedy tones of the
SOUND QUALITY
organ of Saint-Pierre de Geneve for
Unlikely, then, that the system
could wish for abetter source, but I Messiaen's glowing La Nativite
was relieved to find that CD played by Louis Thiry [ Calliope
1929] and the speakers seem to
sounded almost as good through
expand
to
encompass
the
the Lumleys as this world
height
of
the
reference-class turntable. Plugging tremendous
instrument as well as fulfilling the
in the Meridian 508, Teac T-1/DT1 and the new AVI Reference CD depth of the Soubasse 16ft pedal.
The lighter tones of Stravinsky's
players revealed this.
Haitink/LPO, Philips
But why not start with the usual Petrouchka [
6500-458] lift the spirits with
hi-fi sound quality description such
as ' warm and alluring', or ' bright dancing delight, while the David
Jubilee
Recitals
and lively' or describe the many Oistrakh
[Rozhdestvensky conducting the
colorations which are normally the
Moscow
PSO
through
the
province
of
moving
coil
Tchaikovsky Violin Concerto,
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers?
Because this system does not Melodya 01779-82], a 1968
recording which is virtually
appear to have these effects.
unplayable on most hi-fi systems,
The Lumley components keep
their character so well hidden that comes vibrantly to life on the
Lumley Reference.
all you have to listen to is the
music. If Ihave to pick acharacter
which is just discernible after CONCLUSION
listening for months to this system There are not many
it is just a trace of hardness in the systems which can create
midband — an effect that Iascribe the urge to go on
to movingcoil drive units being listening, not just right
forced to do what they naturally through the day but well
into the dark hours of
would not do — sound like panel
the morning until it is
diaphragms!
But this is such asmall effect that the music, rather than
it is hardly worth commenting on the hi-fi, which wears
one out. This Lumley
— otherwise the system sounds
incredibly lifelike at all listening system contains all the
right ingredients to
levels.
The resounding ' Dies Irae' from manage this difficult
keeping
you
Britten's War Requiem was so feat,
stunning that Ifulfilled along held entertained until well
bedtime
and
ambition to sit through the whole past
piece in one sitting — that's how handling your whole
entrancing this system is! And it has disc collection with
the ability to change its character poise and tolerance.
This is a ready made
depending on the recording.
offering
The lush yet precise quality of the system •
instrumental colours in Ravel's Le outstanding results that
Tombeau de Couperin [
Gerhardt and can be purchased with
confidence — even the
the NPO, RCA RL25094] is
brilliantly etched by the LM2s, yet cable specification is
and
is
the underlying warmth of a perfect —
Kingsway Hall recording is so guaranteed to produce
1"
obvious that one immediately wants musical satisfaction.

SUPPLIER
Reference
International
Pineridge,
Theobalds Green,
Sandy Cross,
Heathfield,
East Sussex
TN2 I8BS
Tel: 01435
868 004
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We are too busy building the World's best hi-fi to design adverts.

But not too busy to talk to you if you want information.

dpa digital ltd., Units 7 & 8, Willowbrook Lab Units, Crickhowell Rd., St Mellons, Cardiff CF3 OEF
Tel: 01222 795621 fax: 01222 794267.

AUDIO VISUAL

T

hink of it like taxes, or death
or Chris Evans: unavoidable.
Whatever spin you put on it,
home cinema is an inescapable
feature of audio in the 1990s. For
those in deep denial of the worth or
mere presence of home cinema,
Mission's M- Time is all about
cutting your losses without selling
out completely.
The M-Time system consists of
two pieces, an electronics console
which encompasses the centre
channel speaker and acabinet-style
housing
unit,
designed
to
accommodate your VCR, LaserDisc player, etc. The console sits
neatly on top of the cabinet and the
cabinet contains stereo subwoofers
on either side. The TV in turn sits
on top of the console. The price?
Including two full- range rear
speakers, £2500.
The console contains all of the
necessary electronics to power
front, centre, left, right rear, left
rear, and left and right subs, plus a
pair of remote channels for plain
vanilla stereo in another room. The
pre-amplification section contains a
tuner, afull line-level pre-amp and
a Dolby Pro-Logic decoder, along
with all of the memory facilities to
make this such a joy to use. Full
remote control is provided; the unit
scrolls through a variety of
surround modes. The M-Time will
support up to a 32in direct-view
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Is Mission's M- Time

expensive — videophile hardware)
and the unspeakable dreck at the
low end. You know what I'm
system the acceptable face of
talking about: TV sets with built-in
Dolby Surround decoders and lots
home cinema?
of speakers not much better than
you'd find in a ghetto-blaster, or,
worse, those all- in- one packages
by KEN KESSLER
with witty names from previously
respectable speaker manufacturers.
Sub-£ 300 for a decoder and five
speakers? Gimme abreak. Which is
what Mission is trying to do here
with M-Time.
Let's start out with one glaring
observation: M-Time is not going
to satisfy a diehard audiophile as a
replacement for a carefully-honed
collection of separates. Quite
simply, the primary unit is not
upgradeable nor very tweakable.
You can play with the front and
rear speakers, TV monitors, VCRS,
laserdisc players, even bypass the
subwoofers, but the nine channels
of amplification, the pre-amp, the
decoder, the tuner and the centre
speaker are fixed. More about that
after the break.
So who's left after we eliminate
diehard audiophiles? Simple: it's
for those enlightened types who
either ( 1) know that home-cinemain- a- carton is crap and that you
don't buy a home theatre system
TV, and the lower section will like it's asix-pack of beer, (2) can't
house two components, such as a afford to spring for some lunatic
VCR and a CD player, or a system best suited to the local
Rialto, ( 3) want to leave their main
LaserDisc machine.
It's quite obvious, really — hi-fi system alone but still want to
I'm just surprised it took so have home cinema at a sensible
long for someone to come up price, or (4) lack space and want
everything in one console, but with
with such a clever solution.
What's probably the norm in better-than- mid -fi performance.
the majority of homes are What can you say besides, ' Yo!'
compromises in which the about a product that manages to
resident audiophile's main cram, into a space measuring only
amp and speakers have been 480x 700x403mm ( hwd), the
commandeered for home equivalent of nine channels of
cinema use, with the VCR Cyrus amplification ( totalling
feeding some processor of 580W), a pre- amp, a tuner, a
indeterminate worth, while decoder, a decent centre channel
extra speakers of the lowest speaker, two sub woofers and shelf
common
denominator space for a couple of components?
variety take care of rear-channel There can't be a wife in the land
duties. And while most people who could object to this on
are happy with this, probably grounds of space consumption or
not having heard anything aesthetics ( however sexist that
better, it's a shame that, yet sounds, it's only wives who object
again, people are settling for to the presence of hi-fi, not
husbands).
second best.
Although M-Time comes with
So what does M- Time do
that's any different? Not a lot small rear-channel speakers, Iwas
only interested in the core
more than the other all-in-one
solutions, other than to raise the component, so Islotted it into an
quality rather than lower it. And existing surround- sound set-up in
of the
decoder
and
that's enough to make M-Time place
a welcomed alternative in the amplification Iwas using. And just
home cinema arena. M-Time is to put M-Time into perspective,
the Dolby processor I'm assessing
designed to fill the gigantic,
yawning chasm between serious at the moment costs more than the
home cinema ( real audiophile entire M-Time package.
What I added to the M-Time
components married to — probably
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Tel: ( 0181) 892 7613

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham
Middlesex, TVV1 2EB

E

Fax: ( 0181) 892 7749

DREAMS CAN COME TRUE
MICROMEGA STAGE 4

COPLAND CDA 288

KRELL KPS 30i

AUDIOLAB 8000 S

COPLAND CSA 14

KRELL KAU 3001

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE

MARTIN LOGAN 513

Total Price for System £ 1,840
Deposit £840.00
Balance £ 1,000.00
10 monthly payments of £ 100.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £5,100.00
Deposit £ 2,100.00
Balance £ 3,000.00
24 monthly payments of £ 125.00
Total charge for credit

Total Price £ 11,400
Deposit £5,100
Balance £6,300
36 monthly payments of £ 175.00
Total charge for credit

Subject to status

Subject to status

U'70
Subject to status

OTHER ESSENTIAL INFORMATION

Opening limes
Mon- Sot 10am-5.30pm. Thurs 10am-7pm
How to get to us
We are within easy access of the M25, M3, MI, M4 and the A205 South Circular Rood. Our location is on the Twickenham side
of the Richmond Bridge, in the vicinity of the late Richmond Ice Rink. For advice on local parking please call.
The nearest Tube and Railway is Richmond and we are about 15 minutes walking distance away.
The area is also served by an excellent bus network.
Finance
We can offer
and low cost finance subject to status and the fulfilment of certain criteria.
Credit Cards
We accept all the major credit cards.
Personal Oversea Orders
We welcome these and are able to quote competitvely on shipping

JUST SOME OF THE OTHER BRANDS
THAT WE CARRY
Arcam, Aura, Audio Lab, Audio Innovations, Audio Research,
Alphason, Atacama, Audio Alchemy, Audio Quest, B&W,
B80, Beyer, Bose, Copland, Cable :Talk, Chord Company,
Castle Denon, Jadis, Krell, KEF, Meridian, Musical, Fidelity,
Marantz, Micromega, Michell, Mitsubishi, Musicwave, Mission,
Martin Logan, Montar, Audio, Nakamichi, NAD, Pioneer,
Project, Quad, QED, Rotel, Sony, Sones Faber, Sound Style,
Stands Unique, Senheiser, Stan, Theta, Thorens, Tannoy, TDI,
Totem, Target, Transparent, Wilson, Van Den Hul, Yamaha

AUDIO VISUAL
were
four
Apogee
Ribbon
Monitors, since that's what I'd
been using for the previous six
months,
a 29in
Panasonic
television, and visuals courtesy of a
Theta Data III laserdisc transport
and Pro Gen V D/A converter. The
problems started with set-up,
before I got anywhere near
switching on the mains.
The first problem meant that I
couldn't use the M-Time's video
routeing/switching facility. Mission
decided to fit only RCA -phono
connectors for video inputs and
outputs. Since I was using an
NTSC laserdisc player, and my
Panasonic only delivers NTSC
through an S-Video input, Ihad to
bypass this facility. When Mission
was questioned about this absurd
omission — absurd given that
everyone knows that the best
viewing is via S-Video socketry — I
was given the telephone equivalent
of ashrug. Henry Azima, obviously
exasperated with my refusal to
comprehend
the
nature
of
introducing changes in production,
seemed perfectly content to accept
that Mission shouldn't have
designed M-Time that way. In my
capacity for generosity, Ithink we
can excuse Mission because the MTime isn't aimed at guys with
gigantic Barco projectors and
Stewart screens. But I'd love to
know if it costs them any sales.
The second problem is probably
not Mission's fault, given that the
company is very Euroaware, but I
refuse to believe that 2.5mm notyet-standard sockets chosen are the
CE Solution Of The Future.
Because of CE, I've moved over to
spade connectors, assuming that
most companies would take the
easy option of fitting approved
binding posts. Not Mission. So I
had to twiddle my thumbs for a
couple of days until Mission could
supply adequate wire with the right
plugs. This won't be aproblem for
you if you stick your Mission dealer
with the task of installing it. DIY
types: you have been warned. Wire
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strippers to the fore...
There's one other built-in
limitation to M-Time which must
be considered for longterm owners.
Or, to put it another way, why
separates rule. Because the decoder
is fixed at Dolby Pro-Logic, anyone
with a possible yearning for THX,
AC- 3 or DTS will be asking why
M-Time doesn't feature a port to
accept plug-in modules for other
multi-channel technologies which
might come along. Igather that an
AC- 3 adapter is on the cards, but
what I'd really like to see, when Mk
II time rolls around, is a more
obvious upgrade path, not too out
of order considering Mission's past
familiarity with PC architecture.
Oh, and some user-friendly sockets
wouldn't go amiss.
But I'm thinking like an
audiophile, and that doesn't apply
here. M- Time is about painless
home cinema with no sonic
compromises. And in that respect
it's a gem. Unless someone else
knows of a way to buy nine
channels of amplification, a centre
channel speaker, two subwoofers, a
pre- amp, a tuner, second- zone
operation and a cool console for
just under £ 2500?
If M-Time really is aimed at ' real
people', then the true test must be:
how far can you go without having
to open the owner's manual? Pretty
far as it turns out, because Mission
did its ( ergonomic) homework. I
was able to mess about with the
surround modes, program some
settings, and generally amuse
myself without having to turn to
the manual for agood 15 minutes.
Which is some kind of arecord for
an A/V product. Yes, the adjustable
subwoofer crossover might prove
daunting to some, and surround
sound novices will need to get
over-loud rear channels out of their
systems so to speak, but Mission
really has managed to turn the
operation
of something
as
complicated as home cinema into
an appliance- level doddle. OK,
OK, so Idid have to read
the section about
the
autocalibration facility
for setting relative
levels and how
best to employ the
microphone which
Mission supplies
for that purpose,
but M-Time really
is fairly intuitive
system.
And
Mission
did
it without
dumping sound quality in
the process. Make no mistake:
even without S- video inputs,

I'm just
surprised it
took so long
for someone to
come up with
such a clever
solution

SUPPLIER
Mission Group,
Huntingdon,
Cambs
PEI8 6ED
Tel: oleo
451 777

normal
speaker
connectors,
upgradeability or whatever other
sins/omissions might have been
committed, M- Time really does
deliver the goods. With the
remastered Star Wars trilogy, some
crash- bang- wallop Bruce Willis
flicks, Dennis The Menace, The
Exorcist, Aliens and the other usual
suspects, M-Time was, again and
again, able to conquer the two
challenges of home cinema:
convincing bass and well- placed
surround effects. Remember: I
dropped this into a system which
housed a £ 3000 processor and a
couple of multi- channel power
amps good for well over akilowatt,
and still the M- Time was not
disgraced.
Yes, it sounds very Cyrusy, not
surprising since Mission is unlikely
to give its home cinema amps a
different sound. But it's coherent,
smooth and — unlike far too many
compromised home cinema set-ups
— mercifully free of the aggression
which brain- dead home theatre
designers mistake for sonic impact.
M-Time handled both the requisite
explosions, spacecraft transport
noises and tyre-squealing with the
same clarity, detail and composure
that
it
used
to
convey
conversation.., crucial if, like me,
you want to hear every obscenity
uttered by a Tarantino cast in full
argument mode.
No, the processor element did
not obviate the existence of the
£3000-plus Lexicon. No, Iam not
about to trash my bank of
Acuruses. And no, the onboard
centre channel is not a substitute
for a00-worth of Apogee LCR.
But let's get real: M- Time is
probably the first bargain in home
cinema that doesn't achieve its
bargain status by offering standingroom-only at the back of the stalls.
This is the balcony, front row,
centre.
An ideal position for dropping
popcorn on the heads of the
peasants below. With their homecinemas-in-a-crate.
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Audiolab

8000

Series

Audiolab 8000S

Imagine an amplifier which offers
the simplicity of an Integrated
Amplifier and the flexibility of a
separate Pre-Power Amplifier.
It is the new Audiolab 8000S
Stereo Amplifier.
At the turn of aswitch you can

Winners

use it as an Integrated Amplifier,
as aPre-Power Amplifier together

• 8000A Integrated Amplifier

with the Audiolab 8000P Stereo

• 8000P Stereo Power Amplifier

Power Amplifier in abi-amplified
system, as ahigh performance
stand alone Pre-amplifier, with an
external surround sound processor,
or with asub-woofer. It has remote
control and outstanding sound
quality. \Ve couldn't think of
anything else an Amplifier needs

PRE- POWER AMPLIFIERS

Audiolab 8000Q/8000M

• 8000C Pre-amplifier

TUNERS ABOVE

• 8000A1 Monobloc Power Amplifier

e8000T Tuner
• 8000Q Pre-amplifier

For more information about

• 800OPPA Phono Pre-amplifier
• 8000CDM Compact Disc Transport
• 8000DAC Digital-Analogue Converter

Audiolab products and details of your
Audiolab dealer, call or write.

• 8000S Stereo Amplifier

to do!
Ask your Audiolab dealer
fin- ademonstration.

REAL

=AUDIOLAB
Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6XY

HIFI
Hear the thfference

£250

Audiolab 8000T

Telephone 01480 52521
Fax 01480 52159

LOL DSPEAKERS

HYBRTD
VIGOUR
Electrostatic Research's Model II
Vista is a hybrid electrostatic speaker which
might just invigorate your system
by CHRIS BEECHING

E

lectrostatic Research is not a range panel. In another area, rock,
the Model II Vista scored well too.
familiar name in this country.
Many pure electrostatics meet their
Also known as Sunrise Audio,
it is smallish American company downfall when dealing with heavy,
loud music, and the use of asub is,
producing, among other things,
hybrid electrostatic/subwoofer perhaps, this speaker's salvation.
Here, heavy, deep bass-lines can be
combination speakers, including the
Model II Vista depicted here, which reproduced with as much weight as
the acid and garage brigade would
retails at £ 3900 per pair.
The Model II Vista's electrostatic have you enjoy, with no detriment to
the panel section's performance.
panels are vertical, with the
Female vocals are often used as a
conventional ( dynamic)
sub
operating below 100Hz and firing yardstick in the subjective analysis
of a speaker — is the sound
through the lower part of the grille.
The active part of the electrostatic coloured, or nasal, or cuppy?
Not here. Not unless the
is kept above the area the sub fires
through, so there's no danger of performer is, anyway. The surprise
large air movements pushing the was just how natural the speaker
sounded. There was no sense of the
electrostatic's diaphragm against
speaker getting in the way of
the plates ( which could be
the music reaching your ears.
potentially
disastrous).
The
In her album New World,
subwoofer enclosure has a port,
Karla Bonoff had so much
facing rearwards out past the input
presence that it was hard to
and mains connections.
It must be said that this is an believe this was a hybrid
imposing speaker. For those who speaker. Whitney Houston,
find the original 1957 Quad Janet Baker, Anita Carmichael,
all came across with their own
electrostatics difficult, the ER could
be more so. However, it builds on individual and distinctive vocal
colours; the panel reproduced
the strengths of the original Quad
design, and certainly offers greater them without adding obvious
coloration of its own.
dynamic and loudness potential.
There are, nevertheless,
Inevitably, aspeaker with abelow
-87dBAX/ sensitivity will need more anomalies which need to be
than my usual 18W tube amps to addressed. Fundamentally, a
drive it, so others were pressed into panel and a sub produce their
sound in markedly different
use, including models from Naim,
ways.
This
means
that
Michell and Quad.
placement can cause some
peculiarities to arise. A panel,
SOUND QUALITY
On a recent Classic Records ' RCA for instance, tends not to suffer
Living
Stereo'
reissue
of too much by being placed
Rachmaninov's Third Symphony against a side wall, whereas the
[LSC21851 there are a number of same position would reinforce a
sudden crescendi. Had the sub been sub's low output.
Similarly, different ' problems'
slow, these would instantly have been
heard, either as sounding ` late' or arise with room corners, rear
carrying on after the panel had walls and so on. Despite this, the
stopped. But aurally, the impression Model II Vista is not that
with this music was one of a very difficult to get sounding good.
'Really good' takes a bit more
integrated and seamless presentation,
almost as if you were hearing a full- effort, but 'phenomenal' is attainable
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with some care and attention to
detail.
If it's any help, my two listening
rooms are very different in their
characteristics. One is almost a 15ft
square, the other is some 18ft by
10ft with one ' partition' wall. A
couple of days spent adjusting in
each room led to very good results.
It took a little longer, perhaps, than
with a ' pure' box, horn or true
panel- only speaker, but I've no
complaints about the final results.
As far as partnering amplifiers are
concerned, the Model II Vistas do
work better with bigger power
amps. However, even an Audio
Note 10W single- ended Oto
managed to produce respectable ( I
said respectable, not deafening!)
levels into this very flat 4ohm load.
A solid state amp of less than 50W
configured for 8ohms may well
struggle, though, and because the
speaker is demanding, stability
must feature highly on your list of
`desirables'
in your chosen
amplifier. But beware: choose a
cheapie amp and you'll hear it;
choose one which runs out of
steam, and you'll hear it. Go for the
one which makes music for you,
and the Model II Vistas won't fail
to please. The downside is that
these are the most powerhungry speakers I've had
S X
for along while. At first
that concerned me, as
I was convinced I
• )m)
ou d hear the amps
trying to drive the
speaker.
But
this
'trying'
sound
disappeared once I'd set up
the speakers in their optimum
position. The bonus was that
imaging and spatial information
(which had been pretty good
anyway) came into focus,
dynamics were much more
convincing, and the quality of the
recording became much more
apparent. The speakers still let
the music through, though. The
great performances from the likes
of Furtwängler and others still
came across without the dated
recording quality affecting
musical enjoyment.

CONCLUSION
Now with UK distribution, these
ER speakers are going to be a
tough act to beat. It's apity
they don't readily run off a
low-powered single- ended
amplifier, otherwise that
could have been a match
made in musical heaven.
But for those with more
power at their disposal, the
Model II Vista is worthy of
some serious consideration. .#‘
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ver the years he'll take your car, your

hard earned cash and years off your life. 1)0
you really think it will be any different with
your Arcam?
We can confidently predict that you will
enjoy the top quality sound of your Arcam
Hi -Fi separates for many years to come.
It's asimple enough prediction, when you
consider just how hard we work to produce
Hi -Fi of the highest quality.
Like any good parent, we ensure that our
little treasures go out into the world with every
advantage.
So, before we bid atearful farewell, the
Hi -Fi produced at our Cambridge factory must
pass the most rigorous set of tests, checks and
double checks. This means that each Arcam
separate is blessed with along, active and
productive life.

"One day so
all of this will
lee yours"

Then again, sonic excellence and
reliability are bound to feature on all Arcam
products, since we design them in from the
outset.
A very pleasing aspect of all this dedication
is that year after year our products make us
rather proud with lots of top Hi -Fi industry
awards.
So, do keep aclose eye on junior. He also
knows quality when he hears it. ( Well, you
can't really blame the little angel for inheriting
your good taste!)
On the other hand, you could invest in a
lesser Hi -Fi system than Arcam...
But why deprive yourself, never mind
future generations?

ARCAM
Return tin coupon below to: Arran,, Pembroke Ave.
I
Iiiterbe, w/,, Cambridge CB5 9I'B, England.
Or telephone: (01223) 440964 (24 hours)

Please send me infiemation on: (Please tick)
Arcam amplifiers

D Arcam CD players
& DACs

Arcam tuners
Arcam Home Cinema —
AudioQuest cables

D

and the name of Illy nearest authorised dealer.
First Name) s

Surname
In Australia: Stolniack Audio Pty. Ltd., P.O. Box 139, St. Ives, N.S.W., 2075. Tel: (
2) 440 8758.

Address

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016,
720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3C9. Tel: ( 416) 596 7657.
In New Zealand: Avalon Audio, 587 Mount Eden Rd., Auckland. Tel: ( 649) 638 9000.
Postcode

In South Africa: Hi -Fi Specialists, Durban Road 155, Bellville. 7535. Tel: ( 21) 946 1441.
HFN SUM 9/96

In USA: Audiolnflux Cor . oration, P.O. Box PO, Hi ,hlknd Lakes, N 07422. Tel

201

764 8958.

black box

r
Purveyors of
exotic hi-fi
often state
that
undesirable
components
are ' not in
the signal
path'. But is
this really
true? And
where
does the
'signal path'
really lead?

:e.: WARNING! :e.:
The earthing wiring
changes described
must be carried
out with the
guidance of a
qualified
electrician.
Flagrant disregard
for wiring
regulations may
prejudice domestic
safety and property
insurance.

I

t's increasingly common for hi-fi
makers with a weak grasp of
electronics to proclaim that some
component or other in their
equipment is 'not in the signal path'.
This is unlikely. The maker is being
economical with words, if not the
truth, in nearly every instance, since
what they usually really intend to say
is `nothing is in series with the signal
path' [see Fig 1].
As described in this column
nearly two years ago!
most
analogue, audio circuit stages and
even digital stages — respond to
voltage. Series components in line
with the signal path develop an
error voltage in response to current.
Avoiding series components is one
way to overcome distortion caused
by this. But like making acompany
leaner, throwing all the series
components out of asignal path can
only be taken so far. Ultimately, the
shunt cannot work without the
series. Looking at Fig 1, notice how
a conventionally connected pot is
both shunt and series in its lower
and upper parts respectively, either
side of wherever the wiper happens
to be. The series path dominates
when volume is at minimum and
the wiper low down. Correctly
observing reduced sonic quality in
this condition, while jumping to
simplistic conclusions, would seem
to have lead to today's anti-series
fashion.
An approach, employed by at least
one high-end maker, and also
mentioned previously!, is to have a
very high input or load impedance,
so very little current flows. Then any
distortion caused by current level
changes (ie. current modulation)
must also be made very much
smaller. A third, mutually applicable
approach is to employ suitable
quality parts that exhibit little change
with current level.
Whether or not parts
are
eliminated in the series signal path,
there are inevitably still shunt (alias
parallel) connected parts, that go to
ground or other potentials. Signal
voltage is comnmonly impressed
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across these in its entirety, and any
non-linearity in the voltage relations
will appear in proportion to the
impressed pressure (an old yet apt
name for voltage). In other words,
it is parallel parts, not series ones,
that are most affected by signal
fluctuations in voltage-based circuitry
— which is the mainstay of 99.9%
of modern signal paths, whether
analogue or even digital! The
keynote is that the shunt parts that
are unmentioned by advertisers while
they claim there is ` Nothing in the
(series) signal path' are no less able
to produce distortion. A decade ago,
this was explored in these pages in
the context of metal film resistors 2,
which are amongst the most linear
(read
distortion
innocent)
of
components. For a more blatant
example, consider an optoLED
(which in the transmitting section
is at heart adiode) used to detect a
DC fault or even the presence of
signal, and connected across ( in
parallel with) an amplifier's output
[Fig 2]. The LED is connected via
constant current regulator (or current
source), so it receives enough current
but no more and will not blow up,
when levels are high. As the amplifier
can deliver tens — even over a
hundred — amperes, and has an
output impedance as low as a few
milliohms, the non-linearity that a
LED and associated constant current
or other limiting circuitry across the
output presents (in one polarity only)
would seem harmless. Yet when
driven, the relatively minor shunt
non- linearity introduces readily

measurable distortion — as well as
achange in the amplifier's distortion
characteristic and sonic quality. The
upshot is that non-linear components
have no place in the principal signal
path — unless they are vital to
amplification or biasing, and are
themselves stably biased. To wit,
signal can pass through ( in series
with) a properly biased diode with
scant ill effect; the same cannot often
be said for adiode across the signal
path.
This is a good moment to
consider 'how deep' the signal path
extends beyond the explicit, obvious
signal path'. Many audiophiles have
discovered how sonic quality is
dependent not just on the audio
circuitry, but also back through the
power supply and even back ' down'
the mains. Moreover, an audio
circuit
may
be
reasonably
considered as extending far into
living rooms and beyond, as TEM
(Transverse Electro — Magnetic)
waves travelling through the ether
radiate from all the usual wires and
cables. ( Contrary to popular
opinion,
the
ether was
not
disproved. Michaelson & Morley
only showed it didn't affect the
speed of light, and forward-thinking
physicists
have
recently
rewelcomed it, although they now call
it the Quantum Vacuum.)
Ben Duncan
References:
[1] B Duncan, Black Box, Oct 1994.
[2] B Duncan, '
Piece de Resistance',
part 2, HFNIRR, April 1987.

Fig 1: A portion of audio circuitry. The signal has to pass through the series parts (marked
`s'). But the signal also experiences the impedance and non-linewities of parallel or shunt parts,
marked `p'. Active parts such as transistors and op-amps commonly contain both series and
parallel paths (S+P) although they're routinely thought of as being something the signal only
passes through

Fig 2: A signal path with no series parts supposedly — may exhibit high distortion. Here, even
a highly currentcapable amplifier's distortion may be raised by afactor of ten to a hundred
times by the presence of simple, non-linear indicator LED connected across the output —
drawing just seven thousandths of an ampere
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Ultimate Home Theatre

rAUDIO
ILLUSION

'llenterN luster

23 Langley Broom
Langley, Berkshire SL3 8NB
TEL: (01753 542761: Fax: (01753) 772532

SwitchNlaster

10am-8pm Monday - Saturday by appointment
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"[Ica terVision

The ultimate AUDIO and
.4'47//i/4yr,77./ Individually, EAD's home-theatre components are legendary. Together
they are revolutionary. Now controlled by asingle touch-screen remote so simple even achild can

HOME THEATRE system

operate it.

TheaterMaster: The world's first and foremost Dolby AC3® surround-sound processor. The refer-

at last NO COMPROMISE

ence machine used by Hollywood to master over 30 AC-3 movie releases. TheaterMastér combines consummate musical performance (with HDCD0 )with state-of-the-art 5.1 channel surround
sound. DVD ready Field upgradeable to DTS and other future 5.1 formats.

SwitchMaster: Integrated video switching. Links 12 S-video and composite video inputs with 12 audio
inputs on the TheaterMaster. 150 Megahertz videophile switcher with built-in state-of-the-art comb
filter.

TheaterVision: The ultimate CD-Laserdisc transport. Featuring AC-3RF output and fully-digital video
processing, TheaterVision boasts by far the world's most stunning sound and picture.

System Controller: Powerful handiield home automation centre offers total system control.
Back-lit touch-screen pad uses diagrams (graphical user interface) to control all components in
your system, including TheaterMasterTm, TheaterVisionno, SwitchMasterTm, as well as any VCR,
DSS, CD or laserdisc player, DVD player—even screen and room lights.

For your nearest stockist contact:

AUDIO ILLUSION

On show in the Hurricane room
at the Ramada Hi- H Show

TRILGSY

"The 900 is so good at it's job that, after adecent demonstration, you probably won't ever
bother auditioning any of it's all tube rivals, few of which presents serious challenges"
Ken Kessler HiFi News October 1995
"Due to the high quality of reproduced sound as well as the reasonable price, they are
one of the greatest revelations of our time."
Salvadore Dangla Alta Fidelidad 902/948

72 Shooters Hill Road . London SE3 7BG Telephone:

(
44) 0181 856 2499

Facsimile: ( 44) 0181 856 6899

SYSTEMS

What sort of system
synergy resides in the
deep divide between
£1000 and £2000?
by ALVIN GOLD

W

e've reached the £ 1500
level for a CD playing
system this month and
the components we've ended up
with are extremely varied, which
helps make life interesting.
The amplifiers are particularly
widely varied in style, price, power
and, to an extent, facilities, though
they are all serious products with
audiophile intent, and you will look
in vain for tone controls, multiple
speaker facilities or similar
impedimenta. Leaving aside the
rated power output figures, which
are not entirely representative of
how they behave in practice, they
break down conveniently into two
pairs: the Audio Innovations and
the Mission, which are best suited
to
reasonably
sensitive
loudspeakers, and the Audiolab and
Myryad, which have greater power
and drive capability.

AMPUFIERS
Audio Innovation's Alto, surely the
most
extraordinary
looking
integrated
amplifier
yet,
is
transistor
driven
(unlike most from
this marque), and
has a style of musicmaking as soft and as
rounded
as
the
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amplifier itself. It is not
especially powerful, and can
easily run out of steam driving
the speakers selected for this group,
especially in larger rooms. Within
its limits, however, it is a
thoroughly enjoyable, competent,
and even compelling design, though
its sonic presentation is distinctly
old
fashioned.
Of all
the
loudspeakers, the Alto had a
particular affinity with the Castle
Severn which is moderately
sensitive, and which can sound a
tad hard and wooden with some of
the other amplifiers ( notably the
Mission and the Myryad). This
serves as the core of one of the
better complete systems along with
the Trichord Genesis — total
system price around £ 1350. —
which is more in keeping with the
Alto amplifier than the Alto CD
player itself (see page 65).
The Cyrus Two is almost too
well known to require introduction.
This is a high tech amplifier,
immaculately presented in a cast
magnesium box, and exactingly
specified and built. A refined
performer, it too was a little
overwhelmed by the more power
hungry loudspeakers, namely the
Mordaunt-Short MS50i and the
Rogers LS33/AB33.
The Audiolab 8000S is the latest
and certainly the greatest variant on
the 8000 integrated

The amplifiers
are particularly
widely varied
in stile, price,
power and,
to an extent,
facilities,
though they
are all serious
products with
audiophile
Intent

Audio Innovations'
Alto (above) and the
Arcam Alpha One
CD player (below)

SUPPLIER
Aream (A&R
Cambridge)
01223 576966
Audio
Innovations
(Richer Sound)
0500 101 112

amplifier theme, which
has some important circuit
tweaks, and which for the first time
omits tone controls, which most
commentators have been calling for
since the original 8000 was
released, oh, the best part of two
decades ago.
Last but not least, the Myryad
MI- 120, which Inote was reviewed
by PJC in the January issue, makers
an interesting counterpoint to the
Audiolab, with a similar power
yield, and even better presentation,
the front panel design being
especially striking. This is another
minimalist amplifier with few
facilities to speak of, but readers
should beware of the headphone
socket, which appears to be a
completely unattenuated feed from
the power amp. This is not just
hazardous for the obvious reasons,
but also gives a poor and often
distorted sound.
That aside, the Myryad and the
Audiolab are attractive and capable
designs, which are capable of
driving any of the speakers tested to
high volume levels. It should be
added that the Audiolab and the
Myryad can be used as preamplifiers ( or biamplified) with
outboard power amplifiers, and that
the Cyrus Two can also be
upgraded using an outboard power
supply, though the idea in this case
is to improve sound quality rather
than power. (Sign of the times dept:
of the four amplifiers, only the
Cyrús is equipped with a phono
input.)

CD PLAYERS
The original list of CD players
numbered just two: the Trichord
Genesis, a mainstream and
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Next time your
CD player jumps
we'd like to suggest
a four letter word
The unique TEAC VRDS mechanism really gets agrip on the
sound. Unlike ordinary players, TEAC's VRDS design clamps
the entire disc, thus eliminating errors caused by mechanical
and physical factors.
The VRDS-25 tracks discs with awesome precision and
delivers data to
the DAC with
absolute accuracy.
The result is
awonderful level
of detail and
musicality combined with rock-solid timing.
All this, a build quality second to none plus unbelievable
ease of use - and you have a CD player that would grace
any system.
Before you buy, you owe it to yourself to check out the new
VRDS-25. Simply ask your dealer for TEAC - it should be the
only four letter word you'll ever need.

TEAC

•
•

TEAC UK Limited, 5 Marlin House, The Croxley Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA
Brochure Hotline 01923 819630 Monday- Friday 9am to 5.30pm
The gold units featured in this photograph are available as aspecial order option

TEAC®

SYSTEMS
extremely fully equipped budget
Pioneer player to which clock and
other modifications have been
added by aftermarket specialist
Trichord,
and
the
Audio
Innovations Alto CD player,
partner of the curvaceous Alto
amplifier. These are interesting
machines, the Genesis especially,
but neither seemed to me to have
all the answers, and in certain ways,
neither seemed to me to offer a
great advantage over the better
machinery at much lower prices. As
Ihad a couple of interesting £300
players available, Iadded them to
the list, to see if they might offer at
least comparable performance
(better would surely be asking too
much),
or
if they
simply
undermined the prospect of a
worthwhile system by being
underengineered for the task.
If not exactly a giant killer, the
Arcam Alpha One certainly has
an established reputation as a
tidy and generous sounding
player that can punch
outside its weight range.
The other player was the
Cambridge Audio CD6,
the latest from John
Westlake, recently of
Pink Triangle, and was
packaged and priced by
those Richer Sounds
folk. They are known
not to take kindly to
being undersold, so there was every
chance that it might turn up
trumps. Anyway, it was an
exclusive, and Iwas not about to
turn my back on ascoop.
And a jolly good decision that
turned out to be. The Audio
Innovations Alto for
example
was
disappointing, I
felt,
with
something of the
softness
and
space of the Alto
amplifier, but
not enough of
its grace and
midband
articulation.
The Alto CD
was not merely
relaxed, like the
amplifier: it was
defocused and
at times even a
tad inarticulate,
though
the
softish treble
wasn't beyond
biting back at
times. With one
of the sharper,
cooler
sounding
amps,
of
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which the Cyrus is the best
example, the Alto CD just about
passes muster, but even then these
quite
differently
balanced
components had little creative to
say to each other; rather they
simply helped neutralise ach other
obvious faults. The two Altos
together
made
a
deadly
combination, each reinforcing the
qualities of the other, so the CD
player was dropped from the
favourites list, though the amplifier
was retained.
The Arcam also disappointed.
This in itself is no disgrace given its
price, but it is my firm conviction
(unfortunately without solid
evidence in the form of a side-by
side comparison of old and new)
that the current Alpha One lacks
the focus and dynamic capability of
early samples dating from before
the model was ` improved'. The

matching. It
was too lush and
laid back when used with
the Mordaunt-Short speakers,
and really only came into its own
with the Mission or Myryad
Iconfess that
amplifiers — the Audiolab and the
the
Trichord
Audio Innovations also at a pinch
— when driving the Castle Severn Genesis was
or Mission 752 speakers. This the model
wasn't because of any particular that sent
synergy between them, but simply shivers down
my spine
because these combinations helped
correct the unusual system balance
of the Genesis, or at least draw its
sting. It might be fairer to say
that the Genesis drew the sting
of these other components.
The choice is yours, but the
effect is the same.
SUPPLIER
The Cambridge Audio
.1fissionICyrus
was different because its
01480 451 777
much sharper, leaner
presentation meshed well
Trichord Research
with most of the other
01684 573 524
combinations, whether
they were naturally bright
or dull, detailed or soft. I
found no combination of
components from this
current model seems to me to be
month's list that didn't
rather pallid and even slightly work at least reasonably well with
grainy, qualities that were not even the Cambridge, and conversely, the
in the lexicon of the original Alpha
Cambridge didn't appear to make
The Trichord Genesis
One. Why this should be, Isimply any special demands of the systems CD player (above)
don't know.
it was used with. About the worst Mission Cyrus III
The Trichord Genesis was a that can be said of the CD6 is that amp (left) and
great deal better. Iconfess that this
it is as ugly as sin, that the finish is Mission 752 speakers
(bottom left)
was the model that sent shivers poor, even for a £ 300 player, and
down my spine when playing the
that you will have a hard time
opening movement of Mahler's 3 convincing your neighbours that it
[Sohi] through each of the players is something special. But so what?
in turn. The Genesis is a fluid,
So you end up knowing something
highly articulate player with a that he doesn't. Is that so terrible?
strong bass and an open midband
to match. What it lacks is a degree
EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
of precision and clarity, and there
Amplifiers
were long stretches of various
Audio Innovations Alto Amp
£299
recordings in which the player
Mission Cyrus III
£500
seemed to coast.
Myryad MI- 120
£530
There was no such problem with
Audiolab 80005
£650
the newcomer from Cambridge
Audio, which is an altogether
CD Players
crisper and livelier proposition. It
Cambridge Audio CD6
£300
didn't have the warmth or grace of
Audio Innovations Alto CD
£399
the Genesis, and for those who
Arcam Alpha 1
£470
prefer their CD players with an
Trichord Genesis
£550
analogue flavour, the Cambridge
Audio CD6 Is not an obvious
Loudspeakers
choice. But try and build systems
Castle Severn
£500
around these two players and you'll
Mission 752
£500
begin to see the strength of the
Mordaunt-Short MS50i
£550
Cambridge approach. The Genesis
Rogers L533/AB33 passive sub
£630
needed vary careful system
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Double First for ANTI
Our tireless studies have paid off.

AVI has won two top awards from Gramophone magazine.
52000MP

S2000MI

"This superb preiimplifier
well-nighperfect in its
transparency to the signal"

"Can there be any other
designwhich packs such a
of nighpelfect
generous wattage
audio so efficiently and well"

Gramophone

Gramophone

is

And, top of every class for stunning good looks and brilliant sound quality, an MI system,
starting at £2,200, remains athird of the price of supposed competitors.
As Gramophone bnows, A\'1 passes even the toughest examination with flying colours.
Call AVI now to find out more about our award winnin. products on: 01453 752656.
i‘\' Internal'
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£, 499.00

High quality aluminium construction.
Finishes available to your choice.

£ 899.00

•

Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.

£, 750.00

•

Sound isolation on shelving/feet.

£, 150.00

•

Made to measure to suit your system.

•

Free delivery throughout the UK.
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Art Audio
Parasound
Graaf

V- Damp Isolation System
Paragon Linear Tracking Arms
Analysis Ribbon Speakers
Gamma Acoustics
Unison Research
Opera Speakers
Audio Note
The Vamp
Trilogy
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Our loudspeakers this month are all
floorstanding columns, superficially
at least with more similarities than
differences. The Mordaunt-Short
MS50i is the largest, and the Castle
Severn the smallest, with an
internal volume proportion of the
order of about 2:1. The most
unusual of the four is the Rogers, a
four box design, consisting of the
LS33 compact loudspeakers and a
pair of floor standing pillar supports
which double as passive subwoofers,
tailored to the characteristics of the
LS33. Lastly, we have the wellknown Mission 752.
In broad terms, the CD players
seemed to me barely better than the
best of the models covered in the
£1000 system in the previous feature
in this series [
HFNIRR, Aug ' 96],
and the same applies to the speakers
though they did offer a greater
bandwidth — more bass in other
words. This itself is a worthwhile
advantage, not just because it opens
up another half octave or so that
would otherwise be lost — the ear is
quite good at plugging gaps in the
bass by extrapolating from the
harmonic structure of what's left —
but because extra bass means more
richer, more vivid and more varied
tonal colours, and a more physical
sense of image scale. But there's
more to it .than this. In one way,
larger speakers tend to be more
sensitive than compacts, whose
sensitivity is often sacrificed on the
alter of odd extra semitone•or so of
extra bass. The Rogers combination
for example is more sensitive, less
reactive and lower in impedance
than the basic LS33.
At the same time, wider
bandwidth makes loudspeakers
more demanding of amplifiers.
They expose the capabilities and
limitations of amplifiers in much
the same way awindow exposes the
view on the other side, with an
efficiency proportional to bandwidth.
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One
effect
may
seem
to
counterbalance the other, but the
bottom line is to that as the
bandwidth of the speaker rises, the
demands made on the amplifier often
seem to increase proportionately, or
even disproportionately.

CONCLUSION

disaster. Of course bass which is
SUPPLIERS
provided at the expense of clarity,
Audiola
accuracy, focus or tunefulness is not
01480 52521
worth the sacrifice, but with the
Cambridge Audio
Audiolab and the Cambridge
(Richer Sounds)
Audio, the MS50i bought the sound
0500 101 112
to life, even failing to sound
Castle Acoustics
generous and full enough with some
01756 795 333
of the large scale orchestral material.
Mordaunt-Short
For those with the wherewithal to
01705 492 777
go about £ 80 over budget,
Rogers
substituting the Rogers is the
(Swisstone)
obvious solution. This is a speaker
0181 640 2172
with the warmth of the MordauntShort, but with greater vitality, a
Alto amp (top left),
much superior upper midband/top
and an ability to paint stereo in Myryad MI- 120
(helm.), Audiolab
three dimensions, or as close to
three dimensions as it is possible to 8000S (bottom left)
and Castle &vents
get from two loudspeakers. Ihave
(bottom nkhO
no criticisms of the Mission or
Castle though. Both look great and
give a clean, open and dynamic
sound, albeit with a

The key to system building in this
month's test group, and the feature
of the group that makes the use of
larger, wider bandwidth speakers
viable, is that the amplifiers really
are a step up from those in the
£1000 group — or at least some of
them are. This is particularly true of
the Audiolab 8000S and the
Myryad, which are powerful, well
controlled
yet
easy-going
e
amplifiers. The Audiolab is the
more relaxed of the two, and the
Myryad is alittle sharper and more
grainy, which slightly limits the rather lightweight frequency
range of systems with which it balance which helps drive rhythmic
works well. My personal favourite information at the expense of the
of the many possible amplifier/CD tonal. Ultimately the Mission is the
combinations was the Audiolab more sophisticated performer. The
8000S and Cambridge Audio CD6,
Castle is a little more coloured,
which cost £ 950 together, which though it seems to improve as it is
means that any of the loudspeakers run in, but there is less to choose
other than the Rogers fits in the between them than you might
allowable £ 1500 budget.
expect. They even cost the same Choosing between the Castle, the £500 apair.
Mission and the Mordaunt-Short
A final word concerning cables
however is by no means easy. The and supports, which really do need
Mordaunt-Short MS50 is a better to be taken seriously with
speaker than other designs in the equipment of the calibre of that
range that I have encountered
used here. Iused Mana Acoustics
previously, and if the money was stands ( OTT in this
mine, this is the speaker Imight context,
choose, especially if Iwanted afull
admittedly) and
and potent bottom end, which is
quality cables of
not as barren an exercise as it is various
types
often painted in the specialist hi-fi
(IXOS,
Roksan
press. There is no doubt that the etc), and made
MS50i is a warmer, lusher but sure to use the
ultimately less well controlled plinths ( where
loudspeaker than the Castle or the supplied)
and
Mission, both of which are as taut spikes that came
and as clean as they come. In the with each pair of
days when record players were king,
speakers.
The
this speaker would have been a Rogers
and
Mordaunt Sort
were particularly
responsive to the
quality of system
setup, and were
easily spoiled
when used in
crowded
situations.
1
4

Ultimately
the Mission
is the more
sophisticated
performer.
The Castle is
a little more
coloured,
though it
seems to
improve as
it is run in,
but there is
less to choose
between them
than you
might expect
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only a well designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a one off special built, up to
32 elements.

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
GALAXIL UR( OLAH 1 / LLLMENT STEHLO
GAIN 15 946 F to fi 33 7t1B I 14"

Dealers in.' Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, - lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hul, WBT and others

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D I.Y advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within a nominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Send a 9"x4" SAE with first class stamp to receive our
complete "Aerial Guide" which is more than just a list of our products
and prices, and carries details of all our services. including MAIL
ORDER and site surveys.

TELEPHONE US ON 01582 36561 FAX 01582 33686
RON SMITH AERIALS
98, ASH RD, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8AQ

. .. the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . in YOUR home
Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.
(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)
CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)

Personal Callers: Shop Hours Mon- Sat 9.00 to 6.00 ( Phone First)
5 minutes from exit no 11. on M.1. Motorway
NAIM AUDIO U.K. RECOMMEND OUR FM AERIALS AND THEIR DEALERS
CAN OBTAIN YOUR CHOSEN MODEL WITHIN 48 HOURS, OR SUPPLY EX STOCK.

Tel.. 0181-348 5676 (2.00-7.00pm)
Fax: 0181-341 9368

Harbeth HL K6: too of the world!
ó

\>

000- - z

The all- new
Harbeth
HL-

-incredible clarity through advanced
engineering in a very compact cabinet!

HAR BETH ACOUSTICS
For information please contact Heather Lewis,
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd., Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 E-Mail: CompuServe 100624,455

radio

As Radio 3
says goodbye
to Paul
Gambaccini,
we should
consider
what makes
a good
classical
music
presenter

Paul Gambaccini,
who will shortly be
leaving Radio 3

loosely be called a ' personality'
although most of them (with the
honourable exception of Mr John
Peel)
are
actually
very
unindividuated.
Hence the reduced to-bite size,
lowestcommondenominator feeling
of most pop stations; there is no-one
at home. This is not a back-door
attack on the 'yoor culture of Ms
Janet Street-Porter, by the way. The
point about young people is precisely
that they are much more sensitive to
collective values than to individual
ones, and popular music articulates
collective issues (using the word in
its ordinary sense) very well. What
might be called classical music, in
o
farewell
then
Paul
Gambaccini, who, as predicted contrast, seems to have a profound
in Master Nelson's recent connection with a different sort of
Almanack [' Radio', January], is
'collective', something much closer
departing from Radio 3. Many to the Jungian notion of acollective
would argue that his appointment unconscious. Hence it positively does
was an ill-judged response by not require and emphatically does
Controller Kenyon to the palpable not benefit from an apologist or a
success of Classic FM, and there is supernumary ego.
undoubtedly something in that. But
Looked at from this perspective,
to make acase for his departure on
the
classical- station
continuity
that basis is to avoid amore central announcer is mainly there to set the
discussion about the role of the
music in context and to act as longannouncer-cum presenter on a stop in the event of something going
network such as Radio 3.
wrong. But he or she has an
Having actually done the job — additional function, which is to
and indeed having spent much of display a subtle empathy with the
my working life either doing it or profound nature of what is going on
listening to other people doing it — — in effect, to make the listener feel
it seems to me that there is little
in safe hands and to lend a certain
room for ' personalities' in the
dignity and tone to the proceedings,
context of music, which is more or without ever making his or her
less universally agreed to be
presence felt. To my ears, Mr
archetypically important. And one Gambaccini fell into exactly the same
suspects that the dissonance which trap that Classic FM's presenters
results when the two entities meet is habitually fall into; the subtext of the
at least partly responsible for what broadcast is ` Iwant you to listen to
causes the Radio 3 audience to
me' rather than ' We invite you to
complain about the likes of Mr listen to the music'. The programme
Gambaccini. Today's pop then becomes one in which the
music is largely trivial,
music provides aframework for the
ephemeral and of presenter's ego rather than one in
the
moment; which the presenter provides a safe
today's hit is at and self-effacing context in which the
b e s t music can do its work.
tomorrow's
This is almost universally the case
golden on Classic FM, and to alarge extent
oldie. One has become the case on Radio 3; the
could make
effect on the listener operates largely
a case for at an unconscious level but it is
saying that alienating rather than inviting. The
because there psychological mechanism known as
is
essentially projection also comes into play, of
nothing at the
course, and one suspects that the
heart
of
such psychic baggage one can project into
music,
the Mr Gambaccini is rather different
presenter needs from that which one could project
to fill the void into Mr Michael Berkeley, to take
with something an example at random. One should
which could
not ignore the power of projection;
it is what makes radio drama work,
and awise presentation editor selects
his announcers with this mechanism
in mind whether he knows it or not.
The wise announcer also knows it as
well,
and
the
most popular

S

announcers and newsreaders tend to
be those where the transference
mechanism operates most effectively.
All in all, Iwould argue that the
presenters and announcers on a
classical network need to possess
similar perceived attributes to those
of an airline captain, and for very
similar reasons. Both need to sound
omniscient and to display what
Cormac Rigby used to call a' wellstocked mind'; and both have to
convey to the listener the notion that
whatever happens everything will go
well. One can perhaps regret that the
current generation of classical-music
presenters tend to sound more like
airheads than airline pilots.
On that subject, incidentally, why
on earth has the BBC apparently got
rid of the only weather forecaster
who sounded as though he knew
what he was talking about? Very
regrettably, it looks as though Mr
Rob McElwee has had his marching
orders from the man who Clive
James once pithily referred to as
possessing 'the bore's equivalent of
the Heavy Goods Vehicle licence'. If
Ihear the words ' dominating the
scene', ' the western side' or ' the
eastern side' once more this decade,
Ihereby declare that Ishall project
something into Mr Bill Giles OBE
Ca very good evening to you') which
will be metallic and ballistic rather
than psychological and possess
extremely high velocity.
ANSWERS BY E-MAIL PLEASE
A couple of months ago, 1happened
to mention the celebrated signature
tune of the BBC World Service
`Lilliburlero'. In the last 20 years or
so Ihave come across at least three
versions of the history of this oddly
sinister, lilting melody, but none
explains how it acquired mysterious
lyrics to the effect that Brother
Teague should take note of adecree
('Lilliburlero, bullenala') that anew
deputy — whoever and whatever that
may signify — is about to make his
presence felt. Would anyone like to
offer the definitive version of where
`Lilli' came from? Answers on the
proverbial postcard, or preferably at
greater length. In this connection,
please note aminor change in my email address. You may continue to
use the interminable string of
CompuServe digits if you prefer, but
you should also be able to send mail
to john_nelson@compuserve.com if
you prefer something less redolent
of hacking and anoraks.
John Nelson
E-MAIL
mas he conta,ted
via e-mail on 100014.636.1
compuserve.COM or lOhn_lh'iStOril
compuserve.com. via Telecom Gold on
83.1N1,601

.
7ohn
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AcousticArts

Tel: (44) 01702 469055
Fax: (44) 01702 601883

ASOUND FAMILY TO DO BUSINESS WITH

The new baby Concertino from Sonus Faber
has all the Italian style and knowhow of its
bigger brothers with fabulous Sonus Faber
sound at a mini price of £598
'The new Martin Logan SL3, the finest
electrostatic hybrid speaker we have
ever heard'
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This is the latest arrival from Denmark from the Copland stable, CDA 288 cd
player combines stylish good looks with the sonic accuracy and refinement we
have come to expect from this manufacturer. Price at below £1800.00

Experience superior performance no
compromise tube amplifiers at prices
starting from £499.00 Call or fax for a
free information pack.

Krell integrated amplifier KAV300i - this unit combines remote control,
together with the build standard and sonic qualities so long admired in Krell
products. An amazing piece of equipment for less than £2500.00.

CALL US FOR ACHAT OR TO ARRANGE ADEMONSTRATION
AND DISCOVER WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL
SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE,
CARE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere • Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH. AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BE VER. BOSE. CASTLE,
CELESTION. CHORD, COPLAND, DENON. DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA. ORELLE, P S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL. ROGERS. THETA. WILSON AUDIO
CELESTION. RUARKE. SONUS FABER
We stock a wide range ol accessories, cables, headphones and equipment supports from
AUDIO-TECHNICA. APOLLO. GRADO, HARMONIX, IXOS, ORTOFON. SENNHEISER.
SOUND STYLE. TARGET. TRANSPARENT AUDIO, FLATLINE. SILTECH. OED
AND MANY OTHERS
Tel: 01923 245250

Fax: 01923 230798

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues -Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

CR Developments Ltd. Unit 8. Craftsman Square. Temple
Farm bd. Est.. Southend - on - Sea. Essex. SS2 5RH

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEND

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what what would the
HFNIRR reviewers
pick as their best
hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HiFi News & Record
Review series (now appears bi-monthly)
will assemble and update current listening
systems and key recommendations from our
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will be
of great interest to all who follow equipment
reviews. Note, though, that the writer's
inclusion of agiven product here does not
necessarily constitute ageneral
recommendation. Turn the page for the

DAVE BERRIMAN

CHRIS BEECHING
CD player Pioneer PDS802 with Trichord modslTrichord
Research DAC
Tundable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Ann: Nottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS-1
Pre-amplifier: Audio Note MI
Power amplifier: Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

Dave Berrirnan

C:11211=
CD player Sugden SDD 1ISDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell ArgolMichell Iso phono stage/
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact 7's

reviewers' recommendations proper. For this
feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these is not taken
into account.) It must be stressed that the
models listed under each recommended heading
are not necessarily the only ones worth buying,
but each one here does carry apersonal stamp
of approval from an experienced audio critic.

CD player TEAC VRDS JOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm: Acoustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Pre-amplifier: Bryston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: Naim Aro
Cartridge: van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
,
rC, ' n
Premier EightA
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
Martin Collorns

CD player Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Basic III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

CD player AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LP12
Arm: Linn Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: A VI 2000
Power amplifier AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: ATC SCM2OT

Perer J Carneaa

1:=1=11i
CD player Marantz CD12, Mara= DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Arm: SME V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koeuu Urushi
Pre-amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier: Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V
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Ken Kessler

CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: SME Series V
Cartridge: van den Hu! MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECIONO
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: INV Sonata
£200-£350: II'L M371., Tannoy 607
£3504500: Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse Lali, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £2000: Quad ESL63, Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: .
14ararie CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-10, Quad 77
£1000-£2000: Mieromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer

PD911Trichord Research DAC
OVER £2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-11Metaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III
£2004350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Audio Innovations Alto, Nairn Nait
£50041000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note M1 Phono/Kit 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M7Neiro, Audion 845 SE, Naim
NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: .7PW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: Systentdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£50041000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model I,
£100042000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £2000: Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: .\. 1/) 514
£200-£350: .
11arantz CD635E
£350-£500: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100
£50041000: TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100IDPA Little Bit 3,
soei, Triehord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-1LE1DAC-1
OVER £2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMIPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: SVAD $1'1, Hannan Kardon 610
£2004350: Arcam Alpha .5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-513BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Celestial 3MkII, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£3504500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
f500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, Castle Chester
£100042000: BBC LS5112a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £2000: Quad ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminster
Royal

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Denon DGD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rotel RCD940BX
£3504500: Kenwood DP-7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
Mutant: GD-63II KI Siznature

£500-£1000: Mara= CD72SE, CD17 Rote! RDD9801RDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CD1DAC, Meridian 5001563
Suede', SDD-IISDA-1
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-11/DA-I0, Ensemble Dichrono
Drluc• 1). U. McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monoblocks, Sugden
St einp,o) tSF60
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland CSA-14, LFD LS21PA 1
OVER £2000: Cary SLP90300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
£200-£350: Revolver Purdry, Rogers LS2aIll, Sequence 400
£350-£500: ncew DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£50041000: Air SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £2000. ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no ra:ommendatiats
£2004350: Denon DCD-825, Sony CDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£3504500: ,
14arantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

£500-£1000: A VI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1IDT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £2000: Nairn CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Denon PMA250 III, rechnus SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
1/1 (1
£3504500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
£100042000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £2000: AVI S2000AIMP, Naim NAC821NAP180

SEPIVERER ase
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MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tannoy o31, Celestion 3, Mordaunt Short MSI0i, KEF
Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand STAMM X 1, Wilson WIT7'
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, OreIle CDIOOSE
£500-£1000: OreIle DA188, Micromega T Drive
£1000-£2000: Micromega T DrivelOrelle DA180, NVA The Emotive
Statenzetzt, Krell 20iIL

OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
11, Wadia 16

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: OreIle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 800S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity AI000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Conrad Johnson PVIO-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Mission 731 LE, GLL 'magic, 100, Sony SS86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle ISIS, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES/i, Polk RT8
£500-£1000: B&1V CDM1, Mission 753, Spendor 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REC, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
\Limn Logan CLS11z11
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Technics SL-PG570, Sony CDP-715E, Marantz CD53
£200-£350: Denon DCD-825, Marantz CD63, Sony GDP- 715E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PDS904, Rotel RCD-965BX
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Micromega Stage I, Quad 67,
OreIle GD100SE
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle Cardinal,Ordinal, Roksan AT-DP2

MkIIIATT-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic Il
transp, ,• Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC
RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Sony TA-I:246, NAD 302,
Marantz PMA250 Mk IH SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA450SE,
Musical Fidelity EIO
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Musical Fidelity Mission Cyrus III,
Technics SUA900 Mk 2
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Meridian 551, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-2H/VT-60,
Electrocompaniet EC4IAWIOODMB

KEN KESSLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS3I5A, Apogee Ribbon
Monitor
£1000-£2000: Some Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB1
subwoofer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
neseh ACT One

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxiTheta

TLC, TRAC VRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CDI6, Audio Alchemy DDS 111/Audio
Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxITheta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data 111/Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.31INo.39

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA 960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Densen Beat, Original Hafler 101
pre- (used) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CTA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM M1.11Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WB Two/SO. 50

PAUL MILLE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

(Paul Miller declined to otter a list as he doesn't review loudspeakers)

UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-250111
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission
Cyru , III
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
111/Polaris JI
OVER £2000: Rotel Michi RHA-10IRHB-10

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

jvc

UP TO £ 200: Sherwood GD-3020R, Cambridge CD4,
XL-V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PDS901
£500-£1000: A VI .S2006,
MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TEAC P- 7001D-700, Mission DiscIDAC Master, Arcarn
D250/Pink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio Lambda/Ultra/ink II
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AUGUST CLEARANC
UPTO

;0%*

OFFI

*ON SELECTED STOCK ONLY

INCREDIBLE RANGE OF BRANDED PRODUCTS MUST BE
CLEARED AT APPETIZING PRICES OVER THE NEXT FEW WEEKS
(EX- DISPLAY & DEMO STOCK, PLUS A NUMBER OF NEW BOXED ITEMS)

YOU DECIDI • WI PROVIDE
HE POWER HOUSI U « OM
Branches also at:

18 Monmouth Street

45 High Street, HOUNSLOW
Middlesex TW3 1RH

COVENT GARDEN

Tel: 0181 569 5802

London WC2H 9HB

Fax: 0181 569 6353

Tel: 0171 497 1346

173 Station Road, EDGWARE

Fax: 0171 497 9205

Middlesex HA8 7JX

Tel: 0181 952 5535
Fax: 0181 951 5864

MAIL ORDER WORLDWIDE - 24 HRS DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY OF STOCK
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MAIN AUTHORISED
DEALERS FOR:
Acoustic Energy
Aiwa
Akai
AKG
Alphason
Apogee
Arcam
Atacama
ATC
Audio Alchemy
Audioquest
Audio Technica
Aura
AVI
B & W
Beyer Dynamic
Bose
Boston
Cabletalk
Canon
Castle
Celestion
Cerwin Vega
Chord
Creek
Cyrus
Denon
D.E.F.
DPA
Dual
EPOS
Exposure
GLL
Goldring
Grundig
Harman Kardon
Heybrook
Infinity
Ixos
Jamo
JBL
JPW
JVC
KEF
Kenwood
LaserDiscs
Lexicon
Linn
Marantz
Meridian
Michell
Miller & Kreisel
Mission
Mitsubishi
Monarchy
Monitor Audio
Monster Cable
Mordaunt-Short
Musical Fidelity
NAD
Nakamichi
Ortofon
Panasonic
Philips
Pink Triangle
Pioneer
Polk
PROAC
Project Turntables
OED
Quad
RCF Projectors
REL
Restek
Rogers
Roksan
Rotel
Royd
Ruark
SD Acoustics
Seleco Projectors
Sennheiser
Sharp
Shearne
Shure
SME
Sony
Soundstyle
Stands Unique
STAX
Sumiko
Sumo
Systemdek
Tannoy Prestige
Target
TDK
TEAC
Technics
Thorens
Toshiba
Trichord
Van den Hul
Wadia
Wharfedale
XLO
Yamaha
and many more
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SUPPLIER
I
illrieb Gmbh.,
Ismanigerse. 35,
85609 Asseheim,
Germany.
Tel: 0049 89
470 7070
Fax: 0049 89
474 636

Lower
exhaust
temperatures
and
pollutants?
'Harmonised' engine vibration? All

of this has, apparently, been
measured and documented. Since
the motoring crowd is less likely to
ahaddiffitil
swallow black magic tweaks than the
audio community, and responds only
to numbers, this stuff must work if
ast caring whether or not it's to achieve a presence in car
certain elements of the manufacture. (In audio, on the other
readership thi'nlc I'm apsycho, hand, measurements never have
I still worry when faced with a anything to do with whether or not
product so off-the-wall that it's on acomponent makes realistic sounds,
the ceiling. I've played with only with what it says to an
Harnionix accessories, Belt bits, trick analyser.)
Maxi Dynamics' justification for
cables, bricks, spikes, the lot, and
usually with astraight(-ish) face. But the need to ' harmonise' the engine
is summed up nicely in one
there are times when you have to

Mee 11
What next?
A German
company
offers to
transform
your system
with
something
that looks
like a
clothes peg

report came from some alternative
hi-fi manufacturer. But it's deadly
serious, and the claims are said to
have been verified.
How about a near- doubling of
horsepower?
More
complete

1 111

11

p

stop and smell the backlash. So it is
with no small amount of trepidation
that Itell you about Simba.
Why the sudden and willing
suspension of disbelief? Simple:
Simba is German. And the German
sense of humour doesn't contain one
molecule of irony, so it can't, by any
stretch of the imagination, be
considered aspoof. Furthermore, it
has been embraced by at least one

painted
German hi-fi magazine and was the Simba: this may look like asilversubject of a report in a German clothes-peg but it contains what Maxi
Dynamics calls a `hyperintegrated processor'
financial magazine. And it has been
`road-tested'; the hi-fi mag gave out
samples to anumber of readers, not paragraph, which will sound familiar
one of whom actually dismissed it to any audiophile who's ever used a
aftermarket
accessory:
outright — though one did balk big- single
time at the price. But that's getting `Conventional electronic controls
available today eliminate a lot of
ahead of ourselves.
errors, but create new ones (and thus
Simba, made by acompany called
Maxi Dynamics, looks like a high- chaos) because they have a " life of
tech clothes-peg, painted silver. It's their own". Application of the
only under close examination that processors... allows very significant
improvements to be achieved.' We
you find it contains, in one of its
`jaws', atiny blob which turns out come in on page 11, after the report
to be amicro-chip. Given that it has talks about applying the processors,
no power source, you have to accept less than a centimetre square, to
the concept of a ` parasitic' device turbochargers, power supplies, fuel
lines, TV sets and mobile phones.
even to begin to approach Simba
14: ' Application of
with any possibility of 'belief. It's It's Part
said that the chip ' works' simply by Processors to Stereo Units'.
Just skip over the internal
being in the proximity of some kind
applications, past the bits about
of force or power; in audio usage,
Simba is fitted to cables, and it taking apart mains plugs and get
exploits the fields around them. But straight to the ' meat', where the
external Simba version comes into
let's back up abit...
hyperintegrated
When Imet Dr Thomas Faustig play: ' Attach
of Maxi Dynamics, as serious an processors to all connecting cables
individual as I've ever met outside between the different components';
of a tax office or funeral home, he 'Equip all power cables on each
handed me a 13-page report, mainly appliance'; ' Applying one hyperabout the automotive applications of integrated processor to each pair of
loudspeaker cables (plus and minus)
what are called liyperintegrated
processors'. And if you substituted should suffice'. And then the
audio terms for the automotive punchline: ' You should notice after
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a very short time that the music
sounds significantly more dynamic
and more natural. Voice and
instruments gain in breadth and
depth and are easier to locate. The
unit's area of optimal sound also
increases, and sound quality is still
optimal at high or very low volumes'.
It is also said that the gains continue
the longer the devices are fitted.
So what does Simba do? The nobrainer illustration provided to me
for E- Z consumption was that all
signals issue unwanted reflections
within the cables and that Simba
controls them, or ( again with that
word) 'harmonises' them.
The key paragraph states that:
'The cable is not altered in the
conventional sense. Resistance is not
reduced, nor are any other other
parameters changed, eg attenuation,
etc. The processors are not
concerned with symptoms; they go
straight to the deepest level, to the
atomic and molecular region. The
exchange of information there is
significantly improved in real time,
je without any digital delay and
imprecision, and errors are filtered
out. The results obtained turn each
individual cable into a superconductor
in its own right.' [
My italics.]
So why am Ibothering you with
this? Because, after subjecting a
bunch of golden-ears to it, the
consensus is that the clips 'work', in
that they do effect a repeatable
change. That's a start right there.
What we need to determine next is
whether or not the change is an
improvement. And it's tricky,
because just adding and removing
Simbas isn't an ideal way to audition
them. Maxi Dynamics wasn't
kidding about the time lag; it takes
seven to ten seconds for the effect
to start, and it increases if you leave
them in place. Ideally, you would
listen, for example, to two identical
CD players with identical discs, one
player Simba'd (mains cable,
interconnects) and one au naturel.
The operator could just switch
between the two.
Here's the rub: Simba is painfully
expensive, whatever anyone tells you.
DM300 is, according to my
calculator, £ 136 inc VAT for a
plastic
clothes-peg
and
an
unidentifiable lump covered by the
silver paint which coats the entire
device. And it must be auditioned.
Anyone buying Simba without
hearing it first has neither my respect
nor my sympathy. Which brings me
to the good news: Maxi Dynamics
is exhibiting with Audio Physics and
Aanvil Audio at The HiFi Show. So
British listeners will get to hear the
results before reaching pocketward.
Iexpect to see glazed looks upon
your exit.
Ken Kessler

75

For those of you that think
that modern life has been
immeasurably improved by

omen
MC 3000

the advent of nuclear power,
soap operas and the ending

Mk II

of all wars, you should replace
all your records with CD's.

°aeon

01753-889949

4lisbury.
Amplifiers
Alchemist Kraken(mc)
Arcam Delta 250
Michell Alecto
Michell Argo
Michell Iso
Micromega Tempo 1
Micromega Minium Amp
Musical Fidelity E200
Musical Fidelity E300
Musical Fidelity E500
Musical Fidelity E600
Musical Fidelity Pre 8
Musical Fidelity Ti mk11
Nakamichi IA4S
Arcam Xeta 1 a/v
Kenwood KAV3700
Kenwood KRV5570 a\v
Kenwood KRV6070
Kenwood KRV7070
Yamaha DSPA2070
Compact Disc Players
Arcam Black Box 50
Meridian 208 cd player
Meridian 263 dac
Micromega Stage 1
Micromega Stage 2
Micromega Stage 3
Micromega Drive 1
Micromega Drive 2

76

mrp
£489
£749
£1150
£715
£412
£699
£350
£599
£699
£499
£599
£349
£329
£199

sale
£389
£629
£899
£599
£299
£500
£275
£350
£400
£300
£350
£240
£210
£ 150

£999
£299
£299
£349
£399
£1099

£749
£200
£200
£250
£325
£949

£479
£1550
£495
£549
£699
£899
£699
£999

£349
£975
£325
£450
£550
£650
£450
£650

Micromega Drive Kit
Micromega Stage 3 kit
Micromega Minium CD
Musical Fidelity CDT
Pioneer CLD950
Pioneer CLD1950
Trichord Transport
Trichord Pulsar DAC
Trichord PSU
Speakers
B&W P6 speakers
Celestion Impact 25
Denon AVC2800
Denon AVR900
KEF 100 centre spkr
KEF 70S surround
KEF model lb
KEF model 2b
KEF model 3r
Marantz AV1030
Meridian A500
Meridian M60
Meridian M60c
Micromega Minium MS1
Mission 780se
Polk Audio M3b1
Ruark Equinox
Ruark Paladin
M&K MKV 125 subwoofer
M&K MKV X7B subwoofer
REL Storm subwoofer

1£111/ 1

)2

anima,

£300
£350
£350
£519
£499
£599
£640
£1395
£449

£200
£260
£275
£340
£429
£499
£549
£999
£299

£1095
£399
£799
£349
£359
£299
£1099
£1499
£2299
£329
£750
£2150
£1125
£300
£240
£ 199
£1849
£1099
£800
£450
£699

£929
£279
£629
£269
£269
£219
£799
1099
1799
£269
£649
1799
£749
£200
£ 150
£ 120
1429
£750
£649
£349
£599

Opal AES/EBU £289
Chord Company
Rumour 5 metre pair £80
FTW5T biwire 5m pair £200
FG3T single 3 m pair £69
XLO
type 0.6 5m
£425
type 6A 5m
£900
Ref type one 1m
£275
Ref type 4 Dig 1m
£ 150
Ref type 4 EBU lm
£ 175
Orelle VIS digital . 5 metre £49
Trichord Pulsewire 1m £64

M.

£425
£450
£200
£375
£99

£39
£55
£149
£139
£179
£35
£69
£69
£350
£299
£189
£50
£119
£50
£250
£525
£175
£89
£99
£25
£30

CO

Mee 55

VISA

maw

1

1

••••

Tuners
Meridian 204 tuner
£660
Micromega FM Tuner
£699
Micromega Minium FM
£300
Turntables
Roksan Artaxerxes
£509
Stands
Project Soundstage £ 149
Cables
Audio Quest
Ruby . 5 metre
£68
Quartz . 5 metre
£95
Lapis . 5metre
£279
Emerald 1metre
£249
Quartz 5 metre
£319
Video Z 1metre
£59
Optilink Z 1metre £ 119
Quartz 5 pin din - 2phono £ 119
Cobalt 2 5 metre £510
Emerald 5 metre £699

5

Quality Used Equipment
Quad 306 amp
£250
Quad 34 preamp £250
Quad FM4 tuner £295
Micromega Duo CD2.1 £ 1400
Nakamichi CD player 3 £295
Audio Innovations Alto £200
Alphason Apollo £ 150
Michell Argo/Hera £450
Meridian 607 ADC
£400
Townshend Rock £450
Stax Gamma Hdphones £200
Martin LoganSequels 1 £ 1150
Ruark Accolades £850
Townshend Glastonbury £750
Meridian Argent2 Spks £350
Kef Model 105
£300
Tannoy DC2000 spks £250
Rogers LS7 spks £ 125
Rogers LS2A mk2 spks £ 150
Canon S-50
£ 150
Heybrook HB1 spks £95
Cadence Power Mono £750
Pink Triangle PT2
£475

ri;
C -4
-8
I— I
ro"-I
6
0"
--I--a

Ii

r•JJ

17'
I

15 Catherine Street
Salisbury SP1

2DF

la 01722

1
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1
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RULES, I) This compctitiPp.is open ro LK readers only. All entries ni.t b.. en the entes form provided. Ni. other
correspondence should be tackaped nib the entry form. 2; *
Mere will be no cash i)r ‘, ther alternatives to rho prrms offered.
The winners will he the aria correct entries opened. 3) Employees of link House Magazines and Rogers and Mcr.aren aad
their agents will not be eligible re otter
Emotes must be received by first post on Friday 27 September
when
edging writ be carried out The Editor's decision will be Enid and binding. No correffmndence mill he entered into
regarding the competition. S) The mi.:wit-men will he notified by post, and the risults will be published in the December
1966 HiFi Here, Dv Record Review. 6) Entry forms received become the property of Link House Magazines Ltd.

MOW TO ENTER: To win these superb
prizes, just answer the questions and send your
completed entry form to: Rogers & McLaren Competition,
Hi-fi News & Record Review, Link House Magazines,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to
arrive by the closing date of Friday 27 September 1996.
RogerslMcLaren Competition

THE ANSWERS

THE QUESTIONS
1. Who designed the new Rogers 'Project-D' speakers?
0) Philip Starck
b) Peter Walker
c) Charles Rennie Mackintosh
d) Peter Stevens

2. Previous famous loudspeakers from Rogers include...
a) Quad ELS
b) Spendor SPI
c) BBC LS3/5A
d) Klipsch La Scala

El

3.

2. El

4.

Name
Address

3. Which of these materials are used in the 'Project-D'?
a) silver wire
b) aerogel
c) balsa wood
d) concrete
4. Which technology is used in the Project-D'?
a) floating tweeter
b) ribbon tweeter
c) horn loading
d) electrostatic panels
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Postcode
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If you would prefer NOT to receive further direct moil, please tick this box p

FRA NK ABOUT Hi- Fi
There were some surprising
UK product launches as well as
German ones at the Frankfurt
High End Show
by STEVE HARRIS

O

the lower cabinet (which houses the

n the first weekend of May,
German hi-fi enthusiasts
poured into the normally
placid
Hotel
Kempinski,
Gravenbruch, for Frankfurt's
annual High- End Show. For its
15th year (yes, it has been running
just one year longer than our own
HiFi Show!) the show's organising
body, The High- End Society,
brought the event forward from the
traditional August slot. This keeps
it well clear of the Society's new
and ambitious ' mainstream' audio
exhibition, Euro Hi -Fi, to be held
in Essen on 25-29 September. The
idea is that The High- End Show
should live up to its name, while
Essen ( alternating with the Berlin
Funkausstellung, which takes place
in September every two years)
•attracts mass-market manufacturers.

i

There were some new product
launches
from
the
British
'contingent, with manufacturers as
diverse as Arcam, NVA, Roksan,
Ruark and Spendor represented
by their agents. Meridian showed
its new 502 pre- amplifier, a
completely dual-mono design with
separate boards for left and right
channels, and adual-mono movingLod and moving- magnet phono
amp as well. Meridian's new 5500
digital speaker is a development of
the 5000 model, with heavy steel
side- plates adding width, rigidity
and magnetic screening for AV.
Naim Audio showed a new
speaker, still without a model
number, essentially a simplified
SBL, with straight rather than
sloping front. The top section
(containing the tweeter) just sits on
78

Above: Naim 's Mark
Tucker with the new
Naim speaker
Top left: Duson's
exotic room set housed
Audiostatic speakers
Top right: analogue
cornucopia. The
Transnnor room was
filled with turntables
Below right:
Avamgarde horns in
all colours
Below: Professor Josef
Manger, whose drive
units are used in the
Audio Physic Medea
as well as his own
speaker models

bass unit and is open at the top),
supported by small feet to leave a
narrow gap or slit open all round, to
form a reflex port. This design is
expected to appear in the UK later
this year at around £ 950 in realwood veneers. There will also be a
vinyl-wrap version, without Naim's
cabinet mass- damping and with a
slightly less highly- specified bass
unit, at around £ 575. As you'd
expect from Naim, the passive
crossover can be disconnected for
bi-wiring/bi-amping.
After a chequered history, the
Crimson brand is under new
ownership, and is being marketed
by Virtual Reality. The ' new' 610
pre-amp and 620 stereo power amp
(45W/ch) were seen at the
Frankfurt show, still in the long
narrow box style of old, but much
smartened- up and looking really
well made. Soon to be available in
the UK, these models will sell at
£450 each, with a slight saving if
you buy the pair.
The 630C
monoblock power amps will follow
at around £800.
In the same room at Frankfurt,
Denis Morecroft showed the latest
DNM 3A power amplifier, taking
the DNM quest for perfect circuit
layout a step forward with its

boards). The Rota 2 turntable was
also on display.
Imported solid-state muscle amps
at Frankfurt made up an impressive
roster, with Krell, Mark Levinson,
Chord, Bryston, Muse, Classe
and Electrocompaniet (
which
showed a new EC4.5 remotecontrol line- level pre- amp plus a
prototype
two- driver
active
subwoofer). Notable among the
German solid-state brands this year
was Tesendorf, with the solidlooking 95W/ch TEl 1 monoblock
now in Mk II form and joined by
the bigger ( 120W) TE12 Referenz
model. As usual, Burmester made
the biggest visual impact, with its
square- format 909 power amp
standing like a big rock amid the
sea of chrome casework which is the
company's
truly
Teutonic
trademark.
Less predictable was the launch,
by An+Di, a German electronics
company new to hi-fi, of the
immodestly- named Revolution 1,
an ultra-wide bandwidth 400W ( 4
ohms) power amp module. Among
the amazing specs for this device
are a full- power bandwidth of 0>1.2MHz,
a
small- signal
bandwidth of 0-7MHz and a
corresponding
slew- rate
of

remarkable three-dimensional
circuit layout. Three circuit boards
are used as in a vertically- spaced
stack, so that the signal track layout
can be optimised horizontally on a
board while power feeds and
ground connections are by vertical
links ( vInch additionally provide
mech:Hoc:11 support f
o rth e u pp er
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SHOW REPORT
1000V/ps, with signal-to-noise of
100dB and a damping factor of
2500! The modules measure just
500x466x500mm, and can be
stacked to multiply the power.
But in Germany, as in the rest of
the hi-fi speaking world, many
enthusiasts are more interested in
bottles than bandwidth. And, as in
Italy, valve amplifier makers
sometimes make their products a
real styling exercise, rather than just
providing asimple sheet-metal altar
for triode worship. Those who
don't want their naked tubes to be
censored by CE regulation safety
cages will want to look down on
Audio Valve's clever designs, with
all components visible through the
clear flat top, while ventilation is
provided by side grilles. More basic
in appearance, but no less purist in
intent, were valve amps from
Audio True Line (with a 3W
single- ended), and Experience,
offering its Classic single- ended
(one 6550 per channel in quasitriode mode, 13W/ch) and Classic
parallel push-pull monoblock ( six
6550s giving 180W). To its nicelybuilt valve amp range, Octave
added anew low-noise tube phono
pre- amp ( Phono Modul), while
Beck had the new RE 1 stereo
chassis ( 35W/ch) and RV 1 preamp (line and moving-magnet).
In the Ensemble room, a haven
for classical listeners, the Swiss
specialist's ' statement' system
(including the Dichrono CD drive
and the Elysia speakers reviewed
last month by MC) was completed
by the new remote-control Evocco
amplifier. With five line inputs plus
a monitor loop, all relay-switched,
this hybrid design has a couple of
ECC81 double triodes in the preamp stage, while bi-polar power
transistors provide 100W output.
For those who might want to go
SE but not T, Greenwall's Small
One is a single- ended solid-state
(SESS) monoblock power amp.
With just one transistor in the
signal path, it claims some of the
benefits of the Single Ended Triode
and much the same power output:
6W into 4ohm.

CD PLAYERS
Best known for speakers with
brutal- looking short horns in
laminated wood, Greenwall has
applied the same constructional
technique to the body of its Baboo
CD player, in which the chassis is
supported
on
air
by
suspension/isolation units using
pairs of opposing magnets (à la
recent Air Pod and long- departed
Sony Esprit). Greenwall showed it
hadn't lost interest in analogue by
launching aJapanese- sourced series
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rounded edges to its sloping timealigned cabinet. Its bass/mid unit is
the new SEAS unit with cast-andmachined
magnesium
cone,
distinctive with its copper-covered

of moving- cartridges called ZYX.
Meracus, still making a splash
with its bright-coloured trapezoid
casework, also has acheaper, plainlooking range of electronics, and
this now includes the new Tanto
transport. Phonosophie is hardly

pointed phase plug.
CME was also making good use
of the SEAS magnesium cone, this

the first established analogue-based
manufacturer to claim that its CD
players ( in this case, modified
versions of the Marantz CD53 and
CD72, called CD1 and CD2
respectively) are designed for
critical analogue fans and can bring
you the ' musical quality, swing and
atmosphere' of analogue. But there
were turntables galore, from the
comforting presence of Thorens to
the granite-plinthed, Perspexplattered Audio Exklusiv and
unbelievable Perspex Transrotors.
And there was no shortage of
schallplatten to play on them.

SOFTWARE
Filling the ballroom, and seemingly
divided into CD and vinyl camps,
were the purveyers of audiophile
software. Additions to Alto's evergrowing range of classical and jazz
audiophile vinyl issues include
Bizet/Shchedrin Carmen Ballet

time in 170mm size, for its two-way
stand- mounted Jubilee speaker.

Quadrat Analogm
launched a 'Mk V'
version of its massive
Titan speaker

[Bolshoi Theatre Orchestra/
Rozhdestvensky, EMI], The Bill
Evans Trio Live at The Village
Vanguard and The Bobby Timmons
Trio In Person [
Riverside] and Gene
Ammons's Boss Tenor [
Prestige].
After long negotiation ARS
(Audiophile Record Service of
Hamburg) is now able to mine the
riches of the Telefunken (Teldec)
catalogue, starting with avery early
stereo Carnival of the Animals
[Belgian National Radio Orchestra,
Franz Andre, 1953/1955], Nikolaus
Harnoncourt's
Brandenburg

This speaker really did sound
extremely fast and smooth, driven
by Meracus electronics.
French speaker giant Cabasse,
which shares German distribution
with Accuphase, showed its
flagship Atlantis four-way model
along with new designs such as the
three-way Farella at 400OFF.
Cabasse's rival JMLab was
demonstrating its Grande Utopia
flagship driven by mainly Burmester
electronics, but eventually used an
Audiophil valve power amplifier for
the midrange/treble drive as this
sounded smoother!
Among the giant German box
speakers was the biggest IQ model,
with a semi- symmetrical driver
array including a pair of bass units
at the top and and another pair at
the bottom, flanking a two
midrange cone unit, these in turn
flanking an upper-midrange/treble
combination of small cone unit and
oval gold-coloured dome tweeter.
If you want horn speakers that
look like horns, the Germans always
have them. Alongside its flagship
three-way Profile Trio (the one with
the curved frame, already a design
classic) Avantgarde Acoustic
showed Compact Trio, the twohorn-plus-box-bass-unit Duo, and

Professor Josef Manger, the
originator of the special travellingwave near-full-range drive unit used
in the Audio Physic Medea, was at
the show with his own speaker
systems, which are sold as kits. As
with the Medea, these use Manger

the new baby two-way Uno, almost
affordable at DM9980.
Among the imports, Audiostatic
of Holland showed some new
hybrids, the electrostatic panel
curving elegantly down to adiscreet
box bass section. In the 1.37m tall
ESH50, the crossover point is
120Hz and quoted sensitivity just
85dB/W; the larger ( 1.87m)
ESH100 is electrostatic down to
100Hz and has a higher (87dB/W)
sensitivity. Both models really need
at least 100W of amplification.
As aflag-waver for the show, the
organisers managed to bring over,

drive- units facing forwards and
outwards, with conventional bass
units filling- in below 100Hz.
Meanwhile, Audio Physic
launched its new Avanti
speaker (not related to
the earlier model of
414,
the
same
name), which
looks like a
larger version of
the
Spark,
though
with

in association with a German
magazine, a complete Westlake
professional home theatre system,
which was valued at
somewhere around
$300,000. Did the
Frankfurt
show
visitors agree that
this was the shape
of
things
to
come? Well, they
certainly queued
up to see it... +

Concertos 2, 5 and 6 from 1964 and
double- bass
player
Ludwig
Streicher's Bottesini recordings

Westlake Audio
speakers

from 1978.

SPEAKERS OF ALL SIZES

Greentrall's woodenbodied CD playcr

-
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Record
Keznew

92

SCRIABIN
Piano Sonatas
II.,,,,, Iri

92

SIBELIUS
Finlandia, Luonnotar, Oceanides etc
.
1
4) 7.u.

INTERVIEW
81

Carlo Rizzi talks to David Nice

STILL

83

Artur Rubinstein; Georges Cziffra

93

RECORD OF THE MONTH
85

Arnold Symphonies 1 & 5

93

CLASSICAL
85

Debussy and Scriabin piano works;

R STRAUSS
Elektra
McierlPolaski et al/Deutsche
Staatsoper Ch/Berlin Staatskapellel
Barenboint

96

Sylvia McNair;Janos Starker
96

99 Featured album: The Cure
'Wild Mood Swings'; Elvis

96

Costello; Del Leppard; George
Michael; Soundtracks and

Spadieht

105

LARRY GRAHAM/GRAHAM
CENTRAL STATION
The: I
'
co ,Best Of,

100
100

Klink,' kohnen Kuijken

MAXWELL ST
KLIZMER BAND

collections

YOU Should Be So Lucky!

ANNIE FISCHER

100

GEORGE MICHAEL
Older

Artist portrait/Les
introuvables de...

RICKY NELSON
I05

JANOS STARKER
Artist portrait/Les
introuvables de...

94

THE ENCHANTED KINGDOM
Rimsky-Korsakov, Liados & Tcherepnin
121,
1‘1,
(), 1)

Myaskovsky, Prokofiev, RimskyKorsakov, Khachaturian etc

Stockholm Concert Band
Rozhdestvendev

95

nrid.11et (/r, I, Levin,"

FRENCH OPERA ARIAS

100
100

ANN PIIIBLES
Fill This World With Love

105

ELVIS MUSLIM
Elvis 56

101

PRINCE
Girl 6

105

LOU BAWLS
Spotlight On...

101

ROMDELIUS
Pink, Blue AM! Amber

105

SMALL FACES
The Decca Anthology /965 67

101

SOUNDGARDEN
Down On The Upside

loi

GEORGE STRAIT
Illue Clear Sky

Various composers
95

5,5

HINDEMITH

97

Mathis der Maier, Dobilissima visione,
Symphony in E-flat etc
I), -.
PlulharmonielRegel

JC BACH
85

Salve regina
Ziemk ta Stagione"Sehneider
BEETHOVEN
Diabelli Variations

00

BIRLIOZ
Symphonie Fantastique, La Marseillaise
86

Doenitum•Clucago SaBarenhoint

89

Symphony 7

Bell1Cle,land OrehlDoheranyi

89

Cleveland OrchlBoulez

90

MAW
Dance Scenes
Philharmonia"Harding

Violin Sonatas
86

Zukerman Neikrug
Piano Quartets etc

86

Beau, Arts Trim Trampler
BRITTEN

87

,
olot ,t
,Hall,.

97

The Turn of the Screw
// math a al.ROHIDavis

90

Vingt regards sur l'enfant Jesus
.
11a,Gree, ,,.

85

Ziemle La StagioneiS,M,,idcr

Xagano

°BRECHT

Dance Symphony
.111T .
50 Fpnin

Missa maria bit
90

Piano works
Thibaude/

Salve regina
85

Larmore ,Upsharc es al'San Francisco
OperalRunnicks

90

91

Slatkin

Choral works
.
16,111,0,11Ch English Countrt.

91

Gardiner Orch.Gardiner

91

HANDEL
Ariodante
88

Al1

rock/pop

THIN LIZZY
Wild Otte
VARIOUS
Soundtracks

jazz

105

BLACK SABBATH
Blade Sabbath

99

BORT BLACK
Tornado

:03

THE LAZONBY GROUP
Wu All The Time

Ji CALE

103

DAVE DOUGLAS
Pi:,

99

Guitar .5fall

99

All Du's Useless Beauty

99

THE CURE
Alood Swings

BILLY JENKINS/FUN
HORNS

ELVIS COSTELLO
103

East,Wat

/03

MILES DAVIS
At Carnegie Hall

DICK DALE
99

VARIOUS

Calling Up Spirits

103

Fusion Roundup

Hunt et al/Freiburg BaroquelMcGegan

THE HFN/RR RATINGS

Sound quality and performance ore separately graded as the end
of each review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects
musical content. A Few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies
(as stated). An additional 'star' cknotes outstanding quality. Review
headings show catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings
also show aCD price coding:
full price;
midprice; • special
price - see '
Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are shown 0, with first
UK publication date.

Songs

GRAINGER
88

Violin Concertos, Sonata Op.115
Sh,,h.o, LS<SPrevin

RACHMANINOV

GOUNOD
Roméo et Juliette
Dannin,m S,ciisiin et abBavarian

Ziesak'La StagionelSchneider
PROKOFIEV

Orphée et Eurydice (arr. Berlioz)

Rad Ch Munich Rad

Tallis Scholars/Philips

PERGOLESI

GLUCK

88

1:15

'

Exsuttate, jubilate, Ergo interest

DEBUSSY

87

Swedish songs: various composers
IOn (Suer For,bcrg

MOZART

COPLAND

87

95

MESSIAIN

The Rescue of Penelope, Phaedra

89

IVES
Three Places in New England,
Holidays Symphony, They Are There!
/: •
S() & Ch /Inman
Holidays Symphony
VIjohanor

MAHLER

BRAHMS
Violin Concerto
86

WINGS IN THE NIGHT

Mathis der Maier, Concert Music etc

RP')

Ban!, Baal'', (/,•, I, & Ch Chung

With Rn kr
PETER PERRETT IN
THE ONE
Woke Up .S'ucky

,

RUSSIAN CONCERT BAND
MUSIC

BRYN TERFEL

Czech PO liclohlaaek
Mathis der Maier (with TOCWRART1N)
Pittshureh S, inbc1W ,Orch,

Evolution
CURTIS MAYFIELD
The I'cry Best Of

100

Opera Arias: various composers

89

Music Fuh Yuh

105

Leech ,CnderChernov et alIWNO

variom artist,

94

ARNOLD
Symphonies 18. 5

Ear Candy

TAJ MAHAL

97

105 reviews by Ken Kessler

INDEX classical

The Hilinten

105

SYLVIA MCNAIR
Songs & arias: various composers

Fusion Roundup
ROCK/POP REISSUES

105

Orch & Chi Rizzi

Artist profiles: Annie Fischer;

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA
The Gold Collection

KINGS X

VERDI
93

105

THE HILIJAIN

Un hallo in maschera

CLASSICAL REISSUES

THE DUPUIS
Their Complete GrEd Afasters

105

Trio Sonatas
93

105

soloists,Ens Singers Ch &
Plymouth Music Senes IBrunelle

TRUMANN

Ariodante, Elektra and Un bailo in maschera

DEP LEPPARD
Slang

THE FOUR FRESHMEN

Swanee River, And They Lynched Him
on aTree etc

BOOKS

99

Sound

Rodgers1PopesculNaountenkol
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hapter and verse flow
effortlessly the minute Ibroach

Un bailo in maschera with
Carlo Rizzi. He knows the vocal
lines and their text as well as the
orchestral parts, as one might expect
from his opera-house appearances,
where the beat from the pit is high
and clear for the singers. But
orchestral colour is his first concern
when we start with the novelty of
Bailo, and the first example comes
straight from the previous day's
session. 'The colours are quite
amazing in the congiura.' (
The tense
drawing of lots for the assassination
in Act 3.) ' First you have the solo
trumpet' (he sings the soft, doubledotted theme) ' and then, in the
fortissimo, celli and clarinets and
bassoons — interesting, but difficult
to hear if the trombones are playing
very loud. Toscanini cheated a little
in his recording, because he added
horns. Ihave used another little
trick, but Iwill not say what it is!'
Today's work is the first scene of
the opera. Novelties begin with those

Corlo Rizzi's
new Teldec
recording of
Un bailo in
moschera,
is reviewed

(for Verdi) revolutionary string
harmonics in the Prelude, vividly
conjured in Rizzi's whistling, and
continue in ' that curious division of
the male chorus into four parts,
followed by that contrapunto basso of

in this issue

refined, but Ilike it like that.'
The text of Riccardo's death-scene
in Bailo could so easily have been
the excuse for a blood-and-thunder
finale. Instead — at least up until
the brief final ' None d'orrore' —

the conspirators which plays such an
important part in the opera.
'Altogether there are many strange
things for the singers as well as the
orchestra. Some bastards are always
cutting that part of the Act Two trio
between Riccardo, Renato and
Amelia which is so chromatic —
unless it's done well it comes out a
a kind of chicken-song, because the
soprano and the tenor have to pitch
difficult intervals to keep the chord
in tune. All this is looking towards
the future rather than sitting on the
glory of the past.'
Has his brisk and brilliant way
with Rossini helped the more
brilliant, opéra-comique side of Bailo?
'It depends on what we decide is the
Rossini style. If you mean a sort of
lightness and transparency in the
orchestra, then yes, certainly, for the
part of Oscar and especially in the
third act, which is very simple
because the strings provide the
rhythmic support while violin and
piccolo are just doubling Oscar's
line. Of course this is at the other
end of the scale to the very sturmisch
introduction to Act Two. But
dramatically Ithink it all hangs
together well, it's perfectly organic
and the story, funnily enough, works
too. It's ahuman story, it doesn't
involve God, for once, or even the
State to any significant degree —
very well, we have conspirators but
they don't play abig part.'
Does his textual awareness bristle
at Somma's famously infelicitous
libretto? ' Iactually think this was a
big problem for Verdi until Otello —
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Music Director of the
Welsh National Opera, Carlo Rizzi
talks about Verdi interpretation
by

'Bono was
the very fi-st
opera Isaw,

DAVID

NICE

the fact that people writing his
libretti were not able to deliver him
a text that was going at the same

at the age

speed or pace as the music. Quite
apart from the clumsiness of certain

of 13. But I

lines, as when Renato sings ' Sent°

must tell you

l'orma de' passi spietati' — you
cannot hear afootprint: that is
impossible! — the emotions the
words describe are not always what

that Idid not
know there
was an
opera by
Verdi called
Un bollo . n
maschera
Ionly knew I
was going
alla Scalc to
what Ithought
was a bdlet
in masks'

the music wants to underline. Itake
an example I've thought a lot about.
If you read the text of Aida the role
of Amneris is, from the beginning,
the role of asilly cow — because the
minute Aida comes on stage
Amneris starts to sing to herself,
"tremble, wicked slave". But if you
listen to the music, it is all pianissimo
and light. It is, of course, music that
expresses anxiety, but anxiety does
not mean that Amneris must be
there with a dagger to stab Aida. I
think Verdi was going towards more
colours in the music and he didn't
always have those colours in the text.
Otello and Falstaff are completely
different: if anything the text is too

Verdi offers us aquiet meditation
which Rizzi thins is ' maybe for that
reason all the more dramatic;
certainly it is very much of the
essence.
'Bailo was the very first opera I
saw, at the age of 13, and my chief
impression was how quickly it was
all over after the assassination — I
was surprised and a little puzzled.
But then, Imust tell you that Idid
not know there was an opera by
Verdi called Un bailo in maschera: I
only knew Iwas going alla Scala to
what Ithought was aballet in
masks!'
Much water has passed under the
bridge since then, and the last
performance of the electrifying Otello
he conducted at Covent Garden,
when Sergei Leiferkus celebrated 25
years on the operatic stage, led him
to reflect on what was at the time
his own thirteen-year career.
'Actually Otello was my 47th
opera. I've conducted seven operas
by Verdi and recorded two, though
Verdi did not feature much in my
early career because the Italian
performances Iwas offered were in
very bad circumstances: with Italian
orchestras, you need a lot more
rehearsals than they're usually
prepared to offer. It was natural for
me to conduct Donizetti and Bellini,
which of course was ahelp because
bel canto is not amatter of counting,
but of breathing with the music and
81
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money early on); Prokofiev; Falla;
Szymanowski; and his life-long friend, the
violinist Paul Kochanski. Present-day
performers Daniel Barenboim, Emanuel
Ax, Janina Fialkowska and Ann Schein
figure prominently.
The author's invaluable discography
with its highly personal comments and
opinions will prove invaluable to those
anxious to start a Rubinstein collection.
Bill Newman

the voice. Now Iwould not be
happy only to conduct Lucia di
Lammermoor or Norma for the rest of
my life. Last season Iconducted Der
Rosenkavalier for Welsh National
Opera, and Istudied as Ihave never
studied in my life: at the beginning it
was a challenge and at the end a
total pleasure. And of course in the
orchestral works of Strauss and
Mahler, having learnt to breathe and
phrase with the singers means also
being able to give more line to the
instruments.'
Not long after that Hallo
experience, Toscanini became an
inspiration to the teenage Rizzi, and
remains an idol. `There's always
sense in what he does. Ihave
conducted the Verdi Requiem many
times, and Ifound my own precise
idea of how to do it. Then Iheard
Toscanini's recording, and Iwas
amazed because Iwould not have
done one note the way he does —
and still Iwould not — but it made
sense.'
What was so different: phrasing,
tempi? ` Only the overall picture -it's very difficult to put into words,
and you open awhole can of worms
if you start saying " what does the
Verdi Requiem mean?". People
generalise when they say Toscanini
took things fast, but it it doesn't
work like that. How many times
have Isettled on a metronome
speed, say 88, and at the moment
I've decided and begin to conduct it,
it starts to go faster: naturally, you
don't even realise. One thing you
cannot say is that Toscanini rushes,
because it is the natural flow of the
music. The same is absolutely true
of Carlos Kleiber.'
He seems as genuinely pleased as
Iam genuine in my praises when I
say that the ON/to-by-lightning flash
he conducted at Covent Garden,
right from the first brilliantly
articulated bars, was in the Kleiber
league. But how does aconductor
who maintains such adramatic line
through the operas he conducts ' live'
cope with the recording studio?
'Well, of course it is a completely
different experience, and it's
difficult, particularly when you start
from the end: first session, and the
hero is dying! In both cases you are
aiming for a good performance, and
maybe things that you get away with
in the theatre you have to be more
careful about in the recording
studio. The only problem is that you
cannot afford to drop the tension
one minute. In the theatre, it comes
naturally, with the public behind
your shoulders. If you have a threehour session, maybe the singers feel
that the first fifteen minutes don't
have to be especially good; it's
difficult to keep the interest or the
right tempo-relations in the flow of
the music always going; but you
simply have to!'
NI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ARTHUR RUBINSTEIN - A LIFE
by Harc'cy Sack,. 525 pp, hard cozen. L25.00.
Published by Weidenfeld & Nicolson, Orion
House, Uper St Martin's Lane, London WC2H
9EA.
Harvey Sachs has produced what will
surely remain the definitive Rubinstein
tome. Packed with people, travels, upsets
and triumphs, it is far more accurate than
the great pianist's two-part autobiography
(the first entertained, the second
disappointed), and took Sachs over six
years to research.
Rubinstein's love of women compares
with those of Casanova and Frank Harris,
but hardly ever, during the 440 pages
devoted to his life, is the reader going to
question his motives and actions. His
remarkable piano playing coupled with an
enormous charm inevitably attracted
devotees of both sexes. After marriage, the
gay young dog suddenly became the
recognized master-pianist. Yet vivid
imagination and quicksilver inspiration
were more important to his pianistic
makeup than regular, daily practice.
The young Rubinstein's mistrust of his
parents when he had just started his tours
comes full circle at the end of his life, in a

CANNONS & FLOWERS
The memoirs of Georges Cztljra. I89pp,
illustrated, with discography; includes CD
[ISBN 1870295 05 6]. Soft covers, Z21.00
inclusive from: Appian Publications &
Recordings, PO Box I, Wark, Hexham,
Northumberland NE48 3EW.
A concert pianist's memoirs with scant
mention of professional engagements or
recordings? Instead, in agripping narrative
(concluded in 1977 but with a publisher's
postlude to fill afew gaps), Cziffra tells us
of the miserable poverty of his childhood,
his instant responses to the instrument
when his sister managed to bring a piano
to the unheated wooden hut where
Gyiirgy spent his first years, too sickly to
leave his straw-filled bedding. Later to
reappear in shocking context as a
Communist Party official, a pedlar who
recognizes Cziffra's precocious talents
pretends he has access to the
Conservatory Director: mother and child
go to Budapest, are nearly turned away
but fight for ahearing (with consequent
admission).
Here, Cziffra turns abruptly to the
deprivations of war; once, he is
commanded to play before German and
Hungarian officers
but could he really
have stolen their railway train? Starving,
he falls into the hands of one or other
group; near the end of the war and
reinstated in his tank regiment, he's again
asked to play, this time for Soviet top

possessiveness towards his daughters and
his youngest son. His final estrangement

brass — but, after weeks of preparation,
comically he's anaesthetised to the event

from his wife Nela, after Annabelle
Whitestone had met and fallen in love
with him, is superbly handled by the

by abottle of brandy.
When he and his devoted wife try to
make for Vienna, both are betrayed and
arrested. At the end of his detention,
when he'd been forced to carry 133Ib

author.
First meetings with important musicians
who were to influence his life and career
are all highly revealing. In the chapter
'The Latino from Lodz' we read of avisit
to Brazil in 1920. 'The name Villa-Lobos,
which was unknown to: me until that
moment, came to my attention... Life's
difficulties had made him take ajob in a
third-rate movie house orchestra... All
described him only in brusque, disdainful
terms, but in their descriptions Isensed
the sort of confusion that always
characterizes our opinions of what lies
beyond the realm of common and readily
understandable ideas... Something
unexpected happened... Iheard music that
was completely unlike what had been
played... a furious exotic dance, crazy in

blocks of building stone for ayear, he gets
aState certificate for it!
Eventually the Ministry recognizes his
musical assets, and aconcert career is
established. But again, Cziffra switches
narrative to his project to rehabilitate a
chapel in Senlis, France, as an academy.
With the book comes a unique 51m
'autobiographical' [
sic] CD: nine tracks
from 1948-77 which supplement the
current commercial material listed.
Youmans's ' Tea for Two' gives the flavour
of the glittering jazz improvisations which
made Cziffra's name, when he could only
find work playing in nightclubs and bars.
The style hardly supports the editorial
claim for a ' modest and understated'

its ceaseless rhythmic impulse,
extraordinarily colourful, clean in its
harmony and instrumentation.' And so on.
Other meetings are graphically detailed:
Ravel; Stravinsky ( to whom he gave

narrative — Cziffra's cathartic memoirs
are as coloured and fantastically
elaborated as his piano transcriptions. No
matter: it's the story of a life and a painful
one at that.
Christopher Breunig
S3
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classical REVIEWS
iCOLM ARNOLD
SYMPHONY NO. 1
SYMPHONY NO. 5

7

JC BACH:,
Salve regina in E flat/MOZART:
Exsultate, jubilate J Ergo interest Quaere superna, K73a / PERGOLESI:
Salve regina in c
Ruth Ziesak ('Sop) /La Stagionei
SC/111Cidir
BMG/
DHM 05472 77335 2

—

(
57m 27s)
--

Here is a very agreeable, though

RHOLD :
Sinphonies 1 & 5
RPO'Handlcv
Conifer Classics 75605 51257 2

(
58m 10s)

The current catalogue lists rival recordings of both symphonies from Richard
Hickox [Chandos] and the composer himself [
EMI], and of the First ( with the
Second) from Andrew Penny and the National SO of Ireland on Naxos. Tough as
the competition is - performances vary from good to outstanding - Ifeel this
stunningly well-engineered newcomer must now take the palm.
Vernon Handley's Arnold symphony
cycle with the RPO has been
progressing at a dignified, leisurely
pace over the last few years, and I
think the extra preparation time is
consistently reflected in the
exemplary production-values, the
scrupulously disciplined and totally
committed orchestral response, to
say nothing of the masterly authority
of Handley's direction.
For the first time in my
experience, the opening movement
of 1possesses ablistering cogency
which previous interpreters on disc
have only hinted at. (Handley takes
only 9m 51s over this Allegro, as
against Hickox's 12m 03s and the
composer's 16m 33s.) One notices
immediately the impressive bite,
sheen and concentration of the
RPO's playing — qualities, indeed,
which are abundantly evident
throughout this issue. Handley and
his admirable band don't for one
moment flinch from this unsettling
score's menace, instability, danger
even. Above all, Handley makes such
sense of this, Arnold's first fullyfledged symphonic foray.
More approachable though the
Fifth Symphony may be, it, too, has
darkly ironic, ultimately tragic
undercurrents. (The work was
inspired by the early deaths of a
number of Arnold's friends and
colleagues, including Dennis Brain,
Frederick Thurston and Gerard
Hoffnung.) In Handley's hands, both
(i) and (iii) have remarkable clarity
of line and texture — Arnold's
forceful musical argument is laid
bare with maximum impact —
whereas the slow movement's main
theme, an almost Mahlerian
threnody, is infinitely touching in its
gentle, unaffected restraint. Suffice
to say, Handley's conception again
has enviable sureness of purpose —
aprofound, long-term awareness of

the broader scheme. Towards the
end of the symphony, when (ii)'s big
tune reappears, Handley
characteristically refuses to overplay
his hand, so that the cumulative
effect of the ensuing, nightmarish
coda is all the more numbingly
powerful as aconsequence.
A final word about Tryggvi
Tryggvason's sonics. The kindly
Walthamstow acoustic (previous
instalments in this series were set
down in Henry Wood Hall) lends a

rather short, recital of solo motets,
sung by Ruth Ziesak with endearing
charm, neatness, and considerable
stylistic resource over a wide vocal
range. La Stagione accompanies on
period instruments with poise and
beauty. The major work here (and
the only one likely to be unfamiliar
even to specialists), in terms of
length and musical quality, is aJC
Bach Salve regina, written in Milan
when he was 25. It is in six well
contrasted sections, pleasingly
scored, melodious -- areal gain for
the catalogue. Of the Mozart items,
the Exsultate is of course very well
known (there seems, however, always
to be room for another sparkling
performance of it); the Latin
recitative and aria (of disputed date)
would make little impression if
performed less attractively than here.
And the Pergolesi, one of the 25year-old's last and most affecting
works, is always sure of awarm
welcome. The recording is spacious,
with Ziesak well forward and the
orchestra recessed.
Peter Branscombe

A- B:1

pleasing ambience to asoundpicture of tremendous definition and
thrilling amplitude: Arnold's
superbly judged brass sonorities are
riveting in their impact. Very strongly

Alexandre Rabinovitch (pit.)

recommended.

T
eldec 4509 95572 2

Andrew Achenbach

As:1'

BEETHOVEN:
Diabelli Variations _IVariations in F
(
65m 37)

We've had egocentric, eccentric and
plain off-hand Diabelli recordings
(Ugorski, Sokolov, Anda, Guida,
Backhaus), technically
undernourished or ill- prepared ones
(Kinderman, Barenboim), but
nothing so affronting as this. Some
will stay no further than the end of
the Theme, jerkily accented, where
Rabinovitch inserts a delay of his
own devizing before the last two
crotchets. This signals many such
distortions of pulse and a disregard
for tempo/dynamic indications: cg
the excessively fast Poco Allegro
Varn.2 then drastic change down for
3 (yet marked L'istesso tempo); the
inappropriate ritard introduced in 6
before the double-bar line; a
libertinous 8 (
dolce eteneramente). In
22, the Mozart Variation, no
distinction is made between
Beethoven's wittily placed
semiquaver and triplet-semiquaver
rising figures. Admittedly, where
Rabinovitch can bring himself to be
straightforward, in fast Variations —
10, 12, 19, 25 (bumpy but
interesting), 28 — his technical
bravura can be impressive. But in
85
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the crucial final sequence, his
playing is surely beyond contempt:
like so much frogspawn, the Largo
(31) [' A Bachian aria whose
figuration presages Chopin' —
Brendel] has no sense of the 9/8
beat; the [' Hendelian] fuga is like a
crazy toccata; the Tempo di Minuetto
['in homage to Mozart'] is more of a
'puppet on a string', utterly
trivialized and completely at odds
with Beethoven's nicht schleppend.
Such an abuse of the composer's
clearly intended sound-world... The
Op.34 is more acceptable but, albeit
very well engineered, this is a
deplorable release.
Christopher Breunig

music and Pressler's
lead is sinewy, powerful
grandly presented'

15s in (i) is allowed at the start to
distract from the idée fixe theme.
However, a repeat in (iv) now joins
that in (i), and while the bells in (y)
are an octave high, their tone is
nicely rounded. The orchestra, while
well set and clearly portrayed, is by
no means up-front. Yet it too would
have benefited from some ' rounding'

A:4

via a touch more hall acoustic — an
option perhaps ruled out by the live
concert situation, though audience
noise is in fact very slight. But so
too is the bass-drum, which has little
depth or impact.
Mixed feelings, then, not helped
by having to report that while
Domingo and the Chicago chorus
join orchestra and conductor to
make a pleasant enough stab at
Berlioz's arrangement of the
Marseillaise, it does sound rather
insipid in comparison with Zinman's
Baltimore version on Telarc, which
uses a wider range of voices and
goes with more of aswing

(
62m 18s)

Daniel Barenboim's Paris and Berlin
Fantastics were highly rated, but
while still admiring his feel for the
Berlioz idiom, Ifind this live
Chicago version less convincing.
Although now a touch brisker —
mainly in (iii) which did meander a
bit previously — he seems less
successful in imposing a unifying
drive across the music's contrasting
moods than his friend Zubin Mehta,
whom he joins on the Teledec label
within months with the same work.
This is not to say that there aren't
many fine things here, such as the
deliciously judged pizzicati running
behind the clarinet solo at 8m 40s in
(iii), the unusually wistful idée fixe
interventions in ball and execution,
and an aptly gruff underpinning of
the tubas during their third
declamation of the dies irae. Yet the
Berlin [Sony] version's precisely
articulated opening drum beats in
(iv) are missing here, and Iwas a
little worried by the way in which
the syncopated bass line from 9m

Bill Newman

John Crabbe

Placido
Domingo sings
La Marseillaise
(and dresses
the part)

A- B: 1 - 2

BRAHMS:
Violin Sonatas 1-3 J Scherzo from
FAE Sonata
Pinchas Zukerman (v1n)IMarc
Xcihrug (pno)
RCA 09026 61697-2

(
77m 52s)

No musician deserves this sort of
production. Zukerman's tone is nasal
and squeals painfully at forte.
Neikrug's piano is short on
resonance. Worse, the image is
unsteady. The instruments coalesce,
then polarise: often ludicrously.
The recording is certainly not of the
finest. Neither are the performances.
Despite unquestioned technical
expertise, and a few good moments,
these artists seem out of sympathy
with the underlying pulse of the
music. There is afatal squareness
about the playing that ties the
arching spans to ametrical line.
Look to Stern/Bronfman [Sony] for
elasticity, rhythmic bounce and a
declamatory edge, for true recreation that reaches its zenith in an
inspired interpretation of the Third
Sonata. Zukerman and Neikrug are
not privy to such incandescence.
Nalen Anthoni

C:3 (")

BRAHMS:
Violin Concerto/SCHUMANN: Violin
Concerto in d

BRAHMS:
Piano Quartets Opp.25, 26 & 60 _.I
Reno Trio in A, Op. Posth.'

Joshua Bell (v1n)1Cleveland Orchl
Dohnanyi

Beaux Arts Trioi Walter Trampler
(via)

Decca 444 811-2

Philips 454 017-2

(68m)

Joshua Bell is currently receiving
well-earned publicity for his concerts
and recordings, but Brahms's Violin
Concerto is just not his piece.
The radiant, full-sounding
melodies and phrasings that
throughout mark this awork of
genius are here given a lyrical, finespun treatment of watered-down
sweetness, with little attempt at tonal
weight where required, or any of the
sudden, melting contrasts that
change the player's role from
forthright power and eloquence into
awithdrawn expression of sustained
mystery. Bell, who immediately
identifies himself with the standard
repertory of Mozart, Beethoven,
Tchaikovsky or Chausson, sounds a
very tame protaganist here. The
Cleveland Orchestra under
Dohnanyi follow suit, and the whole
thing scales down accordingly.
Schumann's uneven but
fascinating excursion is much more
satisfying. It provides heaven-sent
opportunities for the soloist to
exploit an imaginary dream-world of
his own in which a superb sense of

St)
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and sweeping... Brahms

BERLIOZ*
Symphonie Fantastique J La
Marseillaise
Domingo (ten)/Chicago SO & Chi
Barenboint
Teklec 4509 98800 2

restrained drama and strictness of
pulse are both essential. Bell and
Dohnanyi do the honours in
splendid style.

'This is piano- dominated

(2CDs, 152m 52s) %. 1967
Pressler reigns supreme. He has to.
This is piano-dominated music and
his lead is sinewy, powerful and
sweeping. Yet his colleagues aren't
deferential. Expressed differently,
this is ensemble playing of a sort
that only comes from a long
working-relationship. These
musicians know when to blend and
when to separate, when to assert
themselves and when to comply, all
in mutual inspiration. Both playing
and interpretation are mostly on a
rarefied plane.
The trio forms a useful filler but
its legitimacy is in doubt. It may be
by Dietrich, Kirchner, Grimm or
any other friend of Brahms. No
matter. It's the Piano Quartets that
matter: authentic Brahms, grandly
presented, the 1974 recordings
expertly balanced and skilfully
refurbished. But to be greedy: would
Philips care to show us how Pressler
and his new partners play this music
today?
Nalen Anthoni
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BRrITEN:
The Rescue of Penelope J Phaedra
Hagley1Wyn-RogerslAinsley1Dazeley1
Baker/Hunt/Hallé OrchlNagano
Erato 0630-12713-2

(
51m 09s)

Britten composed his incidental
music to Edward SackvilleWest's
radio verse play ' The Rescue' (based
on Homer's Odyssey) in 1943, not
long after his return from America.
It has been revived in that form on
no fewer than six occasions, most
recently in 1988, when Chris de
Souza was involved in the
production. Now, in association with
Donald Mitchell and Colin
Matthews — who have helped to
establish adefinitive score of the
original ( CM has also made some
minor adjustments to facilitate
transitions between numbers) — he's
come up with a slightly differently-

titled concert work.
The result is an effective half-hour
piece, in which the story is conveyed
in a narration derived from
SackvilleWest's text (delivered in
matter-of-fact manner here by Dame
Janet Baker), interpersed with sung
sections for the gods Athene (Alison
Hagley), Artemis ( Catherine WynRogers), Hermes ( the Pears-like
John Mark Ainsley) and Apollo
(William Dazeley), all accompanied
by members of the Hallé on
passionate if less than polished form
under Kent Nagano.
As with so many Britten
rediscoveries, The Rescue of Penelope
impresses with the concision and
solidity of its musical ideas. Full of
telling instrumental touches, the
music invariably supports the drama.
(A brief pre-echo of the Grimes
'Storm Interlude' depicts the

DEBUSSY PIANO WORKS
Préludes Books 1 & 2 J Estant!
Deux Arabesques J Rêverie j Masques J
Insle joyeuse J D'un cahier d'esquisses j
Morceau de concours J
Danse bohémienne J Nocturne J
Images oubliées J Pour le piano
Jean-Yves Thibaudet (pno)
Decca 452 022-2

the re-creation is strictly pianistic. The
wind blows within the instrument with
the sort of crystalline immediacy probably
suggestive of an Érard piano of Debussy's
day.
Take it for granted that 'Thibaudet's
technique is of lapidarian finish, that his
inner rhythm balances line, structure and
pulse in just proportion. But so objective
a description only partially explains a
personal excursion into Debussy's world
to seek in each piece an expression of its
' individual potency. Thibaudet is equally at
home in the nebulously reflective poetry
; of ' Rêveries' as he is in the wry humour,
captured in agenuinely funny
3 interpretation, of ` General Lavine'
(Prelude 6, Bk.2). The mists swirl slowly
1 in ` Brouillards' (Prelude 1, Bk.2), their
1
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George Hall

eerie aura actually underscored by a pl
point pianism that also turns the secon
Arabesque into a marvel of elfin lightnes
Some miscalculations, like the
overstressed hairpins between 2m 48s-3
12s (the section is marked sempre pp) in
'Des pas sur la neige' (Prelude 6, Bk.1)
and the indulgences in (i) of Pour le piano
that don't quite accord with the
instruction très rythme, are probably
inevitable. But thé text isn't really
compromised; and it seems to be agood
text too, one that for instance does not
include the unautloarised marking Le
double plus lent at the end of the Toccata.
Not compromised at all is the
enlivening spirit of Thibaudet (and Decca
do not stand in his way, despite small
changes in perspective and levels), a fe
of whose thoughts appear in afree disc of
interviews. In between the inanities and
clichés usual in this kind of enterprise are
some valuable pointers on technicalities
and interpretation.
Ultimately though, musicians must
speak their minds through their artistry
and Thibaudet does so with distinction.
Nalen Anthoni

A: 1 *- 1
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GLUCK:
Orphée et Eurydice
LarmorelUpshazolHagley1San
Francisco OperalRunnicles
Teldec 4509-98418-2

(
2CDs, 157m I8s)

The watchword is clarity. If Gieseking
[EMI] is your exemplar, you may be
disappointed. The swathes and washes of
sound that he evoked from the piano were
unique. Gieseking played Debussy with
his feet as well, but it is doubtful if his
pedalling method has ever been fully
understood. It's effects are hair-raising in
the seventh prélude, '
Ce qu'a vu le vent
d'Ouest', from Book 1. The west wind
breaks free of the piano and blows round
the room. Thibaudet is different, though
Animé
he too is conscious of the need for '
et tumultueux' and the importance of
heightening the tension in the last page,
marked '
Furieux et rapide'. Nevertheless,

marauding usurpers of Odysseus's
Ithaca — Britten began his opera
the following January.) It shares a
lucidity of texture (what one might
call abright, fresh Attic feel) with a
number of other Greek-inspired
compositions, such as Young Apollo,
the ` Games of Apollo' scene in
Death in Venice, and the other work
on the disc, Phaedra.
The soloist in this performance of
the late cantata written for Janet
Baker is the American mezzo
Lorraine Hunt, whose sterling
qualities are well-known from her
Handel recordings with Nicholas
McGegan. Though it may lack the
distinctive raw nerves of Baker's
searing account, her reading is
perceptive and delivered with
considerable vocal expertise.
Balance is odd for The Rescue: the
orchestra too far back vis-à-vis
Baker, and too far forward vis-à-vis
the singers.

(
2CDs, 108nr 32s)

This is Gluck heard through the ears
of Berlioz in 1859, and is thus not
to be confused with the revision of
his (originally Italian) opera that he
made for Paris in 1774. That said,
there is much to enjoy both in the
Berlioz arrangement, and in this
performance, sung by three expert
and charming sopranos with a good,
large modern opera chorus and
orchestra under aconductor who,
though British, is still all too little
known south of the Border. This
recording should certainly increase
the following of Donald Runnicles,
as the neat, stylish and expressive
account of the score — with some
bold, but here justified alterations to
Gluck/Berlioz, and the addition of
deleted ballet movements — conveys
almost complete conviction. Jennifer
Larmore has the personality and
vocal allure to carry the first act
almost unaided; Dawn Upshaw's
Eurydice and Alison Hagley's
Amour, as well as the chorus, make
their own distinctive contribution to
awarm, dedicated and highly
enjoyable performance. Not all the
French is as idiomatic as one could
wish, but the recording is
atmospheric and lifelike, and the
libretto booklet enables us to pick
up parts of the text that are not
sufficiently distinct. Larmore is
exemplary in this, as in all respects
— her tossing off of the Berlioz/
Pauline Viardot cadenzas and other
ornaments is quite brilliant. Very
enjoyable.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 4
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GOUNOD:
Roméo et Juliette
DomingolSwensonlMiles1011mannl
GrahamlVernhes1Bavarian Radio
Ch Al un ch Radio OrchISlatkin

GRAINGER:
Londonderry Air land 13 other choral
works)
Monteverdi ChlEnglish Country
Gardiner OrchlGardiner

RCA 09026 68440 2

Philips 446 657-2

(2CDs, I55m 59s)

Gounod's second most popular
opera ( 1867) is not the surefire
winner that Faust is, but it's an easy
work to underrate. Beyond all the
undoubted professionalism, it
contains many first-rate musical
ideas ( at least two of which Verdi
borrowed for °cello) and some
ravishingly graceful love music.
But like a lot of French opera, it
requires careful handling and a fine
feeling for the nuances of the
language. The level of pronunciation
here is none too impressive —
hardly surprising given the paucity
of native French speakers in the
cast; and in general too much of the
music is sung as if it were something
particularly blatant by a minor pupil
of Mascagni. Gounod's style is a
good deal subtler than that; he
paints in muted pastel shades, not
with garish splashes of primary oils.
Though Slatkin brings energy and
theatricality to his approach, he's
overly clinical, seemingly unwilling
to nuzzle into the Pre-Raphaelite
curves of Gounod's phrasing. The
radio chorus offers tone that is
resolutely unoperatic, and while the
orchestra plays with precision, it
sounds no more than rationally
engaged with music that requires
unquestioning love.
As so often with the sets in which
he appears, Domingo's Roméo
emerges as the strongest presence,
and his ardent vocalism and sheer
commitment are as impressive as
ever. Ruth Ann Swenson's Juliette is
a more mixed quantity. Much of her
singing is skilful (though one or two
high phrases sound awkward) and
her crystalline tone is apposite, but
she can be curiously inexpressive.
Since R & Jhave no fewer than
four duets to get their teeth into, the
other principals don't get much of a
look-in. Susan Graham nevertheless
makes agood job of the page
Stéphano, Alastair Miles is an
admirable Friar Laurent,
and Kurt 011mann's
Mercutio is sporty if
inelegant.
Better sound might
have helped, but what
we're offered (from the
studios of Bavarian Radio) i.
brittle and lacking in
warmth: exactly what
you don't need for
Gounod's lightfilled
sensuousness.
George Hall
C:1-2-3 )

88

(
74m 58s)

Percy Grainger's significant output
of choral music, with and without
orchestra, has received little
attention. Iheard an impromptu
piano rendition of Danny Deever at
least 20 years ago, and knew it then
for a masterpiece: this is the first
time I've come across it since. That
apiece of such quality, and other
works as distinctive and inventive as
The Merry Wedding, Father and
Daughter and the Bride's Tragedy,
should be receiving their world
premiere recordings 80-90 years
after their composition is no credit
to any musician associated with the
British music revival. John Eliot
Gardiner is not so associated, but
his CD last year of Grainger's The
Warriors was astraw in the wind.
He has, in a sense, returned to his
roots: grand-nephew of Balfour

heard an impromptu piano
rendition of " Danny Deever"
at least 20 years ago, and
knew it then for a masterpiece:
this is the first time I've
come across it since'

John Eliot
Gardiner,
his ' English
Country
Gardiners'
and the
Monteverdi
Choir
in works by
Percy
Grainger

Gardiner, Grainger's lifelong friend
and fellow Frankfurt Ganster, JEG
met Grainger when he was still in
short trousers (and Grainger head to
foot in bath towelling). He throws
himself with gusto into the spirit of
the music, though Ifancy Grainger
himself might have blenched at an
ensemble calling itself the ' English
Country Gardiner Orchestra'.
Performances are excellent,
recording sumptuous, the music —
from the rare, wordless choral
version of the Londonderry Air to the
brief early cantata entitled Love Verses
from the Song of Solomon (
another
premiere recording) — concisely
spans agamut of ebullience, longing
and tragedy, plus Danny Deever's
anger and pity, with astonishing
vocal and textural invention, right up
to the concluding Ivesian stramash
in the Tribute to Foster.
A few of the other works have
been recorded before, notably by
Benjamin Britten in apioneering
Decca LP, with a follow-up disc
from Steuart Bedford in the early
1970s. Good as the new versions
are, I'm not invariably persuaded
that they are superior to those
Aldeburgh performances, which are
occasionally cleaner, and avoid the

Monteverdi's Choir's exaggerated
Mummerset in Seventeen Come
Sunday and The Lost Lady Found.
But Shallow Brown (
here unusually
but rightly with a female soloist) and
the a cappella setting of Brigg Fair,
which inspired Delius's rhapsody, are
spell-binding. An invaluable disc.
Calum MacDonald

A*:1-2

HANDEL:
Ariodante
HuntlGondek1Saffer1LanelCavallierl
MüllerILindemann1Wilhelmshavener
Vocal Ens1Freiburg Bar Orchl
McGegan
Harmonia Mundi HMU 907146-48
,( D,, 201m 59s)
A ripe, musically varied and
dramatically involving example of
Handel's operatic art, Ariodante has
nevertheless seldom been recorded.
Leppard's acclaimed 1979 Philips
version (with Janet Baker) provides a
convenient benchmark against which
to measure this offering from
Nicholas McGegan, enshrining his
staged production at last year's
Gottingen Festival.
Imust say it emerges with flying
colours. Lorraine Hunt's Ariodante
is slightly less commanding a
presence than Baker's — compare
her ebullient, warm-hearted account
of the great final triumph aria,
`Dopo notte', with the thrilling
showpiece Baker made of it (indeed,
she sometimes used it as a recital
number) — but at the same time
Hunt is more integrated with the
rest of the singers. Leppard's cast
was equally if not more
distinguished in its big names
(Mathis, Burrowes, Bowman et al);
yet in terms of person-to-person
relationships, and thus of credible
drama, McGegan's production has
the edge. Juliana Gondek is an
affecting Ginevra, Lisa Saffer a
believable infatuated Dalinda,
Jennifer Lane a subtle and slippery
Polinesso. The Leppard version
seems by comparison, though
beautifuly played and sung, ashade
static and statuesque.
McGegan's tempi, too, are often
sprightlier, and he deftly integrates
the several ballet sequences which
are such a feature of this opera,
especially the combat of Good and
Bad Dreams that disturb Ginevras's
unhappy slumbers at the end of Act
2. At this point McGegan inserts a
little cache of archival material: extra
ballet movts and Handel's
recompositions of two arias for a
later production.
The Freiburg Baroque Orchestra's
playing and Harmonia Mundi's
recording are fully the equal of
previous operas in this Gottingen
series. A first-rate release.
Calum MacDonald
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Nicholas
McGegan's
Anodonte
'emerges
with Flying
colours'

HINDEMITH:
Mathis der Maier - Symphony J
Concerto for winds, harp and
orchestra J Concert Music for brass
and strings Op.50
Válek 0101Kimel (ob)1Doksansky
(dt)1Seidl (bsn)1Bousková (hrp)1
Czech PO1Belohlávek
Chandos CHAN 9457

(60m I
5s)

Jiri Belohlávek presides over an
eloquent, finely paced account of
Mathis. Not only is his direction
entirely free of unwanted affectation
and disruptive quirkery, he is also
scrupulous in his observance of
dynamic nuance. Of course, the
performance's success is due in no
small measure to awonderfully
homogeneous, golden-toned
response from the Czech
Philharmonic (what aviola section
this orchestra can boast!), aided on
this occasion by some
characteristically opulent Chandos
sonics: the recording has most
satisfying bloom, blend and detail.
At the start of (iii) I'd have preferred
greater bite from the strings during
their impassioned recitative — try
the marvellous 1956 Pittsburgh
SO/Steinberg version on EMI
'Matrix' [
see `Reissues] — and
perhaps those tremendous closing
brass 'Alleluias' have resounded with
greater exultation elsewhere. On the
whole, though, Ifound much to
admire here.
The Concerto for winds, harp &
orchestra (
one of four wind concertos
Hindemith completed during the
period 1947-9) remains a
considerable rarity — surprisingly
so, given its delectable fluency and
grace. By way of a silver wedding
anniversary tribute to his wife
Gertrud, the composer wittily and
5541 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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effortlessly
incorporates
Mendelssohn's
'Wedding March'
into the rondo
finale. Beloh!ávek
and colleagues lend
splendidly polished,
affectionate advocacy to this
charming score.
Belohlávek's view of the superb
Concert Music attempts to
accommodate extremes of tempo
rather in the manner of Bernstein's
impulsive way with this score.
Ultimately, the overall effect is rather
less convincing than on either of
Lenny's recordings [ Sony and DG],
with tensions apt to sag in the
gloriously long-breathed slower
sections. For the other two works,
however, this is a CD Hindemithians should try and hear. Calum
MacDonald's exemplary bookletessay is a further bonus.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 -2 0

and Holidays that says much for the
abilities of his Baltimore ensemble,
but leaves me wondering where the
pictorial element has disappeared to.
There is little sense in his
performances either of a
remembered ghostly vision or of
bands competing — listen to
Howard Hanson and the EastmanRochester Orchestra [Mercury], on
the other hand, and there they are
playing merry havoc one against the
other. Even ' From the Housatonic at
Stockbridge', that evocation of a
vivid American autumn, the turning
leaves rustling in the backwash, lacks
beauty, despite Zinman's attention to
dynamics. ' George Washington's
Birthday', ' Decoration Day' and
The Fourth of July' from New
England Holidays are better
contrasted, then in ' Thanksgiving'
[and/or ` Forefathers' Day'] suddenly
it all springs to life. Why not before?
They Are There! which starts the CD
also has the right ingredients.
The aim of the Dallas Symphony
Orchestra under Donald Johanos
would seem to be to make Holidays
a memorable aural experience
without worrying too much about
minor points of accuracy or nuance,
and it is undoubtedly enjoyable
music-making, though not in the
class of Bernstein and the New York
Philharmonic on Sony Classics.
Copland's Dance Symphony is a
different kind of experience
altogether, and makes for an
interesting coupling. Inspired by the
composer's youthful studies with
Nadia Boulanger and the early ballet
score Grohg, suggested by the silent
vampire film Nosferatu, this 1930s
score uses daring polytonal
harmonies in a sequence of dance
episodes. Features include a weird
pizzicato accompaniment to a
bassoon theme, a slow waltz and a
hectic episode in which Grohg is
taunted by both his victims and
survivors. The MIT Symphony
under David Epstein, frequent
champions of neglected scores, give
asound account.
Bill Newman A:1-3 0 B:1 -2 A

IVES:
Three Places in New England J
Holidays Symphony J They Are
There!
Baltimore SO & ChlZinman
Argo 444 sce. 2

(
63m 56s)

Holidays Symphony/COPLAND: Dance
Symphony
Dallas SOijohanosiMIT SO/Epstein
Turnabout 30371 00112
(58m 07s) 131968/76
Two ways of performing the music
of Charles Ives. David Zinman, who
(from the way he talks to interviewer
Philippe Danel in the notes)
obviously knows his subject, takes a
symphonic approach to Three Places

MAHLER:
Symphony 7
Cleveland OrchlBoulez
DG 447 756-2

(
74m 55s)

Although one shouldn't perhaps take
Mahler's ' Song of the Night' subtitle
literally, it does point to a
mysterious dark, brooding quality
behind this music. In this context,
Boulez's ability to clarify and
elucidate is not wholly advantageous:
in a score that teems with incident
his new performance is remarkably
uneventful; despite some ravishing
orchestral playing, the deeper
qualities of the music are barely
plumbed.
89

Things begin promisingly with a
fairly spacious tempo for (i) that
suggests mystery and twilight skies.
Yet tension fails to build, and one
listens in vain for a sense of
unfolding drama. The two
Nachttmaiks are despatched rather
peremptorily, the second in just
IOVcm! Clearly, Boulez sees the
music in a very unsentimental light
and set out perhaps to highlight its
stark modernity. Alas, for me, his
matter-of-fact approach simply
short-changes Mahler and dilutes
the impact of one of his boldest
works. At the end of it, one wonders
if the music meant anything at all to
Boulez, he seems to have had so
little to say about it.
I've still to find aperformance
lasting under 80m that satisfies.
Sample Chailly [ Decca] or Haitink's
recent BPO [ Philips] to hear what is
missing from the new DG. As
single-CD Sevenths go, Abbado [DG
'Masters] would be my first choice,
with Rattle [ EMI] as agood
alternative, though in my view his
version is somewhat rushed and
lacking in atmosphere.
Boulcz's recording is clear but
rather savourless, wanting depth and
richness. It's certainly hasn't the
pungency of DG's superb Bernstein
set from 1986. Now that was a great
performance!
James M Hughes

(
18m 49s)

Commissioned by Blackfriars
solicitors Rowe & Maw (with Arts
Council assistance), Dance Pieces was
written to open the Philharmonia's
1995 season. There are four movts: a
brilliant opener; a darker-toned,
disquieted Andante pesante; an
archaic Allegretto which encapsulates
five intermezzi; and by far the most
attractive, a final Molto allegro —
with ( City?) opening chimes and
perpetuum mobile writing for strings.
Its like something you might
encounter in an old David Lean
film, with shades of Hoist, Walton or
Britten — just an occasional piece,
skilfully contrived for the orchestra.
Iwas not one of those who
acclaimed the 2CD Maw Odyssey
recording, and Iwondered, at first,
why so unassuming a piece was
chosen for recording; but then the
resulting single (with superb Abbey
Road engineering from Simon
Woods/Mike Hatch) would be
eminently suitable for excerpting in
amiscellany programme. And there's
no doubt that Rattle protégé Daniel
Harding makes abrilliantly
commanding conductor.
Christopher Breunig

90

Collins Classics 70332

Joanna
MacGregor:
'unflinching
concentration
allied to a
prodigious
technical
security'

A- B:2-3

MAW:
Dance Scenes
/
rmonialHarding
EMI MDS 882 6482

Vingt regards sur l'enfant Jesus
Joanna MacGregor (pno)

AR:1 A

Messiaen's vast 1944 cycle has never been short
of distinguished interpreters on disc (Yvonne
Loriod, John Ogdon and Peter Hill all spring
instantly to mind), so it says much for Joanna
MacGregor's achievement that she can easily
hold her own in such august company. Not only
does she convey unflinching concentration allied
to aprodigious technical security (sample, if you
will, her thrilling, Lisztian bravura in the ecstatic
10, ' Regard de l'esprit de Joie'), her playing also
evinces total dedication as well as enormous
tonal sophistication (the serenely contemplative
worlds of 11, 15 and 19 are voiced with ravishing
control and beauty). Though she clearly revels
a toweringly wide range of dynamics, she never
makes an ugly noise and there's always apalpable
feeling of great power in reserve, especially
evident in the stentorian 6 (Tar Lui tout a été
fait') and gigantic, concluding 20 (' Regard de
l'Eglise d'Amour'). Moreover — and it's an
increasingly rare event these days — Ican repo
that MacGregor's chosen instrument sounds in
absolutely tip-top condition. The recording,
masterminded by the expert Clements/Hat
team working within the sympathetic
surroundings of Snape Maltings, is firet-ç
all, a notable issue.
.I
oh/h. . I
,I
I,

OBRECHT:
Missa Maria Zart
Tallis Scholars/Phillips
Gimel COGIM 032

(69m 25s)

This can lay claim to being the most
welcome of all the long series of
recordings by the Tallis Scholars.
The ' Gentle Mary' Mass by Jakob
Obrecht ( 1457/8-1505) is, as Peter
Phillips says on an interesting Radio
Sampler received from Gimell,
almost twice as long as any other
Renaissance setting of the Ordinary.
But in this performance (as in a
dedicated performance of a
Bruckner symphony) considerations
of time cease to matter. There is a
spaciousness to the textures and the
acoustic (Salle Church) that matches
perfectly the unhurried poise of the
singing; the eight voices blend
admirably, sustain the lines with
confidence and tonal beauty, and
bring out the occasional acerbities of
Obrecht's writing with just the right
degree of emphasis. The presentation
is well up to the standard of earlier
issues in this magnificent series, with
recording quality of unobtrusive
excellence. This Mass can seldom if
ever have sounded better in its 500
year existence.
Peter Branscombe

A:1*

(2CDs, 128m 08s)
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PROKOFIEV
Violin Concertos 1 & 2 3 Violin
Sonata Op.115
Gil Shaham (vIn)ILSOIPrevin
DG 447 758-2

(
59m 35s)

A magnificent release which virtually
sweeps the board. But let's not jump
the gun! Of the major competition,
Perlman's fine EMI coupling is
rather let down by the ' up-front',
slightly aggressive violin image ( a
problem too with Stern's otherwise
magnificent CBS pairing), and
Chung's well-regarded performances
for Decca — also LSO/Previn are, despite their occasionally
ravishing flights of fancy, technically
rather less than spotless.
Sitkovetsky's inspired performances
[Virgin Classics] are quite the most
imaginative and searingly idiomatic
available, yet not everyone will
respond alike to his distinctive,
relatively small-scale timbre and
transparent tone quality.
Those who prefer something a
little bolder and impactful might like
to consider someone of the Juilliard
'school', such as the gifted Joshua
Bell [Decca], whose lively,
impassioned readings certainly lack
nothing in temperament, whilst the
sheer panache and violinistic dash of
Shlomo Mintz [ DG] still takes some
SIMMER 1996
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beating. Of course, this only tells
part of the story, and for me ChoLiang Lin [ Sony] best combines
virtuoso thrills and total immersion
in Prokofiev's inimitable soundworld.
Choice between Lin and Gil
Shaham can safely be left to
personal taste; both are magnificent
players, with Lin the more
emotionally forthcoming and
exuberant, Shaham slightly cooler
(ideal for these particular scores)
and technically the more immaculate
by awhisker. Idoubt that at a
purely executant level these works
have ever been better played. But
where the new DG finally asserts its
supremacy over previous couplings is
by way of the superb
accompaniments provided by Previn
and the LSO. No mere dutiful

'Where the new DG finally
asserts its supremacy over previous
couplings is by way of the
superb accompaniments provided by
Previn and the LSO'
backdrops these! Textures shimmer
and insinuate, and lines of interest
continually emerge from the ranks
(and Shaham has the taste and
sensitivity to let them through). Add
to this arecording which balances
soloist and orchestra to perfection,
allowing detail to register through an
alluring acoustical glow, and a
performance of the Solo Violin
Sonata which should finally put this
unappreciated work firmly on the
musical map, and you have amost
palpable ' hit'.
Julian Haylock

reflect Rachmaninov's new-found
lyricism. In any case, it was his finest
collection of songs to date, with less
of a tendency to be overbalanced by
florid accompaniments; and it
includes aparticular favourite of the
composer's, ' Lilacs' — one of only
two songs he later transcribed for
solo piano.
By the time Rachmaninov came to
compose his next set of 15 songs,
Op.26, some four years later, he was
the proud father of two beautiful
daughters. The last of the set,
Rathaus's 'All Things Depart',
contains lines whose prophetic
resonances are unmistakable: 'All
passes and there is no return to
anything. Life flies into the distance
quicker than amoment. Where are
the sounds of the words we once
heard? Where is the light of the dawn
which once lit our days?'. This was a
time of upheaval in Russia, and little
more than ten years later,
Rachmaninov and his family escaped
from the Motherland, never to
return.
Among the remaining settings,
which Rachmaninov selfdeprecatingly described as ' trifles', the
most celebrated are the powerfully
brooding 'The Heart's Secret' (A
Tolstoy), and the joyously
inspirational ' Christ is Risen'
(Merwezhkovsky).
Performances and recording quality
sustain the same high standards set
by the first volume in this series
[HFNIRR May], aworthy successor
to the classic Ashkenazy/Sederstrem
Decca cycle in every way.
Julian Haylock

SCHUBERT:
Symphonies 2, 3 & 5
Orch of the 18th CenturylBriiggen

A: la 0

Philips 446 100-2
RACHMANINOV:
12 Songs, Op.21 J 15 Songs, Op.26
Were you hiccoughing, Natasha?
Night
Joan Rodgers (sop) /Maria Popescu
(mez-sop)IAlexandre Naoumenko
(ten)ISergei Leiferkus (bass)/Howard
Shelley (pno)
photo: Sony Classical

Chandos CHAN 9451

Rachmaninov's Op.21 were
composed during his honeymoon of
1902, following his marriage to his
first cousin, Natalya Satina. He wrote
rather disparagingly to a friend: ' Iam
hanging on to the songs for the time
being: they were written very
hurriedly, and are therefore quiet
unfinished and unbeautiful'. Typically,
despite these strictures, there is very
little sign of haste in his settings.
However, it is notable that the darker
texts, couched in astyle more
reminiscent of his early years, are
handled altogether less
sympathetically than those which
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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(
78m 04s)

They are not always the tidiest of
performances, and the sound cannot
be classed as one of Philips' best
efforts (scrawny and confused in 2 &
3, louder and harsh in 5), but listen
through these impediments for a
degree of resourceful thinking about
the youthful Schubert or, according

(
71m 54s)

The twelve songs which form

As: 1* 0

Piano duo
Tal &
Groethuysen

to your taste, disagreeable rethinking that destroys the traditional
image of the composer as an
amiable young man. Doubtless he
was, but for Brüggen the writing
also tells another story. His
interpretations bespeak an amalgam
of geniality and neurosis. Phrase
shapings suggest simmering
agitation; the flow of song rubs
shoulders with jabbing sforzandi,
cutting brass and a fierce drive in
outer movements. The intensity
behind 3(iv) foreshadows the
equivalent movement of the ' Great
C-major'. It's mature Schubert in
embryo, and an unusual view. Lend
it an unprejudiced ear.
Nalen Anthoni

C:1 0

SCHUBERT
Piano Music for Four Hands ( Vol.2) Allegro in a, 0947 lebenssturme J
4 Polonaises 0599 1 8 Variations on
a French Song, 0624 J
Divertissement, D823 and other
works
Yaara Tal & Andreas Groethuysen
(pno)
Sony Classical CD 66256

(
2CDs, 153m 29s)

The remarkable thing about
Schubert is that he composed a
great amount of music in a short life
span that simply doesn't get
performed regularly, and so remains
in partial obscurity.
D947 crops up from time to time
as a brilliant piece for players to get
to grips with, and Ican imagine the
Divertissement on original French
motifs falling into the same category.
But both these works contain much
more than the sophisticated glamour
that performances often suggest. The
element of contrast in Schubert's
music is just as pronounced as in
the songs and orchestral music.
There are wonderful subtleties to
be discovered — mostly in the
region of bass and middle registers
controlled here by Andreas
Groethuysen's ' fourth' pedal on the
giant Fazioli concert grand selected
for this unique series of recordings.
What magnificent hidden treasures
there are, too, in the lesser-known
Polonaises and Marches, the shortest
lasting a mere 3m 24s, and the
longest and most exploratory 18m
45s! The masterpiece in this volume
is the A-major Rondo, beloved by all
performers for its boldness in
approach and rhythmic ebullience.
It all shows Tal & Groethuysen at
the height of their powers. Anyone
who didn't know the music or see
the label might think it was just one
player with great tonal power and
poetry. Unanimity with full
musicianship underpraises their
expertise: this is simply playing in a
million!
B:11 Newman
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The complete Piano Sonatas
Afarc•-André Hamelin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67131/2

(2CDs, 145m 50s)

Imust make one thing clear from the start: the Holy
Trinity of Scriabin interpreters as far as Iam
concerned are Sofronitski, Horowitz and Richter.
This is immutable. However, from amongst the few
complete editions of the Sonatas that are available,
Michael Ponti's remains a fine exploratory effort and
Boris Berman's a more interesting, if inconsistent
whole. Somewhat nearer the truth lie John Ogdon
and Vladimir Ashkenazy — but some vital spark is
missing from them, too. The truth is that, until now,
there has been no totally satisfying complete
recording.
MarcAndré Hamelin had warned me that his
Scriabin was different. What he should have
mentioned — but shrugged off — was his marvellous
clarity and structural emphases in these ten highly
changeable sonatas. The First, very rarely played
separately, appears like some ghostly incantation:
upward-reaching phrases piercing a mysterious
stillness; legato chords gliding over six-note bass
semiquavers; the music quickening to surging
sforzandi, with, finally, four-note chords relaxing
thankfully in apianissimo coda. A subdued (ii) and
very fast (iii) lead into a funeral march finale, in the
middle of which three-and-a-half staves are
memorably marked quasi niente [
like nothing], ie
silence.
Hamelin's tonal finesse makes this little-known
work sound masterly, and he achieves a technical and
musical precision in Sonatas 2 and 3 that had me
scribbling enthusiastic comments in my scores. I
particularly admired the pauses he inserts
immediately before key switches in the first-movt of
the so-called ' SonataFantaisie' (No.2) to throw the
changing line into relief, while the Presto (
ii) is
frankly breathtaking. How well too Hamelin controls
the drammatico outpourings of No.3, where even
pianists of the calibre of Gould and François tend to
overburden the nerve centre of each movement,

SIBELIUS:
Finlandia J Luonnotar 'J Karelia
Suite _IKing Christian 11 J The
Oceanides J Andante Festivo
Sotie Isokoski (sop)IGothenberg SOI
jiirvi
DG 447 760-2

(
72m 03s)

Neeme Jârvi has already recorded all
this music with the Gothenburg
Ors hestra (
Luonnotar aside) for BIS.
Indeed, the BIS discs of Sibelius
symphonies and tone-poems
launched him as an international
conductor, alerting us to the sterling
qualities of this fine orchestra. How
do their new performances differ,
after a decade or so? Jârvi tends to
favour brisk speeds for most of the
music he conducts and the Karelia
suite is nearly 3m shorter overall
than before. This means a loss of
atmosphere in the central ` Ballade',
though the first and last movements
92
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thereby fatally unbalancing the
whole.
A radical change of both
touch and mood for No.4,
whose restless move from flats
to naturals, then sharps, is part
and parcel of a soft-centred
series of tributes to
Schoenberg and atonality.
Only in the final measures
does Scriabin abruptly place
his chords and harmonies in a
fortissimo setting, providing the
perfect introduction to the
frenetic stridencies of the Fifth
Sonata. His handling of this
piece alone establishes
Hamelin as the natural
successor to Richter. Icannot
praise more highly than that.
The trilogy of Sonatas 6, 7
and 8, are all works of mysticism. The Sixth, with its
marking mysterieux, concentré.., étrange, ad.', brings to
mind the rattling of bones in catacombs ( albeit with
a feverish, brief echo of the Poème d'Extase); the
'White Mass' Seventh features icy semiquaver swirls
and trills over rippling bass figures of awesome
power, while the Eighth withdraws into inchoate
tragedy, each sonata revealing differing aspects of
Hamelin's far-ranging palette. The ' Black Mass'

MarcAndré
Hamelin:
'marvellous
clarity...
and tonal
finesse'

Ninth is unsurpassable, its central diabolism set on
an enormous parabolic curve with masterly control
from Hamelin. Only Sokolov [Opus 111] can
compete. Like Mahler's 10th Symphony, a metaphor
of the afterlife, Scriabin's Tenth Sonata traces an
eternally meandering pattern, protesting with three
pages of desperate chordal repetition before sinking
into a deathlike coma.
A great musical achievement for the soloist and
another great technical achievement for Andrew
Keener and Tony Faulkner.

'DG's sound is well-balanced
and open, if slightly less
transparent than

the best

BIS issues with this orchestra'
have tremendous panache. The King
Christian II suite is also about 2m
shorter overall than the earlier BIS
account. Otherwise, tempi seem to
have changed little in 10 or so years.
More noticeable is the extra
confidence and virtuosity of the
orchestra: sample the rich, snarling
brass tone at the start of Finlandia.
The strings bring greater fervour to
the hymn-like Andante Festivo, and
generally there's more freedom and
spontaneity — for example, in
Oceattides, verdant and fresh.
Luonnotar is cool rather than
hysterical, with soloist Soile Isokoslci

very secure in her taxing role.
DG's sound is well-balanced and
open, if slightly less transparent than
the best BIS issues with this
orchestra. Clarity is good, but the
sound has less richness and depth.
It's odd that DG's Gothenberg discs
have a different sound, despite using
the same production team! Does
balance engineer Michael Bergek
mike up differently for DG? Or is it
all down to post-production
processing? Isuspect the latter.
Compare Nielsen Symphonies 4 &
6, first released on BIS CD-600,
with the subsequent recoupling on
DG, whose balances were drier and
slightly less colourful than BIS's
(though both were good in their
diferent ways). I'd love to know
which gets closer to the original
master tape!
James M Hughes
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STILL:
Wailing Woman J Swanee River ( Old
Folks at Home) J And They Lynched
Him on a Tree J Miss Sally's Party J
Reverie J Elegy
Warfield (narr)IWilliams (sop)1
Harris (mez-sop)IBrunelle (org)I
Leigh Morris Chorale/Ens Singers,
Ch & Orch of The Plymouth Music
Series of MinnesotalBrunelle
(
58m 50s)

William Grant Still ( 1895-1978)
was a true pioneer: the first Black
American to have a symphony
performed by a major American
orchestra, the first to conduct a
major American orchestra, and the
first to have an opera staged by a
major American company. A
supremely talented arranger and
orchestrator, he worked in
Hollywood for many years.
Adventurous readers may well have
already investigated Neeme jArvi's
Chandos recordings of Still's first
two symphonies (there are are five in
all), touchingly lyrical and opulently
scored offerings which, it must be
admitted, leave an amiable rather
than especially distinctive
impression.
Happily, the two choral works on
this enterprising compilation (Vol.2
in Collins Classics' Witness' series
celebrating the African-American
musical heritage) reveal a far wider
emotional scope: And They Lynched
Him on a Tree (1940) is a moving
plea for racial tolerance, and Wailing
Woman (1946) draws a powerful and
striking parallel between the
persecution of Jews and Blacks alike.
By contrast, the frothy 1940 cakewalk ballet, Miss Sally's Party, seems
uneventful and lacking true thematic
distinction, for all its expert scoring.
The choral setting of Swanee River is
undoubtedly effective, but the two
pieces for organ (
Reverie and Elegy)
are really of little consequence.
Philip Brunelle draws polished,
highly committed performances from
his excellent assembled forces, and
the sound is clear and true.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1 0

R STRAUSS:
Elektra
Polaski/Meier/ Marc/Botha!
Struckmannl Deutsche Staatsoper
Chi Staatskapelle Berlin/Barenboim
Teldec 4509-99175-2

(
2CDs, 101m 04s)

This odd issue raises more questions
than it answers. Ihazard aguess —
though even the booklet interview
with Barenboim doesn't tell me —
that the recording came after a
series of live performances with
much the same cast; but without a
video to complement, it won't do,
not least because here are two fine
singing actresses (Polaski and Meier)
whose special brand of intensity
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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needs to be seen as well as heard.
Polaski looks frustratingly
impressive on the cover (though
what is she holding under wraps? An
axe? A tennis-racket?). On disc, she's
good at projecting text and mood,
especially in Elektra's contempt for
her sister and her false
blandishments to Klytemnestra; and
the sympathy she injects into the
great recognition song, as well as the
remembrance of the noble princess
she once was, reveal her as no
stranger to tone-colour. However,
she ends in the final scene as she
began in her monologue: solid
enough in middle range but
uncomfortably strained above the
stave; and with Nilsson in mind,
Eaglen in prospect and Alessandra
Marc's delicious cream-bun of a
Chrysothemis right there alongside,
one's allegiances remain elsewhere.
Meier seems like an odd choice of
raddled mother: good at the chest
tones (especially in the passage
beginning ' La
habe keine
gute Nachte')
but lacking the
grandedame charisma
to carry the
crucial wakingnightmare
narrative. Her
restraint in
laughing
exultation at
the news of
Orestes's death
and her deathscreams are
admirable.
Perhaps what both singers need is
Waltraud
amore fluent launch-pad than
Meier: a
Barenboim provides. His
'special brand
interpretation is an inventory of
of intensity'
thematic detail: right from the
opening maidservants' scene, every
in need of a
woodwind figure and string phrase
video
emerges with immaculate
counterpart
preparation. The dramatic flow is,
however, constantly impeded by
slower-than-necessary episodes and
sudden lathers of rushed activity;
and Ifail to understand why a
conductor who can take so much
time over Chrysothemis's monologue
of neglect or Elektra's stalking waltz
around Aegisthus should fail to give
the orchestral release of pent-up
emotion at the moment of
recognition the space it needs. The
orchestral sound, despite the
pinpointing of important themes,
remains unhappily blended and
especially claustrophobic in the
Elektra-Orest dialogue. The men and
the supporting ladies are solid
enough, though Ifail to understand
the appeal of Ulla Güstafsson —
here singing the Fourth Maid, abig
but unwieldy dramatic soprano
voice.

TELEMANN:
Sonatas in g, A, e, a, G, b, c, E, B, d
&C
Barthold Kuijken (fit) /Robert
Kohnen (hpd)IWieland Kuijken (via
da gamb)
Accent ACC 94104-5

(
2CDs, 137m 42s)

The name Kuijken seems to
guarantee an ideal combination of
musicianship and musicology. Iwas
much impressed by Wieland's cello
playing in the Denon set of Mozart's
six Haydn Quartets, but here he
uses the viola da gamba, and on the
strength of these two Accent discs
he lays to rest the unthinking
common opinion that this
instrument does no more than
double the harpsichordist's left hand.
This basso continuo combination is
full of subtlety and imagination,
supporting aleading flautist whose
tone seems absolutely ideal.
Telemann delights in wild final
vivace movts, but Barthold Kuijken
retains his dark, ' covered' tone
throughout, sustaining lively, rapid
music and soulful largos with equal
skill. The notes remind us that C PE
Bach (Telemann's godson) warns
that varying the reprise through
ornamentation should not be done
without careful thought. Here that
careful thought is everywhere
evident, and the ornamentation is
unfailingly convincing — largely
because it is never overdone.
There is a unity of feeling within
each work, so Iapplaud the decision
to afford only small gaps between
movts. Ido feel, however, that more
space should have been allocated
between works — a few moments'
inattention and the listener becomes
unaware which sonata is being
heard.
Gorgeously warm and well
detailed sound makes this seemingly
academic programme immensely
appealing; but Iam very worried
that the flautist is on the right,
harpsichord to its left, and gamba
further left. Ifound this layout
sufficiently disturbing to prompt
listening with channels reversed:
surely the natural order of things is
high-to-low, left-to-right?
Antony Hodgson

B:1 • 0

VERDI:
Un balle in maschera
LeechICriderIChernovIZarembalBayol
RoselHowellIScaltritilWNO Orch &
ChlRizzi
Teldec 4509 984048 2

(
2CDs, 130m 19s)

Both Richard Leech's undeniably
stylish governor and Rizzi's Welsh
National Opera Orchestra take us
straight to the heart of the problem:
this Bailo could do with a couple of
pounds more of rosy flesh. Rizzi's
admirably self-effacing view of the
score keeps things clean and buoyant
93

-albeit with fewer of the fast
tempos one might have predicted
from him
and the more striking
moments in Verdi's orchestration
such as the dark, mysterious strings
at the start of the Ulrica scene and
the tense instrumental illustration of
the famous drawing- of- lots make
their impact without undue
stressing. There remains, however, an
undeniable thinness of orchestral
tone which may have something to
do with recorded placement but can
be more definitely laid at WNO's
door in the courtly dramatic irony of
Act Two and the Act Three ball
scene; here the violins, so
treacherously exposed by Verdi's
simple-seeming writing, merely
sound scrawny.
As for Riccardo, perhaps we've
been too spoilt by larger than life
Pavarotti ( for SoIti on Decca) and
Domingo ( best in his earlier
incarnation for Muti). Leech's
lighter voice, so ideal in the French
19th-century repertoire, leaves us
wanting more in the Act Two duet
- though he does conjure a
palpable sense of regret in the last
aria. Style remains supreme for the
governor in disguise, but Imiss here
the smile in the voice for ` Di' tu se
fedele', the uneasy laughter in the
ensuing ensemble. It's absent, ioo,
from Bayo's nimble Oscar, but the
upper- register brilliance more than
atones. Crider, too, is luminously
captured by the recording above the
stave; hers is a more valuable and a
steadier lyric-spinto voice than Ihad
been led to believe, and she makes
excellent sense of the phrasing
throughout. Chernov, on the other
hand, vaunted as the sole major
success of the recording, would not
seem to be the ideal kind of singer
for the quick-witted, responsive
Rizzi; he lags behind or presses on
before several of the orchestra's later
fateful utterances, striking uncertain
postures in ' Eni
tu'. It's avaluable
instrument, firm
enough in the
upper reaches but
not quite in the
MiInes league as
far as control
goes, and
sometimes verging
on a Panerai -like
bleat. The smaller
roles are taken
with a vivid sense
of the text something Rizzi seems to have
worked on, though he'll get little
credit for it
and good projection
in sharp- edged ensembles. Hardly a
Rallo to set the world alight, then,
but full enough of interesting
touches and distinguished singing to
make it worth a return visit or two.
David Nice

RUSSIAN CONCERT BAND
MUSIC
Works by Khachaturian, Myaskovsky
(Symphony 19), Prokofiev, RimskyKorsakov, Shostakovich and
Stravinsky
Stockholm Concert Band!
Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9444

(55m 44s)

An interesting collection, itself a
tenth anniversary tribute to Maestro
Rozhdestvensky from the members
of three Stockholm orchestras who
formed their Symphonic Musicians'
Band in 1985. Three of the items
THE ENCHANTED
KINGDOM
were on a 1975 EMI/Melodiya LP,
Orchestral works by Rimsky-Korsakov,
'Showpieces for Symphonic Band':
Liadov & Tcherepnin
Prokofiev's March Op.99 ( a frantic,
Russian National OrchIPletnev
motoric performance under Nicolai
Sergeyev); Rimsky-Korsakov's
DG 447 084-2
(
67m 25s)
Variations for oboe and military band
Many Russian composers of the late- (the theme is Glinka's); and the
19th-century and beyond seemed to
Concertstück for clarinettist ( listed on
share an interest in magic and the
EMI as Clarinet Concerto).
supernatural, and Pletnev's CD
Characteristically, Rozhdestvensky
brings together music on this theme.
is more relaxed in the Prokofiev —
For the collector, the
which could
THE INCH ANTED 14111GDOM
principal works of interest
well belong to
are most likely the two pieces
Kijé — but the
by Nikolai Tcherepnin: The
Soviet soloists
Distant Princess and The
are more
Enchanted Kingdom. The
pungent on the
former is beautifully crafted
older disc,
and sensitively scored, with
where the less
something of Borodin's richly
blended
nostalgic orientalism.
recorded sound
Tcherepnin's ability to create
certainly worked
atmosphere is heard perfectly in The
better for the Variations. This is the
Enchanted Kingdom, with its
slackest performance on this
shimmering evocation of a magical
Chandos CD [ track 31. Solve
world. Both could be criticised for a
Kingstedt is agood advocate for the
lack of development, yet the stasis of
Concertstück, perhaps the most
the music perfectly suits its subject
pleasing work here.
matter. There's ahint of early
Shostakovich's tongue-in-cheek
Stravinsky at times, though the
March of the Soviet Mice was
lineage is more properly traced to
commissioned at a dinner party by
Liadov and Rimsky himself. Indeed,
the Minister of the Soviet police
Liadov's Baba Yaga, which opens the
(how could the composer refuse?),
disc, sounds disturbingly similar to
who committed suicide when
Firebird. Yet it would be unfair to
exposed after the death of Brezhnev.
accuse Stravinsky of plagiarism —
Stravinsky's piece is a short setting
even if he did borrow Liadov's
of the Song of the Volga Boatman,
idiom, he succeeded in making it his
turbid in orchestration with bizarre
own. Rimsky's Coy d'Or suite is
gong crashes. The Soviet Police
perhaps the weakest music on the
March written by Khachaturian late
disc, yet its imaginative and exotic
in life is awonderfully vulgar item
scoring almost persuades one
which, from another era and
otherwise.
continent, might well have surfaced
The Russian National Orchestra
in some Ives conflation.
play these works with great subtlety,
In 1938, hearing his Symphony 18
and Mikhail Pletnev is sensitive to
transcribed for wind band,
fine shades of tone colour and
Myaskovsky decided upon a
atmosphere. Tempi are on the
Symphony written for these
moderate side, and never is the
sonorities; the result is a tuneful
conductor tempted to press the
26m work best heard, Isuggest,
music to create false excitement.
altogether without reference to a
DG's recording is unobtrusively
misleadingly stodgy Russian
excellent, clear and detailed without
programme note reproduced by
obvious microphone spotlighting.
Chandos and not that helpfully
A lovely disc — if the programme
translated, a mixture of plodding
appeals, don't hesitate!
analysis and nationalist propaganda.
_7ames 114 Hughes
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DG 449 189-2

(
73m 36s)

The Swedish mezzo appears here as
a complete interpreter, whose vocal
command combines with a depth of
insight to produce outstanding
performances. She possesses that
ability, associated only with the
greatest singers, to seize on a single
word and make it strike home
potently to the listener. Once again
her singing dovetails neatly with the
distinctive pianism of Bengt
Forsberg in a seamless unity of
musical approach.
On this occasion they explore a
repertory practically unknown
outside Sweden. Wilhelm
Stenhammar and Hugo Alfvén have
a wider reputation
at least
among specialists - but the others
are just names, if that. All of the
composers represented fall into the
category of those who, while
adding nothing of importance to
the development of musical
language, achieved a consummate
mastery of it.
The examples by the nationalist
Wilhelm Peterson- Berger ( 18671942), for example, turn out to be
highly individual statements, notable
for real Romantic sweep and some
charming touches of folk influence.
The work of Sigurd von Koch
(1879-1919) is slightly more
modern in sensibility; his three
settings from Hans Bethge's
Chinesisehe Fliite (
source also for
Das Lied von der Erde) range from
the porcelain delicate to the
philosophically passionate.
As his larger-scale productions
would lead one to expect,
Stenhammar's songs prove to be
thoroughly accomplished, but
they're also capable of emotional
complexity: the eerie lungfru Blond
och Jungfru Brunett' moves with
deadly assurance from innocent
delight to Gothic shudder.
The two Alfvén items include the
magical ` Skogen sover' ('The Forest
is Asleep'), in praise of nature and
love, while those by Turc Rangstriim
(1884-1947) are notable for their
expert vocal writing. The three by
Emil Sjiigren ( 1853-1918), all to
German texts, may be old-fashioned
for their date ( 1884), but they're
finely wrought. In all, a remarkable
and neglected treasury is opened up
to our delighted gaze.
Though the piano bass is weak,
the sound is otherwise pristine and
focused.
George Hall
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FRENCH OPERA ARIAS
From operas by Donizetti, Massenet,
Gounod, Berlioz, Thomas, Offenbach,
Charpentier
Kathleen Battle (sop)1Orch & Ch de
l'Opéra Bastille/Chung

BRYN TERFEL:
OPERA ARIAS
Arias and scenes by Mozart, Wagner,
Offenbach, Gounod, Borodin,
Donizetti, Rossini & Verdi
Bryn Tole( 'bass-bar) ¡Met Op
OrchlLevine
DG 445 866-2

De 447 114-2

(70m 51s)

Here Terfel's vocal weight matches
the music's lyric demands, though
some crooned notes spoil the
general sense of stylishness. Yet only
in the other Wagner excerpt - the
Dutchman's opening monologue,
'Die Frist ist urn' — does Terfel
actually sound out of his depth, his
country-air freshness insufficiently
dark and resonant for the baleful
seafarer.
The French selections
(Dapertutto's ` Scintille diamant'
from Hoffmann, and
Mephistopheles's ' Serenade' from
Faust) are much more him, both
vocally and stylistically, though
Terfel's demonic laughter registers
as a bit too jovial in context.
One role it's surprising to find a
bass-baritone considering is that of
the duplicitous super-sophisticate
Malatesta in Don Pasquale, but
Terfel's ' Bella siccome un angelo'
turns out to be as suave and wellmannered as could be. Though the
tessitura is again high, there's a
good line to his account of
Macbeth's self-pitying ' Pietà,
rispetto, amore', despite some
momentary bluster.
He sounds as if he's enjoying
himself as Cenerentola's stepfather,
but this is an unseasoned
interpretation, with the words not
properly savoured. Terfel's Falstaff,
however, as sampled in the ` L'onore'
monologue, is vigorous, orotund
and bursting at the seams with
bright interpretative ideas.
George Hall

A:1-2 C

(
62m 52s)

From some points of view this
selection of airs mainly from the
19th-century opéra-comique tradition
proves well suited to Kathleen
Battle's abilities. Hers is not a large
voice, and one cannot anticipate her
making much impact with these
roles in a large theatre; but in
general the scale of the writing is
apt to her light, soubrettish soprano.
A couple of the heavier pieces,
however, are obviously undersung.
Hero's le vais le voir' from Berlioz's
Béatrice et Bénédict should be
suffused with deep feeling, but here
its long legato lines fade away into
an all-purpose croon. The nascent
sexual passion of Charpentier's
`Depuis le jour' (
Louise), too, could
do with a hefty injection of tone.
But Battle negotiates the
coloratura demands of such display
pieces as Juliette's Waltz Song and
Philine's le suis Titania' (from
Thomas's Mignon), with some skill,

The now fully international Terfel
regards his new disc as ' a kind of
showcase presenting arias from roles
Iexpect eventually to sing', though
indeed a couple of them already
figure in his repertory: Figaro, of
course, has become his calling card,
and Leporello — which he has also
essayed at the Met — is soon to be
recorded with Abbado.
To ' Non più andrai' Terfel brings
excellent enunciation, distinguished
tone and bags of character, though
Leporello's ' Catalogue Song' is
rather too cultivated in timbre and
approach (here, as elsewhere, Levine
proves an operatic accompanist with
few peers). Papageno's ' Der
Vogelfànger' is again expertly sung,
and it's not surprising to note Die
Zauberfliite on the singer's future
schedule.
But so too is Wagner's Wolfram.

photo: Jordan Donner/1)G

WINGS IN THE NIGHT
Swedish songs by Peterson- Berger,
Koch, Stenhammar, Rangstriim,
Alfvén, Sjiigren
Anne Sofie von Otter (mez-sop)I
Bengt Forsberg ('pilo,)

BrynTerfel:
'a kind of
showcase
presenting
arias from
roles Iexpect
eventually
to sing'

including all the trills and all the
top Cs. What is absent is any sense
of the sheer enjoyment of display, so
that Gounod's teenager looking
forward to falling in love has no
sparkle, while Donizetti's Daughter
of the Regiment conveys little sense
of patriotic pride in her salute to
France. And in Manon's showy
Gavotte, revealing the little golddigger at the
apex of her
worldly
ambition, Battle
sounds
positively
anaemic.
She knows
how to phrase
effectively, but
her open
vowels (the
acute Es, for
instance) tend
to remain
closed. Further,
she smudges
many of her
consonants,
denying her line clear fixed points
to curve away from.
Ifound Myung-Whun Chung's
conducting ponderous and lacking
in character: he sounds utterly
defeated by the extravert brilliance
of the Mignon Polonaise. Added to
which the sound is dull. 1can see
this going down in Paris about as
well as ' le rosbif anglais'.
George Hall

B:3-4
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Annie Fischer,
Janos Starker
and Sylvia
McNair with
André Previn

ANNIE FISCHER
Artist Profile
BARTOK: Piano Concerto 3/
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas - Op.13
'Pathétique' J Op.27:2 ' Moonlight'
J Op.111/SCHUBERT: Impromptus
D935:2 & 4/SCHUMANN:
Kinderszenen
Annie Fischer (pno)ILSOI
Markevitch
EMI CZS 568 7332
(2CDs, 146m 47s)

R

1955-64

Les Introuvables de...
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas - Op.13,
'Pathétique' J Op.27:2 ' Moonlight'
J Op.31:3 J Op.78 J Op.53
'Waldstein' J Op.109 J Op.111/
SCHUBERT: Impromptus D935:2 & 4
J Sonata in B-flat, D960/
SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C J Carnaval
J Kinderszenen J Kreisleriana
Annie Fischer (pno)
EMI CIS 569 2172
(4CDs, 280m 57s)

LoJ
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JANOS STARKER
Artist Profile
BOCCHERINI/DVORAK/MILHAUD/
PROKOFIEV: Cello Concertos/
DOHNANYI: Konzertstück/FAURÉ:
Élégie
PhilharmonialSusskindlGiulini
EMI CZ5 568 7462
(2CDs, Il4m 33s)

R

R

1957-59

1958-65

Belatedly, EMI pays tribute to one
of the great lady pianists of this
century. Highly-strung and a chainsmoker, Annie Fischer (like Alfred
Cortot) could play wrong notes, but
such was her eloquence Iremember
seeing Sir Clifford Curzon
unashamedly in tears over her
Schubert.

LoJ

Concerto 3 with the inspired
Markevitch and the LSO, though
with not avery good piano sound
[to put it mildly! Mus Ed], makes
its first stereo appearance; it might
have been better coupled with the
Liszt E-flat and Schumann Concerto
under Klemperer.
May we look forward to a similar
tribute to another great pianist?
Dame Moura Lympany was 80 this
August and deserves nothing less.

Her repertoire was centred around
Mozart, Beethoven, Schubert and
Schumann, with occasional forays
into Brahms and Liszt. ( Incidentally,
the late Kinloch Anderson once told
me of the existence of a recording of
Brahms's F-minor Sonata made
following a Festival Hall recital.
Unfortunately one channel had a
microphone hum. Could EMI
possibly resuscitate it somehow?)
The Beethoven Sonatas — and there
are more just out on ' BBC Radio
Classics' — reveal an almost
'masculine' command of the
keyboard, from her tonal strength at
the start of the Pathétique to the
fleeting demands of Op.31:3 and the
Waldstein through the profundities of
Opp.109 and Ill. Her Schubert
encores are delightful, and the big
B-flat Sonata (minus first-movt
repeat) is so steeped in sonority that
the music continuously takes wing.
If Isay that her Schumann was my
personal favourite, it is because of
her understanding of his passionate
demands and wilful moods and
caprices. The C-major Fantasy has
the lot, plus a command of the
keyboard and attention to textural
detail that many younger pianists
could well aspire to.
Isimply could not believe my eyes
when Isaw half this material
repeated on the 'Artist Profile' 2CD
set. EMI, Iunderstand, receive
demands from overseas for varied
compilations, but how does this
juggling with material help the
British record buyer? Bartok's Piano

Les Introuvables de...
As above, plus works by JS Bach
(Cello Suites), Kodaly ( Sonata),
Haydn, Saint-Saëns, Schumann
(Concertos), & miscellaneous works
Gerald Moore (pno)IPhilharmonial
SusskindlGiulini
EMI CZ5 568 4852
(6CDs, 348m 56s) part mono It 1957-60
Starker fans will be delighted, but be
warned: there are duplications here,
and the 6CD set has mono
recordings of the works by
Dohnanyi, Prokofiev and Milhaud as
opposed to new stereo transfers of
the same recordings for the ` Artist
Profile' set. Crazy, you might say,
but EMI's various European selling
territories impose different demands
for their consumer markets. (EMI
France are responsible for the larger
set; Simon Gibson at Abbey Road
Studios has remastered the original
stereo tapes for the six works for
cello and orchestra on the UK
compilation.)
Starker's Dvorak Concerto,
published in 1957, is a sympathetic
collaboration between the soloist and
Walter Susskind, with lovely solo
contributions from Dennis Brain and
Manoug Parikian, the Philharmonia's
then leader, but the sound balance is
unsatisfactory. There is virtually no
right-hand channel or low bass
response. All the emphasis is on the
violin section, with woodwind and
brass sandwiched in behind Starker,
left of centre. Their inner colour
blendings are often beautiful but
definition is muted due to backward
placing. Fauré's Élégie from adjacent
sessions sounds OK.
Likewise, the Dohnanyi, Prokofiev
and Milhaud works are ' opened out'
to provide aclearer integral balance,
with Starker somewhat spotlit. Best,
musically and sonically are the
remaining concertos made later with
Giulini: Boccherini, Haydn,
SEPTEMBER 1996
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Schumann and Saint-Saens. The
solo pieces with Gerald Moore are
distinguished by their perfect taste
and supreme technical prowess.
It's aquestion of ' take your pick'...
Bill Newman

A-C:1 E

SYLVIA MCNAIR:
A PORTRAIT
Songs and arias by Gluck, Stravinsky,
Mozart, Puccini, Ravel, Gilbert &
Sullivan, Purcell, Kern, Arlen
Various orchslconductors
Philips 457 047-2

(
58m 34s) part

Only six of the items here are new,
all of them excerpts from larger
works or collections due to be
released within the next year or so.
Anne Trulove's aria from The Rake's
Progress (
with Ozawa and the Saito
Kinen Orchestra) memorialises a
favourite stage assumption, one of a
relatively small number of roles to
which McNair's svelte tones are
genuinely suited; unlike a lot of
singers she wisely avoids stepping
outside her Jack in the theatre.
But even here, at the determined
young woman's bold moment of
decision to go off to London to
rescue the errant Tom, McNair's
performance is on the small side,
though nicely capped by a clean top
C, and done with an intelligent
feeling for the situation and its
expression.
In Purcell's ' How sweet it is to
love' (with AAM/Hogwood),
however, and regularly elsewhere,
McNair's trademark — ablanching
out of her tone into a sort of littlegirl-sings-early-music sound —
restricts her potential range of voice
colours alarmingly. In the classical
tradition, white tone is employed as
a special effect, but here its ubiquity
becomes wearing, as in ' 0 mio
babbino caro' (Hollywood Bowl
Orch/Mauceri), which is in any case
undersung.
It's nevertheless a diverse
repertoire the soprano presents, and
she's considered and purposeful in
'La flute enchanté' from Ravel's
Schéhérazade (
Ozawa again, this time
with the Boston SO). But the
problem with singing so many styles
is that it can lead to blurring. Some
of the idiomatic characteristics of the
Jerome Kern and Harold Arlen
numbers — such as hitting a note
just below pitch, then moving up to
it — jar when transferred to other
musical territory.
So with André Previn's jazz piano
in the background, and the
microphone nice and close, in the
final analysis it's these popular
standards that work best for her. 'I
am really a nightclub singer at
heart', McNair says in the interview
note. And it's tempting to agree.
George Hall
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BRITTEN: The Turn of the Screw
Donath HarperlTearljunelWatsonl
Ginn1LangndgeIROH OrchlDavis
Philips 446 325-2 (
2CDs, 108m Ois) ,R'1983
We've had to wait an unaccountably
long time for this outstanding set to
make it onto CD (a co-production
with Unitel, it was for many years
available only on VHS and
LaserDisc). The sessions took place
during March 1981 at CBS's old
Whitfield Street Studios, and Erik
Smith's excellent production
continues to sound clear and
atmospheric (the comparatively dry
acoustic accords well with the
oppressive, claustrophobic mood of
Britten's inspiration).
Under Sir Colin Davis's
authoritative, ideally concentrated
lead, the ROH forces give of their
very best. The cast, too, is a strong
one. In the central role of The
Governess, Helen Donath (who
learnt the part especially for the
recording) is sympathetic and
understanding, while Heather
Harper (herself such amemorable
Governess in her day) is a superb
Miss Jessel. Perhaps not everyone
will respond to Robert Tear's toneproduction, but he makes an
outstandingly sinister, intelligent
Quint all the same.
Devotees will, of course, already
have in their collections the
composer's matchless 1954 Decca
account as well as Steuart Bedford's
exemplary recent Collins version;
they should, Ithink, make room on
their shelves for this one, too.
•
HINDEMITH: Mathis der Maier Symphony/TOCH: Symphony 3/
MARTIN: Petite Symphonie
Concertante
Pittsburgh SO/Steinberg/Leopold
Stokowski SO/Stokowski
EMI CDM 565 8682

(
76m 55s)

R

1956/57

Mathis der Maier - Symphony J
Concerto for trumpet, bassoon &
string orchestra J Nobilissima
Visione J Symphony in E-flat J
Symphonia serena
Soloists/Dresden PhilharmonielKegel
Berlin Classics 00905042 BC
(2CDs, 131m 11s)
If only all reissues were as good as
EMI's ' Matrix' series! On this
reissue Hindemith's Mathis der Maier
Symphony — one of those
magnificent monuments to Central
European music — receives a
fabulous performance under
Steinberg, comparable with
Cantelli's classic live NBC broadcast
from Carnegie Hall.
Ernst Tech, sometimes unfairly
dubbed ' the poor man's Hindemith'
wrote few works but was an
uncommonly good craftsman with a

penchant for catchy tunes, as is
shown in the short '
Big Ben'
Variations composed for Louisville.
His major work, Symphony 3, is
here played by its dedicatees, the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
under their then conductor-in-chief,
William Steinberg. Quite an
experience. Apart from the more
usual instrumental complement,
Steinberg's famous stick expertly
manipulates Toch's Hammond
organ, glass harmonica, glass
chimes, hisser ( a tank of carbon
dioxide controlled by a valve) and
encased wooden balls set in motion
by a rotating crank. OK, laugh, but
the work is actually remarkably
successful and serious in intent — so
much so that it won a 1956 Pulitzer
Prize for composition. It is superbly
constructed and where the motives
repeat themselves (there are several
instances of this), they are expertly
balanced within ahighly dramatic,
occasionally mock-humorous setting.
Similarly authentic is Stokowski's
view of Frank Martin's masterly
Petite Symphonic Concertante,
respecting the Swiss composer's
carefully-chosen instrumentation to
the full, and
EMI
•24
setting in motion
CLASSICS
a tapestry of
TOCH Symphony No 3
rhythm that
HINDEMITH Mathm der Maler - Symphony
parallels other
MARTIN Pete Symphome Concertante
20th-century
works of this
genre — the
Martinu Double
Concerto for
example.
All the above
recordings were
originally made
in ' Capitol Full Dimensional
Sound', famous in my EMI days for
adding its own warm aura of soft
greens and blues to the
orchestration, giving pleasure
without bombarding the eardrums.
Berlin Classics' five key
Hindemith orchestral works under
the devoted guidance of Herbert
Kegel add further ammunition to
the argument for arevival. The
Mathis der Maler Symphony has
both power and conviction, while
the sublime Nobilissima Visione
moves smoothly through engaging
first and second movements to a
Passacaglia finale that swells into a
resplendent coda. The E-flat
Symphony — every bit as good here
as the Bernstein and Boult
recordings — is an excellent display
vehicle for the Dresden
Philharmonie players, while the
companion Symphonia serena and
Concerto — both instances of
Hindemith at his ' tongue-in-cheek'
best — are obviously enjoyed to the
full by all the soloists. Excellent CD
mastering.
Bill Newman
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SHOW

If you are serious about sound; there is just one
absolutely essential event: The Hi -Fi Show.
It's the only hi-fi show in Great Britain that's
all hi-fi — the best in music and home cinema.
Dealers, distributors and enthusiasts from aroun
the world gather at The Hi -Fi Show to ee
And hear what's really new in the exciting

Ramada Hotel,
Heathrow
12th - 15th*
mber 1996

world of hi-fi.
Sponsoring the Show, HiFi News C_9'
Record Review magazine will have a
stronger presence than ever this year

ut
of this

with amuch fuller range of
demonstration events and seminars

to attract the enthusiast visitor.
You have to be there.
It really is the hi-fi
.event of the year. ,
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by:

For further inforriiation contact:
Janet Belton, ExhibitionirMaffitger, The Hi -Fi Show, Link House Magazines

Ud,

Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA ENGLAND.
"la + 44 ( 0) 181-686 2599
A Link House
Exhibition

Fax: + 44 ( 0) 181-781 1158
*12th -13th (Trade Days) * 14th -15th ( Public Days)

rock/pop REVIEWS
his most celebrated backing band,
The Attractions, is such ajoyless
affair that it's hard to do much with
it other than appreciate its
cleverness. Even his perfectly
structured Byrds' pastiche, 'You
Bowed Down', fails because you
can't pastiche warmth and
humanity. You have to have it in
you.

A ipu rr
IOCUS
THE CURE
WILD MOOD SWINGS
Elektra—Fiction 61744-2

(
61m 43s)

Pass the Prozac. Robert Smith [right] is
feeling down. But it's misery of a
delightfully infectious kind. After a rocky
start, the assertive welcome of ' Want', the
album nosedives into the Iggy Pop-ish
'Club America', drags itself up with the
stringtastic 'This Is A Lie', then falls on its
face with the embarrassingly gauche 'The
13th'. But from then on, it's smooth sailing
with gloriously dreamy, melancholic .
melodies, like 'Jupiter Crash', ' Treasure'
and ' Bare' — not to mention the perceptive
tale of fickle fandom: ' Strange Attraction'.
Well worth awallow.
l'alerie Potter

A-2

Like Val's, virtually all the reviews of The
Cure's first album in four years agree on
one thing: it starts badly. Don't give up
though, because once it picks up, it makes
up for lost time. With almost any Cure
album, it's worth remembering that Robert
Smith is a contrary individual to whom the
norms of rock star behaviour do not apply.
Placing this album's four least accessible
songs first is one manifestation of the
glorious unpredictability that makes him
what he is, but not everybody is as patient
as me. According to The Guardian, '
There's
no sense that this album was made in this
decade. Worse, the once exotic cocktail

RORY BLOCK
TORNADO
Rounder CO 3140

(45m 50s)

Any temptation to dismiss Rounder
veteran Block's latest outing as yet
another excellent folk-blues album
disappears when you hit the eighth
track. What was aless-electrifiedthan-Raitt excursion, easily on apar
with Bonnie's recent work, suddenly
features a non-sequitur called 'The
Last Leviathan', the most mournful
and touching paean to endangered
wildlife that this cynic has ever heard
It's not fair to suggest that an album
is rendered worthy just because of
one track, but Idefy anyone to listen
to that cut and not feel like nuking a
Japanese trawler. And it really does
makes this disc worth buying.
Ken Kessler

A:1* •

JJ CALE
GUITAR MAN
Virgin-Delabel CDVIR 48

(38m 18s)
-Cale's twelfth album in a laid-back
25 years is more of the same:
world-class mellowness which has
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Johnny Black

A:2 II

DICK DALE
CALLING UP SPIRITS
Beggars Banquet BBOCD 184

that is Smith's voice and trebly guitar fails
to shake, stir or thrill'. And as far as Q
magazine is concerned, 'This is merely a
good Cure album'. Mojo takes abrighter
view, noting that ' This dizzying collection
is short on Smith's trademark lugubrious
rockers and heavy on his absurdist pop
leanings and a new style of string-driven
confessionals. Not had for aveteran with a
black haystack on his head.' The Times,
however, fell head over heels, seeing Wild
Mood Swings as '
aconvincing re-affirmation
of their credentials as one of the most
original, wily and alert groups Britain has
ever produced'. I'd go along with that, and
just add that, on several of these songs,
Smith is giving away more of himself than
ever before. This kind of emotional
intensity is increasingly rare in
contemporary song There's no truth,
the way, in the rumour that The Cure arc
currently working on an album of re- mixes
called Wild Mood Roundabouts.
7ohnny Black

A:1* •

inspired enough artists (Clapton,
Dire Straits, et al) to qualify as a
sub-genre of its own. But Guitar
Man possess more punch than is
the norm, and it's only the gravelly
voice that makes this so obviously a
Cale album. But just when you
think that, in his dotage, Cale has
turned into a rocker, up pops a
number like ` Old Blue' — a hokey
tribute to afaithful hound dog. Plus
ça change, eh?
Kc/i Kessler

A:1-2 •

ELVIS COSTELLO
ALL THIS USELESS BEAUTY
Warner Bros 9362 46198-2

(
48m Zis)

Elvis Costello albums, let's face it,
are made for Elvis Costello. Never,
after the first flush of hits, has this
highly intelligent, witty, erudite
cynic attempted to reach an
audience beyond himself and the
unfortunate folks he sings about.
He's so busy thinking up barbs to
jam down the craws of the subjects
of his songs that he forgets the other
side of music, the side that talks to
other people. Even this reunion with

Veteran Surf Music king Dale plays
guitar as though his last moment is
due up with the next wave. He
rarely plays anything that isn't
overembellished. Every uptempo
item gets the Blitzkrieg treatment
and, while this is impressive at first
hearing, over the course of an
album, it's an unmitigated bore.
Okay, so he's a legend and maybe
he is aTarantino favourite. But then
Tarantino is rather into things that
are over-the-top. Oh, for just one
simple Steve Cropper blues lick.
Fred Dcllar

'witty and
what about
some
warmth and
humanity?

A:3 •

DEF LEPPARD
SLANG
Bludgeon Riffola 5324862

(advance tape)

Ironically, the title track — kind of
'Pour Some Sugar On Me' for the
'nineties — proves to be one of the
weakest on Def Leppard's latest
CD. On the most experimental and

Elvis Costello:
erudite',but

(
53m 41s)

darkest album to date, the Lepps
commendably dabble in everything
from the sitar sampled 'Turn To
Dust' to the sludgy 'Pearl Of
Euphoria' at the expense of their
previously unfailing sense of the
commercial. However, in recent
years, their strongest selling point
(like Bon Joves) has been in
balladry, and the slower tracks like
'All IWant Is Everything' and
'Where Does Love Go When It
Dies' should ensure that they
continue to figure highly in the
singles charts.
Valerie Potter

A-2 •

KING'S X
Ear Candy
Atlantic 7567 82880 2

(49m 26s)

After shedding their long-time
mentor-producer Sam Taylor and
apparently losing their musical way
in the last few years, King's X reemerge to prove rumours of their
demise somewhat premature. Not
only is the band still alive, but this
album is kickin' and shot through
with a renewed confidence and the
insistent groove of their earlier
albums. The repetitive choruses of
'The Train' and 'A Box' hold a
comforting, mantra-like attraction,
while elsewhere, tracks like ' Picture'
and ' Life Going By' encapsulate that
gentle indefinable wistfulness that
makes King's X such a fascinating
band. Sweet soul music.
Valerie Potter

The Lepps:

MAXWELL ST KLEZMER
BAND
YOU SHOULD BE SO LUCKY!

dabbling in
everything from

Shanachie 67006
(56m 41 à) Dist. Koch International

the sitar to the
lead guitar

Why klezmer music, unlike other
world music genres, needs to adopt
a wry, self-deprecating pose is down
to Jewishness: ldezmer music is the
sonic equivalent of Yiddish humour.
So this Chicago outfit dresses up
like extras from The Untouchables,
mixes unlikely covers with traditional
Yiddish fare, and generally takes the
mickey (Katz) out of itself. Which is
no bad thing, because it will never
inspire the miserable, po-faced
reverence afforded the duller
Kershawworshipped alternatives.
This is shted party music, and it
swings like asonovagun. The kosher
side of loungecore? Genug.

A-1 •

Ken Kessler

George
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Michael: it's
GEORGE MICHAEL
OLDER

time to think
of him as

Aegean-Virgin CDV2802

purveyor of
thinking folk's

(58m 58s)

Ialways underestimate George
Michael. His lush musical settings,
especially on the slow brooding
songs which dominate Older, are so
like a 1990s Johnny Mathis that

Pop

)

jii,

it's hard to remember to listen to
the lyrics. Nor do his tunes
immediately lock into the

cerebral cortex as Wham's did,
because they're melodically and
,harmonically more complex and,
ultimately, more rewarding.
Fortunately for George, the extra
effort it takes to enjoy his music
now is no problem. Millions of
copies of Older were shifted to
willing punters before they'd heard
more than one single and, once in
the house, it gets played often
enough for the music to come
through. It's time to forget those
early comparisons with the

100

eminently loveable but musically
unchallenging Elton John, and rank
George Michael alongside Paul
Simon, Smokey Robinson and Sting
as apurveyor of thinking folk's pop.
AM'

Johnny Black

•

PETER PERRETT IN THE
ONE
WOKE UP STICKY
Demon FIEND CD773

(44m 10s)

From the Only Ones to the One,
Perrett's new, semiwittily-named
outfit, is but a short step. Perrett In
The Nineties is amore mature
version of the quasipunk hombre
who gave us short sharp pop gems
20 years ago. Only this time we're
looking at aset with greater depth
than the deliberately disposable stuff
of the mid-1970s. It's Iggy-grade
power-rock, best exemplified by the
lone cover: a kick-ass version of the
Kinks' I'm Not Like Everybody
Else'. Smoke that, Damon.
Kee: Kessler

A- B:1 •

ANN PEEBLES
FILL THIS WORLD WITH LOVE
Bullseye Blues CD BE 9564

(
54m 43s)

Love it. Because it's dirty and
direct. The kind of thing that Stax
used to toss our way in the 1960s,
and which we used to take for
granted until it wasn't there any
more. But here are the Memphis
Horns back in action. And Peebles,
surrounded by friends that include
Shirley Brown, Mavis Staples and
Don Bryant, is in tell-it-like-it-was
form, especially on a party-time, allembracing medley that includes ' I
Pity The Fool', ' One Way Street',
'Fired Up' and other excuses to
celebrate. Only a strange mix on the
opening track mars the enjoyment.
Fred Dellar

SEMMES 1998
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PRINCE
GIRL 6

SOUNDGARDEN
Down On The Upside

Warner Bros 9362 44239 2

(
62m 16s)

A&M 5405262

Basically the soundtrack to Spike
Lee's most recent film, the album
features new material by Prince And
The New Power Generation, along
with some revisited stuff by Vanity 6
and the royal one himself, who,
thankfully, doesn't operate under
any daft moniker on this occasion.
'She Spoke 2 Me' with its lengthy
Wes Montgomerystyled guitar solo,
might be the pick of the princely
pack, but the title track, shaped to
illustrate the telephonic sex
occupation of the film's lead, proves
that the wee one can efficiently write
to order, while ' Count The Days'
demonstrates that he can also
operate in best gospel mode.
Fred Dellar

A:1 •

ROEDELIUS
PINK, BLUE AND AMBER
Prudence 398 6514.2

(
62m 30s) import

Former Brian Eno cohort Achim
Roedelius has been quietly making
keyboard-based music in Austria for
three decades. What makes him
special is acuriously lurching
rhythmic feel which is all his own,
combined with ahead for an
affecting melody and a
determination never to stay still,
always to push the barriers back, to

find new sounds, new styles and
new ways of combining all those
elements together. Here, he fuses his
talents with those of a range of
featured instrumentalists and
vocalists, bringing viola, koto, sax,
flute, hackbrett, treated guitars and
much more to the mix. So much of
today's ambient music is white
bread that it's glorious to find the
wholegrains and even bits of grit
that keep every Roedelius release as
a genuinely affecting musical trip.
Johnny Black

Prince:
operating in

(
advance tape)

On their fifth full-length album,
Soundgarden have dispensed with
the services of aproducer for the
first time, preferring to do the job
themselves, and the result is amore
raw, rougheredged album than its
predecessors. Nevertheless, tucked
amongst the bulldozing tiffs of Kim
Thayil lurk the ' Garden's
trademark muscular choruses, most
notably on ' Pretty Noose', ' Blow
Up The Outside World' and
'Tighter And Tighter', while the
changing moods of the
record vary from the
expletive-ridden wig-out of
`Ty Cobb' to the concluding
Pink Floydian 'Boot Camp'.
A mature album which should
not disappoint the band's longtime fans.
Valerie Potter

best gospel

B-1 •

mode

A:1' •

Soundtracks
Soundgarden's fifth album

U

nsurprising,ly, this centennial year of the motior picture has
inspired some nifty soundtrack CDs to mark the occasion.
Emblazoned with the ' 100 Years of Film Music' logo are three from RCA,
extra-noteworthy because they're recorded in Dolby Surround. The Film Music of
Charles Chaplin [
09026 68271 2 01 offers Carl Davis and the Deutsches SymphonieOrchestra Berlin performing the music for five of Chaplin's classics, Panamericana
[09026 62659 2 0] is adouble with the Berlin Radio SO performing Winfried Zillig's
soundtrack, while The Adventures of Mark Twain - The Prince and the Pauper [
09026 62660
2 0] provides new recordings of the Steiner and Komgold scores.
EMI's celebratory efforts are even more exciting. The 2CD Cinema 100 ¡PRDF CD1
contains no fewer than 34 all-time great movie themes: probably the first time so many
have been placed together in one package. Better still are gorgeous reissues of abunch of
classics, including Show Boat [
7243 8 36024 2 0], Gigi [
7243 8 38115 2 0: and The
Wizard of Oz [
CD ODEON 1 1, all with supplemental material. (Note that this ` Oz' is
less comprehensive than Rhino's 2CD
extravaganza, which was aimed at anoraks.)
On the new film front, Richard III [
London
828 719-2 0] features the Trevor Jones score
for this Shakespearean update, while Barb Wire
[London 828 746-2
will appea to the sad
cases who salivate over Baywatch babe,
Pamela Anderson. Apparently the flick is
adog, but the CD contains the Meat
Puppets, Shampoo, Gun, and, of
course, Pammie with hubbie
Tommy Lee. Knock yourself
Ken Kessler

has a rougher edge

GEORGE STRAIT
BLUE CLEAR SKY
MCA MCD11428

Some things are predictable. There's
never been a Strait album yet that
hasn't included a healthy chunk of
Western Swing. And in this case it's
'I Ain't Never Seen No-one Like
You', which comes replete with
some invigorating keyboard licks by
Matt Rollings. There'll also be a
classic story song CI can still make
Cheyenne' which involves arodeo
rider and awife who's taken all she
can), something that could easily
have stemmed from a semi-sozzled
George Jones (` She knows When
You're On My Mind') and maybe a
chunk of superior listen-easy
schmaltz (' Rockin' In The Arms Of
Your Memory'). And it'll add up to
something better than your average
offering from Nashville. Such things
are predictable.
Fred Dellar
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Oxford Audio Consultants
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL-INTEGRATED AMP - yes, we've finally got it!! - product of the year 1996
KRELL FBP300 - YES, A NEW AMPLIFIER FROM KRELL - SENSATIONAL!
COPLAND CD288 CD PLAYER - incredible sound quality for £ 1800
SONUS FABER CONCERTINO - an £ 1100 knockout!
KRELL KPS30i CD PLAYER - a 'budget version of the KPS20
WILSON WITT & SYSTEM 5 - the ultimate!
MUSICAL FIDELITY F23 / F16 - new and much improved!
UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 POWER AMPS - whew!
CASTLE HOWARD MK2, HARLECH & SEVERN - quality wood finish
SPENDOR SP7 - floor standing speakers
SHUN MOOK ACCESSORIES/POWER WEDGE MAINS CONDITIONERS fascinating!
MARANTZ CD17 AND 63 SIGNATURE CD PLAYERS
ONKYO THX919 AN RECEIVER - simply stunning!
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS & SL3 - electrostatics at their best
ROGERS LS33 SPEAKERS - a replacement for the LS2
TEAC VRDS 10SE CD PLAYER - the follow up to the very successful 10
THORENS AMPS AND CD PLAYER B & W SILVER SIGNATURE LOUDSPEAKERS - a work of art
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER AND NEW 77 PRE AND POWER
QUAD ESL 63 LOUDSPEAKERS
MICHELL ORBE TURNTABLE - superb value for money
REL STORM/STRATA/STADIUM II/STENTOR - redefines our ideas about
subwoofers
RUARK PALADIN - A worthy big brother to the Talismans
TDL NUCLEUS SUB WOOFER - astonishing value for money

P52 PRE-AMPLIFIER

M250 AMPLIFIER

EX DEM & P/EX BARGAINS
WADIA 64.4 D/A CONVERTER

£1995

SH

THETA DATA BASIC

£1495

SH

KRELL KRC 2

£2995

SH

DYNAUDIO AUDIENCE 15

£495

SH

QUAD 66 PREAMP

£450

SH

RUARK EQUINOX WALNUT

£1395

XD

KRELL MD1 CD TRANSPORT

£1795

SH

AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B

£1395

SH

SPENDOR PRELUDE 2/2

£295

SH

DPA RENAISSANCE INTEGRATED AMP

£449

XD

£3795

SH

KRELL KSA100S

£395

SH

£2795

XD

ARCAM XETA ONE

£595

SH

SNELL J2 SPEAKERS INC PIRATE STANDS

£395

SH

LINN INDEX WITH STANDS

£250

SH

LINN KABERS WALNUT

£695

SH

£1695

SH

ORELLE CD1OT

£495

SH

RUARK BROADSWORD B STOCK

£595

XD

APOGEE CENTAUR

£995

SH

MAGNEPLANAR MG1.4
KRELL KSA5OS EX DEM

CLASSE DR15 POWER AMP

INTEREST
FREE CREDIT
LICENSED CREDIT
BROKERS

LM 2 SIGNATURE

TAX-FREE EXPORT SERVICE
MAIL-ORDER AVAILABLE ON MANY ITEMS

STRATOSPHERE ST1

Agencies include: Air Tangent. Apogee. Audio Alchemy. Audio Gram. Audio Research. Aura. SSW, Bose.

.Yi7/)<-1

Cable Talk. Castle. Classé. Copland. Denon, DPA. Goldring, Harmonix. Heybrook. Jadis. Koetsu. Krell, Lyra
Mandrake. Marantz. Martin Logan. Michell, Micromega, Moth, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Onkyo.
Grolle, Ortonfon. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Proceed, Proield. PS Audio. OUAD. REL Subwoofers. Rogers.
Roksan. Rotel. Floyd, Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sones Faber, Spendor, Stan, Tannoy, Target, T.D.L., Teac,

ON DEMONSTRATION AT

Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables Tube Technology. Unison Research. van den Hul. Wilson,

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

fout» Ziubto / tb

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford (01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford (01865) 791665
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Jazz REVIEWS
THE LAZONBY GROUP
WAR ALL THE TIME
SLAM CD214

(
63m 47s)

Metro-smugness be damned,
Huddersfield is becoming the
cultural capital of England! Few
have taken up Omette Coleman's
injunction to play innocently,
avoiding the safety net of standard
forms; but altoist David Lazonby's
group have. This doesn't necessarily
mean Free Jazz abrasion, because
this is toe-tapping and melodic.
Gene Velocette used to drum for the
late, great Xero Slingsby; his unique
clattering funk is still intact. Simon
Russell (bass) and Eddie Roberts
(guitar) open up airy spaces for the
expressive tangles of Lazonby's alto.
To find the equal of this balance
between spontaneity and groove,
you'd need to go to Zurich and
check out the wonderful Kadash.
Shame the majors only have ears for
haughty, run-of-the-mill
professionalism, when there's music
this inspired on offer.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

MILES DAVIS
AT CARNEGIE HALL
SONY-COLUMBIA COL 472357
(2CDs, 85m 44s)
Originally issued as separate albums,
this brings together everything
recorded on 19 May 1961 by the
Miles Davis Quintet with an
orchestra arranged and conducted
by Gil Evans. Contemporary reviews
were full of plaudits for Miles' solos.
On 'No Blues' he plays the kind of
curtailed, funky licks that later
formed the eye of his
I
A
electronic storms,
here backed by
Jimmy Cobb
: (drums) and Paul
Mob\

Chambers (bass). Sublime bop.
Wynton Kelly's piano swings so
elegantly it hurts, and Hank
Mobley's tenor is as pliant and
warm as ever. There's more
intelligence in the solos than in the
quaint orchestration: Gil provides
neoromantic bookends for the
Quintet's cool authority. Recording
is diffuse and boxy, focus sacrificed
to catch the 18-man orchestra.
Ben Watson

mic his strangled, tuneless croon
into the absurd; the English and
German sides of the band recite
slogans in what sounds like a
canteen; ' Fears' is awondrous
evocation that uses contrasting
ambiences as much as notes. Just
when you think the humour's oafish
there's a thought-provoking twist.
But as with that other surrealist,
Frank Zappa, the shocks are
musically motivated, designed to
strip musical devices of the usual
upholstery. In a tepid English scene,
Jenkins stands out like a Manga
video-wall at a Royal Academy
Summer Show. Hair-raising.

B:1 •

DAVE DOUGLAS
FIVE
SOUL NOTE 121276

(
60m ils)

Etiolate and classical at first, this
finishes rousing and triumphant.
Three strings (Mark Feldman on
violin, Erik Friedlander on cello and
Drew Gress on bass) are answered
by Michael Sarin on drums and the
leader's fiery trumpet. Arrangements
are careful, though not inhibiting.
There's ahaunting version of
Roland Kirk's 'The Inflated Tear'.
Discordant mysteries open up into
solos that recall high points from the
whole history of jazz. Sleevenotes,
unfortunately, are dire: John Zorn's
'tribute' gushes so many superlatives
it could be parody (except the man
is incapable of ajoke), while
Hannah Arendt paraphrases Walter
Benjamin into bourgeois banality.
Music is great, though: bright and
modern.
Ben Watson

A:1 •

BILLY JENKINS-PUN
HORNS
EAST-WEST
BABEL BDV9601

(54m 57s)

Guitarist Billy Jenkins has the
singular vision of agreat filmdirector. This is another
collaboration with Berlin's Fun
Horns (Volker Schlott — alto,
Thomas Klemm — tenor,
Rainer Brennecke —
trumpet, Reg Huke —
trombone). Mayfest '94
[Babel BDV9502]
was a scrappy live
date, so you
might think this
studio
recording
would have
Jenkins going for a
legit sound. Not
so. Ghastly ballads
(Carpenters, Lee
Marvin) close-

Miles Davis at
Carnegie Hall:

Ben Watson

A:1 •

fusion

5

ROUNDUP

ince the 1970s, jazz musicians have found
myriad ways to incorporate innovations made
outside the genre. Major labels fund fusions
based on bankable images rather than the collective
alchemy of musical interaction. My Cruel Heart
[Gramavision GCD 79510 ] by trumpeter Ron
Miles, for example, opens with strident reproHendrix, then overlays it with cool trumpet. The
results are sterile and garish, an A&R-man's
'concept' of Bitches Brew contoured like an Apple Mac magazine graphic. On Luminous Charms
[Gramavision GCD 79511 / tenorist Peter
Apfelbaum and crew wear headscarves and pose
like LA gangsters, but musicianship is collegiate
and dull, with none of the impact bassist Colin
Wolfe contributes to Dr Dre's records: veholetone,
session-man chops make M-Base jazzfunk a chore.
The creative side of fusion is represented by no less
than three James ' Blood' Ulmers: Tales Of Captain
Black [
DIW 403 0], a re-release of his stunning
debut from 1979 featuring Omette Coleman, a
harmolodic classic; Music Revelation Ensemble's
Knights Of Power [
DIW 905 0], a superblyrecorded example of Ulmer's dazzling aleatoric
guitar, with excellent alto from Arthur Blythe; rock
fans may prefer The James ' Blood' Ulmer Blues
Experience's Live [
In+Out Records IOR 77018
0], which has his gruff vocals and a delightful
pushy vibe, a reminder of Ulmer's roots in the
New York scene that produced Talking Heads and
Sonic Youth. ' Let Me Take You Home' is so keen
to seduce that it becomes a folk-rock anthem, a
blue-collar version of Springsteen. Sonic Youth's
guitarist, Lee Renaldo, teams up with harpist Zeena
Parkins and drummer William Hooker for some
turbulent psychedelia on The Gift Of Tongues
[Knitting Factory Works KFW 279 o], warped
pomp emerging form New York's haven for
musical disobedience. Urfaust's Faust and A4(1?f,'Ll1t 1
[Faust Records FR 052331 0] is a brain-bending
Prague free-rock event that is both heavy and
experimental, with excellent singing from jazz diva
Mirka Krivankova and Kava Kava's Pat Fulgoni,
the Jack Bruce of the Egeneration. To cap all such
fusions inmixing, another communiqué from Derek
Bailey: Arcana's The Last Wave [
DIW 903 0] puts
the iconoclastic guitarist with Whitney Houston's
bassist and Eric Dolphy's drummer. Fusion has
indeed come a long way since Spyro Gyra!
Ben Watson

funky licks from 1961
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TU BE TAKEN
MONTHLY
HiFi Ailments, Part 1
The Disease: Valvophobia
The Symptoms:
1
Nervous when near Golden Dragons
2
A live 450volt HT rail makes your hair stand on end
3
High sensitivity to bright emitters

Fear not. A cure is at hand.
PM Components and HiFi News have joined forces over the next two years
to take the unknown out of valve technology and build up auseful guide to
all things valve.
Each month anew area will be explained in easy steps, including the publication
of valve specifications, application notes and news of future product releases.

Stop Press: RETRO NEWS
P M Components announce the release of the latest line of tubes.
From this month anew range will be available. These are from PM's new Retro' series;
arange which manufactures all the ' old hard-to-find tubes, in their original shaped
bottles and to the original GEC, Mullard, M-0 and other specs.
Modestly priced, they will bring life and good looks back to your coveted vintage
valve gear as well as complementing the new amps on the market.
Forget the highly-priced originals; these new Retro tubes are made to exactly the same
specifications as the originals at amuch lower price. Their reliability and musical
performance is assured by using only the most modern and up-to-date materials and
manufacturing techniques.
WATCH THIS SPACE for the latest update on new tubes available.
For more information contact
PM Components, Springhead Enterprise Park, Gravesend, Kent. DA I18HD
Sales and information desk 01474 560521, Fax 01474 333762,
e-mail 101650,2424@compuserve.com

rock/pop FUTTITITBLACK SABBATH
BLACK SABBATH
Essential ESM C0301

(42m 54s)

PARANOID
(42m 025)

Essential ESM C0302

Albums 1and 2 in the
Remastered Sabs series,
beautifully reconstituted for
discerning headbangers and
Goths. The original artwork,
access to the master tapes —
Beavis and Butt-Head will be
beside themselves. Classic
gloom rock from 1970. Oh,
and you won't believe the bass
on ' Paranoid'.
A—A:1

A:1-2

(77m 32s)

Lush harmonies too clean to
qualify as doo-wop, but
probably the inspiration for
more snogging than any other
pre-Beatle-era schmaltz. The
natural successors to the
Four Freshmen. You'll know
them if you're an oldies
hound who's heard their
'You Belong To Me'. A
1940s throwback from 19624.
A—A•:2 •

Capitol 7243 831 2052

finest

(
68m 43s)

Budgetprice, 14track set
containing the best of their
work for the Harvest label,
much with Roy Wood still a
member. Premegastardom,
and all the better for it if you
like your bombastic rock with
pop elements.

(
48m 18s)

The quartet which set the
standards for white-boy pop
harmony, inspiring the Beach
Boys along the way. Exquisite
Fifties kitsch, with loungecore
appeal to make it ohsohip.
The mono tracks are great, but
that early Capitol stereo
sound? Bliss...
A .:1 •
LARRY
GRAHAM—GRAHAM
CENTRAL STATION
THE VERY BEST OF, VOL 1

A-A•:1-1* •
TAJ MAHAL
MUSIC FUH YUH
Warner 7599-26810-2

(35m 59s)

A pair of Taj Mahal's rootsmusic treasures from 1977-8,
issued just in time to
accompany his latest major
label release, Phantom Blues.
These represent a slight
departure from the norm,
almost the ' commercialisation
of Taj Mahal' because they're
so accessible. But, hey, if TM
can't sing soul, then nobody
can.
A:1-1'

moments:
a tribute
to Phil Lynott

so it's amust for
Byrds and Burrito
fans with a
historical bent.
Conveniently, it's
appeared just as
CBS launched the
remastered Byrds titles.
Seminal stuff from 1963-64.
B:1-2 •
CURTIS MAYFIELD
THE VERY BEST OF
Renaissance—Castle CCS CD806
(70m 54s)
After the flood of Impressions
'best ofs' and reissues, a 16track package concentrating on
Mayfield's solo work.
`Superfly', ` Freddie's Dead',
`Pusherman' and other
milestones from one of the
giants of soul.
A- B:1-1' HI

(41m 54s)

EVOLUTION

A- B:1 •

the band's

(
43m 48s)

Historically important electric
funk which links the eras of
Sly Stone and George Clinton,
and a ' must hear' if you want
to understand how AfricanAmerican music went from
James Brown to Prince in
under 20 years. One for the
bass fetishists, since that is
Graham's gig. Roll on No.2.

Wailer 7599-26811-2

ELECTRIC LIGHT
ORCHESTRA
THE GOLD COLLECTION
EMI 7243 837162 2

Nineteen of

Warner 9362-46043-2

THE DUPREES
THEIR COMPLETE CO-ED
MASTERS
Ace MHO 617

THE FOUR FRESHMEN
SPOTLIGHT ON...

A:1 •

Sugar Hill SHCD-3719
(40m 22s) Direct
Distribution
This early country
rock outfit featured
Chris Hillman and
the Gosdin Brothers,

The Hillmen:
seminal stuff from
the early 1960s
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Capitol 7243 832909 2

Ace CDCHD 85

A*:l• •

(70m 09s)

Ace's essential 14track
collection of Nelson's early
work, reissued with an extra
18 cuts. (Yes, eighteen bonus
tracks.)
The first hits, some impressive
album tracks, and proof that
he was no mere pretty boy, all
of which is punctuated by
James Burton's guitar work.
An essential purchase for
lovers of vintage rock.

SMALL FACES
THE DECCA ANTHOLOGY 19651967
Decca 844 583-2

(
2CDs, 92m 22s)

At last, the long-awaited
double-CD containing nearly
every commercial release the
group recorded for Decca. A
righteous package which
should help the ailing Ronnie
Lane's precarious financial
situation. The pinnacle of
Mod soul and classic early
power pop. A second set
containing the rarities is
rumoured to follow.

ELVIS PRESLEY
ELVIS 56
RCA 07863 66817 2

(
63m 57s)

Number 23 in the superb
Capitol vault-dredging series,
this volume containing 18
tracks from the smokiest
voice in jazz history. Mainly
standards recorded in the
1960s (his ' Stormy Weather'
and ' Georgia' are to die
for...), but the material
ranges from urban blues to
near-gospel to Broadway
bliss.

RICKY NELSON
ROCKIN' WITH RICKY

A- B:1 •
THE HILLMEN
THE HILLMEN

LOU RAWLS
SPOTLIGHT ON...

A- B:1-1* •
(50m 36s)

Celebrating the 40th
Anniversary of Presley's
watershed year, this package
contains 22 of his earliest
classics, plus an unreleased
version of ' Heartbreak Hotel'.
Try to find the absolutely
gorgeous digi-packed
'Collector's Edition' (already
sold out) with a photo-filled
booklet worthy of any multidisc box-set.
As:1"

THIN LIZZY
WILD ONE
Vertigo 528 113-2

(77m I7s)

Subtitled 'The Very Best of
Thin Lizzy', this anniversary
memorial to the late Phil
Lynott contains 19 of the
band's finest moments, ranging
from heavy metal to ballads to
blues, ending with the folky
'Whisky In the Jar'. A fitting
tribute.
Ken Kessler

A-B:1 •
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UK'S NEW HIGH- END DAC IS A TRUE WORLD CLASS PERFORMER

The DAX-2 is a milestone in

High frequencies that are so

digital to analogue conversion.

often seriously compromised in

Just listen and you'll appreci-

digital reproduction, benefit

ate its ease andstunning

from the overall transparency

transparency.

of the DAX-2. You'll experience
afull open and uncurtailed

Vocals are so true to life with
• I

all the character and
emotion, that you'll sense
t.

there is nothing between

treble with no sudden limit or

111e.

sibilant edginess.

14ff

As standard, the DAX-2

you and the music. The

comes complete with four

DAX-2 sets the stage

PE , EREnCE. ORA..

inputs - AES, SPDIF Coax.

Mrt ONG

CA, 1iLL osratax.on 4101,11.

superbly with such

Tostink optical and AT&T
(ST) optical.

precision and focus that
you'll feel that you can

Options are available for
HDCDe decoding, and

walk through the

digital domain fully

performance. Bass
textures and tonal qualities

balanced XLR outputs.

are laid out in front of you.
And trying to distinguish between the many

Instruments

in a recording no

HDCIre and High Definition Compatible Digital

longer requires any effort.

are registered trademarks of Pacific Microsonics.

Built to breath life and space into every performance and dedicated to the joys of listening.
Demonstrated at: Sound Products, Hampshire Te: 01420 542060 • The Right Note, Bristol. Tel: 01225 874728 • Lynden Audio, Birmingham. Tel: 0121 445 5057
Premier Audio, Yorkshire. Tel: 01924 255045 • Peter McCullough, Ireland. Tel: 01960 372845 • M.A.F Audio. Burton-on-Trent. Tel: 01283 530550
Progressive Audio, Kent. Tel: 01634 389004 • Armchair Audio. Nottinghamshire. Tel: 01909 479203 • Orpheus Audio, Manchester. Tel: 01257 473175
• The Sound Foundation, Scotland. Tel: 01563 574185 • Unique Audio, London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals. Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866

AUDIO SYNTHESIS P.O. Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 1DZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138 Fax: 0115 922 9701

FROM AUDIO
RESEARCH CORP ...
Good advice and the best equipment

get

.\( () Isiii ENERI
.\\I

it together at The listening Rooms. Ire are the
London specialiasjOr systems' building. Our
3i years of combined experience let us get the

Au

ni i

138:NV
BOSE e CEEES - ION
WIAND

give you the chance to relax and listen to wme
of the world's finest hi-fi equipment. We ofier
home installation, full export and credit
facilities and can design and install qualit,
multi- room and home cinema surround systems.

:VRES
DENO\

have singled out this remarkable combination

you choose exactly the right system equipment
— whatever your budget. Because we only stock
.the

best

1110

) ou

only get the best.
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that we would urge you to listen to.
it Listening Rooms, ive know how to help

e• Epos

I.ExicoN

In keeping with our policy of constant
evaluation and testing of new products, we

Rl sE\PE II

Atimoi An <6 .-\A R.\

details right down to the last plug and cable.
Our two jail". equipped listening rooms

RONI

ere. \ R( \

• Audio research LS7 line siage preamplifier and VT60 power amp.
New pure valve designs for £4,300 the pair!
This is true high end performance with asensible price tag,
and enough power to drive alt but the most inefficient speakers.
Phone soon to book your demonstration.
SEPTEMBER 1996
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sidelines

A

throwaway
remark
last
month about signal-to-noise
ratios calls for a follow-up.
Ideclared that the dynamic capacity
of 16-bit audio was perfectly
adequate for domestic replay, and
implied (perhaps rather rashly if one
includes
listening
via
sealed
headphones) that at 96dB below
peak level even the recorded sound
of church bells would be inaudible
due to the masking effect of local
background noise. The latter sits at
around
40dB
above
hearing
threshold in the average house, while
an especially quiet domestic room
might just about manage the 30dB
of ahushed concert audience. The
open country at night can descend
to 10dB, but only in asound-proof
room can one reach below the OdB
threshold point.
Having once been involved in the
design of a free- field audiometer
which needed to be calibrated by
reference to the average hearing
threshold of a changing student
sample, Iwell remember the many
trips between
laboratory and
anechoic chamber as the device was
adjusted and fresh subjects instructed
in the art of being quiet. The
chamber was atruly silent place in
which the only sounds heard were
those of one's own heartbeat and
blood pulsing through the head, and
where awrist rubbing against acuff
could be ruinous when trying to
judge whether a low-level tone was
on or off.
As one came out of that place into
what normally passed for a quiet
garden, the background always
seemed deafening. Iremember on
one occasion repeating the test
outside with astudent who had time
to spare, and found that to reach
audibility the test- tones needed
raising by 40dB. And that's the point
of this digression, to illustrate that
the lower regions of our hearing
range are redundant unless one
listens in asound-proof enclosure —
or at 2.00am on the Yorkshire
Moors.
Back in a hi-fi context, and
choosing an improbably extreme
scenario where music peaks to avery
loud 106dB in a room whose
ambience sits at an exceptionally low
30dB, aCD's noise-floor will still be
20dB beneath the local background.
Then,
noting
the
classic
measurements which show that even
the most massively contrasted
musical dynamics sit within a75dB
window, and adding 10dB to
accommodate spurious spikes and/or
the disappearing tails of reverberant
decay, the latter will still fall below
masking threshold before reaching
the CD's lower limit. In other words,
from the dynamic range point of
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view there's simply no case
domestically for going beyond the
96dB afforded by 16-bits, apoint
which numerous correspondents
have asked me to emphasise in view
of all the hype about CD's supposed
limitations in this respect.
Isay ' domestically' deliberately,
however, as professionals clearly
need more room for manoeuvre
when mixing, editing and copying
passages recorded at various levels
on the digital scale, yet needing to
be slipped in anywhere while
remaining well clear of aliasing and
quantisation problems. Thus 16-bits
could represent an extremely difficult
if not impossible compromise right
through the production chain until
the eventual transfer to disc, and is
arguably something of acompromise
even thereafter — apoint that's been
laboured endlessly in recent years.
My object here, though, is to
make it clear that while asampling
rate of 44.1kHz did initially create
real difficulties in achieving a
response to 20kHz without ' ringing'
undulations — leading to the
complexities of multiple oversampling — and although a feu
more bits at the bottom end might
have eased early low-level linearity
problems, the system is blameless
when it comes to accommodating
musical dynamics. Also, the industry
having responded to the reproductive
challenge by evolving appropriate
technologies, it must be said
(notwithstanding current concerns
over jitter) that CD at its best now
performs well enough subjectively to
satisfy any sonically fastidious musiclover not subject to extreme
high-end paranoia or misplaced LP
nostalgia. Except, that is, in the
matter of expanded channel capacity.
which Ibelieve represents hi-fi's way
ahead, and will probably be linked
with a change of digital standards
willy-nilly.
Thus while in my view the
perfectionism behind the High
Quality Audio Disc would push the
proposed medium's parameters
beyond real domestic needs, I
welcome its multi-channel options,
which,
coupled
with
CDcompatibility, point to aviable future
— at least with ' space' enthusiasts
such as myself. It is now 30 years
since Ifirst heard aserious attempt
to recreate aconcert hall atmosphere
at home. Comprising some 4-track
tape recordings made with a 'squarefour' microphone in the Boston
Symphony Hall, this was so
shatteringly real and psychologically
involving that it remains the most
exciting single experience in my hifi life. And now at last there's areal
prospect that such things will be on
tap for us all.
John Crabbe

compact disc service
Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing
(up to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone ( 012341 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples ( sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.25 each • MID PRICE: £ 7.75 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £ 5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Rock/pop - Roedelius £ 14.50; George Michael £ 12.95;
The Cure £ 12.75; Ji Cale £ 12.45;
Soundtracks - Panamericana £ 23.95;
Cinema 100 £ 15.25
Jazz - Fusion roundup, James ' Blood' Ulmers £ 14.25
Rock/pop reissues - Larry Graham/Graham Central
Station, Taj Mahal £7.95
Electric Light Orchestra, Lou Rawls £ 5.25

ORDER FORM
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed For £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

Expires

Signature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service,
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
CD Service hoiline

Tel: ( 01234) 741152.
Fax: ( 01234) 742028.
Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where
applicable subject to additional carriage charges.
E&OE
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Mail Order Accessory Specialists
Audio Alchemy
HPA v1.0 Headphone Amp

9 1
(udie
THE HOTTEST HATCHBACK
IN THE HIGH END
The KRELL KAV300i is without doubt the
finest value in amplification in the history of
the high end.
At less than £2,500, the slimline fully remote
integrated device can produce astonishing
results with anything from the Sonus Faber
Concertino up to the Wilson Audio System 5.
A powerhouse of sublety, grace, detail and
sheer communication, the 300i's performance
belies its size.
Telephone Brian Rivas at Pinewood for
enthusiastic - but constructive - advice and a
demonstration. This is the high end's hottest
hatchback - an absolute stormer!
Oh, you want to go further? You've come to
the right place. How about the new
KRELL FPB 300 stereo amplifier? Selfcalibrating and in a very compact chassis,
this fully regulated balanced design eclipses
all previous generations - but that doesn't
mean that all earlier Krells are suddenly
redundant, so no paranoia, please: good
sound is always good sound!
Remember that at Pinewood you not only get
the finest equipment from Absolute Sounds,

11 you desire the same sound quality produced by ahigh perfOrmance, pure class
selnoale power amplifier - then
s-', a, tly

is! ne

11P -1 V 1.0

HP4 v1.0 is I'd' vm/. Because that's

was designed to (lri7 ,
eany pair of headphones

walistie Ii', ils with inmedible musicality. And with the Imumparahle
Ileadlimon Audio Image Pnuessor,

sonic presentation beannes even mow

incerdibly natural and lifelike. Rather than limy dispwate, rather disconnected
sound sono es, music will appear as a natural and expaliSiVe continuum Imm
one side of your head to the other!

The mshical excellence of the HPA v1.0 mug wally be heard to be appreciated.

ONLY £ 49.00
ANALOGUE CORNER
The following list of analogue accessories are all available from us by nail order.
1)111 more importantly this are all highly recommended and used by ourselves!
Super Extatic Carbon Knish

EK95
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AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC-INA-BOX
Many people think that the phono stage in their amplifier is the best you can
expect to get. Wrong! There are lots of off board phono stages to choose from,
most 01 uhich make asignificant improvement on your inboard unit. The Audio
\Ichemy Vac-in-thebox however stands out from the crowd. Not just because you
in custom set it to suit your individual cartridge. or because of its neat design
and off board upgradable power supply. but because of the outstanding value for
money!
At only 4:249.99 this unit is seriously underpriced! We have listened to it up
.1.2„iinst it's other more expensive rivals only to find that the Vac-in-the-box more
than holds it's own.
lf you use agood quality cartridge can you afford not to own one?
Unbelievably only

£249.99 P+P F.O.C.

TDL OWNERS!
Are you gelling the most from your speakers?

the UK's leading importer of esoterica, you
also get an after-sales service that cannot be
bettered.

.e

6viermy

Knights

Broadway Road • Broadway

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

TDL Ultraflex
Recommended by TDL as the best speaker cable for your speakers!!

Available by

MAIL ORDER Exclusively By

. // eee

,
P.Wrelí

For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price List call.

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

Other agencies include:\I ( /.. 1.11 get. Soundstyle, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Audi.. Bib. I
h., washer,
\1.1 \ cll. Ortofon. Sound Organisation. MIT. Sintri•, St.inton, Pursonic.
In. Chord Co. Van den Intl. I.% rit. lVIST. Audio Alf hutin. Senniteiser,
ktuli es. Nlii hell. AKG.

and inam nu it

Tel/Fax: 01608 644954
1Dunthrop Farm Cottage, Heythrop, Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ

Back Issues

Subscriptions

Credit Card Hotline: 0181-686 2599
Fax HOTLINE: 0181-781 0550

Credit Card Hotline: 0181-646 6672
Fax Hotline: 0181-648 4873

o
Back issues

HP-FI

NFWS

Missing avital back number?
Our Back Issues
Service can help!
We can also
photocopy articles
for you

RECOljtVIEW

SUBSCRIBE

W

ecan supply single copies of
most issues from 1992 to
1996; simply cut out or photocopy
the coupon, or write to:- Back
Issues Dept, Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, Link House Magazines
j
Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA,
England. Please make sure that your remittance (sterling
44/
cheque or postal order/international bank draft) is payable to
LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD. We welcome and CAN take credit card
orders by telephone.
PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article (UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies, please quote issue date, author and
title as accurately as possible. Please send requests for photocopies for the
attention of: Sarah Middleton, Editorial Secretary at the above address, not to
the Back Issues Dept.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed binders will help you look after your
copies of Hi-Fi News & Record Review. Each holds 12 issues. Binders cost
just £6.50 inc. UK p&p (overseas £9.00) from our Back Issues department.

AND SAVE
20%!
By subscribing now you could
save up to £7.00 on your
next 12 issues — and they will
delivered directly to your door!
SPECIAL
OFFER

ORDER FORM
Please send me the following back issues:
The following issues are NOT available:
1991: Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jul, Nov, Dec; 1992: Jan, Feb, Apr, Nov, Dec;.
1993: Mar, Apr, Aug, Nov; 1994: Jan.
IIssues:

Prices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows. Please tick postal service
required.
UNITED KINGDOM

£4.00 per copy

EUROPE AIRMAIL

UI

£5.60 per copy [I

OVERSEAS SURFACE

£ 5.60 per copy ZI

OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

£6.20 per copy lj

Please send me

binder(s) Cit- £6.50 or £9.00 (overseas)

NORMAL
PRICE

£27.80

£ 4.80

CI Overseas Surface

£4.00

£42.50

Europe Airmail

£5.60

£44.50

CI Overseas Airmail

£48.40

£60.50

UK

j Ienclose acheque/postal order/international
bank draft payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Or debit my credit card,
Ul Visa

Ul Access

NEws
IIMMAYVIEW

Ul Diners

Mastercard

Credit Card No:
Expiry Date:

Date:

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms
Signature:

.Address

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:
Address:
Postcode

Postcode
Country
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Diners /Amex*
Card No

(pounds sterling) made payable to

Expires
Date:

Signature

Daytime Tel No:
Please start my subscription with the

issue

When completed please send this form to:
Hi -Fi News Subscriptions Dept,
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey, CR4 3HP.
Tel 0181-646 6672. Fax 0181-648 4873
HI609

All orders will be dispatched promptly hut some surface mail deliveries may take ionger than 28 days. Photocopies of this li ,rm are
acceptable. Data proteaioni occastonally we ma, make names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and
services by mail that

believe may be of interea t., our readers. If you would pr2fer not to receive such mailings please tick this box.
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Dream
System!

PREMIER AUDIO
for

Audio Synthesis

You've read the

Chord Company

review - now come

Classé

and hear the system

Custom Design Stands

li)r yourself!

OPA

(See Page 52)

EAD

This is our reference system, together with the RESTEK
Concret CD player. You will also be surprised and delighted to
find real alternatives to the magazines' favourites amongst
other items in our carefully chosen range. Still unchanged are
our A/B home demonstrations — anywhere, buy-back and
guaranteed satisfaction terms.

Exposure
Harbeth
John Shearne
Kora
Mirage

But perhaps the best part is the skilful advice...it's free and
inay save you from costly mistakes. Do ring us.
CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2, Copland, Enlightened Audio
Design, OreIle, RESTEK

Myryad
Orelle
SonicLink
Stands Unique

Turntables: Michell, Stratosphere, Graham ( arm), cartridges
Sumiko Blue Point Special and Transfiguration
..Amplifiers: CAT, Copland, Kora, Lumley, Michell, ()retie,
RESTEK, Tube Technology

Trichord
XTC
Demonstration acilities. Home demonstrations & Free Installation.

Loudspeakers: Harbeth, Keswick, Lumley, Mirage, NEAT,
Sequence, Spendor
Tuners: Magnum Dynalab, RESTEK
Cables: Chord Co.. Cogan Hall. SonicLink, Silver Sounds
Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.

Part Exchange & Used Equipment Available
PLEASE CALL ANYTIME ON

Wakefield ( 01924) 255045

The Right Note — Bath

SERVING THE YORKSHIRE AREA

Chelit

Arlene) - LiirnfryRefer-re-rice - Thiel

.iif}reeeeyy4de.
.1 'he Lumley Reference Stratosphere with the new M250 Monoblock Amplifier
"A MATCH MADE IN HEAVEN"
Compare and Contrast only at
.

.

202 Findon Road, Eindon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex 13\ 14 0E1
Tel: 01903 872288 or 084,11hU0001 af,er hours

VIIMWIWZMM

(01225) 874728

Fax: 01903 8722:14

l'art exchange welcome - Easy parking

›.,

VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH
Telephone for current Iligh End Used Equipment List

- Jilt"

Leigern -Qtrerti

HORN

1

3

IMMORTAL
Hear KL1PSCH for yourself in: Avon 01934 520248/01272
Herts 01923 856497. Kent 01303 256860. London (W1) 0171
Northants 01604 37871. Notts/Lincs 01777 870372. Oxon
364500/01745 343060. W. Mido 0121 429 2811/455 01667/7.12

KLIF`SCI1 'II-IX
WEST

END

STY-I,E

Loricraft Audio
Specialists in Garrard, Thorens and SME

Supply and service of ( larrard. 111orens and other high quality turntables
using genuine and manufactured parts to original specifications. Also
manufacturers of the worlds finest plinths for Garrard 301/401 and Thorens
TD124
Manufacturer of dedicated power supplies for Garrard 301/401 and
Thorens TD 124 ( review copies available)
We are happy to quote on any aspect of high quality equipment, electronic,
electrical and mechanical.
Loricraft high quality record cleaning machmes as used by the professionals.
Please send for details.

heatherdaWaol.corn
Don't miss out on that bargain. vidt our hoirepage on:
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm

JJ

4 Big laite. Goose Green. Lambourn. Berks 1-2(;16 7M)

New 1996 catalogue available. Fax/Ansaphone:

01488 72267
LOUDSPEAKERS

SC

SOUND FORESIGHT
686005. Bucks 01296 28790. Cheshire 01925 828900. Cornwall 01209 612260. Hants 01730 895194.
486 8262. ( NW3) 0171 431 7423. ( NW6) 0171 794 7848. Middx 0181 892 7613. N. Ireland 01232 403634.
01865 247783. Scotland 01381 620655. Suffolk 01284 724337. Sussex 01903 872288. Wales 01978
01234/354 2311, 01203 525200. Worcs 01384 444184. Yorks 01302 781387. UK Distributor 0121 430 7817

•

WEST END HOME THEATER,
Kel- WEST ONE 0171 486 8262

udio Amateur

Power Amp
Projects

ACCESSORIES CLUB

CALLING ALL SOLDER HEADS
of the fourth edition from 1952/3,
it runs to around 1500 pages. But
luckily for us, it's been reissued not
as atree-waster but as aCD-ROM.
This massive work is 'for the benefit
of all who have an interest in the _
design and application of radio àleiget2Celftlal
receivers or audio amplifiers'. A snip at £69.95. What CD-ROM

Ever aware of the increasing number of solder-head readers, we've
decided to seek out even more in the way of DIY fodder. This
month, acouple of weighty volumes of the classic variety, though
one enjoys an interesting new twist.
First up is another volume of reprints from Audio Amateur
Press, this time 26 articles on power amplifier building culled
from Audio Amateur. Power Amp Projects (£ 19.95) contains all
manner of designs published between 1970-1989, tubes to
MOSFETs, all-new to revived classics. Among the authors are
Arthur R Bailey, Nelson Pass and Emo Borbely. If you don't
have access to a complete run of Audio Amateur or if you just
want acollection of some of the most interesting DIY projects
gathered together in one volume, this one's amust.
Probably the most dense tome ever offered by us is F Langford
Smith's Radiotron Designer's Handbook. A reprint
•

•

•

• •••• •

• • •• • •

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic
brick' in ablack-ash box
£22.95
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil stepup transformer: £ 9.95
HFN1RR 005 Spikes: timber U steel H
inc fixing kit, set of 8,
£ 10.25
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33 1
/, & 45rpm
power supply, for most synchronous turntables (specify type); black-ash case £ 1.95
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack!
0.95_
HFN1RR 009 Headcase: headphone
amp; 40mW Class A unit allows use of
headphones at line level; black-ash case;
220/240V for only
£81.95 E
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V
mains filter, 5A rating
£25.95
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
satin black Medite, stackable, supplied kd.
LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 E
CD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.001
singles unit ( 200)
£49.00
4-high CD unit
£86.00 _
CD 4base unit
£96.00 t__J
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting
two-level turntable support complete
with two shelves; black finish
£59.95 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
the very latest
£ 2.95 ii
HFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
£ 9.95
•headphone output
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
bin xbin x3mm
£12.95
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves:
50, £.95
100, £18.95 LI; 500 £86.951:1
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:

does for this work is make it not just easier to handle and house
but to use. A detailed index lets you home in on any topic with a
mouse-click, and you can print out relevant pages. Bundled with
the CD is Adobe Acrobat, for guaranteed success under Windows
3.1 (or the dreaded '95) and a 386 or better. Icouldn't get it to
hang once. Absolutely essential for all but the most learned of
circuit designers.
Ken Kessler

IlF711"1111M1111\

• I-1i r:.-1-1•M 7.1 al ;
•
Mid•àlelld•Manildeld.

50, £ 19.95 _ 100, £ 8H 500, £180 L
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50,
LI 100, £9D 500, £40 El
CD Jewel Cases (
packs of 10):
standard, 5in complete £. 50 U
5in outer
slimline 5in £6.50111
double jewel case, complete (each) £. 75 U
5in clear protective sleeve (pack of 5) 75p El
Slim Double: 5for £5.45 L
Kontak cleaning kit. new formula: £ 14.95 L
Tweek: contact enhancer
£16.95 L
Books Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's
paperback, our own reference book £14.95 E
High Performance Loudspeakers
4th ed: Martin Colloms
£33.95 LI
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each Li
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 LI
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner
£16.95 E
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 L
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 El
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 O
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley
£19.95 LI
Search For Musical Ecstasy by
Harvey Rosenberg
£24.95 Ei
Principles of Electron Tubes by
Herbert JReich
£29.95 D
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95 L
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander
£24.95 D
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill
Finyl: CD fluid; starter pack
100 discs for £ 5.25 E 200 discs

£39.95 IrJ
£49.95 D
£ 12.50 U
£25.95 III

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address
Postcode

Tel:

Cheque postal order enclosed for L
.
,
Accessories Club
Please charge my AccessNisaiDiners/Amex'

(pounds sterling) made payable to HFN RR

ElFE

My card number

'

' ""

Isopod: ultimate cone - ceramic; 3 £ 2.95
Michell Tenderfeet: Michell's original ' ally'
isolators; set of 3; small £. 95 D large £. 95
Art graphite dampers
set of 3 £ 4.95
set of 4£69.95 LI
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £.95 L
Michell Banana plugs gold on
brass 4-way plugs; 2pairs £. 951
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
reduce levels of electromagnetic interference
sm all pair (4.5mm diameter max) £ 11.951
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £ 2.951
Ringmat: 2mm £27.50 LI 2.4mm £30.00 L
3mm Mk11 £40.00 L
Sovtek Valves:
ECC83 £4.35 Li
EL84 £2.60 U GZ34 £ 10.60 D 6L6 £4.50 L
6550 £ 15.40 D ICT66 equivalent £6.70 L
EL84M £6.50 El 6SN7GT £2.60 E
EF86 £3.60 LI ECC88 £5.35
Dividers: 25 at £11.25: LP LI CD _ Single
Bib automatic CD cleaner: £ 14.95 L
Harmonix CD Foils: 8per pack £ 17.95 L.
Recommended LP & CD titles:
Accessories Club library
please send for full free book list
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each L
Pre-amp (small signal): all types OM each
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each::
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 L_
The Tube Checker
£4491
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £ 199 O ready built machine
£369 E
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board)£269 El
Deluxe kit (inc enclosures) £399 D
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 D
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 L
Decca London tone arm
£99
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 E
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD £ 12.95 L.
£12.95
Decca Mk 3Brush
£49.95 L
Rockbase Plus CD-ROM
£14.95 E
CD Savers (pack of 10)
XLO/Reference Rec Test CD
£24.95
£47.50 O
Ringtnat

Expiry date
Signature
Please send girders to IfFN RR Acce,,orie, Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, N1K-10 MI. Delivery subject to availability. All
priies Include postage. Non- UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non- EEC , ale. are VA .1
.
-free. Accessories Club
.
i]
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Power Artzp Projects
£19.951
01231 712 02it. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. TIca, ddere
INC.:SAD:V.
E&01'.
Radiotron
Handbook CD ROM £69.95 L

1141h2 Fax:
.
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Country Music International is the
1111's premier country music magazine

CU
SHANIA
TWAIN
NM IIt es.

II '. NI)
S FILL

Featuring all the latest UK and
Irish news, interviews with the
biggest names in country music,
plus the latest albums and live
shows reviewed and rated.

Ntl• ,.'

BR5-49
GILLIAN WELCH
DILLY DEAN
ROCKABIUY SPECIAL
MIR

August issue
on sale July 25
76 pages of pure country
every month

SUBSCRIPTION CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: 0181 597 7335

Clearly better.
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with :he seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be: ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable ' sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or 'coloured' but truly transparent. Transparent cables are
available row and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materais,
high standard of construct on and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Bask, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standard phono and balanced (XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio deaiers.

PLUS
niglipalerlf Cable

MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

Absolute Sounds Ltd

Ai

58 Durham Road

London SW20 ODE

Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962

PLUS

"Rename,* Cobb
CO
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'Stereo is a
sham from
beginning to
end. It
doesn't
matter
where the
microphones
are placed'

HDCD ( SLIGHT RETURN)
Dear Sir, In his article ' Listening to
HDCD' [
HFNIRR, June '96],
Martin Colloms makes agreat deal
of his perception of the ' diluted
rhythm and sense of timing' which
he ascribes to HDCD. Ibelieve he
is mistaken in both his perception
and his explanation of it. Rhythm
and timing are in the hands of the
musicians who make the music.
Recording and replay either capture
this accurately or not. The
reproduction can add or take away
sound information affecting our
perception of reality of the lack of it
but its hard to see how the rhythm
or timing of the music can be
changed thereby.
Any critic who admits grudgingly
to hearing ' beautiful high fidelity'
but then blames the same for its
lack of ' liveliness, vitality and
performance communication'
should question his deduction.
How can he know the level of
liveliness and vitality there actually
was in the music — unless he was
at the recording session?
Isuspect the liveliness deemed to
be missing has nothing to do with
HDCD. Let me cite an example: a
short wave radio commentary can
sound incredibly exciting,
substantially due to the rising and
falling hash of spurious background
noise which makes our nerves stand
on edge whilst our brains try to
decipher the sound we want to
make sense of. A lot of exciting or
lively hi-fi sound has spurious
components which when removed
make the sound seem
extraordinarily relaxed and clean by
comparison.
Have you never had the
experience of going to aconcert
and being amazed when the
orchestra strikes up at the clean
sound — stripped down to the bare
essentials? The truth is, hi-fi buffs
have an expectation about hi-fi
sound with its bloom and its buzz.
Reality can sound lean by
comparison.
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Martin has however noted alot
more about HDCD sound than
what he perceives as lack of rhythm
and liveliness and if we examine his
text objectively and re-arrange his
words, we can easily draw an
entirely different conclusion thus:
Whilst HDCD did suffer a ' mild
crowding of layers near the front of
the stereo image' and there seemed
to be ' amild thickening or clouding
of tone in the 800Hz range' giving a
'mild coloration', nevertheless the
overall effect is of ' an uplift in
quality, genuinely more natural,
more like the original... sweeter,
better focused... delicate sparkle...
greater dynamic range... low levels
quieter, deeper... more spacious
soundstage, increase in ambience,
more air around the
instrumentalists'
After all that you might expect a
big bouquet. Not abit of it.
Martin concludes disappointedly: 'I
hope the losses will be addressed
and the system will ultimately
deliver all that it originally
promised.'
Well if it promised even more
than it now delivers — what the
hell! — it delivers avery great deal
already and if there's any more to
come that will indeed be abonus.
As Quad so aptly put it all those
years ago ' for the closest approach
to the original sound' — 50 years
on we are now considerably closer
than we were and with HDCD we
surely take another step towards
that elusive goal.
Jon Finlayson, East Barnet,
MONO MANIA
Dear Sir, In your April issue Iread
GA Sergeant's letter saying he finds
mono the best way to achieve high
fidelity. He must be athrowback or
dead on.
John Crabbe in May quite clearly
demonstrates why stereo will never
achieve its goals. However, he
neglects to reach the logical
conclusion that mono is the most
linear way to reproduce sound.
Stereo is asham from beginning
to end. It doesn't matter where the
microphones are placed. All the
placement concepts have major
technical faults, all very well
documented.
Indeed, no stereo speakers can
accurately reproduce stereo
recordings, they can only add
distortions on the distortions.
There is asolution.
Recording with one microphone
eliminates all the faults of stereo
and lets the sound, not the
locations of the sounds, become the
star.
It takes just one speaker and one
amp to reproduce the mono

microphone accurately. The result
is sound that matches reality closer
than any other system.
Now before you make fun of
mono, remember, one half of your
system is mono. Make the most of
it. Use aY chord merging both
channels into one amp and one
speaker for ataste of mono. Play
your stereo recordings, Yes, it will
actually improve the sound of your
stereo recordings.
Also, for the same money as a
stereo system, amono system lets
you buy ahigher quality speaker
and amp.
I've been ahappy monophile for
five years.
Yours in mono, just like every
live unamplified sound in life,
Bruce Nilson, New Jersey
LET ME READ DAT AGAIN...
Dear Sir, Some months ago ['Views
Too', Feb ' 96] you published a
letter from me extolling what I
considered to be the virtues of
DAT as an adjunct to adomestic
hi-fi system.
Ihave now been delivered a
somewhat salutary shock. One of
the NiCad batteries Iacquired
with my TCD-D3 DAT Walkman
expired, so Iwent to my local Sony
shop with aview to ordering a
replacement. The price in the Sales
Catalogue was given as £ 54.99. I
knew that the TCD-D3 had been
superseded, but Iwas completely
unprepared for what followed. Over
the telephone, Sony's Sales
department revealed that the
batteries had also been
discontinued, which seemed to
imply that all the DAT Walkmans
in use (is this the correct plural
form?) would eventually be
rendered virtually useless as field
recorders.
However Sony did offer alifeline.
The batteries could be purchased
through their Spares Department.
'Spares' were quite happy to help;
the battery was available for around
£68 plus VAT: £81.
This seems to me to be
tantamount to either extortion or
blackmail. You either pay, or your
£500 recorder can go into acarboot sale! Sony have not only got
me over abarrel, they are beginning
to undo my belt and zipper!
Dennis Chapman, Wiltshire
Chris Baker of Sony replies:
Batteries actually are still available
through shops at the original price;
in case of difficulty, shops can order
supplies from Tracy Nanan, the
product manager. (Batteries sold
from the Spares Department are
more expensive owing to adifferent
price structure.)
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Sale

List

k1.0 PL 1000 Mains Lead Ex Dem.
Various . In, lengths............ (40 each
XL0 Reference Mains
Various lengths. .... £60 each

£61
£ 125

Sound Org. Sound Style
Tripod EQ stands Various...

LPOA

Interconnects.Varmus.

Riff and UMIKNI. Comer

Sale

Vitarox AK 157 (Alnico) IS Bass units x2 Refurb
Vita.. S2 (Alnico) Refurb x2. 110dB. (
1870 new)

(550 each

Beyrna CP 140 MR Pressure Unit > 2 ( 110dB)
Beyrna CP 16 HF.Bullet x4 110dB

£70 each

8x USSR 694G New
Gauss 1502 HE x2 110 dB

CIS each
£150 each

Cray Motors Campaign Bus ( 140 dB 11)
Sale Items

Sale

Rote) Mich, RHQ 10

£490

SME VTonearm

£900

Aucholab 8000A
( 3S0
HORNING Agathon Oak to Dein £ 3000

£500 each
£40 each

(MA
List
£995
£1400
£500
£3555
£2600

HORNING Aristophane-Mahog Ex D £ 1600
MICROMEGA Stage 2 Ex Dern £ 425

£750

MICROMEGA Stage 3

£900

£525

Border Patrol 3008 SE ( special) £ 3000
Audio Innovations 5.500

£490

Audio Innovations 6700 Ex Dem

£700

Audio Innovations 5.1000

£900

Audio Innovations 61000 SE Ex D £1500
Audio Innovations SI000 MCT £ 300
Apogee Centaur Minor

£400

Monitor Audio MA 800 ( Rosewd)VGC £ 290
Spender LS35A • Slate Audio Stands £ 400
Orto)on MC3000 ( worn out) £ 100
Concordant Excelsior £ 600
Alphason Sonata Atlas PS • HRIOOMCS £ 700

£4500
£1200
£1200
£1750
C2500
L450
£1350
£800
£700
£1040
£1500

SME 3009 Mk2 Improved ( PH) £60
SME 3009 ( Der. Head) £130
Leak Stereo 20

£ 350

Monarchy Audio MIE DAC New £ 600
Dali 104MS New

£800

-Slight Cabinet Damage ( 94dB) £400

(650

Linn LKI00

£465

£ 210

Audio for the first time buyer and seasoned enthusiast.
A wide range of interesting products some mainstream - some unusual - all serious.
UK Distributor - HORNING, UK Agent - LOWTHER
World Wide Distributor - LIVING VOICE,VITAVOX
BORDER PATROL • AUDIO NOTE • UNISON • WADIA
Visa Amex Mastercard
DEFINITIVE AUDIO : Tel/Fax (00 44) (0)115 9813562

Alón Loudspeakers
Range from the Alon
Petite at £995 through
to the formidable
Alon V MkII at £4,800
and the flagship
Phalanx at £18,000.

Boulder Amplifiers
Range from the 102M at
£3,200 to the 500M at £5,000
with matching pre-amps
the L3AE at £2,100 to the
L5M at £3,800

HERE'S WHAT THE AMERICAN PRESS SAY ABOUT THESE PRODUCTS
Fl MAGAZINE

STEREOPHILE

The Alon V MkII proved to be an unusually realistic transducer.
...These speakers are all but impossible to audition.
Arthur SPfeffer
STEREOPHILE
The Alon ( V MkII) provides the potential for sound that is very
near the state of the art. Russell Novak
STEREOPHILE
The Petites peform well out of their price class. They are
extraordinarily expressive. Not just articulate and precise,
which they are in spades, but sublimely capable of
communicating. Wes Philips

The most natural amp I've used. D.A.S.
J.G.H. Feeling the boulder to be the most accurate amplifier
he's heard.
The highs are smooth but not sweet, the midrange was
nothing short of remarkable, the 500AE ( M) has asuperbly
powerful well defined and extended base.
Highly recommended.
LL. SS. JGH. would argue for class A rating for the 500AE(M)

But please don't take their word for it call us for details of
your nearest dealer, listen and decide for yourselves.
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME

gOUND
52 Milton Road
London SW14 8JR
TEL: 0181 255 6868
FAX: 0181 255 6869

views too
RETURN TO BASS
Dear Sri-,John Taylor's letter
regarding the unacceptable sound
of jazz bass recording [
HFNIRR
July ' 96] brings up more points to
consider than just microphone
placement and the use of electric
pick ups.
Recording on to amulti-track
desk allows engineers to ensure that
there is maximum separation
between instruments, and to tweak
it all abit to ensure that each
instrument can be heard with
absolute clarity. However
sympathetic to jazz an engineer is,
and as much as he aims for a
rhythm section sound, he has to
aim for that separation and I
suspect that hi-fi listeners are guilty
of creating back pressure on
engineers to separate rigorously.
The musicians and music have
changed too, of course. Jazz bass
masters, even comparatively
recently, saw their role as being
part of arhythm section, essentially
playing time as well as harmony
and modesty was part of their style.
But the new generation of bass
players like Eddie Gomez, Scott La
Faro and Charlie Haden created
new levels of virtuoso playing and it
became sensible to bring them
forward into the front line, for
ensemble playing and longer solos
(which is not to say the new
players can't retreat to being part of
arhythm section, they just have a
bigger canvas).
The other point of consideration
is that so many barriers have come
down between jazz and rock,
(witness Weather Report, Miles
Davis and so on) and jazz and
classical music (where young
British musicians like lain Balamy
and Django Bates are dallying with
classical ensembles), that young
bass players are now substantially
exposed to amuch wider, certainly
less pigeonholed range of styles,
including 'in your face' but
technically very capable rock bass
players. It's all understandable but,
to us oldies, abit worrying that in
these days when almost nothing in
music is simply implied, can that
musician, the understated but still
essential rhythm bass player, find a
place?
Why walk when you can run?
K Ellis, Middlesex
PROJECTED LONGEVITY
Dear Sir, The Mark IV designation
reflects driver transition of your
Meister full range speaker project,
[HFNIRR Nov ' 82] and nowadays
temptingly offered by Falcon with
an active filter option. One needs
pop-free amps when firing straight
into the drivers without the barrier
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of apassive filter intervening. Six
amps are required and despite
Maplin's claim that the
TDAI514A based slave unit
(which they offer at areasonable
price) is muted at switch-on, I
found it necessary to utilise one of
their speaker monitor kits for each
stereo pair, in addition to a
dedicated mains spur. The active
PCBs need asteel box amongst
other simple precautions to avoid
RFI, such as radio Moscow
superimposed over Beethoven.
Even with my less than average
hearing the audio seems much
sharper and the midrange appears
to benefit from isolation in ' its' own
cubicle. Speakers and amps cost
about agrand including black
economy joinery and used with
output from Kopemikus works out
cheaper than buying CDs. The
advert of ADR and DAB can only
enhance the investment and even
the redundant BBC type monitors
are doing good service in surround
sound of the Dolby amp.
Hugh Haines, Moorside
ALMOST PERFECT
Dear Sir, Many thanks for sending
me copies of the March and May
issues of HFNIRR. In view of the
constant pressures under which
journalists work I'm not at all
surprised that acouple of errors
occurred in Eric Shallow's original,
very appreciative letter. Ibelieve
that in the corrections given in the
May issue reference 5should read:
`Notes on Nelson Sound
Installations, Private
Communication, Oct. 1963.' No
doubt Mr Shallow will also inform
you of this slip.
IBaxandall, Worcester
AC GETS THE OK
Dear Sir, Several of my friends have
encouraged me to write to you an
comment on Ben Duncan's
excellent article published in the
March 1996 issue of HFNIRR
relating to AC, and pointing out
previously undiscussed problems
that can cause sonic degradation. I
applaud BD's work in this area.
Iam aretired theoretical
physicist, super conductivity expert
who happens to love music. My
experience has been developing
processes to solve many of the
exact problems he outlined in his
article for the US Military — many
of these processes are still classified.
Based upon recently declassified
data, my experience and research
I've developed adevice that
removes most spurious artefacts
from AC ( 50Hz, 60Hz, 400Hz).
The device is totally unique to the
audio world as they are fabricated

from ceramics and certain rare
earth metals. The principle for
removing the unwanted artefacts
from AC is predicated upon
quantum physics, the relationship
between atoms being excited,
moving to ahigher energy state,
and returning to original state, the
absorption factors of certain rare
earth metals and increases of
velocity of propagation of the
device as awhole.
It took over six years of research
to develop adevice (many failures
along the way), small enough and
inexpensive enough to warrant
limited production. The newly
developed device has been
extensively tested and will be
introduced for general sale to highend dealers and reviewers in the
San Francisco Bay area.
The first item offered for sale will
be aunit consisting of twelve
electrical outlets — suggested retail
is $ 1090. I've also developed a
smaller, individual purification
modules for OBMs. The smaller
individual modules are designed to
handle and purify lower ampere
requirements. They are especially
effective on digital equipment such
as DACs. I'm presently developing
aunit for high ampere draw
amplifiers. Please keep up your
important and informative work.
JBybee, San Mateo, California
UTILE RED BOOK
Dear Sir, There is talk at present of
`super-CD' formats such as DVD,
as music carriers. It would seem
that one big disadvantage in this
would be to make many of our
substantial CD collections
obsolete. May Itherefore suggest
that developments effort be
devoted, rather, to improving the
performance that can be extracted
from ' red book' CDs? (Also of
course Idoubt that recorded music
retailers will want to stock yet
another format.)
There would seem to be great
potential for 16 bit, 44.1 kHz
information to be enhanced
through data manipulation and
extraploration techniques, such as
`noise shaping', Pioneer's ' Legato
Link' and so on to intelligently
synthesise extra information that is
needed and give as complete as
possible arevelation of the original
performance. Such techniques are
probably only at present in their
infancy, and their cost, reliability
improve given afew years
development by some of the major
electronics manufacturers.
Ithink this might prove abetter
investment for the future compared
to any new ' Super-CD' format.
D Smith, Milton Keynes
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01509 218254

55 Main Street,
Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477

Open: Tues Sat 10am to 6pm
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the best systems deserve the best advice
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To Advertise
in this section
contact Duncan on
0181 686 2599
Ext. 444

AVAILABLE

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
CABLETALK, CHORD CO. DENON,
EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM, REGA,
ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE
Now

in our second fruitful year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
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Grahimur is the best place to buy quality
hi-fl equipment in London de £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the same as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
Record- cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheelchair access.

"One of the five best
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Service Dept

Chantry Audio

Mon-Sat 9.30 — 5.30

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
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UNILET

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Theld, Epos, Copelond, Hi .Q, Pink A. Audio Research, Micromega,
>4E, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruork, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michel', Lumley, Creek,

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

',onus Faber, Denor, Celestion, dpo. Reno, Ortokon, Rose -emuch more

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

Sound & Vision

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

'6-18A Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Nework, Notts NG22 OUI
Telephone 10 ,777) 870372 Facsiroile 1017771 870437

* Three demonstration rooms

* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities

NORFOLK

UNILET SOUND & VISION

The Old School
School Road. Bracon Ash
tI Near Norwich. Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

HI-FI & TV

LANCASHIRE

82 The High Street
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Basically Sound of Norfolk

Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022
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•

AVI •

AUDIO •

Newhaven

Road

Edinburgh ERG 55G

3963

SOUTH COAST

(:7hoose from
•the finest

(

effees

GREATER MANCHESTER

01257 473175

NAIN

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

Ties -Sat.900am-5.30mn

HULL

AND MANY MORE

OPA

MARANTZ •

0131 - 555

54 Chapel Street, Chorley

SELECTION

BEST

SOUNDS •
ALCHEMIST

PR VATE LISTENING ROOM • FREE HOME INSTALLATION

ARC 0M
AUDIOLAB
AUDIO INNOVATION,
AUDIO N,
ALCHEMIST
131rW
BOSTON
CABLE TALK
THE CHORD CO.
OKA,
DENSEN
DENON
EPOS
EXPOSURE
HEYBROOK
IMPULSE
EAR
MICHELL
1410100E GA
MUSICAL TECHNOL041
MYRYAD SYSTEMS
NAD
ONIX
PIONEER
REL
ROIEL
ROTO
RUARK
SHEARNE AUDIO
SUGDEN
SPENDOR
SONIC LINK
TEAC
TDL
TUBE TECHNOLOGY

194

Y. \ I, 11015111 \ I

24-26 UNION STREET,
MAIDSTONE ME14 lED
Tel: 01622 676703
Fax: 01622 676723

82
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ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

studio
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A fresh approach to the World of Specialist

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
Sint lost of full range of speakers and
i•loi tronks for ail major manufac turers.
Please phone lot details.
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John Sheame. SME. Max. S>stenuiek. T 04- . Yamaha
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Alicromega. Mission. Musical Technolog). N A.D..
`;.ikainiclii. Pink Triangle. Pioneer. Rel. Rotel. Ruark.

Specialists)
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\ IC . Audiolab. Ambon. B&SS I rile.
Cli:511011. LICI1011. Exposure. Kes. Marant,

:1 na foc/ 2ludio
849 High Road, London NI2
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Hi -Fi shops in the world"
GRAHRMS HI-FI

..,
'
4N131)10
NR

audio

Grahams

Si' ' NOS 15101F

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd (01273) 609431 =ri
,
r-1
EASTBOURNE Green St (01323) 731336
U2*Z:zur
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
night Wednesday - 8.00 pm • Closed Mondays

Free Parla?)

specialist guid
SUFFOLK

WEST SUSSEX

WORTHING AUDIO

ea rai 90 ,e-49 .a

20 11 \II II (, 11EPRECIM 1,1%0RIHIM, \\ ESI SLSSEX BN1I ILA
Telephone: (0903) 212133
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE
BEST SOUND SYSTEMS IN THE SOUTH

signals
‘,.
eextux,,.,ittge

• FRIENDLY ADVICE • THREE YEAR GUARANTEES
• I \ SY PARKING • OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY, 10am to 6pm
• LATE NIGHT WEDNESDAY, 7.30pm

hi-fl for grown-ups

Ira include: Arcam. Audio Teehniea, Clear Audio. Creek. Exposure.
Kinshaw Electronics, Marante, Naim Audio. °relic. Origin Live, Restek. Ruark.

tel / fax ipswich 01473 622866
m
bi le
0802
17 6 3 19

Sennheiser. Target. TDL. Thorens. Tripod and many more.

WORCESTERSHIRE

HronsHAn HIM

powerreatu*

•SIJPPLIÉRS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

LYN

Barite ( Mr

tr

11 \ c,N1-.11. 1N 1R - WADIA • VAC - TE 1C - S.O. \ COUSTIT'S
tNISI/N RESEARCH • OPERA - FA NI % RE n \ FRS - ROSE
ERR GRAVIS SUBWOOFERS • ATI Ill 11IS
r.• \ ME: - TALK
PERRE % UV - MICREN . 14 VTIN I11 so\ - GENESIS
hill 1011 - ‘ i00) ( \
humid\ I1\ - III \SHOOK

(:)10

.; I I ' I
1.1i1.1

Aanyor Audio • Full
'
range Inc. Aude Phystc SpeakerS
L FD Amploficalmn • DACS - Cables. Essex Audio
Sequence Design Watt Speakers.
Audio Alchemy. Proceed. Polk. Van- den hill
Specialist Engineering Dept Upgrades
Consultancy. Custom Design

I •• SIM.I.k1111›.

I
P-1R1

1I.

in , I,
HAMA..

I

Fik(11.111 -

Milt\ 11. -1>ar AND REPAIRS

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
Cyrus. Floksan. Micromega, Auchonole. Audtolab, Rega,
Arcarn, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotel, ATC.
Marantz and other fine equipment

DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

OPEN MON - SAT 10ANI - 7PNI
28 QUEENS WAY HORSHAM WEST SUSSEX
TEL/FAX: 1014031 251587 OR 108311 418619

Telephone: 01527 - 873766 Daytime
Telefax: 0121 - 445 - 5057 Eves

SOUTH WEST

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

& WALES
YORKSHIRE

WEST MIDLANDS

audio e cellence

s

MUSIC
MATTERS

WHERE

LATEST ARRIVALS

THE

MUSIC

Bristol

MATTERS

Cardiff

65 Park Street
Bristol BST 5PB

1346 Crwys Road
Cardin CF2 4NR

(01179) 264975

(01222) 228565

Gloucester

Swansea

58 Bristol Road
Gloucester GL1 5S1)
101452) 300046

9high Street

Swansea SA1 1LE

Audio Reflections
DISCOVER ACCURACY IN FIDELITY
On permanent demonstrator exclusively nYorkshire and the Nonh
East of England—ATC: SCM10, SC1420, SCP420 Tower, SC/450A and
SCM100A. ATC, AV International, Bryston Amphhers, Castle York, Chester &
Howard. Concordant, Chameleon Amps. Chord SKI Power Amplifiers,
Equinox. Hartle Acoustics, JPW, Sequence Loudspeakers. Marantz, Sumo
Gyrodec. Men Ortolon premier range. SME. Spender. Target, TEAC.
Townshend Setsmc Smk, Q.E.D. van den Hut The Flre & The Second Cables.
Demonstrations by arrangement in LEEDS. or in your own home without
odigalion For Luther details contact JOHN BLEAKLEY. Phonsfax
Leeds (0113) 2528850 (
evening calls welcome)
i'ar. Exchange and Second Hand Equipment eyed:.

TEAC® ..., spendor o
ft
Ba a- a' Sau ,0

(01792) 474608

,

CHORD SPA3200 & SPM1200B PRE- POWER, MERIDIAN
DSP6000 SPEAKER SYSTEM, 565AC-3 SURROUND

ACOUSTIC

SOR, 557 POWER AMP, 518 DIGITAL PROCESSOR AND 566 20BIT DAC.,
DYNAUDIO RANGE OF SPEAKERS, EPOS E522, SPENDOR

AND

SPEAKERS,

CLEARANCE & SECOND
HAND SALE
OUR VERY SUCCESSFUL SALE NOW
MEANS WE HAVE A NEW LIST.

irl

ri LAST SU

,

II COMPA:\

3 OEM ROOMS AV.
HOME DEMS., 0% CREDIT
FREE INSTALLATION
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • AUDIO LAB
DENON • MARANTZ • RUARK
MON TO SAT 9.00 to 600, TUE 9.00 to 8.00

SERVICE DEPT

OF THE NEW BARGAINS
AVAILABLE.

352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY CRO 7AF
Telephone 0181 654 1231/2040 Facsimile: 0181 655 3922

LASE NOTE 0111? NEW OPENING TIMES
Ill N1/11 'Il) SVIVRDAY 10am TILL 530pm.
I ir Il \ BM! THURSDAY TILL 7pm.

Branches al:

a Birmingham : 363 liagley Road.
1.:dgbaston. Tel: 0121 429 2811
a Solihull : 93-95 Hobs Moat Road.
Tel: 0121 742 0254
a Stourhridge : 156/157 Lower
High Street. Tel: 01384 444184
-Demonstrations By AppointmentII
8

LA.ILADIJULIJ

SPALDINGS

PLEASE SEND AN S.A.E. FOR AN UPDATE

PI

ING ,NWIS

SURREY

ALCHEMIST MAXIM, NEMESIS AND FORSETI AMPLIFIERS,
PRO-AC SPEAKERS, ROYD SQUIRE & DOUBLET
QUAD 77 RANGE

•CHORD416)
-_

PROCES-

UNMET

Sound & Vision

W ould

you like to hear more

0-91.4.4zei.e»
.
PIRc_)J ECTS

8.1C•11,1•1101.1(.11,

0 1 1 3

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Free Parking
* Open 10-4 every Sunday
*

UNMET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

2

1...”111C.
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THE HI-FI
STUDIOS
SUGDEN. ROAC. RJARK. ALCHEMIST AUDIO ALCHEMY. ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS
aPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE. HOLM, TEAC. IMPULSE HORNS. APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT TRICHORD RESEARCH. HEYBROOK. MONITOR AUDIO. HARRETH, KEW):
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS. MICHELL ENGINEERING IFULL RANGE). SME, UNISCN
STAX EECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES CR DEVELOPMENTS VALVES), ART AUK!
41ALVES). REL ,ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS). PROJECT, NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON.
•EvED 197 Y!,'>,^. 9,KLIPSCH HOME CINEMA PRO-LOGIC DEMONSTRATIOU

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday
SEPTEMBER 1996

HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

specialist guide
WEST MIDLANDS
•3HiFi

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
SPA
EPOS
MAD BOSSAS ROGERS

Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
• Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

3

HiFi for those with
an eye for Quality

Sharing the ASDA Carpark
with ample free puking.
Off High Street, Bloawich,
Nr. Walull, West Midlands

CHORD NAIM KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSC,APOLLO A.T. AUDIO ALCHEMY AUDIO OUEST
eaw BOSE EWER CABLE TALK CHORD COMPANY cycles
EXPOSURE EEC FILFEREHCE
KENWOOD MARANTZ
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
HOTEL SENNHLISER SONY SUMISO SYSTEMDEK TARGET TUL TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN NUL YAMAHA

STEVE

Iatc night I. rut,

11
1C

neat
sugden
ukd-opera

HANNAH

unison research

AUDIO

stemfoort

slate audio
jm lab

WALSALL

Opcn 6 Days. 9arat • 6pnt

WELL ENGINEERED PRODUCTS FOR
ACCURATE SOUND REPRODUCTION FROM:
ARUM, ATC, AUD1OQUEST, AUDIO TECHN1CA, AVI, DRYER, CABLE TALK,
CASTLE, CHORD, (RD (VALVE), DENON, DUAL, KL1PSCH, MICHELL, NAKAMICHI,
ORTOFON, QED, QUAD, REVOX, SENNHEISER, SEQUENCE DESIGN SME.,
SPENDER, TARGET, TEK, TEL, THORENS, TR1OLOGY (VALVE) etc., Keith Monks
Record Cleaning Machine.

FIVE WAYS HI- FIDELITY LTD

(
Est. 1972)
12 ISLINGTON ROW, EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 115 11.1).
01 21 - 455 0667 ( CLOSED mimeos)

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage, Chord Company. Classe
Cable Talk. EAD, Exposure. Kora , Harbeth. Myryad, D.P.A
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique.
XTC & many Others

PREMIER AUDIO
:Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Installais
By Appointment Tel: Lakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

01922 640300
PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

Al Series 800 anniversary limited edition amplifier, mint. £ 1.050; Dail 1045, reworked definitive
audio, highly sensitive 94DB punchy. floorstanders. mint, £450, both three months old,
Tel/Fax: Anthony, 01790 753151 ( H0221)
Oracle Delphi MKI turntable, all packaging but
no arm, £550: Modsquad Phono Drive, MC or MM
phono equalisation unit or phono only Class A control unit. £250 Tel: 01793 771286 eves, ( H0220)
Nakamichi DR1 cassette deck, less than 30 hours
use, absolutely mint condition, with original packaging, £490 Tel: 01253 875055 after 6pm
(H0219)
Classic and original Bailey/Wireless World
Transmission line loudspeakers, unusual mirror
finish; £500 or may exchange for Revox. Buyer
collects, for details tel: 01603 610718 ( Norwich)
(H0218)
Van Den Hul cables, one pair the second one
metre £ 120; one pair the first one metre £ 100; three
pairs . 8metre £80 each: one pair five metre CS 122
speaker cable, latest type £60 Tel: 01737 373096
(H0217)
Radford SC26 line and MM phono valve preamp, superb sound and condition £900 (€ 2.150)
Also Radford WS2 CD player, magnificent in all
respect £475 (£ 1,150) Tel: Mike. 611934 518072
(H0216)
Naim CDS, Naim 52 pre-amp with remote. Naim
250 apm. all brand new last December with all
packaging, manuals and manufacturer's warranty.
absolutely as new.
Also 5- tier Mina table
(February 1996), Heybrook Sextet 11 in walnut.
Selling on behalf of client. Telephone for special
prices. Pinewood Music 01460 5432 ( H0214)
Jordan System 1.1: JX53. JXI25 alloy cone drivers, professionally built, black ash cabinets.
Biwired, high grade crossovers, £450 ( commercial
version currently £ 1
m700) Selling to build System
4.21 Tel: 015394 42052 ( Cumbria) ( H0215)
Jadis DA30 integrated amp. chrome finish.
checked by distributor with new set Sovtek power
valves and in good condition £ 1,200ovno. Tel:
Nick, days 017 I481 0707 ext. 2499 eves, 01276
21243 (H0092)
Epos E514 loudspeakers latest drivers, walnut,
superb condition, -Epos stands. boxed £360ono;
Linn Lingo. mint condition, can be fitted by Linn
dealer. £ 350ono Tel: 01204 302574 ( Bolton)
(H0090)
Krell KSA 100s ( 1996), mint £3,95(k)no; Musical
Fidelity MVx pre- amplifier ( M. Colloms recommended) £950ono: ProAc EBs ( black) £ 1.295ono;
Sony CDP333ES ( Hi Fi Choice) £295 (£600);
Thorens TD1605. Basic+. Koetsu black, £595ono;
Sony STS700E tuner. £ 150ono Tel: 0181 224 2344
(H0097)
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Matisse pre-amp, power supply, costs £3,500,
£1,950; Krell KSA 250B £3,500; Audio Research
LS2 pre-amp £ 1,500; Siltech FTI 2 4x1.5 meters
speaker cable £600; Marantz CD94Il player.
CD94II Dac £700; Audio Innovations 2nd Audio
Monoblock valve amps £ 1,950 Tel: Tim, 01274
666493 ( H0098)
Revox B77 MK2 £250; Tannoy DC2000 £250
pair; EMT Professional Turntable ad arm with
manual £250ono Tel: 01555 666001 ( work ask for
Terry) 0141 429 3426 ( home) Glasgow area
(H0150)
Acoustic Series 3312 monitors: 150 watts, 33hz to
22 khz, 95 DB per watt sensitivity; 12" Woofers.
5" Midrange, 3' tweeters; protective metal grills,
retail £800 each, as new, all offers considered, email ram20@hermes.cam.ac.uk ( H0120)
Martin Colloms Recommended Musical Fidelity
A1000 amplifier as new £950; Arcarn Delta 270
CD player. mint £ 600; Tel: 01386 792268
(H0052)
Deglitch Reference timepiece, an upgrade kit for
Audio Synthesis DSM's, approved by Audio
Synthesis. £35; Contact: CD Audio. 92 Wellesley
Street, South Hobart Tasmania, Australia,
Information, sales, support Tel: +61 02 238775
(H0128) ( T)
ATC 20T floorstanding speaker rosewood.
£1,590; Infinity reference 2B speaker Oakwood
£1,300 Tel: 01344 777516 ( H0130)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers. excellent condition, £ 1,250; L.F.D PA2M. mono bloc amps. excellent condition £800, Tel: 01604 766124 ( H0132)
Audio Research SP8 pre-amp upgraded to MK II
spec, mint condition will demonstrate, 2 line, 1
tuner, Itape. phono, mute monitor etc. £750 Tel:
Mike. 01246 209578 day. 01246 280755 eves
(H0135)
Quad 66 pre-amp and R/C. 606 amp. 66 FM, and
67 CD, prize Sept. 1995. retail £3,044, accept
£2.000, will haggle, Ron Dadson, 27 Sidney Street.
Folkestone. Kent, CTI9 6HG ( H0140)
Audio Note Silver cable: 21/
2m, bi-wire set ( 10m
total) ANSPX Speaker cable £ 1,950 (£,800); I
m
ANVX Interconnect. silver plugs £250 (£430);
3/
4m as above, £ 185; 1m ANN/ interconnect £95;
Tel: 01932 349314 ( H0139)
Ruark Accolades, dark walnut, 6 months old, all
packaging. mint £ 1,990ovno; Meridian 500/563
transport and Dac, 6months old also, £ 1,400ovno.
Tel: anytime. weekends and evenings or please
leave message on mobile number, 0973 899651
(mobile) 01622 746863 ( home) ( H0143)
Meridian 601, 602, 605. flight cased, ATC
SCM20, Kudos stands. offers, Tel: Pau1,0181 933
1966 ( H0144)

Nakamichi DR1 cassette deck, little used, absolute
mint condition, one of the best from the ' best'
maker £550 or realistic offer ( swop for Meridian
504 tuner?) Tel: 01703 360756 ( Southampton)
(H0152)
Sennheiser Orpheus, HE60/HEV70 headphones.
Stratosphere
turntable.
Graham
Tonearm.
Transfiguration
temper
cartridge.
Ortofon
MC7500, MC5000, MC3(X)011. Roksan Shiraz.
Denon DLS I , Van Den Hul Grasshopper IV Tel:
01283 702875 9am - 9pm ( H0156) ( T)
Michaelson chronos valve power amps. immaculate £ 2.350 (£6.000); Master Audio monitor I
(Chinese speakers), mahogany £450 may p/ex Tel:
01386 446756 ( H0161)
Audio Physic Tempo speakers with Essex equaliser, prize I can't use ( needs separate CD
Transport/DAC) hence selling for £2.000ono ( value
£3.000) for quick sale Tel: 0181 661 1148 ( Surrey)
(H0160)
Tannoy Berkeley 15" concentrics £550; Mullard
5-10's Parmeko transformers £ 150; Partridge £ 175;
Decca Blue £75; Sugden Two box pre-amp 31(X);
Ortofon Step-up £40; Leak troughline stereo £ 1(X);
Tel: 01709 555403 ( H0159)
Magnepan 3.3R Ribbon speakers £ 1.8(X); Classé
30 preamp £750; Classé 70 poweramp £750:
Transparent 8 feet Musicwave £ 150; lmtr Digital
Link £ 100; VDH 2nd 0.8mtr XLR £ 100; all immaculate, boxed Tel: 01252 311016 ( H0164)
Krell MD1 CD Transport £2.750 ( List £6,500);
SBP64X Ref DAC ( KSPEC) £4,250 (£ 11.5(X));
KRSBP Ref preamp ( very rare) £5,5(X) (£ 11.5(X));
Apogee Divas grey £3.8(X) (£ 12.900) and much
more, all mint with packaging Tel: 0181 882 4287
(eves) ( H0162)
Linn LP12. Ittok arm, Assaka cartridge. Haim Nait
plus Linnk amplifiers, LinnKan speakers. sound
organisation stands; speakers and turntable Linn
and straightwire cables £750 Tel: 015394 48211
(eves)
015394
88333 ( day)
or
email
mitchole@impact.compulink.co.uk. ( H0169)
DNM Series 3 p/amp with 6 pack power supply
£700; Macintosh 2205 2(X)WPC solid state amp
offers?: Linn LP12 Zeta arm. Briar gold Bug cartirdge all excellent condition offers? Tel: 0181 679
9770 ( H0173)
TDL Reference stnadard Linn Hairn L4280 except
condition Tel: 01992 551614 after 7pin for details
why ( Hertford) will seperate ( H0207)
Mission 753. rosewood £500; Royd Abbots £325;
Linn LK2 power amplifier £200; Mission 752
approximately six months old £375; Quad 33 pre
£65; KEF 104/2 including Kube £695 Tel: 01926
Continued on Page 125
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Mail Order Suppliers Of Quality Hi-fi Accessories
Tel/Fax 0151 348 1988
A UDIO CABLES:
Van Den Hul. Soniclink. Dnm Reson. Chord Company. XL0

(

AudioQuest. Kimber. Nordost. QED. lxos. Kontak. LAT International

CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
Lyra. Sumiko. Dnrn. VDH. Ortofon. Goldring. Moth. SME

H EADPHONES:

P

INTERLINK

l
[
fi

Stax. Sennheiser. Beyer. Jecklin. Grado

EQUIPMENT 8c I
SOLATION SUPPORT
Black Diamond Racing. Target. Soundstyle. Townshend. Stand Unique

VAN D EN H UL FIRST AND SECOND
These wonderful carbon interconnects arc available for

home trial

AND MANY MORE I
NC:
Audio Alchemy. Cardas. Shun Mook. Kontak. lxos. WBT

THE BLACK DIAMOND RACING
SHELF AND PYRAMID CONES

Mobile Fidelity. Bedini. QED. Michell

This unique isolation platform is
constructed using a ultra dense

WE OFFER A HOME TRIAL SERVICE

weave of carbon fibre and is one

ON A SELECTED RANGE OF CABLES

of the most exciting products that
have personally encountered.

AND ACCESSORIES

Place under any main source
component for a huge sonic

Major credit cards accepted.
Please telephone or fax for our full product and price list

improvement.
Please tel for more information.

Mon- Fri 9.30am to 8.00pm ( Sat to 1.00pm)
52 Green Lane, Great Sutton, South Wirral, Cheshire, 166 4LE
e-mail. sounconnec@aol.com.

Conrad Johnson Prem 8A monoblocks
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Krell KMA 100 monoblocks
Audio Research D125 (balanced)
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Krell KSA 100 S
Krell KSA 50 S
Gryphon S 100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Exposure 18/19 pre/pwr
Krell KSA 250
Nestorovic Alpha1 monoblocks
Trilogy 958 monoblocks
Quad 306
LFD PA1/LS1 pre/pwr
Jadis JP80 monoblocks
Audio Innovations S500
Audio Research 0200
Audio Research V70 balanced
Yves Cochet AL3 (valve 75 wpc)
3x Linn Klout
Linn Kaber Active Cards
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
Linn Kelm phono pre-amp
Jadis JP 80 mc
Tube Technology Prophet
Gryphon Bel Canto
Michell Argo/Hera
Audio Innovations L2
Krell KRC2
Mark Levinson No 38
McCormack ALD-1 Line,phono
McCormack Micro
Audio Research SP8
Exposure 14 + 9
Heybrook Signature
Conrad Johnson Prem 7B
Burmester 808
Exposure 11 + 12
Tesserac Tala
Musical Fidelity Chronos pre-amp
Musical Fidelity MVX
McCormack TLC- 1
Audio Research BL1
Apogee Mini Grand
B+W Silver Signatures + Stands
Martin Logan CLS 11 z/Arccici
Kinergetic Sub-Woofer
Wilson Watt 3Puppy 2 + Paws
Alon V
Sonus Faber Amator
Meridian A500
KEF 103.4

120

mint s/h £7995
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1895
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h £3495
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £3200
mint s/h £8995
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £3250
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £245
mint s/h £895
mint eh £4995
mm: s/h £495
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £ 1895
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/11 each £ 1295
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £ 1395
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £5995
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £2200
as new £995
as new £395
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £6500
mint s/h £ 1795
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £995
as new £795
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £3995
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h £2750
mint s/h £5995
mint s/h £2995
as new £2250
mint s/h £495
mint s/h £695

Sonus Faber Extrema + stds
Neat Critique
Pink Triangle Ventrical
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Thiel CS 1.2
Alon 0.5
Sonus Faber Minima Amator
Sonus Faber Guarneri
Meridian M1
Rel Stentor Active Sub
Sonus Faber Concertino
Duntech Crown Prince
Ruark Talisman 11
Linn Kabers
Mark Levinson No 36/37
Theta Data/Gen III
Mark Levinson No 30/31
Denon DAS1/DPS1
Micromega Stage 3
EAD T7000/07000 transp/dac
Accuphase DP80 trans
Wadia 22/26
Teac URDS10
Micromega Micro Drive/DAC
Merdian 508 MkIll
Merdian 506 Mk11
Orelle DA180
P.S. Audio Ultralink
Denon DCD Si
McCormack DAC-1
Kenwood DP-X9010 transport
Mark Levinson No 30.5/31
Copeland CDA288 CD player
Theta Data II/Gen Ill AT+T balanced
Linn Karik/Numerik
Pink Triangle Anniversary/SME V
Linn LP12/Ekos WCirkus/Lingo/Troika
Linn LP12/Ekos/Cirkus/Lingo
Piere Lame J1/SL5
VPI TNT Mk11/Triplanar Ill
Koetsu red Ksig
Lyra Lydian
Monster Sigma Genesis 2000
Ortofon MC10 supreme
Tesserac Tama phono mm/mc
Jadis JPP200 head amp
Expresive Technology head amp
Quicksilver head lamp
Lynx Tuner
Accuphase T108 tuner
Linn Lingo
Stas SR Gamma + SRD

The shelf and cones are available
on our home trial service.

mint s/h £4395
mint s/h £225
as new £595
mint s/h £4995
mint ski £895
mint s/h £995
mint s/h £750
as new £ 1095
mint s/h £4495
mint s/h £595
mint s/h £ 1095
as new £450
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £ 1095
as new £5995
mint s/h £3995
mint s/h £9995
as new £9995
mint s/h £650
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £2250
as new £3650
mint s/h £350
mint s/h £995
as new £ 1295
as new £695
mint s/h £295
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £2995
mint s/h £795
mint sill £295
mint :;/11 £ 13,995
as new £ 1295
mint :./h
£4995
mint :,./h
£ 1695
mint s/h £ 1895
mint e../h £ 1995
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £2495
mint eh
£2495
mint s/h £ 1295
mint s/h
f395
mint s/h £ 195
mint eh
£ 150
mint s/h £895
mint at £2495
mint eh £ 1995
mint en
£150
mint s/h £295
mint at
£995
mint aft, £395
mint s'h £295

more

CHOICE
We are delighted to announce our
success in obtaining the following

carefully selected agencies
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, SME, VPI,
ROCKPORT, GAMMA, TRILOGY,
Van den Hul, XL0, STRAIGHT WIRE,
SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom Idem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

SEPTEMBER 1996

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

HIFI NEWS S
.RECORD REVIEW

I

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
£195

XLI Pro Interconnec• _

MICROMEGA DUO 8S2 DAC

Please phone 0141-339 2432 ( Glasgow). The following
equipment is available cash & carry or delivered and inst:d
£395

STUDER A807 Pro tape recorder MINT ..... ........ .£3750

KRELL KSA 50S (ex demo) .............. ............

f2695

PROAC Studio 3speakers

SUGOEN AU51 Power amplifier

£650

£995

SOLSTICE MD speakers with stands

£650

SONY 303 ES CD player

£195

KRELL KSA 808 power amplifier

£ 895

PRO-AC Response One S> (ex demo) ............ . .... £995
PRO-AC Studio 100 (cherrywood)

£625

PRO-AC Tablett 50 ( rosewood)

£615

NAIM SOL speakers ( boxed)

£1195

MARANTZ Ouadradial 4receiver ........ .............. £295

NAIM Naxo (91. Xover)

£295

McINTOSH C28 Pre-amp MINT

AUDIO RESEARCH LItzlink interconnect

from £200
£995

LINN LP12/Ittok LVIII/Armageddon £995

CLEARAUDIO turntable/am/cartridge ( demo) £2795

LENTEX XMonitor speakers ........ £295

BRAUN Al int. amp/Ti tuner

£495

TEAC OROS 10 CD Players

AUDIONOTE M7 tube pre-amp (04.650)

£5995

TRILOGY Mono power amps model 958

REVOX A700 Tape Recorder (semi pro)

£595

NAKAMICHI CR2 cassette deck

£450
£1995
£195

APOGEE Scintilla speaker

£995

CAT SL1 Reference pre-amp

£ 1995

ACCUPHASE DP80/81L transport and DAC

£3995

REVOX 6760 tuner

£495

ADC Phase 2Phono cartridge ( new)

£49

REVOX 6750 intergrated amplifier

NAO 9200 cartridge

£25

ORACLE Delphi 11/Sumiko arm

£795

GRACE F-9 cartridge

£295

£95

KOETSU Silver

£695

FIDELITY RESEARCH FRI ( lmm cartridge) £40

HAFLER XL600 power amplifier

CAMBRIDGE P50 intergrated amp . . . £50

MUSICAL FIDELITY 2A pre-amp with phono stage £250

TRANSPARENT Rel. interconnect 15 st. ....

pair £1595

NAKAMICHI 600 Cassette deck

TRANSPARENT Ref. interconnect 1mir

our £1295

LUXMAN CL32 pre-amp with phono stage .

..£595

TRANSPARENT Ultra Ohwire sp. cable 12 set ...£2195

LUXMAN MO 3600 stereo power amplifier

£1295

TRANSPARENT Phono cable 2.5 mtrs.

LUXMAN MB 3045 mono-blocs

£395

ACCUPHASE E203 Integrated Amp

£595

£995
£395

£1995

AUDIO RESEARCH SP8 pre-amp

£895

£2495

THRESHOLD Slat's S300 power amplifier .... .... . ..£999

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

STEREO KT88 40 watt valve amp

£750

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

GENESIS model ill speakers. MINT.

AUDIO RESEARCH Classic 30 amplifier £1295
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC 1

£995

ORACLE Alexandria turntable
AUDIO RESEARCH SP11 MKII Pre amp
VOYD Point 5reference super Cyalene

VISA

£750
£2195

Jack Lawson. founder of The Music Room ( 1979), offers
perceptive advice on system synergy and room acoustics.

For an- up-to-the-minute list:
hhtp://members.aol.com,heatherdal,heatner

htm

CONNOISSEUR:
AudioStatic ES24O (the European Martin Logan) full- range *di .,
ics. arguably superior, more dynamic, but less hyped. charcoal black.
boxed. mint, crazy price
£495
Audio Innovations Series 700 special triode oinfiguration including
£800

Groove Tube set. mind-expanding sound. hardly used.

Audio Innovations FIRST Trirode power amp. revalved
£800
Jecldin FLOAT ELECTROSTAT ear speakers with PS- 2, blows away
loudspeakers below many thousands of pounds
£175
KEF Reference 102 black ash w, kube, pristine
£175
Koetsu Rosewood refurbished and ritipped. tonally far superior to

modern rivals but a Ltd veiled in comparison

£895

ProAc Response Three, black ash

£1,500

Roksan Xerxes ( last model leading to the model X) with Tabriz-zi
Wheaton Triplanar Tonca nn. a revelation
£1,000
Ex- di- m, boxed, half- priced, hardly used selection of ultimate audiophile
cables including Audio Research interconnect ( 9 metre pair). speakercable (
2 metre bi-amp. 2 pairs). Gryphon Guideline piton° and XLIt
various lengths: PSC-1 planar speaker cable cable ( 21/2m pair).
HOME CINEMA:
Consultancy &

installation

service.

Always

a

selection

of

part-exchanged, ex siena components. speakers etc. Limited quantity of
brand

new

Marantz V1 ,500 PAL NTSC projectors almost half-price.

£349. demo unit ( say 10 hours use) £3.49.

CLASSIQUE:
12-i, 125, 135, 150 AR,
original Ariston R1)11 ( first batch s n 01(x). Connoisseur Ill) 1. Garrard
A Heritage collection for sale. Thorens TD

All used cartridges are checked under a
microscope before being offered for sale.

£2995

1E3

QUAD MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
e-mail:heatherclal@aol.com
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BNI4 OEJ
TEL 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001 FAO' 01903 872234

301. 401. QUAD 22 Control Unit. QUAD 11 monoblocks to ARC spec.
Rappaport PRE- 1A + PSI ( world's first HI) pre-amp). Radiord Sr : 22, STA
15 . Luies 3. 111)250, Studio Loudspeakers ( original T1. in Afromosia:
aina/ingt.

Phone Jack Lawson on 0141-339 2432
or fax on 0141-339 9762.

SERIOUS KIT NORTH
DEMONSTRATING
ALL AUDIO NOTE PRODUCTS
MEISHU/CONQUEST/OTO
QUEST/DAT 1, 2 & 3

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
Conrad-Johnson Sonographe SC26 ( line remote FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson PFIL ( line FET preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson MF2300A (2x2 40W FET power amplifier)
Conrad-Johnson MV100 ( 2x100W valve power amplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 10 (valve line preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 7B ( phono/line valve preamplifier)
Conrad-Johnson Motif MCIO Special FET line preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 Special FET phono preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson Motif MP11 FET phono preamplifier
Fourier Sans Pareil Mk3+ (200W OTL monoblock amplifier - pair)
Muse Model 2d/a converter (AES/EBU, AT&T - silver)
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee loudspeakers ( ribbon mahogany) - pair
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers
Power Wedge PW212p line conditioner
Wheaton Triplanar IV tonearm ( new!)
Shun Mook Spatial Audio Quartet resonance tuning system
Benz- Micro moving coil cartridges ( selection)
Cardas interconnect. digital and loudspeaker cables (selection)

RING NOW TO BOOK YOUR
ENTRY TO HI-FIDELITY HEAVEN

£995 £695
£1495 £850
£300 £ 1650
£3000 £ 1400
£3750 £2400
£1100 £6950
£3500 £2000
£3500 £2000
£2500 £ 1400
£4950 £2500
£2450 £ 1600
£1795 £800
£3500 £ 1750
£499 £290
£3000 £2250
£2200 £ 1250
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

ALIDIOFREAKS

Distributors of fine Audio S. Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

To Advertise
PHILIP DONALDSON
PROPRIETOR

in this section
contact Duncan on

APPOINTED AGENT
FOR SUGDEN,
PROAC, HARBETH,
AUDIO NOTE,
TARGET, TRICHORD,
ETC ETC

OPEN
10AM - 9PM
CLOSED SUNDAY
PHONE
0161 793 6742
0402 367843

0181 686 2599
Ext. 444

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST
of Me 'me cormlaels Mat.. lewed apes, our FM
that we du nut oleo lbe lacarly tor you to hear them so by the hme you read tes we we have an in-house demo
toom en the new factory plus ademoroom e Manchester $mote 80 0161 707 4823 where you can see and hem the AUDIO NOTE range ol MN we volt starlet sell the Ms
m an assembed torrn but up lo now we nave also been unable to demonstrate them Steed to Mom mange.. Voe mt 1Diable to see and heal me raMON eneneooe
range Mk.
conemmon wm our mostong cable sneaked aconverter and amploher mom , ro those of you who hayee.pertenced delayS tn your orderS Ieel to
thank you tor your deem..
In Greer to enoeve tn. rape emansoon of the hd progmm strengthen and',rove our techncal admory sm. on general and to get underway ase of tech., yalve and
laIne 0110,1,0 4.loatlon noied we .ve enalled Andy Greve tormerly of el, World Me to Increase our apace, to Inform you and go, you tne best servo. poss.. I
have worked mth Andy belore and he os one ol the nooM knowledgeable Indoveduals on Ihrs nueldmalegned and «sunders,. field You can expect great thongs horn our ...taboo ,
TM Increase on 'Merest on all thongs srnglearoded especoany the Mode non leedbaa varety os now so great Mal men Me menswear' ,valve manulacturers am about to toll.
sun so you are loolung 'Or asmote ended product beware of the Ialse prophet who speaks of thongs he does not Deb.
urea it becomes finance, «pecker, or down
non, necessary to nee asmpe ended arnphfiet on Ile program So whether you are fia, d., empe.ended ampaer voursed Or lOOlung lo buy amanufactured songle.ended
product please remember Mal It was AUDIO NOTE. who on the race 01 Inc usual ' must, hype about 10111,041 progress Orougl, Mt, technology to
anenfion of press
pubilo ano general mom onmstry alee oat because dkyould lend amuck ouch to the purse but because we ton,' belreve that lo a000el,01 way of amplayng any muse
seal and 'heeler. deserves to be resurrected as the preferred technology for anyone Me want the gent,. »Mhos and beauty ol real muse reproduced on ' her home
Now that we stand on the boundary ol tee the brave -nevi world g6 1920's errantry.« note vehonterell the number ol Manufacturers who have manulactured valve amMi.
hers lot marry years but who oey now have " druovered" the value of the smote-ended slade and who in the past have been the strongest proponents of the logh power
-hen male,' valve amplater watch them as they now log commerce, pen embrace the wore 01 he» loudspeaker etterenty and ungle.encle.d Mode emplefeahon and Men
Maw your own conclusoons about thee StnUnty and competence m chetah knowledge Of the technology of Audro AUDIO NOTE wefe 1.1 and remains Me last word at sontc
Ceekly ayou deprecate muse properN
As expected and preMoted on tne above Demotes, we are now see no ahood of s,ngle-ended amploters ... no on Me market some are good man, are loll II 41rnroor
lalllolewewbeltlal . bardeo ,Moog to eeneve
sonencoN man os cooenceong Mood mst look at our
system'', and some World war Two we have been led to
behme bal complication equals technology not hue espeually not on music reproductoon emement. here somplerly os a*Wet « toe Seretlednded amprotocaloon metes
an understandong or the necessrly tor smokily Mal os very rare another
common lallacy is Mal the SE power suPPIY needs...Wry
Capacrlance or Mora,. also nol correct you want as last and rmponswe an SE Power suPPN aS you can
get so asmall made power supply some MO Wee Man abog slow one vato, rechleatton rs amust chokes are good but not mandatory 4cost os aprohlem
large
retstor 5,1010 It Is rnOst rnporlant to remember.: In ano.feedback smok•encled amplifier the Mull and power supply must her the sam tome constants to functIOn
4..4 so stmt. and small, > outdo' ,
Another nteresfing aspect ot me SE revolutoon Is the attempt to .noorporate tenets al current technologocal dogma and beets orrto ,he SE performance envelope we are
alreaM seeng
dostorhon SE serf .
canceMnd SE tranwilor SE. soon to be torne0 by -hrgh ck".. 150 fn° 611000.1 SE aonlbe000ea001h.s.sloaannOlalws that
you can gel 55 walls SE Class AItem one VT.4C.211 age Idler nonsense. Mewls. 15 watts horn asmote 300B these hoods of power specoteakOns re no good unless they
are woman. by adostorhon hgure al 1M galed power To gwe you an ellustrabon of Ihrs, al 55 walls Class ASI a211 has about 50, hatmone drstorhun. one has to
question the sonic quality ol am sepal at that Orstort000 level II only the magannes spent . much hme and energy on erpowng the charlatans whose umusleaMe clams are
Pm. 01 an unsmPeCtond Dube as they do tryond to mplarn loe bermes ol DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology 0beng pressed In?ole10lleasarnooll
carnet we would have acleaner and more lust rnarkel where sa ng correct and but., would not be amarket', Msadvantage
Bach to the suDect mane al ,thos talk about tut. and COrreCtneSS .0010 be var. t, nol backed by acIron so In order to enhance your able, to °Imp an0 rnanufaclure
your own SpeCtal verse>, Olaf, ollle slngleenOedlllcol,s Deng deCuSSert whether old or new we eoll con.. to expand on what is already the most extensve range of
ultra fugh men, components sat the de< ernIng do It - yourself valve amok., enthuSiast can use lo Construct any segle•emed Or rsharne On OWI push pull am011her
kyhelney thode or pentode so ol these parts am used on callous models el Ise manutectured lone ol the AUDIO NOTE ...hers These components Include mmtly spemaIN
made demo be mane valve .ses mito ether she. Of gold plated pm. paper In oil alummum tort ugnal capamors cOPPer & whm M 1eignaloafmcdm. 131. 11 Gee
orapMle electrolyte camootors aceLcorresovellee solver setae copper and solver wored aude output translormers. nonmagnele tantalum rewstors. non - magneto RCA and
speake termonals valves and many other usetul !Ms and peces for upgraded old or construchng new valve amp.,
All prces are exc tudIng ui( Vat at 17 50 I. Mho , tr you loe nsocte the EEC uN Vat mll be added to your purchase alter the addItoon or postage and pack.. yosIs
Vjr.deig VISA, 14«.4.4. A44.4, DIgia, MIA... to pay Ms wry we v4I1 need your address card no woe start and mom dates vou Can als0 Pay bY hank. OW,
fur° cheque or cheques drawn on .1UK Dank mu.,
Devery ru normally about II days from rec. ot cleared kends bul please alloW up to 60 days tor some items ll n005trnkatloelcoeaosld,,
II any 01 you rodeo Ihis have possesséon ot any hooks wheh con. elormaloon relevant to the suttee, of Au. Dew are wbeh would be uselul to share .11 011141S.
please lel us know ether by tax or telephone there os an award of E20 00 (payable on valves or other bds. posdree
anybOdy who sends us abook Mach conMns useful
onformabon about vaNe ampere ,desen m theory
Lokevose tarn loolong for anumber ot old vaNes to experment with so eyou have any nX4 s0525 s DA30 s AD1 s or any of the old Modes lml Ibe happy to buy or swap
at agood ponce kemse anyone of you know where to 1.1 ola studoo tape recorders STUDIO tELEFUNNEN Or AMPERE% or Ine10e reord cuthno pratong ° rousing or
OreSsrup epororoent or nave boorrs or rntormatron about cuadong mocrophones ledc,a ,nglnlh,Inse Ln.rnanufacture then o
all he grateful,'
AUDIO NOTE nos
the mtentton over the new 2 Oyears try sel
recordtng a. record manufacture ano vests, we already nee chole any, ol mtormalmn wlId,ldlels,eeoed
CIRCURS. 0410110108 SASIC TECHISECAL INFORMATION
II you would Ilke Some suggestrons when to base haute protect arOund Men we shall he hanny to oromde you .11 amud pack contemn good comas loke ONGAAU
XECONAASSM 01100 GAKU ON plus sever, me power ampere, oncnds ane the 417 Tube pre•amptoter when to Me best Pre amMoter cormot we have come aerms
Just send astamped sell addresmd 44 son envelope together voth 600 pounds on small denomonatoon UN stamps or of you love outsode the LlK USS 15 00 at Sbtlls katl do
please dO no, send Bankers Drabs on USS Metnateruf Response Coupons or Intetnatenal money orders as they cost mote to cash Mon thee value
We have alarge number of requests tor the drants of the AUDIO NOtE uswao,a wsloelo ee OTO Mono SE MI Mono MEISHU SORO etc and wee re runlet. tne
mew ry of our talented compentors Ido not have any secrets on trks department am are only too pleased to nee extend Ole envelOpe Of knowledge ... Is men makOmel
held ye shall be happy to end ye, or any ... no or prospect. compd.,. one or more mote Magragns..y cost 500 each. or you can buy lor example all phoned
Mewled anehhers. for 130 00 IS 50 00, a an 1.1.-Integraled amplaws tor I25 00. all pre-amphleers for E20 0011 35 00E or empty acomplete arcull pack lot E50 00.
4 80 001 All can be ped ether by creel card cash banters dmIt or cheque &awn on aUN bank. the cost Includes postage
We can also supply aset of data sheets tor Me most commone used valves ECC82. ECC88/6922 12411/6072A 7025/12AX7WMCC83 6087 3008 211 VT« 845
EL34 6C47 243 604 51146 MA 5454 0184 6905 60661 61.66 588161.600C:1166 Aden send astamped sett adores. 44 envelope togetner vath 400 In small
denornmatton stamps Or douts. he UK another USS 1500 wnll seoce
nolh,ng really exels when gneeS areasonake background to the sorbet or valve amaine, one desogn GIn Ma 0 Sand theve or ,. and aSSeMbtert anum. o,
anteles and extracts from old 0001. OW gwe 5111e background to the seated do not coped to become an meant expert but ot woll serve as auseful relerenCe 10r Me
Wormer as well as the rnore advanced. we have expanded Ms Info pack to Include even more mete elormaloon so el you have already bought the old pack. rust send C200
or US$ 500 for Mete, pack asmall charge Is reourred . 01.0 hme 0040 én small denonmehon stamps vnth astamped sell addressed envelope or outside Ile UP please
send USS 25 00
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers Man rn Dcured Stetted 101 the abOve charges as well rust convert the US.% amounts to Sterlond at St 70 to the Pound after you have
rounded up tO nearee 55 DO
SOUND PRACTICES
11 you are seemly Interested m the sake, of valve melee demon wthout the usual precomeNed notions of Mat o good amok. ,demon and technology Ike trat1,0,
al wee wfuch has s,040100 us the des.. 01 the DanisnO, ambler has obwouSly Mumbled omen quite monumentallyil. then SOUND PRACTICES os Ise magazine to
read here you one tond arkles .51 dawn parameters. DIY ankles for amide's and speakms miners d new and old. In other words the very stem% Mal none of the
sabered adyertiung led traddronal mess me touch as they do not enhance the business ot ther normal advenrsers You can buy SOUND PRACTICES Irom us at 05 00 pee
copy Ithere are currently 5ossues 4041141141 or by subseropten horn SOUND PRACTICES P 0 Box 180562 Austrn TX 78718. USA Aregular modern world Wren, and
there are practrcally none of tflOSe In AA. tOday Woe enough subscreten support SOUND MIAC1ICES may tusl Meg an. Ile SOund melees that the ND tngustry ha5
abandoned tor so long So ge asubscrotron . Dor fr end Joe Roberts ro noe, able lo take VISA an0 MC so convenoeme os at hand at long last. Call Joe on 512 339 6229 wan

Mr 0 beset
15 wens
20 vans
20 walk

Imam kg
205 - 4/8 01.5
6K - 4/8 Ohms
1K25 • 4/8 Ohms

MONO
8047068m0

Ma MIN
90mA SE
1000A SE
150mA PSE

Mods. IMO
44 50
73.50
84 50

No 0 Ifsew
20 wens
25 watts
30 vans
30 was
30.Ils
30 watts
50 wans
50 wens
50.11S
75 mils
20 walls
25 walls
30 wens

NEW SE Web«
65500168
60 watts
(keep IPeelehdl *mite
(13441.66/5881
25 wen
2A34840/3008
30 watts
03884550
50 walls
0134/K166/5881
50 watts
845
50 walls
01860050
60 watts
01860550
100 wens
Crow 0Siesieleded (WM
3000/00310046
25 watts
211/414-CPM5
SO watts
3008
50 wens
K1884550
100 vans
Goem DPere Meier Wired SWIM
3008 2A3 6946
25 eats
211 VI4 C835
50 watts

8140018.
206 • « Ohms
205 - 4/8 Ohms
1145 • 4/11 Ohms
11E25 - 440.s
201 • aff Ohms
100 • 41Calms
ION • 48Ohms
1K25 • 48Onons
20$ • 44 Ohms
50 • 4•210.0
30 • 4/8 Ohms
255 - 4/916 Ohms
3K • 4,10.s

keep
11703840mm
117x98x9Omm
115,98495nm
98482595me
1151.98,950m
117498.100mm
112034155nm
1350,5.125.n
137014,030mm
137E1154145mm
11709842mm
11,98.90rnm
I? 50580050w

Wm
10mA PSE
9OrnA SE
80150 PSE
3000 PSE
erns PSE
Sonos SE
SOM PSE
50114 PSE
801100 PS(
240ma PSE
030,14 SE
90mA SE
14004 SE

Insets OW
87 00
91 00
113 00
0000
106 00
114 00
124 00
151 00
172 00
237 00
104 00
102 00
107 00

t1004 PSE

173 00

Mt - 418 Ohms
5K - 4/8 Ohms
6K6 • 4/8 Ohms
31( - 44 Ohms
614 - 48Orans
4K3 • 4416 Ohms
202 • 41116 Ohms

88073080mm
811/75.1300m
108491460mm
984243mm
10809109On.
1250100,1113mm
150.147.118rip,

PP
PP
PP
PPP
PP
lk PP
UL PPPPP

59 00
63 00
73 00
74 00
Ile 00
111 00
134 00

205 - 41916 Ohms
101( • 4/8/16 Ohms
1025 • 4416 Ohms
202 - 4916 Mun

165.148.110mm
1654110E138mm
1504147x118m0

900A SE
151.0 SE
180nos PS(
Lk PP/POT'

36000
41000
39600
13400

2115 • 48Onrns
ION 48Onms

117A981900m
112413.15000

90.1 SE
150. SE

203 • 4816 Onms

645 00
1975 00

The AUDIO NOTE solver mt. outputs listed here an, deargned and made in Me UK. see can supply the
AUDIO 11010 Japan manufactured outputs lot Me ONGAKU. MGM GAKU•ON or Me KEGON but they ar
excephonally expensrve as you would expect tram Items Mat take upwards from 100 PI01115 each lo make
lor example an output transtormer for an ONGAM1 costs 18.500 00
AUDIO NOTE CHOKES 41801001000
Value
511/400.1
311•10000
3H 250m4 for 0100101 Cu
5H 1501,4
50 400.
1011125.
101120000
2011/50Ma

Sin

63.74.76nom
90065.8 3n10
641456x58nun

PrIm fv. UK Vat
18 00
14 00
24 00
21 00
31 00
26 00
33 00
24 00

Other values can be suppled to Onter ask fog quote
AUDIO NOTE MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
hrs range relates to col finished omelets maons nanstormers are notormusly dfficull lems to offer as the
umber of permulatens of 11T and Healer. vollages are aMost endless We have added males transtormers
or makong tepees of toe CASSAI and ONGAKU as tnere has been Conselemble call for these llevas, we
prepagond nude lumbar.. loo tIto 00090 desalt. on Sound Prachses Issue I.« shall continue to
xpand Me range as «MOM.11es and out expenence with your requirements Improve
Primary Yawn
0, t00v 110v 120v
Os 220v .230v 240,
120v 110,100v/Ov
0,100v/110v/120v
120v/110v/101/01v
100v/110v/120v

'madam HT WilMiKee
Oy 230v at 350.
Ov

2300 at04 Anlp

300e

Ov

300v al 0415000

Ov 100u ' ter 120u Os r29C, al 40 Amp
Ov 100y t10, 120v
0,100v loo 020c 3100 244v Ov 7440
0,100,110v/120v 310v al 320,04
120v/110W100w0v Ov 920v al 160m4
05110000110010200 150v 150a al 50.
120,1110000MIN 390v Os 390 at 2000104
0,100,1 1.120v 170v at SOrnA
120,11(1,00MCN 4250 Ov 425v at 22004
Keel 10w120v
120010v/10003v
100w110,120v
120, 11. 100v O.
101), 110v 120v

POSHWE FEEDIACK
This ts one type al Indbeek Mat we we col !nee,
/agroslt Pose« feedbak 10 001140 madaree Urn 1M Oregon Inale Somely *Oh ageabons towards greatness too
urn./ Ire great undeground ntagannes 01 the 1970s 11 Is aquartely pub:eaten of /any ...versa, commentary by es•house wok,. members, as well as venous
mousey domns on the sub.'s of m.o. audio technology and the guest tor inereal salmi act on 11 or one. 10. nos an excellent read and proses aQOM alternate* vew
10 most of me dummied press 01100 lends to vew the world rn the contes1 of Wet dew products 0evadeOl horn now menu, govong much perspechve backwards We
lave several hack ssues evadable of %sane Feedback and Me latest ssue tS tue o11 I. ptess and all are evadable at 700 per tssue VOWS truly IS aregular controbutor to
PF what better reason to suburb,'
LISTENER MAGAZINE
Hoe o rem. hased 01mandhilt.g.. Mat 1realk eon'',Mend ' together wet F. anc Ardlou Adventurer t, the muse reviews are amongst the very best In the huso 0055 the eomment renews not fat belted This Is worthwfMe and entong a »lea toe. evade. °Omens on rolls , and eq... and at anN / 4 00 Per 4oPY agood
Investment Ile Listener Is apot. Seed maned( publocaten 0,050.1 are aaolable ale 0r ment
COMPUTE KITS
At the current moment the tollos ng Ms are under development and should be available Our ng 1994 the sequence of ontroducten may be OM meet I
rom the number. we
ham the KIT THREE avelabie for shopment now
XII TWO 6550 wngeended. 15 watts Class A. on aStereo chasws. expecled dos, Ik39 00 Ind Val Delmry ouomter umneum due to unavmlaMtY al S0oleO6SSOWl. ne
can otter dwithout valves lot 0570 00
KIT THREE 30013 parallel unglemoded mono chasms. 191/ wells Class A. cost f1450 00 Ind Vat
MT FOUR 61,5 push pun 10 wens Class A. stereo Mass.. expected cost tinS 00 Ind Vat delovery October 1995
NIT fIVE211 songleendee 15 mns Class A mono «lassos expected cost 2250 OC ond Vat tevery Dec 1995 We hope'
KIT SIX 300E1 sonde ended 78Wens Class A stereo chess. deeded cost I499 00 d,cludorg valves are Vat Mrs voll be our entrypoont or gateway to sngle-ended tro•
ode O1155 or rook and roll .1you preter (meted evadable January 1996
If you are , ndoubt as to whetter akol protect Is suttee tor you we suggest you spend 10 00 on buyong the me... III 1.00 ONE wngle 30011 ampere, 11100,11 drve
you agood du whether ake protect os tor you. dvon dec. to boy aNI then the I10 00.111e relunded agenst Me cost of the Mt As the other Ms become evadable thee
netruchon moues yob also be avertable al LIO 00 each We have the 110 One onshreens avertable on (»end. Ilek.
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
We are on the process or burldno up tour separate ranges or Audro Nole output traosrOmers . norder lo otter the best poss. outputs al dfterent preeponts they we tat ,
onto four categortes
A Economy range where Me or
qualdu relatonsnro rs caretull, calculatee to enure Me own; , nacompact package ililadyonoil only M otterng 3seem'.
output transformers on Ms range pusn-pul1 outputs are ,,noter develorment. hut dO ned exPeet oseeOn000llsslcolAogasltsoS
El IMeance tame when am Meow. transtormers already on ofter we have mate acouple otaddeons to the ramie. sale. the lest Ire
C1 Ilegh (Makk range. Ms MI be arange of double C.core OutpulS 101 segle•endecl agoutis exclusweN no push-pull outputs sonll be offered unless demam requires d
Again 3Memos rnolmlly
)Super 14,gro Ouakry range all mlver need outputs of the best Doss. qua. Dhen Ivy test possible Ido not mean to say Mat these saver outputs MI be as good as
the smer output transformers nano., nd b, ludo Note m Japan they...I but Den agen rev do not carry the Dr11e tag ell.
The puale, cr.. tor group are 2011; to 20KH: tto 1508 they are If co.ed w surcon steel lanroafions and are suppled ooth 'tames and soloer tags «NO ell allow
good shape query at tne cost the nlan cost sawng
the use Of asmaller core :Decd. to Me emu, power eve, entered rattler t.n overspecdymg by 50 or me.. as
ere do on Group 6. the winclong ooaiol000t0005lo/ln ,tl 000alne
Group Bare rypeally 2011a lo 401(11, nimus 15,19 IE cored won. high makk Mown steel lamorm... wound wet oxygen free copper wore and step. troth elder ...ends
or harms always me lryind leads
Group Cate typeally 1210 to 7011111 nunteS 15013 shopwound double Ceores modo now Ille 0051 avertable saloon Wee lamonstoon Mese outputs well compare more than
favourably .
evoth the best available types from days gone by and horn other current sources kke Ontroolde Tango Tamura etc
Group Duse nude Note saver eve need '
say morel
Smoilketiens
PP Push Pull PPP , Peale Push-Poill SE , Some ended PSF Songie ,ended Parallel LA egn.fies 4e. 01110 11001 taps as ageneral rule we do not condone the use ol
Uldaps as vre consder these detroment lc SOund Quality • •Ilynaco replacement
All punk. Impedances are calculated lot Class Aoperator, veth the man 4311Sode.11-011 Owen 10 makonurn dyname power tank, ...by and Min.. Ors1014011, rather
than memegless steady stale sow. or squagenme contemn
AA am smgemdMoMOM llaflol0110lflo,eoclaapOed ano me mammum sta .ng cement allowed helme seluratron shown rn column 5
411 ow output tranStOrrnels are lested to rtsulatton levels o, mermen 3000 volts all 211'845 outputs are nsulatec to 50 hash every translormer rs tested to thos level of
nsulatoon
We generally overspeorly our transformers by 50°. power on push- Pull 1.00 mom Mat atranslorrner stated e. 25 wans OIl allow about 35-38 watt peaks our srngle•
ended outputs are generally Over soecrtied by 1000.MI101 means that they .1Instantaneous., alk. peaks Of . 0. the Doyen mat.. ply. 11100011 undelorted
e
«Mess, due lo Me betel clrpmng behave01 of the .0e ended stage
We do not goce any further lechneal
ormahon on our output translormers as we lo nol wish lo lake part In 001110141 compd.°. Ott products are desdned lo mama
whe0 age and wal he underS1000 once they are Intened lot
In ache,on to the mtH41 transformers offered WOW we offer adesign serwce where we can supply almost any motormen, tor wrdeband transformers whether tor rnerophones moono cod carthdgeo role rnput phase soldler onterstages dove or pews oMO we OesIgn and manufactute 010101,040 0 Muse Me cm ,tor. Mler desan IS
200 00 prototype cost , s .1culatee on apet case baSts We can also produce onetime nmanmes
Soms are mven as Wegh Height:Depth where depth os the depth of the cod 1self anal wen I, the lendm 0, me core

We now also have the 'UM), to malte any malls transformer to yew spec., eaten as long as you order
mermen 2pc, they can be supplied with sodertags thirng leads hames or bellmnds Ask lor quote
On amore general note, dos Important to understand Me specrellsed nature 01 the design and manufacture
ol lonsloonets lot autho momenl. in most 00ustrtel apoldebons Um main criterea me cod. wedhl or
longevrty an audro rnaons trandormer also have to have good regulabon under load must run cool and
generate no rnechaniCat noose Ce vlbratet, prOduCe 10 eneSSlon stray rupee lields VC etc agrely eh
order when one consoders lila? the cost also has to be reasonable So no mane Mere you order your

Group II
Nememilltae
0134 16186 600
3000/20.161340
01046600
2034840
58811E166
22 INTIC
22 t.VIAC•445
3008
845
211NT4C
ELM/65504188
3000.7A3/6840

VACUUM TUSE VALLEY
Now Ibe you have never heard of Ms one betote but demonsuang the dormh of Pe reywal re evendlung Mal has to Ms me valves whether 50540e ended p4511 pall or
rust old and good Vacuum 'tube Valley is aquarterty. Mob gluey prong and read. eacb msue farms on aUS Wand ol ',ester year. on Me correct Issue ( Issue 2Volume One)
dea0050ilsdeaowottieoneh.10eln There's along anode by Ere Barbour MR011110E134 lkol aMeow. of mum any longer but avery popular vake noMheless. and an
Interested mew« of avertable and voltage types The fuddled 13111011 lode. el tools and muumiendor Dio emOloneatron buildong very pricksai and use. Cathode bias.
adew ankle about how to Mas the W528 and based and tubehe on general Tube matchong ¡ valve ',extend to us Brols°1 and 0.11 rnore 11 rs nrce to ke amaijatIne that
takes ahistorkel oerspecture Well worth aread available from us al I650 acopy m okrectly trPrn VIV 1095 E Duane Ave Stole 1/6 Sunnyvale CA 94086 USA S35 00 f
or
fored0 subset.,

We also haft amainsloansformer/choke lot for I. WE91 power ankh,. as shOwn In Sound Practees. thos
comb.00 Will our single-ended output Piney rners w th 3K0h0 mornary Impedance woll make avery Inc
melee ot tIlo classm erne., total cost 420 40 per set

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO OUAL1TT OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Group A
Smote - ended Outputs
Nam's. kW
000621316840
801e/162445
3008 2113•61MG

0, y1.0k.
yy
PRACTICES rssue 10 oTbe HERE. SO th....hoy.,1
th...treet puey the . 0couple ot weekends. B. acopy for 500 rpostage
tor elf addressed envelope vole order if you lwe In the UN1 contents the lohOwing
CES Rees enth aNast. lurn your table about turntable moloe two asoleo on
pre.amplohers one of wheel os output transformer couMedI bao ol Arl 19351 Medlar. Lowther horn bundIng moped To Be or Not to Be lame Tom HMIs00 on output
Itansformets Causal Reactions by Herb Reenen and much more ,Much good and ontormalne eadong as usual edam f500. en M sue seemed sell addressed envelope ot
you kve on the Urr at USS 10 00 and aself addressed envelope of you love Dewed

3900

700.

1/0

D,0ooal200wle

On 180, at 2000A

EeHaa01 Wb
Or. 12 6v at Amp
315, Os 315 ea /MP
On 126y at IA
315v - 315v al 4Amp
1265 - greal154
6ly • Os an 600.
12 60 rOval 150
Ov 63v at 30OrnA
315v. Ov • 315v ale 5Amp
12 6,01 5Me
0 10y ale Anm. Ov 63v a
ISA. Di 50412 5A
3150 • Ov • 315v al I2Amp lv
al 34 70 al 34.5v al 24
315v - Ov • 315v al 254
7Go Ovalle 700 Chat 24
5Ov. Oval 34
3t5v - Ov 315v al 24
170 Oval 50..70v - Oval
34 70- Ov al 34 5.0 Oval
24
315v Ov 315v al 124
IOU, Ov at ISOme 10v Oc
3254 10v - 0,01 325A
no Ov at 34 5v • Ov at 34
Sy 00 4100.50 • IN al 34
63v 063v al 1254

Pelee Ea MIMI
34 00
41 00
46 00
lor 1.4711.
Pre.arom wen 5011
choke onput0100
72 50
98 00
86 70
95 60
for KIT ONE OOT
THREE MONO channel
107 00
for ICASSAt reploca
137 00
000 ONGAAU mph.

Mims transformer remember that It shOold contorm to Me atom miter.. SO SPeColY Om when Y. Mae ,
As ageneral rule we do not recommend polled translormers. OS all lostening tests have shown them to
sOund
tear than Lime. muovalentst
AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
'• •
NTl 01 1o any of the plaste Ot Other Peer Tye. khe Use
roe y
0. 0, ha, rrer , rrrt.or errcer, II, Ofterence Mal areally good nape , . Capacitor can make In
valve ampler. then you malty should try Our speciaNy ntade PePePorl cao, have a116, colour lack at
harshness and evenneSS ol dynamc belmeour across the trequency range. whdh 'aguaranteed lo Oughtem
pyour day , Recommended as replacements In old and new valve amplolers akke land even 0 the MO
transrslor amplrfer, and e55entyl for (310 protects In lone wth envdonmental standards. all AUDIO NOTE
OaPer
or, capacotors conlaon only non-tme boded Mable vegetable
the parer d sPe0MIk Peed
nes ornamented by athethOd that enhances tongewry and slob 0qualdy to ensure ° plenum performance
all Ound As 000 imh see we am slowly oncorporatong bode] 99 99% pure Pryer leadouts on th. range of
paper on 01 capacitors as well in common wall the copper and saver toil types. There are several new values unavadable. includIng the 22M/50 volt caps made tor speaker crossovers and the 056M1f200
tolable for soIrd state amp, ere have also added some values sudable lot RIM equalopng network, and
he odd teedback1000 1
Valve
2 Ornf
0Imf
056m1
000000
0002800
00082mf
001rni
0015mf
002201
0033mf
0047m1
0082nd
0Imi
01201
0150r
018m1
022enf
013mf
013m1
047mf
068roif
III
14m1
000018m ,
00001m/
000082mf
00015rd
000470f
0012mf
0015mf
0022m1
0033m1
00390f
004701
005600
0000401
0060mF
0065mf
007tmi
0072m1
007301
0074.
0075mf
0078nd
008201
0101
01501
011101
022mi
02200
027mf
033rnf
036rnf
039m1
04710
068m1
Into
0018mf
022rnf
039mf
06811
12rnf
022rror
0018m/
0Imf

OC stage
50 von
200 volt
200 volt
400 volt save leadoutwees
400 volt saver leadoutwores
400 volt solver lealoutwres
400 volt solver leadoutwres
400 volt
400 von solver eadoutvees
400 volt seer leadmtwores
400 von sober leadoolvores
400001
400 von diver leadoulmres
400 volt
400 volt solver leadoutwores
400 von so., eadauMores
400 volt solver leamotwoms
400 vet
400 voll solver leadouleres
400 «al sdver Mdoulveres
400 volt whet leadotames
400 volt solver eactouteres
400 von
630 volt
630 vott
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 von solver lealoutwdes
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
0300481
630008
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt solar eadOolvares
630 volt
630 volt
630 MI sOver leadookeres
630 volt
610 volt
630 volt
630 von
630 volt saver leadoutwores
630 von whet leadoutwores
630 volt solver leadmeenges
1000.11
1000 volt
1000 we
1000 yolt
1000 vMt
1600 vmt
2000 vet
40000011

tOI
2,900
32,1mm
2546mm
2119mm
215911m
21.900
01,910
2' 091m
35.100m

Prim Er UK Vat
11 65
265
545
545
545
545
545
325
45
595
32dImm
615
33•14mm
425
33•14rnon
625
335140m
475
34.160w
665
32.16mm
515
05,10100
585
43•18roun
635
43•1850
795
36425mm
895
11 15
53s24 mm
12 65
70.24011
14 95
175910m
295
20.001
295
20,000
295
17x9nun
295
2059ren
295
21010m
345
2101mm
3e5
20.10nun
545
325110rn
375
32011mm
395
33,14m0
685
11,15mm
425
33,4r.
425
3304m0
425
33.I6mrn
425
33.16.1
435
33,6r.
435
435
3306mm
33,16mm
435
33416mm
435
33,6nun
435
455
3306mm
3406r.
665
42516m rn
775
430801
545
52519mm
725
945
52519.1
53a2mm
815
5252200
725
43525rtern
745
12.2600
795
52.26m0
985
12 45
15 15
70.30mm
32411mm
455
505200m
695
11 65
61,26mm
5253211m
13 85
72040mm
16 75
80.260m
965
11 SO
70.190m
Square can v.. porcelan
28 75
'nude. 45E455108r. Mob

All AUDIO MU Met th Olt SlOnal sopaoltons ale octal tYPe We are preparmg arange or very small pilo.
natal valuepaper on dl :apacdors at the moment on adder to the above The range It AUDIO NOTE Paper
on pol sepal CapeC,100.steadott expanded so ask lor valueS the yOu do nol see
AUDIO NOTE PAPER IN OIL COPPER 501008 FOIL SIGNAL CAPACITORS
We are currently developong aIwo tort her ranges ol paper In ort capecologs where Instead ot usong
alumonourn 101 as on Me stove Doper caps.. the fast range we use an oxygen tree COPP. fort W. 99 99 °0
pure sokot solver lead cu. wres these coppedool paper sognal capamors are consderetil Send rthan the
standard offense Secondly to bodge the proce-quahry gap behreen the more standard papel oil laps
and the Japanese handmade Seer lool slçanel memo., we vet 50 oRern9 mir own 99 99 °0Pure slker loll
Peal .Pacolom. veh 00 km Pre0Ydaggenng on meld, even III have to say Mrs 'mull the siker fool caps
also have solId kW; loadOut moms To start won there 00110141es values/if Magus ol each available and
we shall emend as fast as we can tO cover all O
nepopular valms
Vela
0001.
00028mf
0008.201
0Olmf
00220f
0047m1
0101
01501
022rni
033.
047mf
Itni

DC Veltiee
630 0olt
613 von
630 von
630 volt
630 voll
630 volt
633 von
633 von
633 volt
631 0011
63) HAI
630 loll

ISM
23490m
23.9mrn
235600
2349mm
30s9mm
21306mm
33.22.1
35422rorn
56,25m0
35.30m0
6554455
654440m

Pelea ez. UK YM.
11 55
11 55
11 55
12 15
13 75
15 35
16 65
18 15
22 45
26 65
31 05
SO 15

14,460,1
100060m
22031.00
19446min
25,45011111
38.46norn

41 00
74 00
101 00
135 00
196 00
486 65

AUDIO NOTE COPPER FOIL PAPER IN OK. CAPACITORS
O042mF
0101
015mi
022rd
O47mE
Ind

530 volt
030 von
030 volt
630 von
630 volt
630 volt

AU0111 NOTE SLYER FOIL SOUL CAPACITORS.
gem salai cadecdots eatable qualny really speaks Cl Itself used in amplders like ONGAKU. KEGON.
GAKIPON and 8.17 Tube StlYet landmark on very Muted quanhbes al Mode Notes Moldy In Tokyo, Japan
These capacdors use aline note Illm Omlectroc. and are manulactured usIng congderable lenmon on the
loll and dialect. 10 gke the bell posmble mechanical contact and the least $0000 fOr Mter.lreSOMn.
Val«
Olmo
002m1
005ref
0 we
02mf

OC Vergam
500 volt
SCO vOlt
5C0 vet
500 volt
SCO volt

Pea E. UK VM
177 00
211 75
346 75
645 75
995 75

411010 NOTE PAPER IN 311 RESERVOIR CAPACITORS
Maley tor use 0, nduCtcr DOvree sr... Out 150e other 'roes
Val«
250
2mf
2mi
2mi
4mF
arni
10M
Wolf
12mi
12mf

DC Voltage
400 1001
630 voll
1000 von
1600 volt
1000 voll
2500 0011
1000 001
TO00 vole
1600 volt
2600 volt

Mee
305•10.500
35545.72mm
45>45x72.1
50170.72mm
45.45.120nm
1007001201m
70.100,00mm
70,00020mm
100,100,120.1
100410052200m

Pelee ex. UK Vat
26 75
33 65
41 75
45 95
49 95
265 75
96 75
109 95
136 75
159 75

MI010 MOTE ACID CHLORIDE FREE SILVER SOLCIER.
The bet sold, we lave been able to fend, does not conlarnonate the panchon. when Over tune oncreases
tunchon remstance Used In all atIf amp.. from OTO lo Me GAIW•ON
50 gmmmes or abate 9meter 10m durreler
Ileolo ton of Imrn clameter

19 95
210 65

AU010 NOTE CABLES di WIRES.
We are mud TO after Inn AUDIO NOTE range of lugh ratably COPPer and Mker 03IK. SPeaket and mong
cables, MO. Jependay on 01m overall prof of the MOROI. Roll 4010510e 10 ark Mt Mien, regardleSS 00
puce
SOhd 99 99f. Pure AUDIO NOTE Silver Wore
0050m
02mni
O35nun
06mrn
0
Imm

P.murethane
P5Iyuretfane
1.11.
MI
ML
NIL

16 75
12 75
24 95
27 95
31/5
36 75

The abOye sohd stIver verreS are so1able 101001000l •
nterstege tfanstormers output tfanSIOnwer5 power
supply OhOrreS ondulors for speaker crossovers Do11 aclude and passive or for Vernal wrong III tonearrns
anehlers etc A wee -ange cl gauges Is stocked su endue< aboul motored gauge. It may well be stock
Serums trade ddcound available on lamer quantétes

AUDIO NOTE 15 Ski. 0.09mm 99.99% Selye, WIrIng
This is the mnng recommended for ail hardweed rapfloht promets, the same wire Is used in the AN-VInterconnect and as signal wiring wire in all Mr Kondos amplifiers and pre-amphlers. mariable in red, white,
green and black We mill sell as letle as 250m ol each colour so buy alithe and see il it rnakes adrfterence
in your ample, agood place to mal is on the Phono or CO Inpul
Cost per runnIng rneter f22 50

Please note. our 3006, are manufactured In Chou by Gala Dgagon/Shuguang, but are tesled in-house
under real woreng condrhons to parameters somewhat more stnngent Man 10 othennse 00ne. No. hey do
not sound mate as good as marnai WE 30043's or SOC 4300A's, nor do they carry the same PM.» PrIM ,
please consider the lollowmg unless you have absolue./ tons of money or you happen to ha. !hem in
your athc, do not conseer oreonal 3009s, ml bern most cases far Setter to Invest the money mn mole perme.
nent futures of the arnplaler protect, like better output transformers, befter senel caps or resetoes ot
Me valves wear out. bene, quaiity passwe components lest A pan ol ongfinal WE 30010% cost al least I

AUDIO NOTE Memel Tome. Singer Wire.
The ultimate ono tor rewinng your tonearm made ! rom 3Individually insulated strands of 005mm Audio
Note 99 99%sever mire. Itos es not lust the best sounding enterrer wire, it es also the most flexible, so why
not upgrade the soneperfogmance of your lonearm drashcally wdle arevote ,
Audio Note AN- Al per meter f34 CO

1.200.00, on agood day, think mn terms ol an overall pIrla compromise you can gel some fabulous sound.
mg passives for the delerence in cost between apaor ol Chinese 3000'sacarle original WE's and me many
cases the improvement in sound Bailly me greater Man Me WE 3008's won conthbute. AND Me contgibulion
to sound is permanenl, conseler that Men you plan youg maman

AUDIO NOTE Ceux Interconnect Gable..

We have nude sono very considerable purchases 01 valves al the US-govegnment ambons and types like
the 6SN7WGTA. 60720. 5687 and 7044 are pgobably the best mandala small minai . amer valves made,
the onces are not undub high at the moment, so now is the 110110 try

Tmeitelour gode
AN- Ayellow
07k- Cred
Mol SOeta grey ove yellow moue
AN ,Vsinger grey
AN- 0e sever grey

Camembert
syrnmethcal SPol copper lai coax
symmetrem OFHC cOPPer Me C.I.
symmelocal 99 99, solver 110 cou
symmetrecal 99 9e• sever fie cou
symmetreer 99 99% aber Iltecoae

PeteitellonellatEs.111M1
1532
2979
84 25
15235
382 98

AUDIO NOTE Speaker Wiring Cabas
Type/Calmi code
AN- Dgreen or red
All Bbloom * Ilote wodong
AN- LPlue black main
ANSP solver
ANS,.

Conslevellen
PM eallegellitEr. Clet.
single conductor 54 copper speaker wenned
6.85
double Prend. screened 61 speaku ange
1234
double sua., sumn. 5N loi copper speaker on ,.
25 Ir
single core 15 Ma. 99 99% NO skier speaker Ivre
106 38
Aber single coge 20 stand 99 99% hg saver speaker pore
382 98

PTFE Inselaled Siam taled Coppet Witte.
We can also provide less expenswe mono wires for Imal swing cocues, these PTFE insulated silver plated
copper wires are 19 strand of 015 mm mice and cane in brown. black. Plue. pin, red, green, orange, velei white and red.whee they cost Pt

60

Monet.. elle colom

AUDIO NOTE HIGH DUALITY STEPPED ATTENENUATORS & SWITCHES
These handmade anermatoes and pendes are manutactured by aInend of Mg. Kendo of Am. NOTE, and
represent the best available volume controls and penches you can use ln your preempileg. the ...log
is 48 seps ana gorth
plated contacts/brushes made with an array ol lantalum fiNer geselors.
The syntone. future Mirer plated contacts and sen cleaning action
Value
10001ms
50NOhms
10000tens
250e(Ohms
NEW .
500005,00
NEW
way adestable
6 • way adfuslable

Type
Stereo PotenterneteriAltenuator
Stereo Potentoomelerknenuator
Slereo Potenlerneterknermalor
Stereo Polenhometerdonenualor
Stereo KotentoometerAnenualor
2Channel montes
4Channel s.d.

Pelee 2.1.1.111
221 75
221.75
237/5
26255
267 45
98 75
124 75

AUDIO NOTE HIGH QUALITY CERAMIC VALVE BASES.
ot our valve bases are of Inc r,iglesi possible quality made trom cleat 0e and useng the best metal out
lion, alloys wech Main Onu spong melon abord the valve pin fOr langer They are mcommended as
upgrades to most old valve arnpfifiers and should be an essentiel parl of any Dry {met
Type
4.pm 004 lot 3011M2A3101e,
4-postil(41or 30082A3201A
4pon 004 WE-type log 30082A18010
4-prn UX4 WE-Iype «dl bayom mamans
pon Jam6O4I5O 21INT4C245
45pon UY5 kg 007
7-pm 137 log Me 0A2
7-pin 117 log Me 0.42
7-pee 67 log 624. 0A2
7-pm 67100004 002
8.pn UBX for EL34. 6550. 51145
023, ALSO mc
8-pot USA tor 1134 6550.504G
023, ALFA etc
9- pen 69 for EGG83. (CC% 5687. 6350. elc
9pe 69 for ECC83. ECC88. 5687. 6350 etc
9.pm 605 for ECC83. ECC88.
5687. 6350. etc.«
9.o.n 590 for ECC83. ECC88,
5687 6350 eu ege
9.pin B9A for ECC83. ECU%
5667. 635O etc. etc
9.mn (SOlo, ECC83 ECC88
5687 6350 etc. ee
TOPCAPS
Topeale

MeddOed
Chas.
Chas.
Chasse
Chasse
Cluses moto buco'',
Chasse
ACA
PCB
Chasse from above
Grossis from above

Plata/
Pricelt
Gold
Nodal
Silva
Silver
SevergChrome
Gold
Silo.,
Gold
Singer
Gold

Chassis

Silo«

565

Chasse
PAC
OBC

Gold
Sever
Gold

ROS
385
575

Chasse loom above

Sever

445

Chassis kom above

Gold

675

Messis Icom below

Save.

495

Chasse lgom above

Gord

715

For 807 perdode

Mu may want Io stay hou projet, eels less overall cos( and for this
hndustnal glade' ceramm valve bam

Necker

punn.

975

we can Iller the folio.ng

Marnai
ChaslIs vals bracket
Chassés onthshroud

Tlle
Opio for EL34 6550. X766 6L6G
9-pin tor ECC83 ECC88 5687 6350

MI Ver
825
725
14 75
48 95
159 95
975
615
7.85
675
795

Pelee Ex UK
1BI
1

AUDIO mon CERMUC STAND-OFFS.
In most hardwired valve power ampleme it os tome.,
"(bleuit to get Me HT and heeter rails properly suspended and sepagated. sale., and neatly from the demis. Mrs especeally applies when bueffing ampleers
using the really high voltage choectly heated n'odes like 211. 014.C, 845. 849. 304TL, DA100 Mc When
planning temple Idee Mis, il is importanl to incorporate suitable layout foom 10e slart and the AUDIO NOTE
stand.ofts should be more or less mandatory re Mat context They are screw- m type with steable ensulaloo
and ether awoapdound turned Mme on the single may version or separate solder slots on the multyway
verSIOnS
Type Ne.
AN-421
AN-422
AN-423
AN-424 NEYP
AN-425 NEW ,
AN-426 nvp
AN-427 NEW ,
ON-452
AN-453
AN-454 NEW.
AN-455
AN.458
AN-460
AN-472 NEW ,
Arl.473 NEW.
AN-475 NEW.
AN-476
AN-479
AN-481 NEW ,

110. el hm
25 5mm
17 Imm
22 Ampo
21 Ognm
12mm
23 4mm
amm
Mastaba. 17mm
Mettable. 24mm
Mastaba 31mm
Muset* 32mm
Meuble 56mm
Adnelable 72mm
O
wed 80.
Feed 8mm
frxed 8enm
25mmil5mm
25mrne6norn
Forer, 8mm

kiNgOnmelm
Wrap- round
Wragyround
Solde, soe
Wepdound
Wrap.round
Wrap- round
Wrap -, ou.
Solder slots
Solder dots
Solder slots
Solder dots
Solder Voto
Solder Pots
Solder Ocie
Solder Alors
Solder sets
Solder slots
Solder slots
Solder slots

Cents flem
Screvem bon
Screw-in bolt
rew-in
Screw-in
Sarewbn
Samoan boll
Scgeware boll
Oum boll strew-me
Duel tell sceawen
Dual boll scow-re
Dual boll Sole«.
Duel Mal suey.
Dual bon eremon
Dual scremon
Duel screw-on
Duel soremin
Serewm bons
Screw-on bons
Dual sores-In

MM Fe. Mal
141
I41
I41
1.51
1/1
116
1/1
2.42
3.05
4.13
4.91
5.79
721
307
3.39
491
505
753
9.21

AUDIO NOTO SELECTED AUDIO VALVES.
Our valves am selected Iron, Inc best avadable sources and are tested ta the same stringent standards Mat
vre apply In the adduction ol oui own amploloers. 'bey tell onto Iwo categones, standard produchon derns
and gare mostly NOS 1New Old Stock) valves whele age no longer In product.on We have compeed aspe.
mal lisl ml Me NOS remo, Mu1 me available against astamped self eddeessed envelope. 11 you rive outside
the UK. send USS 200 You should be awage Mal the valves on this hst are NOT cheap, but we have slock
ot ongmel GE. RCA and Unded Electromcs 211, both standard verseau and remlorced anode type lot Ille
US prene. 845 Westenghouse, VT25.10/10Y, VT62/1301A. WE30013. STC4300A, Mollard GZ34/CV1377.
Tungsol 51146 tbest soundrce 51.146 Ihave meg heaga.). Chatham 5R4WGY and many others
filembot Stock Rems
ei./
1.
2AX7WA/7025
Ente Superft2AX 7W6
E83.301/12AXIVIXT
407200f 20V?
E88CG4922,60JBWAr7308
EF86/82672729
ECC82/12AU7/5814a
6SN7GT Amman
6SNIWGTA Smane
6SL7GT
6350WA
5687.0 Sybano USA
E182CC-7044
General Electric USA
SC1.82/6814
EL81/68(15
EL8411
4,6805WA
606GT
61.6G
5881.166,61.6WGC
58810651
6CA79134 Far Men
0.34G
3006
00211
AN-045
81,33
6,526000
2A3 4-mn or 8- Pin lm hala
Aude Innovatoons Second
Aude Amplohers
5U4G Rosser,
50351 Russun
5Y3GT Syhene
5V4GT
023415AR4 Rusean
GZPVCV1377 Morgan,
0237/2/375 UK made
5R4WGB Caron USA
604
6/(5

Tute
double In.
hogh gram supeo Mon..
super rom nolbie low merophony audio verpon of WA
double hiede ru/grain ECC83 lyse exceptional
soundong used pl ONGAKU 14770beSolver KEGON
probably but soundeng ECC83
double IroMe
pentode
double Mode mil spec
double mode U8X basa
double Mode orgeat US- made low moctophony
super soundong
double mode U8X hase
double Mode
double n'ode powertul dower used on
ONGAKU NEGON etc
dmell thore vent Powerlul dora,
ponepumalent of 56879/0
Mode -Pentode
small powee pentode
small power pentode me spec versen
small power tetrnde
meduum power pentode
meourn power tetrode
nednan power letrode standard base
power tetrode
power penloode
amie Mode Audio Note branded and
tested to our scee.ficaten
power Mode Aude Noie branded and
tested
our speceemon
power triode. Aude Note bran. rested and tred
power regulatol. mammy neated tr.o04
slrong regulmor Inducetly heated mode
Preetly healed small power th.
HTlectifer
HT.gemiter
HTlecteer
HT.eectiter
113menter
HT.rectemo
HT.reeteeceaulvalent to Mn, but beur soundIng
very power. HT.rechleer 2500 volt ar 100mA.
HT.rectiteg. very gond for Pre -amerfiers. 1- Pm base
HT.rectitieg for pre.amphlers and power amer.,
fronfiends. 080

Prie. Ea UK Val
295
395
285
945
395
045
595
275
595
325
675
875
14 75
265
I55
451
2.45
215
451
555
885
645
5645
29 45
33 45
2465
645
17 95
325
225
395
225
875
44 65
955
24 55
265
265

Resistem
We endeavour to stock the ut« El2 lange ol all the difterent makes of emastors that we stak, except the
very lowest onme values, whech are ulrernely costly, as arule we do not stak values helow 10 Ohms or
above 303 Wh.' we always try lo have every Pngle E12 value in stock_ lois cannot be guaranteed deliv•
n'y espeerally on the Mokas ana tantaleom lem œselogs can be very long inaeed, lemme, since most are
used In oie production of hmshed produrts. Mme vall generally be stock amiable .1.4 weeks.
Beyschlag.
We alter three guai. levels 01 reselor quel., all are 1 'TO. starbng wdh the Boyschlag metal lolm. whoch
are slightly magnelo las are Me vast magonly of olher makes of melal lem guettes). but nonetheless very
good soundIng. AS shed tn all our UK- made ampliliegs up lo and Includeng quality Level 3, Me
MEISHUM3M4 30013 ndleedback Mode amplifiers
BeyschLeg 1waft. I % resostors up to 5001(Ohm.f 011. aboya 50014011m f0.13 each.
HOLCO
Bener seule godOy can be acheved with lhe 112. 1watt. 1 % non-rnagnele geselogs, wheh we regard as
the best ' industnal gra. - femelle, remit,. aveilebre They have one small drawback, as they are aune
fragile. and repuIle caretul handleng. do .1bend the legs tao close to the body, theY meIr become bIbI
HOLCO rentes type 112 5OPPM 0051.03 06 each from 100 to 500. I089 each foom 5RI 101909,1005
each tom 2000m lo 230KOhm. 10 45 euh nom 231KOhm to 11.1011m. f1.02 each from 1MI to 2M0.
124 oach trom 2M1 10 CIAO. and 12.21 euh fgom MU to 5M0.
SHINKOH Tantalum Film Resala.
Thrs
delindely the best sounding resistorsavadable.lorget the VISHAY. wows may be 01. In l'eh leedback
transktor amplders. but mn our °m'on oude uncomphmentary to the puddles 01 real Aune AmpldNabon
Ile directly healed trrode m'allers running feedback Ire on single-endea Class A). thn es where you mil
need the tantalum film ...ter for 117e best resufts
Tbe 1/2 watt Shonkoh tantalum resistors are non-magnehe and cose2.26 each
Some values are available in 1waft loom Shmlioh al 04 60 each, list ol stock avadable
AUDIO NOTE 12 WATT TANTALUM RESISTORS.
Wb our In-house usage of tantakien msetors mcreapng all the hme. and SIfinkoh becomeng less and less
able to suppls va nave found il necessary to second.souece Me P2 watt value on addition 10 the 1watt
already oftered. Me AN- Tall are non.magnete and share all Other aspects of the Shonkoh. except the colour.
Ihey will Sc available 08110.. you read this in the following values.10R. 12R. 168. 188. 22R, 270. 3313,
39R, 471i. 5614. 6814. 8221. 918, 5008, 120E, 150R. 180E, 220R. 270E1. 33011, 3008, 470R, 560R, 600R.
6800, 82013. 9100, 160, 11(1, 11(2. 1624. 1633, 115. 1008. 2002, 262, 2K7, 3K3. 369, 41(7. 51(6. 61(6. 862,
91(1, IO«. 126. 1511, 18K, 226, 276, 336, 396, 476, 566, 626 686. 7514. 826. 916. 10010 1206, 1506,
17810. 18011, 1826, 220K. 2506.270K. 3306. 3906. 47011. 510K. 5606 Sn/K.680K. 8206.
11.112 watt Aude Note tenlalum resestas cost£l 99 each.
AUDIO MOTE 1WATT TAN(ALUM RESISTORS.
Up to no« the rantalum tilos resetors have been extremely dilficull to pl, however, after much persuasmn
and agent amirumum mentoly guaranlee trom Aude Note UK, the manufacturers have agreed to vade,
the range of 112 watt and reintroduce the 1wan range whech becomes an exclus. range !
or AUDIONOTE,
we consbler thos to he mator breakthrough. sonce maso& areasonable range of values at the 1watt rare. II
os preny Moult Io get the very best oul Dl the best mouds The 1watt Mollo Note tantalum 111m reststors
are avarlable m the same values as the 1,2yak wah the addohon of the 1MO.
The AUDIO NOTE 1watt 1%, tantalum rem*, values are f370 euh
We shall now be working on gettong 2and 3Waft lantalum remstors made avadable as watt. and «ho knows
perhaps we well Ce ahle to bulle morelles on ayeag's teme Mal have all tentalum restslors in all parts ol!fie
circuit
AUDIO NOTE PRECISION CARTIONFILM RÉSISTORS.
In eddlean to the non.magnete tantalum resistors. we are going Io slock emn98 of pgempon goldplated
cerbonfern resetors in many cases the carbonfern resetor mo pgeleratee if you are bulbecg an amollir
based on an 010 c... Me lot exemple Me WE91 or anotheg cogc00 olonmllubsrnra5e. We shall be slocking
values suitable for projects hke the WE91 In 1/2 ana 1watt values. Ifeese reselogs are mude especully
us by amajor manufacturer
They cost for the 1/2 watt £330 each

1watt

04.85 each

2wan 06.89 euh

ALLEN 8RADLEY 1Wall 5% Carhonfilm % salon.
Due to popular demand and ageneral 406 of °the, sources. we have slarted sloclung arange of Allen
Bradleys carbonlem reserors, many experienced 010110, lem my f
bleui Herh Reochert cendrier Mue Me
very best soundIng for ma. »Ph...
Available in Me El2 range or values. Ile 1wan cost Lt,431405
HIGH WATTAGE WIREWOUND RESISTORS.
As anew lem we shall star, onenng arange 012- 15 watt mrewound resetors, we shall be starfing weli a
small range and «paneog das we go ab. at the moment Me followIng emariable, all these repstors are
5% tolerance and glana
tarage
6wan
6watt
6wan
6watt
6wan
6watt
6wan
9wan
9wan
9wan

Tarama
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%
5%

Velee
479
1000
4700
180
282
15K
200
10014
1K5
1K8

Mu Ex. gAVel.
086
086
086
086
086
132
132
124
124
124

More values well be added mer the next 6months together vnth some nonmduchve omewounds1
ILACK GATE ELECTRON TRANSFER, High Performance, GrephIle tell capacitom.
Firstly. Iwould like lo categoncally state that any rumours about Black Gale capamtors hem; unavadable or
deconfinued are brolly misguided, mata°. and Incorrect. AUDIO NOTE is currently the sole source in
Europe net holds any signeicant range of values on stock we use literally 1000's in producten. as we were
the 1
orst company lo realme the tremendous bene. that Black MM capacnors Mer. and eve are to date Ihe
only high-end eu003 company In the world to Incorporate Stick Gale capacitors consetently In oUo («shed
products.
There am very few aude pans Mal manse aguaranteed Impr ovement when replacing prachcalb any otleer
part, but the is what the BLACK GATE capacitors actually do Exchangong any electrolyie capecdog any.
velue en the mrcul ol an amplifie, or rn the crossover of aspeaker min greatly Improve sound guality We
are molfing on sorne guidelines as to where, how and whIch types of Black Gales to use on daferenl cop
cure, the test such techrfical guelefine Is avalable now and es called -Improving your CDPleyel' and can
be oblamed by sending astamped addressed envelope lo us requesting 11,5 leaflet All AUDIO NOTE Level 2
Signature products use OMM Gale Facto. Transi« on cuber ségnal/power surbb rochons
11.s very Important to note that all BUCK GATE capacdors take lime to Charge- up or stablee, when forst
put In meut depenefing on type and appreehon Wms ' rnalunng - !me can be belween 100 and 300 hours
Beck Gate call the Me 'oadling process -.see enclosed lrst ol »m'able value, We feel, however, rhat the
praess tales longer, ho hum ,
We am about to stock the entége range of values on Me enclos80 1,01. so aseparate micelle is etlacloed lo
the hst of Black Gate program avadable Ash us to sold you the let as ills too long for an adoubement or
to Incorporate in our standard component 1,51, wherefore d rs no, Included In full. Agam, as always, we
appremate astamped self addressed envelope. 4010101 Inftuences the expedyncy the end.
The sigh MM% power supply cePecnorS hifee SKr leve been replaced by an even befter yeomen. the MMType unfortunately the once has Increased substentgally as well. we have p010045404 large back-up stock
of Ihe Sn's lin fact mosl ol what Black Gale in Japan had Al in stocke so Iam leaving the SKI-Type on
the preelet m.. fun out of stock of each SIC, dem Meer.me we have Introduced Me Cerafine high voltage capacotors as acheaper alterneve
IMPORTMIT NOTICE ,
PLEASE NOTE, THE PRICELIST FOR BLACK GATE CAPACITORS IS AGUIDELINE ONLY, DUE TO THE CONTINUOUS STRENGTHENING OF THE JAPANESE YEN, IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PRIM UP- TO- CATS PRICES
MONTHLY. SO ASK FOR PINCE WHEN YOU ORDER
Vette
47mF
33mf
047mF
22mf
335F
4711F
down
22mF
33mF
47mF
330mF
47mF
100mF
100mF
220nd
lOonF
22mF
47mf
100nt
22051e
10000F
1000.
220.
470.
2200ne
10.00.15
4700mf
47mF • 47mF
1004nE • 100ont
100.nf

Voltage
010011
000011
50volt
50ron
50v 011
SOvoll
50000
500011
5000
16voll
16000
1.011
1.011
01009
50.11
16.11
50volt
500011
1200011
1000011
1000011
1000011
100001
16011
5001E
1600E
150001
Ifivoll
80von
10001
5000011 0500 surge
SOOvoll 0000 surge
500volt - 55. surge

r
.
.l
3-Type
‘
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
PO
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
SKr- Type
SK,Type
SKr- Type

...... ad Ore
nywnere
Anywnere
Anyvmere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anogynere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Arbwhere
Anywhere
Artywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Argerwhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Ariewhere
Anmhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere
PSU smoothing
Anywhere
PSU folle capacdor
PSU Mer capamtor
150 liner capacdor

Irae Ex, 08 Vat.
65
175
I05
1.12
123
128
168
1.87
268
2.82
3.42
4.11
6.88
2.97
4.41
4.73
547
1941
371
6.31
8.54
7/5
2218
8.22
24 55
4.35
6.35
13 45
234 65
14.25
85.85
101 %
0275

Ciel.
220nt • 220mF
10(lonF • 100mE
100 • 100mF
47 • 47mF
100.11F
100, 1017mF
220. 220mF
22180

350volt - 400, serge
350von - 40. serge
500.4011 ,550v surge
500volt - 550y surge
500von - 550v surge
350von - 4000 surge
350von • 011ey surge
3000m

See- Type
SKT.Type
Von(7.type
94kt-type
5510Typa
Y/Ki-Type
Wl(bType
VlbType

150mF
047mf

050,01
00.00

0K-Type
F.Type

22111
100ne
220re
22000e
47mf

63volt
63ocet
63volt
63volt
16001

F-type
F.Type
F-Type
F-Type
Fs-Type

10001E

1600,1

FK.Type

220onF

16voll

FlbType

1COonF
220mE
103ne
100C1mF
2200mF
22081,15
100mF
22roF

25volt
000011
000011
000011
350011
53yon
100volt
000011

FK-Type
FK-Type
FK-Type
FK-Type
FK-Type
50- Type
1K- Type
CrType

47mF

100111

C.Type

68mF

50von

thoolar

111tni
22nIF
47inF
047ne
220mf
'Woolf
470mF
4700mE
imF
47mF
10gge
47mF
100m6
108050e
2200mF

000011
50yolt
500011
500011
630011
100011
100011
000011
500011
000011
100011
500011
500011
50vort
100001

Bipolar
Bipolar
Bipale,
BG.Nx Type
BG•Nx Type
8G-NType
8G-NType
6G-NType
6G-NType
BG.N Type
BG .NTIM
BG.N Type
136.6 Type
136.6 Type
86.41 Type

PSI) hrter capecnor
PSU Meer CaPecem
PSU hner capacitor
PSU lotte, capeler
PSU taler capacaor
PSU taler <aura°,
PSU Mer canarda,
Decouplong or
taler capamtor
PSU filler capacnot
low FOR love ropedance
use anywhere
As above
As above
As above
As 01.54
Une low ES1 version
comparable to km uns
Ultra low 150 versmn
comparable ro film calas
Ultra low ESA version
comparable to fun caps
As above
As above
As above
As above use anywhere
As above ose anywhere
As above use anywhem
As above use anywhere
for nrcuits voth OC
Patenter deterence
For orcurts mn, OC
potentee. daterence
For loudapealret
crossover networts
As above
As above
As M'ove
For OSU decouorne
For super low nome PSUs
For, super low nome PSUs
As aboie
As above
As above
As above
As d'ove
As M'ove
As 4500e
As above
As above

92 65
75 35
195 35
159 85
144 65
151 74
181%
11W
41 23
1.11
In
156
2II
476
715
13 71
19W
14.29
21 43
15 71
58 71
50.71
101 43
32 85
2.07
335
12 65
16 85
23 95
36 96
12 35
11 85
24 65
28 95
210 45
545
665
755
13 75
20.35
99 95
423 35

nour componenl lost you will find ah.. of all »Matte Black Gate values. logether thug ses. best usage
tc. Las., we can suppb arende Of naMmOdeetly PeeCed components. Slill good quai« but mole indus rut grade. 11 you like.
CERAFINE Pordered Commis Electrolylic Cambre
We have al long last secured arellable source bol these fene power suplaY leu OapaoilclO, amost on anY
songle-ended arma of NOTE , We wel start ipth Iwo values. al 350 and 500 rol, 100 • 100. each as
these lover Black Gates where the onces for the BG's are molle,. We lave increesed Me range of
Cegehnes we stock pure rem., and strongly recornmend all the Cemlénes as afar supereof replacement
or m'OMM° for mammy electrolytes, and al the onces offered that should be wellun most budgets
yom
MO. 100mF
100 • 10OrnE
2700mF NEW ,
4700. NEW.
100. NEW.
100,10 NEW ,
220re NEW.
220m1 NEW.
470mF NEW.
220F NEW ,

Suggested the
Power supply ' Kenitra
Power supply Meung
Power supply Mtering
Heater Meung
BrIaass anywhere
Bypass anywhere
Byllass anYwhet.
BYPass an ywhere
Anywhere
Anywhere

Veltam
350von
500von
1004oft
63volt
100von
00501
100001
50von
50volt
50von

Pace Ex. UK Vet.
loen
29 95
34 95
495
295
195
895
295
le 95
115

We shall contenue lo expand Me range of Cerafine electrofines over the neol levé months, so keep an eye 00
the socel
POTENTIOMETERS
Best available from sound ... My , once
film

point. made by Noble in Japan, high aualey conduchve plaste

Veherne Centrale,
Commotion
Crame are PCB mounted
Encapsulated type. PC6 gn.ned

Mme..
100000m Stereo
1001105m Stereo

Met Ex. UK Val.
495
18 65

Abetter allegmtrve Is the 1(0-ON volume controb wheh are used in pge-emphleers Me Me 117Tube. MIL«.
and mn amono vers« on the enpul on Me NEIRO, KASSAI. KEGON and GAKU-ON. Mese are very good
sound mg pots hy any standard
Imprime.
1000011 Stereo
1011501m Mono
1000010 Stereo

Clenstfwellon
Encapsulated
Large encapsulated
Large encapsulated high rtualny

32 25
70 65
107 45

Dame 'tee. PCB mounted
Encapsulated type PCB wooded

545
19 25

Balance Controls,
100001m Stereo
1001(01m Stereo

KO-011 also makes avery good qualdy 1001(Ohm balance contool. monder Io the encapsulated 1001( pot this
costs f32 25
STANDARD TYPE SWITCHES.
Thrs swttch is Munster, 2 - 6 - way. 11 has gord pletegt contacts and astareess steel ball log but possele
COorOsen protechon and contact. once ex UA Vat 05 60
Agen KO- ON otlers avery nice quality sealed swach 6way 2ohannel at 90 65 each
STANDARD ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS.
Good guelily standard industrial types.
Value
100m,
100mF
220mr
220m,
10Ornf
47001111
2200041
lOne
22ne
22mF
47mF
56mF
68mF
100mF
220gni
220mF
220mF
470.

1846mm mua 1147mm gedial
1506mm axer
1148nern radial
13.00mm radial
108101m radral
3101(tem raoloal
35017nom rem, 4leroctlts 40,41
15K1Ornm rachat
25412rnm rader
41x16mm asral
25.421mm rader
3.21mm rader
30.22mm 'Mal
3.25n. barbet
52.3000 radial can
40,30mrn racbal can
112r35mrn rachat screw lermmals
50a35mm radiai can

Prke Ee. UR MI.
023
029
031
042
041
082
087
056
145
199
246
287
298
376
545
685
27 65
556

RU, BNG, BANANA PLUGS, RCA SOCKETS SPEAKER & GROUND TERMINALS & LOUDSPEAKER
SPATES
RCA Muge,
155
365
851
25 53

Standard Gold PMI
AN-Cgord mug
AN ,CP 00010 NOTE gold plug
AN- PAU010 NOTE Sher plue te. insulated, nonma9" 4,,4

RCA Sockets.
Type
FICA socket mckel plate)
RCA socket gold Mater,
AN- CS AUDIO NOTE non
socket 0010 p10110

gnetic tenon insulated

itemetleg
Ctassis mounted
Cnassis mounted
Chas. monter,

trige Ex. (MU
041
065
365

DUC Plegs A Sockets.
Type
Standard SOC plue
INC Silver plated sachet chasse mounted

Pace Ex, UK Val
345
205

Banane Muge, Loudspeaker Cable Spedes, Chassie Lardspeaker Terminal
Tope
AUDIO NOTE Banane pl ug gold plated spang loaded tension
AUDIO NOTE toudspeaker Calte solde saver plated. non-magnete
AUCH, NOTE ON SI Speaker Terminal chasse mounts, nockel plaled red or black
AUDIO NOTE AN- 511G Speaker Terminal. [ luisis mounts gOld plats. red or black
AUDIO NOTE ON 51F Speaker Termonal, chassis mouds tully gold piaule
non-rnagnehc red or 0000
Ground Terminal chasse moult and nrcliel peted

Mai E.. IJK Mt.
245
465
185
275
475
145

Our range ol components Is constantly expandong, as we find new or tenu supphers, bvslaymn touch by
leading our adverts in Hill Wald and HM Ne.
FERRITE RINGS.
In many systems, especally ones using transistor based m'orifice., herd is often aproblem of mcommg
RF mono into the feedback lao, especolly from connected CD-players. ClamPing 0,00 nngs er.na the
cable between the CD-transport and the DAC or the output of Me DAC or CO-playeg and the preampfifier
Input perds surpremg results
Aset of Iwo Feude nngs costs
0850

AUDIO NOTE Moving Cod CD Erne A Inpul Rectum/ Transformefl.
use mew rt , r,, IrrIroogcod 4/ea rt, cne/ them tor general sale Common to all or these sman
agnal uanstormers m thr the,

taccenrog can watt athreaded Murree

T
O,

Ian Harrison Hifi

Tel: 01283 702875
0:1in-91)111
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• FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $50.
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AU, MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
EXPORT AND MAIL ORDER FAczrnEs

re5r5rOci 000CI Oralrry elearOlye

re ael40 rloll,,a Pan parerveet Protechng cover is per/ •.ere ask tor demos

LX DEMONSTRATION eed SECONDHAND BARGAINS

Val when rncludes Mr ayes ryes also Me 2 3008 needed) but not postagepacking
TT, fl2 00 tapo velo £99 00 extra IC, One rs also agarlable wan ParrShed chrdme
er 1 ' maned transformer tell ends inu makes Me 6, One areal • Ttonnerr ' Add 0200 00 1010131

.
.

(999 00 Ile Krt Ofre Is 3000350 now
The ( rt Orne has re Inn, Men awarded the trIle
tr, Tie t., .. • • s

rr vr rrr

The Greatest Audto Bargain of the I
.
o.M. Century" by

revrew on the Internet no bun

Ile AUDIO NOIE ( II IWO
Kr/ Ico. re Ore •rp..• real >Mode money in Srnyle'Ended enode. yeldreg some 17 watts 01 mom Class
A valve n4.1.1..0111 tor Ito. elm, 51.1110. after 1150, and 69,
1761 input and 581401E6682 SRPP dower
stage. component, and chasms as Kol One 101 lwn rs currently only avertable walnut valves lor C570 00
rrml UK Val 11 userl svrth Chmese 6550's 'rodents tor Mulls on powersuPP6 0005100111a051010e10 541.
accepted..
Price 0599 00 rut Val mangles valves but me poslagegpaclong. cove, rs extra al 099 00 WIth polshed
chrome PlIa5315 cla creme bell erne on the Mansformers. £ 799 00
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A the.. 0 nu two r,, rno
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Porrsned chmrne chasms and ten ends 0 arso wadable al £400 00 ertra Several uPgrade tots ate avartable
tor Kr1 Three a, well oak Mr &WM
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TM AUDIO MOTE IUT FOUR.

THIEL CS 22 LOUDSPEAKERS

The KIT 10UR rs really our r
ltl000dll,1n10,aoeamplrt,er lut Pardon VW, and power suetY mounter,/on
type oush.pull output transtormers all mounted rn asmall

P1SE 60e chassrs cavern/9 everything scr nobody ecre be able to see that you have succumb to the rule of
me valve amphfrer wthch u sweeprno the 0110 The errant consuls 01100 6060T tetrodes runnrng

AND PRE OWNED

EQUIPMENT IN MINT CONDITION
LIST

SALE

2500

1495

ROSEWOOD
MAGNEPLANAR SMGC OR SE LOUDSPEAKERS

2300

1495

HI-FI WORLD KLS -3 LOUDSPEAKERS LIGHT OAK

1500

750

TANNOY 0700 LOUDSPEAKERS

900

745

PoshrPull class A Vo 0,03 00001 10 MITTS doyen by a6SN7GT and a ( CC/33 Input stage Easy to broad even

TANNOY CHEVIOT LOUDSPEAKERS

'or the begrnner

MARK LEVINSON NO 28 PRE-AMPLIFIER

3995

1795

The NIT Fallo,,mtr. 01.19 rol as rd Mareh I t996

PERREAUX E220 200W PER CH POWER AMPLIFIER

1500

995

AUDIO INNOVATIONS

395

ST AUDIO MONOBLOCS AND

The AUDIO 11011 Pre * mph., Art

PURIST PRE- AMP

• •
, r . rr..

TEAC A-BX7R REMOTE CONTROL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

• • • AUDIO NOTE Mllube prerampléber carol rs now avarrable wherry Tve oDer It In
ernr lr e
r Cate One consosténg of only the rnstruchon manual the trackless PC

hoards Mr
bardworout,
the r
The ' ,tuns InoTslormeT and Ifle choke cosbelg eig 00 Tocluséve of UK Val
Ile trackless PC Bawd, me avadohle at 649 95
Verse», Two oncludes versen one voth Ore addl.° of aset 01 baste components. Eleyschlag lesos tors
Roeder stem, PoNester mortal caps. standard electoolyhes standard valve bales but no valve, Noble frame
volume and balance controls wrth PDX enpor strutters vnth PCB. output sockets
PCB. hut no chasms,
al acost 01 £ 199 00

TEAC IT VRDS TRANSPORT .......
'!ac IOSE IRLOS CD PLAYER
I:AC A3300 OPEN REEL 10 5IN NAB FOUR TRACK RECORDER

995
595
450
750
250

699 95
549 95

849 95

TELEPHONE/FAX 01403 251587 OR 0831 418619

Vemos line, adds Ihe valves 145 ICE83 ,12AX7W)(1 2 aECC82 and 10004011300 the chasms and
upgraes the volume and balance pots to Noble encapsulated types A complete me.ampldrer lof al the
lughest dually al 0299 00

ot UK Vol at 11 St T

Ver,TT, ottenng more snplustmated components von he Introduced when we have enough parts°, Mock
•at 11 tnern lIe 'nos, otnnous upgrade would be lo replace Me Roeder/tern polyester wth Midis Mae.
•
41 caps erne, alurrunwm for or copper tml and COMM. Mat welt Nadie Mole tantalum tam revs/mho Nele saver or,

elle chane too RIM valves lo 6072k12An's or use 6SN7WGIA Sylvama

g.Gr rnstead 11f the ECM, r
please note that you need a 01110,011 line Mara 101 rel lurlher
'KT, can* rntrodured vent Ceratmes or Slack Gates saver meal can COPP. ara55.0 .5
Wrrte lo
AUDIO NOT( MK, Ltd

Peacock Inclustnar Estate Lyon Close 125.127 Darner Road. Hove ANO
eepnone 01273 220511161.m fax 01273 73 .498 Direct hue to sates 01273

RUSSIAN

• • ESODRICA Ltd Tel 095 917 4385 Foe 095 917 8762
Meurn Auchn :
Raday 1,001 H-1092 Budapes1 HUNGARY Tel las DI
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215 2S
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00.
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101, 2630 Aarlselaag.
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SUMMER SPECIALS
Special discounts Until 31st August:
Alps Potentiometers - Blue °
I& Black Beauty
Ansar Polypropylene Capacitors

Send for our FREE price list PL24: Just 55,1101
alarge S.A.E. (36p stamp) or $2bill
overseas. Europe Si bill or 3International
Reply Coupons ( MC).
New and updated FOCAL ' State of the Art' Kits.
FOCAL ' In-car' & JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400 & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive.
Componpnts, Accessories, Large selection of Capacitors
+Falcon Custom-wound Inductors,
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus more - list in P/L.
Bark year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR and Loudspeaker Ver.6, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit and the Mitey Mir Kit.
Full details from
(Dept HEN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON. Norwich Norfolk,
NR14 8JT Tel ( 01508) 578272

Elna Cerafine Capacitors
Pure Silver Wire
Os-Con Capacitors
Toroidal Transformers

atv

PO 01 03 1996

AUDIO-LINKS
7Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe. North Lincolnshire. DN16 IFil,

Tel/Fax. 01724 870432

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve

f•or further details, send a38p stamp to

I2-1

Incomoming Falcon Electronics Falcon Components
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HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

classified
PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

SALE OF EX DEMO WE EQUIPMENT
THRESHOLD SA4E 100W CLASS APOWER AMP. PLUS FET 10
8PRE . FET 10 PHONO STAGE (£ 12K NEW)
AT £572K
EAR 509 MKII 100W VALVE AMPS
AT £890
TRILOGY 902 PRE a958 100W MONOBLOCKS (£4.6K) ... AT £1700
* KINSHAW PERCEPTION PRE-AMP (2BOX)
AT £400
* KINSHAW PERCEPTION DAC (2BOX)
AT £400
ARCAM DELTA 170 TRANS PORT
AT £400
DELTEX PDM-1 SERIES 3DAC (2BOX)
AT £750
ROKSAW XERXES 8SME 3009 1042 ( ROSEWOOD)
AT £550
ARCAM DELTA 150 NICAM STEREO AV TUNER ( NEW)
OFFERS
* JAMO SW 600 ACTIVE SUB WOOFER
AT
f350
TDL STUDIO 0.5 SPEAKERS ( BLACK)
AT £250
NAIM ) BL ( BLACK) SPEAKERS
AT
f450
SNELL TYPE JIIS (MAHOGANY) aSTANDS
AT £400
SPICA TC50 ( BLACK) ( NEW)
AT £350
*TRIANGLE COMPLETE SPEAKERS ( BLACK)
AT £300
REL STRATA SUBWOOFER
AT £350
DPA 50S PRE/POWER
AT £900
DPA 505 POWER
AT £400
MUSICAL FIDELITY MUT PRE ( MM/MC PHONO)
AT £400
LINN LP12 ALPHASON ARM
AT £400
• RUARK RHAPSODY SPEAKERS (WALNUT) ( AS NEW) . AT £350
• OPERA CALLAS ( LIGHT ASH) (AS NEW)
AT £650
RUARK CRUSADER (WALNUT)
AT £ 1100
AUDIO RESEARCH SP10 2BOX VALVE PRE rSUPERB)
AT
£1700
• TRICHORD PULSAR- 1BAC (AS NEC.
AT
. -.
HORD 800 POWER AMP ( 150'RN
AT
F
• EX

DEMO

V' Audio Fax/Tel: 01179 686005

RIVERSIDE HIFI
Ex Demonstration + part exchange equipment to clear
WAS
NOW
1475
999
500......399
2300
1950
359
400
1595
889
500
.249 (
1299
1550
.1299
700
595
1700
1449
699
299
420
179
32
49
419
329
649
59
49
489
299
189
150
75 ( DI
149
119
450
T
1245
995 ( DI
139
89 WI
3000
n
900
799
1390
ID
499
175
349'
s

ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
AUDIO ALCHEStr . 1i[' Ai;
El8W 804 ¡BLACK(
HARMAN FKARDON AP2500 ( PRE AMP
KIF 103/4 (WALNUT)
KOETSU RED ( 6MONTHS USE
MICROMEGA TEMPO
MICROMEGA DRIVE 21 DAC
MICROMEGA VARIO DAG. .
MICHELL ISO
MICHELL ORBE RB300 OC
MONITOR AUDIO NA303 ( BLACK •
MONIT1OR AUDIO NA900111W1
MONITOR AUDIO NAIS ( NW)
MONITOR AUDIO 352 IWALNI1T1
NAD 310
NISSION 731LE
PROJECT 6INC ORTOFON
QUAD 77 AMP a CO
OED DIGIT PLUS
REL STUDIO ( OAK)
ROTEL HOP/ROD 980
SME V .
SONY MDS302 MINI DISC
TARGET OS EQUIPMENT STAND
TOI STUDIO 1M 1STAND ( BLACK)..
YAMAHA OSP-E200
YAMAHA NSC 110 CENTRE CHANNEL)
YAMAHA SOC ASS ( CENTRE CHANNEL ,
P PANT EXCHANGED DaDEMO STOCK
TEL 10181) 892 7613

999
349
149
190

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM

899
199 ( R)
99
89

FAX ( 0181) 892 774

MIDDLESEX, TW1 2EB

Letet/POP
2Ó1i,j r,1,4xi,,,,,

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES.
PENFOLD LANE. HOLMER
GREEN, BUCKS HP15 AXR
(01494) 714058 .6FAX

E1ANL)OR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TFIANSIENT RESPONSE
• Any one loudspeaker covers 'fads of musical spectrum
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE & ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC. 47p STAMP

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required
for high profile, well reviewed
British loudspeaker range.
For further details. contact David O'Malley.
REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505
Fax 0044 161 905 1965

831388 ( H0206)
Linear Phase Studio monitors model. 8812 ( high
quality speakers)
new 1996 models' retail
£949.50. each accept £900ono for the pair. Buyer
collects ( Grantham area) more details l'el: Richard.
01400 281805 ( H0205)
Audionote ONGAKU amplifier M7 phonostage
ANS 7 transformer Voyd reference turntable
Marantz 10b tuner Revox G36 Tapedeck
Nakamichi 10(X) cassette machine Tel: 01992 620
905 genuine enquiries only please ( H0204)
Carver Loudspeakers. Forsell reference trasnport
and Dac. OCM preamp/mono amps, sunfire 5
channel amp; Audio Artistry Dvorak loudspeakers
variety of cables. Tel: 01231 319148 for details and
6- I °Pm
(H0203)
aim CD3, 92Pre/90.3pwr. Spendor SP3/ I
W/stands, NAC5 SPKR cable. target 3- tier table.
all 6 months old, complete system £ 1.995 will
split. Tel: 01932 345241 ( H0202)
Hi Fi Clear Out. Rogers Studio 3's. rosewood
£300; Custom Design stands for Studio 3's, £ 120;
Pioneer Laser Disc Player 1950. £320; Audio
Alchemy, D.I.T.B..
DPA Little Bit Three
£250; Maim SBL's. black. £700; Micromega Stage
I. £ 350; DPA Integrated Amp. £400; Marantz
CD52SE. £ 250: Creek T40 Tuner. £ 120;
Sennheiser HD580 Precision. £ 120; Two Target
wall shelves £ 25 each: Target Two Tear Table. £ 25;
Custom Design 5 Tear Rack, glass shelves, new,
£130 Tel: Chris. 0181 311 8986 ( H0210)
Lumley Reference M250 mono blocks valve
amplifiers, perfect demonstration pair £6,500
(£7.500); REL " Studio" subwoofer in Rosenut,
perfect ex demonstration model £ 1.995 (£2,995):
Also. REL "Stentor'« Rosenut £995 (£ 1.600) black
£950 (£ 1.500); Lexicon CP3 digital processor es
demonstration £795 (£ 2,750); ATC 100 loudspeakers, professional external 3- way electronic cross
over £400 (£ 800); Magnum A200 SE 250 watt
mono block amplifiers £ 1.995 (£ 2,995) pair ex
demo. Full warranty on all items. Tel: Hertford
Music. 01992 442425 ( H0209) (T)
Multi Purpose Test Cassette: Dolby Level,
Azimuth, replay frequency response, Dolby B/C
tracking, speed. 120us or 70us eq, supplied with
instructions and specifications, £20 post free UK.
£23 overseas, Ian Harrison, 7 Mill Hill, Repton.
Derby, DE65 6GQ. UK tel: 01283 702875
(H0208) ( T)
Linn LP12 (
black) Lingo. Ekos, Arkin. Kabers
(Black), all latest spec. Naim I
35's. Hi-Cap. 72
£4.950 will split Tel: 0181 657 0981 ( H0201)
Krell KSA 100 MKII power amp. stunning sound
quality £ 1,700ono Tel: 0151 632 0967 or 0151 632
3887 ( H0200)
Naim IBL black ash loudspeakers, excellent condition, original box.£450ono Tel: 01273 772379
earls evenings and weekends ( H0199)
Conrad Johnson 4 tower synthesis speakers ash
£2.200; Aragon 241PS pre amp £695; Restek
Challenger int. amp £650; Carver speakers black
£650 all excellent condition Tel: 01438 716149
eves ( H0198)
Quad 34, FM4. 405-2, Quad serviced, MC and
MM modules, interconnects, manuals, boxes,
super condition, sell complete with pedestal stand
at realistic price £425. Tel: Hayman, 0171 928
7667 ( 0). 0171 372 5506 ( H) ( I-10197)
Meridian 500 transport £ 750; 565 processor
£1.350; DSP5(XX) speakers £2,000; DSP5000C
centre spaker £900; Tel: 0121 783 8227 ( H0196)
Quad 63's plus gradient 63 subwoofers black. four
years old, as new. boxed. £ 1.750 Tel: 0121 360
3823 ( H0195)
Nakamichi DR1 cassette deck £550; LFD MCI
phono stage £ 550; Audio Synthesis Passion
Passive preamp £ 250; Audio Synthesis Pro Passion
preamp £250: KEF 105 speakers £500, assorted
cables including Monster 400 and Monster CD Tel:
01621 860630 ( H0194)
Sonus Faber Minima amators. as new, only two
months old, 22 months unexpired warranty. £ 895
Tel: 01628 789360 ( Berks) ( H0193)
Meridian 605 Monoblock Power amps, excellent
condition, boxed. highly recommended ( MC) ( 33
marks) £ 1.495ono Tel: 01903 261931 ( eves)
Worthing Sussex after 7pm ( H0192)
Beard Pl' OOMK2 £495; Leak Stereo Twenty, point
one preamp. troughline tuner, £395; Bathtub,
sponges, similar watts puppies with Active
Crossover £ 3.995) £ 1.595 exchange. Garrard 401
£140; Radford SC22 £ 150; Tel: 01642 559543
(H0191)
Linn LP12 (
black) Lingo. Ekos. Arkiv, Kabers
(black) all latest spec. Nairn 135's. Hi-cap, 72.
£4,950 ( will split) Tel: 0181 657 0981 ( H0190)
Naim CDS CD player for sale, as new condition, excellent sound, complete with boxes
etc. Bargain at only £ 2,250 Tel: 01275

prices
N

333020 ( H0188)
Audio Synthesis Silverblue low-cap interconnect
4x6 metres. solid silver with Teflon insulation with
3 pairs WBT phonos for Biamping C4(X)ono: 4x1
metre cogan hall speaker calbe £ l.750ono Tel:
01424 220462 ( H0186)
Martin Logan Aerius speakers. boxes and manuals, still under warranty. as new. £ 1.350ono
Upgrade time, Tel: 01480 435506 ( Hunts)
(-10185)
Pioneer PD-S703. mission 734's, Marantz PM44SE MKII, Sony ST- S311. hi- wired cabletalk 3.
all boxed, excellent condition, £ 750ono Tel: 01494
510741 eves/weekends. daytime, 01628 858522
(H0184)
Krell KSA 100 NI K2. mint £ 1.395; Mark Levinson
JC-2 preamp. separate P/S. mint £695; Alon II reference monitors. rosewood. mint £ 1,395; Audio
Research LS 1 preamp. classic 60 poweramp.
£2.4(X); Tel: 01449 676335 ( H0181)
Equinox LLP-I pre- amplifier. reference quality.
DC. very detailed sound, balanced output. mint.
boxed £ 1.65(kmo; Wheaton Tri planar II pivoted
tonearm, one of the very best available, huge
soundstage. £ 1.050ono Tel: 0181 449 5624 ( North
London) ( H0182)
Van-Den-Hul EMTMCIB in/c cartrige. super
dynamic. grasshopper quality. cost £ 1.50)). one
owner £625ono; YBA 2 pre- amp. cost £ 1.700.
French chic for only 3700ono; Highphonic MCA3
m/c cartrige mint. £ 175ono Tel: 0181 449 5624
(North London) ( H0183)
Krell KPS30i CD as new, £4.50)): Sonus Faber
amators adn ironwood stands mint, £ 2,200: Linn
Kairn pre latest spec £ 1.250; Numerik Dac latest
psec £950; Linn Kelidh speakers rosenut, mint.
£495; Knee( Driver and RCU. mint. £450; Tel:
01344 302533 after 7pm ( H0179)
ATC 10's £650; Slate Audio stands £. 150: Slate
Audio special white marble stands for 3/5A's £ 150.
all mint. Tel: 01438 718694 ( H0177)
Quad Pre amp and matching 306 power amplifier, good condition £410 Tel: 01202. 503902 days,
766470 eves ( H0176)
LFD MC2 phonostage £680 Van Den Hul MCI
recent £ 160; re- tip £390; Rata Torlyte Turntable
stand £50; Rata 2- way speaker cabinets and stands
(drivers needed) £ 150; Tel: 01242 231766
(Cheltenham) ( H0175)
Bargain Nottingham Analogue turntable, new
cost £ I.2(X) Alien Tonearm new £ I . 200 Tracer Five
Cartridge new cost £550 all mint condition, best
offer secures, please phone plus other equipment,
tel:
John, eves/weekends.
01603 438752
(H0174)
DNM Series 3 p/amp with 6 pack power supply
£700; Macintosh 2205 200 WPC solid state amp.
offers? Lin LP12 Zeta arm. Briar 2rtid huso cartrige, all excellent condition. offers? *Tel: ( 11e1 679
9770 ( H0173)
Musical Fidelity A370 reconditioned, sounds
excellent. £ 1.4(X)ono Tel: Kumar 0121 308 1043
anytime ( H0213)
Audionote DAC 3 signature. mint £ 1.399;
Audionote Meishu amp, mint £ 1.899; Audiomecca
mephisto CD trasnport. £ 1,599; Somas Faber
Amator speakers. mint £ 1.000; Plus Brightstars
and cables, all as new/boxed. Tel: 0181 780
0652/0171 516 2767 ( H02 I
2)
Apogee Centaur minor ribbon hybrid panel
speakers and dedicated stands, boxed. cost £ 1.500
sell £525; Sumo Polaris power amplifier 1(8) WPC
£250; Teac VRDS20 with warrnaty rrp £ 1.300 sell
ronn

ot
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WANTED
Sage Audio Supermos poweramp modules or
complete amp considered. preferably Supennos 2
or 500 hut any up to1000 would do. Tel: 0114 246
0340 ( H0165)
Audio Technica at 160m1 and technics EPC205
MK4 caoirdges in good condition Tel: 01752
266753 ( H0172)
Quad 405-1 in grey that has been upgraded to 4052, not brown or black; Also Linsley Hood cassette
recorder MK2, must be mint, working reasonable
prices please and Dynanector DV505 arm. Write
to: Classified Ads address, Box No. 0781.
(H0189)
Overseas Reader Wants secondhand records.
Linn LP12/Valhalla, Lingo/look. other high quality arms, will travel England to collect, please write
to Cheong Bing NG. 35 1st Floor, Mosque Street,
34000, Taiping, Perak. Malaysia ( H0178)
Collector of Quad is looking for excellent to as
new conditioned II. 22 and FM2. original valves
like KT66, 5AR4 is preferred, Tel/Fax/Voice:
Simon, 01 883 341935 ( H0180)
Audio Technica at I
60ML and Technics EPC205
MK4 cartriges in good condition. Tel: 01752

classified
MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

SOLID SILVER

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI FI products
Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on
Mantra, Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock,
AR, Risa, Oracle, Revolver, Input Design, JBE.

Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £ 12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2 per order

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.

Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and
valve, special expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst,
lncatech, Mission, Musical Fidelity, Sony,
Quantum, Nytech, Legend.

gge, Analogue
'I.
Productions:
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab:
Chesky: Proprius; East Wind;
Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo ( Classic Records); DMP: Delos
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc. Waterlity; EMI: Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos: Blue Note; Audioquest; Cardas. DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence: OJC: Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc: Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson: Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan: ECM; Elektra: EM
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi. In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lynta; Mapleshade: MCA: North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP: Hungaroton; Jeton: Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History
Recorded Sound: Blind Pig; Minor: Gecko: Gilt Horse :
Catalogue 55.
Kamec Rhino; Rounder...
Information/ Order:
(9) 825-8609
Fa13
x: (913) 825-0156

AC°''

IUNDS

Box 2043, Salina: KS 67402-2043, U.S.A.

CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.
Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
MAV Shareholders Ltd, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

WANTED & FOR SALE

41:3

EARLY VINTAGENALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.

Absolute Tune-ups
Absolute Sounds qualified engineers can now wpm,

ALSO 11.1 \ IED -AUDIO VALVES BY:

modify or re-align any high-end equipment. We can

MULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.

undertake rebuilds truth selected audiophile grade
components and can also offer a valve

CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,

Absolute Sounds

LEICESTER 1E2 NE TEL/FAX: 0116 2835821

Tel 0181/947 5047 Fax 0181-879 7962

OR 0802 213740 MOBILE - ANYTIME

AUTHORISED

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

WON

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744 SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

•

5
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DAVIS

Lockwood Audio
THE

M AD1SOUND PROVIDES

111

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead
Tyne irk Wear NE8 3.1W
0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS

matching xervice. F‘pect only the best %

PotYcla-

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EQUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcain Delta 110 Pre-amp inc »AC.
(ex dem I 299.00
8IXXIP Power Amplifier
(used) 495.00
Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier
(ex doh) 699.00
Acoustic EnergyAEI Speakers/Stands
(used I 70(1.00
Acoustic EnergyAe gis 2Loudspeaker
(ex demr 599.0(1
Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifier
(used) 150.0(1
Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
(used) 120.00
Grant P100/G 1(XIMC/G1OOPV Valve Amps
(used) 700.00
Infinity Emit KSpeakers inc Stands ( whiter
(used I 450.00
Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier
(used) I
70o.00
600110
Linn LPI 2Black/look Tonearm
(uNedi
Linn Sara Sp
e akers/Stands
350.1X1
(used)
Lumley Ref. 3.5 Loudspeakers
les deuil 600.0(1
Lumley Ref LV1 Pre-Amplifier
(ex dem) 600.00
Lumley Ref PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier
(ex dent) 200.00
Ref ST70 Power Amplifier
Mx don) 1500.00
Meridian 501 Pre-Amplifier
used
475.00
Meridian 605 Mono Power Amplifier
(used) 1300.00
Meridian 506 CD Player
les dem) 749.IX)
Mark Levinson MLII. Power Amplifier
(used) 1000.00
\leant/ PM75 Amplifier
(used) 250.(13
Slicrome gaSta geOne Cl) Player
les deml 449.00
SI Wrome gaSta geTwo CI) Player
les dour 549.00
XI wrome gaSta geThree Cl) Play er
les demi 699.00
Nair» Nail 3Amplifier
used r 425.00
'Sarni NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
used) 495.00
r
\arm SRL Loudspeakers
I
used ) I200.00
\alell 32/90 Pre Power Amplifier
I
used r 450.00
Nairn Aro Toneaml
used I
65(1.1K)
Quantum Minster Amplifier
699.00
les devil
Quad 34 Pre-Amplifier
r
es demr 319.00
Quad F514 Tuner
(es demi 329.00
Quad 306 Power Amplifier
r
es de nil 279.00
Sons,MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder
(used I 495.00
Technics SLP2000 Cl) Player
fused) 600.00
Technics 11000 Trans/DAC CD Player
160.00
I
used

DYIAUDIOe

FOR SALE
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SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callen welcome by appointment

tIn

,,

Timor

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Hens WD6 I
WE
Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

=}

t2tt
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4APRAPD 'Ai ewe, ex.
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Russ Andrews Ltd
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh
Kendal. Westmorland,

SLEJDOEHAMMER

LAB 9AS. ENGLAND
Freephone. 0800 373467 (UK only)

Shocked by how expensive really good sounding equipment is?
Iit.

LERF-1

WANTED ALL YOUR VINTAGE GEAR, PHONE WITH THE
PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CANMAKE YOU AN OFFER.
ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED.

Don 't (et your LISTENING ROOM
spoil his performance.

SEND $ 5.00 FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS AND PRICES. FAX US YOUR
ORDER WITH MASTERCARD OR VISA,
AND WE'LL SEND
THE SAME DAY.
Madisound Speaker Components
(8808 University Green)
Box 44283
Madison, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A
Voice: 808-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771

With the help of

edam

4COUSIICS CtriliCIPS

you can achieve near concert
hall realism, in harmony with
your home decor.

Full details, reviews etc. or our computerised postal
Hi Fi room acoustics consultancy available from:ROOM

ACOUSTICS SERVICES

3, Queen Elizabeth Way. BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside, 136118 6AJ Tel. (01652) 635523

16.1\S At I,

Sulutiun

Don't change it - update it!
By improving the quality of crucial components
and wiring in your equipment you can achieve
results that will astound you and for a fraction
of the cost cost of buying a new model.
Our Catologue contains the definitive selection
of the worlds best components.
Our Upgrade Guides and kits provide step by
step instructions on how to carry out a
vast range of upgrades.
Our Unique after-sales technical support
ensures you have access to our expertise
should you have any queries

We

think

you'll

be pleasantly surprised!

To recieve your copy of our 1996 catologue and
ir )qr,Idr , info Just rilruf p110111 , or fax the address above.

SEPTEMBER 0996

HITI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

SLATE AUDIO
Esoteric Developments
111F SPFAKERSTA.VD®
The best speaker supports in the

world.

State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate.
supremely rigid and totally stable.
"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special.
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking. " Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers: highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: MMMMM Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLIM ill ) 10 (;.. 11?1?..11? 1) 301 awl 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with athoroughbred
you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.

'' ...

Dear Mr. Soper.
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess. that Iwas ahit
sceptical about it. when Iordered one - after all. Ibought it. without the possibility of
listening to it first. But the results get are really unbelievable. There is no rumbling,
instead deep, deep bass and an authority. Inever heard before from my records. : Ind
believe Inc. Itried sonic of the best turntables around ( Linn LI' 12. Roksan Xerxes).
.N'oze.. I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. ihe day Iplace my order for it. I
do so without being-II hit sceptical. ' hanks again for amarvellous piece earl.

tIR TEILINGER - AISTR
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THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
1I

The Glassmat was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional adility, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE ( l11? G.ARR.IRD 3011101 T1)12-1 . 1.\•
Ills' )
N'O 11 .FOR . 1110.11T TRIAL or 111F BEST1'(1?N'Ilinu:

POWER
1 / ii

nRit.f s).s1111

THE GREEN MONSTER SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM(k) FOR THE THORENS TD124.
FOR DETAILS ON ALL OF OUR OTHER PLINTH UPGRADES, PLEASE PHONE.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME/GARRARD 301 AND 401 CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" 309 £656.50 • 312 £763.39 • IV £935.75 • V £ 1391.16.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300, FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS £ 155.00 + £3.50 FREIGHT.
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE

TO FIT

£25.00.

GOLD PHONOS (
PAIR) £ 9.50 • GOLD BANANA PLUGS ( FOUR) £8.00 • SORBOTHANE BIG FEET ( FOUR) £48.00 • SORBOTHANE CD FEET ( FOUR) £30.00 •
SORBOTHANE SHEET ( 6"x6") £ 15.00 • SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE £18.95 • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR £7.50 • TURNTABLE SERVICE £ 65.00.
GARRARD 301 LEVER SET £ 35.00 • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET £ 19.50 • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET £35.00 • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY £ 19.50.
01//I? . 11•(1.1. 1/0.\'f)11 ICA GI

1R 1\1 FE If NOT COMPLETE 1.1 DE LIGI 11ED

FOR INFORMATION, SALES OR DEMONSTRATIONS, SPEAK TO PETER SOPER

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
TEL: 01525 384174 or 0421 624429

Recommendations

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL
Audiophile International Ltd. the UKs leading special pressings and domestic vinyl
stockiest. P.O. Box 303, Chobham, Surrey, GU24 8RX
Our large yearly catalogue and our latest sales lists are FREE
this summer, you will also join our world wide data base, keeping you informed of the latest developments. Simply send us
your name and address and we will forward you all the information you will ever need!

To Order Call: 01276 855578 / 855530
24 Hour Fax:
01276 855580
Visit us at this years Hi -Fi Show in;
Rooms 1006 & 1008
QUEEN - A Day At The Races
'A Day At The Races was the follow-up hit to ' A Night At The
Opera'. All of Queens glam/art
rock, majestic sound is captured
on this fantastic MFSL reworking
of the 70s classic. Recorded 1976
in England between July and
November this album features
the two 70's hit singles " Tie Your
Mother Down" and " Somebody
To Love" amongst others. £25

- for

the best selection

All 180gm LP and 24kt Gold CD reissues have one thing in
common, painstaking dedication to detail. Not only from sourcing the original master tapes for transfer, but custom made
state of the art mastering labs, original artwork, and pressing
quality that alows the listener an insight into the recording.

The Latest Mobile Fidelity

LORI LIEBERMAN LIVE

Mobile Fidelity the first company to pioneer the use of
24kt Gold in its fine reissues launched their 200gm
Anadisq range of LPs 2 years ago. Now over 50 titles
are available, here are a few available on both 24kt
Gold CD and 200gm LP!

Super high quality 24kt Gold CDs, PopeMusic have
created the 'DYNAMIC FIDELITY' process to be the
best canvas and brushes any artist could ask for, to
provide the ultimate in expression: to evoke both the
subtlety and strength of the entire range of human
emotions.

ALBERT COLLINS - Cold Snap
JOAN BAEZ - Diamonds & Rust
CAT STEVENS - Teaser & The Firecat
BOSTON - Boston
THE MOODY BLUES - To Our Childrens...
NIRVANA - Nevermind
SONIC YOUTH - Goo
BING CROSBY - Bing Sings Whilst Bergman...

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

Lou Reed on 180gm Vinyl

LORI LIEBERMAN - PLAYING LIVE !!!!!!
Lori Lieberman originally wrote a
poem about Don McLean, this she
later turned into a song called
"Killing Me Softly With His Song",
Roberta Flack, after hearing Lori's
song reissued it, the result was a
huge hit and the biggest selling single in her career. Recently The
Fugee's have taken "Killing Me
Softly" to number one again.
This year at The Hi Fi Show at
Heathrow's Ramada hotel hear Lori
play live in her the first concert since
the 70s. This is going to be THE perfotmance of this year. In the mean
time listen to Lori's wonderful
melodies on two killer albums by
Pope Music, available exclusively
through Audiophile International.

Accessories
MOBILE FIDELITY GEO-DISC
The high-fidelity pleasures of Original Master
Recordings, even conventional recordings cannot be completely realized if your phonographic
pickup apparatus (stylus / catridge) is not accurately aligned. The Geo-Disc is the answer. It
features an easy to use, three-dimensional visual alignment system for rapid, uncomplicated
cartridge alignment. In just minutes you can
achieve critical alignment to within .003 of an
inch.
Precise alignment has never been easier using
the Geo-Disc. It can literally result in sonic
improvement as significant as the addition of a
new hi-fi component at a fraction of the price.
£25

LOU REED: Set The Twilight Reeling.
In acareer that has spanned three decades, Lou Reed
has been many things. From raw beginnings this punk
rock superstars socially aware narrative lyrics crawled
out like something he was reluctant to part with. It is
hard to find a logical conclusion for this latest incantation, but this is the best Lou Reed album for sometime.
Lou has not lost his demons. There is still acertain raw
power, but the overall mood is of someone who is
more in control. His lyrics no longer toy with drug
addiction or violent sex, but behold, in most instances,
honour and emotion . This album possesses all the
qualities of his early work, but with a refinement that
doesn't bleach the overall picture. Mastered by Bob
Ludwig at Gateway Mastering and pressed onto 180
grammes of virgin vinyl by Warner.Recommended.
Limited supply
£25

PM 2001 LORI LIEBERMAN: A 1000 DREAMS.
This new gold CD release heralds the triumphant
return of an original singer/songwriter with a voice of
gold.Having co-wroee the number 1 Grammy Award
winning hit, "Killing Me Softly With His Song", Lori adds
13 more "Songs For The Asking", weaving a multitude
of moods into an album you will fall in love with. A thousand dreams is an all acoustic recording engineered
by audiophile legend Mark Levinson using only two
microphones. In the words of Joseph Cali, executive
producer, "Lie down, sit down or put your car in drive.
She will take you to the places in your heart that only
Loris music can find." 'GOLDEN NOTE NOMINATION'
HQ 24kt Gold CD
£25
Aluminium CD
£ 13
PM 2005 LORI LIEBERMAN: HOME OFW HISPERS
A classic follow up album, with Lori at her most personal. Her voice has never been more captivating or
the arrangements been richer. Lori just keeps getting
better and better, you will not be left unmoved!
HO 24kt Gold CD
£25
Aluminium CD
£ 13

New Domestic Vinyl
A very small vinyl selection;

New Classic Records
Classic Records 1809m HO LPs - our recommended
selection from the vast range covered in our catalogues.
JENNIFER WARNES - Famous Blue Raincoat
ART DAVIS - A Time Remembered
DAVE BRUBECK - Time Out
CHARLIE MINGUS - Ah Urn
SONNY ROLLINS - Now's The Time

"At last a female vocalist whose CDs deserve gilding."
Ken Kessler

£25
£25
£25
£25
£25

CROWDED HOUSE - The Very Best Of (2LP)
Includes such classics as 'Weather With You', 'Don't
Dream Its Over', 'Instinct' and many others £ 13
CURE - Wild Mood Swings (2LP US Import) £ 15
EAGLES - He'l Freezes Over (2LP Import)
Most requested hi-fi dem record last year
£17.75
GEORGE MICHAEL - Older
£ 10
JIMMY PAGE & ROBERT PLANT - No Quarter £ 17
(2LP US Import)
JOHN SCOFIELD - Hand Jive ( US Import) £ 12
NEIL YOUNG - Deadman (2LP US Import ) £ 12

XLO REFERENCE RECORDINGS TEST & BURN-IN 24kt GOLD CD.
Just playing this CD will make your system sound better! It's true! The
all new XLO/Reference Recording Test & Burn- In CD really will make
the difference. XL0 technical tracks will burn- in new stereo and
home theater/AV components and demagnetize existing ones, to
ensure peak performance and freedom from electronic glare. Detailed
liner notes and the actual voices of XL0's Roger Skoff and Reference
Recordings guru Keith Johnson will guide you in quickly and easily
getting the most from your system and your acoustical environment including verifiable proof that you have got it right! Once your system
is dialed- in, six sensational Reference Recordings music tracks
will put your system through its paces so you can experience the
amazing realism of your system.This State-of-the-art audiophile 24kt
gold pressing is also HDCD and surround-sound compatible, and is
a essential tool for as long as you have your system.
Recommended Retail £29.95, Audiophile International Price £25

AUDIOPHILE RECORD & LASER
DISC SLEEVES.
If you th nk you've done everything to
protect your favourite recordings - think
again. We are very proud to introduce
Audioph4le International Ltd's very own;
anti istatic and anti-abrasive 3- ply rice
paper LP/Laser disc sleeves. Superior
to all paper-only, plastic-lined paper and
heavy piastic album sleeves Audiophile
International Sleeves will offer the protection needed for your most prized
recordings. Each pack contains 30 high
quality sleeves, and is packaged in a
deluxe box for protection. £ 14.95
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finale
2, featuring Duke Ellington ( a major
fascination of mine) and Icaved in. I'm
glad Idid. Jazz Greats is an entirely
different beast from The Blues Collection.
For a start, the magazine was informative
and interesting. It featured much the same
kind of material as in the blues partwork
(historical background, discussions of the
tracks on the CD, recommended further
listening) but it was of a much higher
standard: better laid out, better organised,
and well written. On its own merits, the
magazine was engrossing, enjoyable and
(relatively) substantial. But then Isuppose
Is it possible for apartwork to
Ishould have expected as much; The Blues
offer high quality music? The
Collection was published by Orbis while
Jazz Greats come under scrutiny Jazz Greats is the brainchild of Marshall
Cavendish, a classy outfit whose Great
Composers offered some excellent
background
material
for
have traditionally been a sucker for
partworks. Offer something in an
newcomers to classical music
endless
series
of
fortnightly
(their Gershwin issue is still
instalments with binders available at a on my bookshelf).
modest extra charge and I'm your man.
But never mind the
Stick CDs on the front and Ican't resist.
magazine, what about the
Or at least, there was a time when I music? Well, the Duke
couldn't resist.
Ellington CD was a joy.
Ifinally managed to break my addiction
I'd been searching for
thanks to something called The Blues
some time for a suitable
Collection. There were a few worthy
exceptions, but by and large this series
consisted of dodgy, unrepresentative and
far from classic blues recordings backed
up by a pathetically flimsy magazine of

I

lethal dullness. The whole thing was so
badly organised that you didn't even get a
track listing on the back of the CD jewel
case; if you wanted to find out what you
were listening to, or change tracks, you
had to resort to the tedious business of
extracting the booklet... or go padding off
in search of your bound collection of
magazines, of course.
Ibought 20 or 30 issues of this barrelscraper before sanity set in. Finally Isaw
the light. Never again, Ivowed, would I
buy ( read ' collect') any partwork.
Particularly one with aCD on the front.
Which left me in a bit of a quandary
when something called jazz Greats
appeared. The first instalment, featuring
Billie Holiday, came and went and Ifelt
virtuous ignoring it. But then came issue

Over 20 Great Daces
betel:
Cad Bless The Child
Dune Fal
Pennies Trim Heaven
Summertime
MI 01

Me

billie hou
introductory collection of the Duke's
work, to use for infecting others with my
enthusiasm. The problem with Ellington
is that he was so prolific; there are great
performances scattered everywhere, but
where do you start? Right here, is the
answer. The jazz Greats CD offers over

70 minutes of Ellington classics (
Blues
Collection CDs often weighed in at about
40 minutes). And these aren't bottom-ofthe-barrel performances culled from dud
releases on an obscure label, they're stone
classics from what is generally regarded as
Duke Ellington's finest period ( 1928-45).
'East St Louis Toodle-oo', ' Creole Love
Call', ` Harlem Airshaft'... this is a
dynamite collection which would be worth
having as a full price CD, let alone for
£3.99 (with an additional free 69 minute
CD of Swing classics thrown in!). If you
are interested in Ellington, start here.
Marshall Cavendish has also adopted
the excellent idea of including two 'bonus
tracks' with each CD. These are often
tracks not by the featured artist
themselves, but by their influences.
So on the Ellington CD, for
instance, we get King Oliver
and Fletcher Henderson.
This kind of clever and
enlightening
detail
informs the whole jazz
Greats project.
The
consultants for the series
(including Tony Russell)
deserve full credit for this.
Just as important, though,
is the work of John Davies
[see box] who provided the
excellent remastering. My sole
criticism of the Ellington collection is the
inclusion of a rambling spoken
introduction on the ' Perfume Suite'.
In addition to Duke Ellington, the jazz
Greats series now includes Billie Holiday,
Louis Armstrong, Nat King Cole, Ella
Fitzgerald, Benny Goodman and (by the
time you read this) the truly great Fats
Waller.
Back issues are available and if you
have more than apassing interest in jazz,
check them out. Superb quality and
outstanding value for money. But how
long do we have to wait for Charlie
Parker? After all, now is the time...
Andrew Cartmel
Subscriptions and back issues for
the jazz Greats front the
Marshall Cavendish credit card hotline
01424 756 565

REMASTER MASTER
Even more cynical than AC about partworks. Iexpected Jazz
Greats to be aseries of warmed-over best of compilations. Ialso
expected the sound to be tailored to the needs of ageneration
brought up on noise-free CDs, sacrificing some of the music to
get rid of all the surface noise. Iwas wrong on both counts.
Kicking off with rather mainstream performers, the series is
presumably not aimed at those who already have ashelf full of
jazz records, but the compilations ( by Tony Russell and others)
include enough rarities to hook you if you do. And even those who
think they have everything should listen to the sound quality.
The music has been transferred, mainly from original 78s, by
the doyen of jazz restoration, John R TDavies. As the source
artefacts inevitably deteriorate. Davies believes that 11day's
remasters may be tomorrow's originals' and aims to include as
far as possible everything that is on the original recordings, even
if this means sometimes leaving on more surface noise than
some engineers would. The sense of air', the ability to hear the

size of the studio and alot of other detail gets lost along with the
surface noise in many reissues, but Davies succeeds in keeping
it. He eliminates clicks and pops by subtle techniques of his own.
for example by scratching the oxide off the tape ( rather than oldfashioned cutting and splicing, which can destroy the rhythmic
integrity of the music), but also uses mild applications of CEDAR
when necessary. A saxophonist himself, he is more concerned
with preserving the integrity of the music than with getting
surface noise to an absolute minimum, or with getting the
frequency balance consistent through an entire album. Instead,
the life and drive in the music is consistent through awhole CD,
and you can simply hear the instruments more clearly. Rather
than emasculate the music, he lets transient peaks come
through as loudly as they should. even when they are slightly
tinged with distortion ( though this is cunningly muted). Just as
the music deserves awider audience, so does the work of John
TDavies. Jazz Greats may provide it!
Steve He
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If you are in the market for anew
pair of loudspeakers....
wait
And discover why the best
is still British.
Before you commit to your musical future - visit the 3Rogers
rooms at The Hi Fi Show Ramada Hotel, Heathrow 12-15 Sept.
You are cordially invited to attend the official launch of the long awaited, top-secret
'Project D' - possibly the greatest advance in loudspeaker design and technology.

Rogers
BRITISH HIGH-FIDELITY

Contact the new Rogers International MARKETING & SALES CENTRE for your personal invitation.
Unit 13, Bath House Road, Beddington Lane, Croydon, Surrey CRO 4TD
Tel: 0181 683 2101 Fax: 0181 684 6469

INTRO.DUCING

Till

NEW

60:

SERIES

Don't believe all that
you read in the press...

just this bit:
B&W has pulled the stops well and
truly out for these speakers, and boy
does the result sound good... the
601's sound like the voice coils of
God. Up-to-the-minute design, goldplated biwirable sockets: they're a
bargain - magnificent for £ 200.

*****
What Hi Fi, November 1995

LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE

For details and stockists of the 600 range of loudspeakers, phone BMW UK on 01903-750750

